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FOREWORD

The MATHEMATICS, GRADE 5, CURRICULUM BULLETIN is one
of a planned series of bulletins designed to meet the needs of teachers and super-
visors who are working to improve the achievement level of mathematics in our
schools. The material has been planned to help teachers meet the diverse math-
ematical needs of the children in fifth-grade classes in our schools. In addition to
the emphasis that is always placed on arithmetic computational skills, this bulletin
shows how to include other areas considered important, such as, concepts, skills,
and ideas from Algebra and Geometry.

Use of the new bulletin will provide articulation with grade 4 mathematics
and with the mathematics of grades 6, 7, and 8. The publication completes a four-
year sequence in Intermediate School Mathematics based on the newer mathemat-
ical philosophy of what should and can be taught to children in grades 5 through 8.
Revisions will be made in this publication as a result of use in schools during the
introductory period.
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INTRODUCTION

This is the first part of a two part bulletin that has been prepared as a revision of the earlier

Mathematics 5 Cycles. It includes all of the topics in Mathematics Cycles Grade 5(1) en-
riched and expanded to include the newer emphasis of a modern mathematics curriculum as
found in the 1965 edition of the Mathematics 6 Bulletin. All relevant material in these bulle-

tins has been utilized.

This will mean that students completing this course will be in a better position to complete a
more thorough course in Mathematics 6.

It is important for children to develop speed and accuracy in computation, but in addition to
computational skills, it is important for children to develop understanding not only of arith-
metic concepts but of concepts from algebra and geometry.

The 80 units of this bulletin are organized into 3 categories:

Sets; Number; Numeration
Operations
Geometry and Measurement

These categories are shown in the Scope and Sequence Chart on page xx. This chart may
also be considered a Table of Contents.

The 80 units are sequentially planned. For example: After an introduction to sets, under the
category "Sets," children are led to see the relation between Union of Sets and Addition of
Whole Numbers under the category "Operations." This pattern is followed throughout.

The units also follow a spiral pattern, in that development of concepts and operations are re-
peated at increasing levels of understanding.

Concepts from Algebra, such as: open sentences, relations between numbers, graphing of
solution sets, are included in the exercises of most of the units. Concepts from geometry are
also included. A "Note to Teacher" is included in those units where it was felt the teacher
might want further clarification of the mathematical concepts connected with the unit and/or
to understand reasons for the developmental material.

Objectives for each unit are clearly stated immediately before the "Teaching Suggestions" de-
signed for the implementation of those objectives.

Review of background necessary for the introduction of new topics is suggested where neces-
sary. For example: Before adding and subtracting fractional numbers using the least common
denominator method, suggestions are made for renaming fractions, regrouping fractions, etc.

Asterisks before a unit or before an item within that unit indicate that these developments
may be used at the discretion of the teacher.

(1) Mathematics Cycles, Grades 5 Curriculum Bulletin 1961-62 Series, No. 6
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UNIT 1 - SETS

SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

NOTE TO TEACHER

WJiy Seep?

A set may be defined as a collection or group
of objects, ideas, or numbers.

The use of sets of concrete objects provides
a visual and tactile experience for the de-
velopment of the abstract concept of "number"
and for operations on number.

Since geometric and algebraic, as well as
arithmetic ideas, can be expressed in terms
of sets, set concepts and terminology have
a wide application.

Meaning of Set

A mathematical name for a collection of things

is "Set".

A set may be composed of similar or dissimilar
objects, things or ideas, which we decide to
consider as a unit.

All the mathematics books that we use may be
similar, but each is a different, discrete

book. The collection of Mathematics Books can
be considered as a set.

A collection of completely dissimilar things
such as a pencil, a stapler, an orange, may
also be considered as a set. These may be

the set of objects on the Teacher's desk.

1
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To convey the idea that a collection is a set,

the collection must be clearly defined.

A collection of "Interesting Books" is not a

clearly defined set because what is interesting

to one may not be interesting to another. The

set "Mathematics Books in our Classroom" is

clearly defined.

Elements of a Set

Each object, thing or idea in a set is called

a member or an element of that set. For ex-

ample, the elements of a set of golf clubs

are the individual clubs in that set.

Describing the set clearly helps to determine

whether an object is or is not an element of

the set.

For example, when we talk about, "The Set of

The Five Boroughs of New York City", there is

no doubt that Richmond is an element of that

set.

We may also describe this set by tabulating

its elements, for example, "The Set Whose

Elements are: Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn,

Queens, Richmond".

A set may consist of many elements. The set

of all teachers in New York City is a set

containing many elements.

A set may consist of only one member, for ex-

ample, "The Set of the Teachers in this Room ".

A set may contain no members, for example, "The

Set of All Teachers Who Are 15 Feet Tall".

Notation for Sets

The elements of a set may be tabulated within

braces. e.g., {Debbie, Gail, Kathy} can be

read as: "The set whose elements are Debbie,

Gail, Kathy".



Objective

Procedure

It should be understood that when we list the
elements of a set we never list the same ele-
ment more than once.

A, 1731 can be read as "The set whose
elements are triangle, square".

Sets may also be identified by the use of
a capital letter.

For example:
A = {Debbie, Gail, Kathy) read

as: "Set A is the set whose ele-
ments are Debbie, Gail, Kathy".

B = {Bill} read as: "Set B is the
set whose only member is Bill".

C = {apple, banana} can be read
as: "Set C is the set whose ele-
ments are apple, banana".

When the sets are referred to again they may
be recorded as: A, B, and C.

The empty set can be designated by braces

only, ) or by the symbol . The

empty set is sometimes called the null set.

The "belonging to" symbol for showing that
an object is an element of a set is E

The statement, "Kathy E A", is read:

Kathy is an element of Set A".

The symbol for an element that is not in a

set is it . The statement, "Ann % A ", is

read: "Ann is not an element of Set A".

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

To help children understand the meaning of: Elements of a Set;

Sets; Subset; Set Notation.

The previous exposure of the children to these concepts will

help the teacher determine the extent to which she will use

the following procedures.

3
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1. Begin if necessary by presenting physical objects such as: a set of

dishes; a set of checkers; etc. Elicit that a collection of things

is called a set. Tell children that the mathematical name for a

collection of objects is "Set".

2. Display and discuss sets of objects. Include some examples in which

the elements of the set are similar, for example: two crayons; some

in which the elements are dissimilar, for example; a book, a ball,

and a piece of chalk.

Children discuss dissimilar objects as a set.

3. Have children use available objects to create their own sets on their

desks and then to describe their sets.

Have them describe sets of similar things. Make sure they understand

that each thing is a discrete object.

4. Children follow the same procedure using sets of dissimilar objects.

They discuss why these are considered as sets.

5. Discuss sets that are not easily displayed.

(The set of characters in a book; the set of states in the U.S.)

6. Tell children that each object in a set is called a member or an

element of the set. Have children name elements in displayed sets;

in sets of similar objects; in sets of dissimilar objects.

7. Tell children that a set may have only one element. Have them think

of and discuss sets that have only one element.

[
the class aquarium; the principal of the school;:i

the capital building of New York State.

8. Ask the set of tigers in the room to stand. When no one stands ask:

Is there a set of tigers? [Yes]

Is there a set of tigers in this room? [No, the set of

tigers is the empty set].

9. Tell children that a set may have no elements and that this kind of

set is called the empty set, or the null set. Have children suggest

sets which contain no elements.

[I

The set of women who have been presidents of the United States;

The set of living dinossaurs; The set of astronauts in Grade 5.



10. Discuss the use of symbols as a way of conveying ideas.

For example, Highway signs are a set of symbols that communicate ideas
of curve, intersecting roads, etc.

11. Introduce set symbols.

A way of specifying a set is to list the names of the elements
or symbols for the elements between braces }

{a piece of chalk, a globe, a milk container}

{17.4 , 0 } is read as: the set whose elements
are a square, triangle, star, circle.

Make sure that children understand that the same set may be
recorded in many different ways, for example:

A,* p 17.1 0 } p { op nip A 0* }

or

{The living presidents of the U.S.}

or

{L:B: Johnson, Harry Truman, Eisenhower}

Tell children that the order of listing the members of a set does
not matter. Children should note that elements in a set are separated
by commas. The same element appears only once in a listing.

12. Record on the board:

Mary, Jane; (Jane, Mary)

Have children identify those that are sets.
[Only those within braces are sets.]

5

it.D,18)te)$43

13. Tell children that a set of many objects can be thought of as a
single idea and may be named by a capital letter, e.g., A, B, C.

Record: A = {Bob, Sam, Jack}

Read to children as: Set A is the set whose elements are Bob,
Sam, Jack.

Present other sets in the same way. Have children write their own
sets using capital letters.
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14. Introduce the symbol for element of a set ( E ).

Record: A =

Children read:read: "A is the set whose elements are a fish, a bird, a dog".

Record : E A

Read to children as: "A bird is an element of set A".

PRACTICE and / or EVALUATION

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Name as many words as you can that mean set.

[Collection, group, team, etc.]

2. Write the set of odd numbers from 2 through 9.

[ {3, 5, 7, 9}

3. Record next to the following sets, using set notation, those that

have no elements:
The set of dogs that fly.
The set of children in your fifth grade who have green hair.

The set of dishes in the closet.

The set of letters of the alphabet.

The set of even whole numbers less than 1.

4. List the elements of the following sets:

The set of Great Lakes.
The set of children who are officers of your class.

The set of the capital city of New York State.

5. Record in set notation two examples of sets containing more than

one element; two examples of sets containing only one element;

two examples of sets containing no elements.
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6. Write the following statement in set notation:

Set A is the empty set.

[ A = { }]

7. Con3ider the following sets:

A = {John, Mary, baby-Sue}

F = {Mondays Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday}

S= OMNI * A }

Write these sentences in set notation:

John is an element of set A.

Tuesday is an element of set F.
rectangle is not a member of set A.

Baby-Sue belongs to set A.

A triangle is an element of set S.

8. Use set notation to write:

The set of letters in your name.
The set of numbers between 20 and 30.

The set of numbers that are less than 10.
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SETS; NUXBE2; NUMERATION

UNIT 2-SETS: One-to-One Correspondence; Equivalent Sets;
Number as a Property of a Set;
The Set of Counting Numbers

NOTE TO TEACHER

One-to-One Correspondence

Matching objects in one set to objects in an-
other set is not new. Children have always been en-
couraged to note when there is one book for each
child, a chair for each child, a glove for each hand.

When the elements of two sets can be paired so that
each element of one set is associated with one and
only one element of the other set, and no element of
either set is excluded in this pairing, the two sets
are said to be in one-to-one correspondence.

The elements of the two sets that are being matched
may or may not be similar.

The sets below can be matched in E. one-to-one cor-

respondence.

The order in which they are matched is irrelevant.

[48,61 16,6i rfiblOi
tk54,43) ortio,0,91 wVARI
These sets are not in one-to-one correspondence.

41E- I ti-. c,
t I I

o51043 X
,
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Equivalent Sets

Two sets of elements that can be placed in one-

to-one correspondence are said to be equivalent.

sets.

Equivalent sets have the same number of elements.

The elements of the sets below have been put into

one-to-one correspondence.

Set A is { )1;.- , A, 0 }

11
Set B is 0,C3 , X f

Each element of Set A is paired with one and only

one element of Set B in each instance and each

element of Set B is paired with one and only one

element of Set A.

Set A is equivalent to Set B

Equal

When two sets have the same elements and therefore

have the same number of elements, they are said to

be equal sets.

Set A is a4 b, c }

Set B is t c, b }

The elements of Set A and Set B are the same.

Every element of Set A is an element of Set B.

Every element of Set B is an element of Set A.

The number of elements in Set A and in Set B is

the same.

Therefore:
Set A equals Set B

Set A and Set B are different names for

the same set, (Which is the usual meaning

of "equal" in mathematical situations).
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When we compare sets we find that one set may
be equivalent to another set; one set may be
equal, to another set; one set may have more or

fewer elements. In the last case it is neither e-
qual to nor equivalent to the other set.

Number as a Property of a Set

Consider a set which contains 5 green objects.
Its e ements have the color property of "greeness".

The set has a number property of "five-ness".

When sets can be placed in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, they have the an number property.

{ a, b, cs d has a number property of "4-ness".

{ 314 3", r, s } has a number property of "Ircess".

Both sets have the same number property.
The numbers are equal.

When two sets can not be placed in a one-to-one
correspondence, they do not have the same number
property.

One number is greater than or is less than the

other.

Mathematical symbols for inequalities of number

are:

"Is greater than", ",*", for example:

7 > 5 ; 5 - 2 6 - 4

"Is less than",

2 < 3 ;

" < ", for example:

3 + 8 < 4 + 9

Tie Set of Counting Numbers

When children began to count, they began w-l'h
one object. They associated the number 1 wet:

a set containing one object; the number 2 -Afth

a set containing two objects and so on.
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The set of numbers used in counting beginning
with 1 is called the, "Set of Counting Numbers"
and is shown in set notation as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5,. .}

Children should understand that no matter how far
they count there is still another number. This
is indicated by three dots as shown in the set above,
standing for "and so forth".

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objectives: To reinforce the concepts of one-to-one correspondence.
To develop number as a property of sets.

procedure

1. Question children about the common property of familar things.

What property do rain, milk and the ocean have in common?

[ liquid ]

What property do a cookie, a chocolate bar, a piece of pie
have in common?

[ sweet, edible, fattening ]

2. Compare sets of things in the classroom where a 1 - 1 matching
is obvious.

One pencil for one child
One sheet of construction paper for each child
One plastic spoon for each jar of paint

3. Discuss these matchings with the children.

4. Show two sets of dissimilar objects that are in one-to-one correspond-
ence on a display table, for example:

a book, a pencil, a paint jar
a ball, a bat, a stapler

Discuss the dissimilarity of the elements of the sets.

5. Ask children: What property do the sets on the display table
have in common?

[ The number 3 ]
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6. Compare other sets of objects that are in one-to-one correspondence

to emphasize that number is a property of set. For example:

a. {o, A, * 3} and { al, el (2), 11 C4]

b. The number of children in Grade Five who are

3 years old.

[ { } ]

and

The number of children in Grade One who are

25 years old.

7. Help children to see that sets that can be placed in one-to-one coru.

respondence have the same number.

8. Tell children:

a. A way we indicate the number of elements in a set is by

using the letter N (for number) before the set. For

example:
N A, 0 }

b. When we write N { * , A, 0 } = 3 we are saying that

the number of elements in the set whose members are star,

triangle, circle, is 3.

9. Children complete the following:

A= t@ICtli el
Number of elements =

N ( A ) =

G= {Sue, Betty, Jane}

Number of elements =

N (G) = [ 3 ]

= { 0 }
Number of elements = [ 1 ]

N ( J ) = [ ]

[ 4 ]

C 4 ]

C3]



10. Discuss with children:

a. How they arrived at the number of each set. [Counting]

b. Counting as the assignment of names to successively
larger quantities.

c. The Set of counting numbers { 1, 2, 3, . . .}

d. That each successive counting number is one more than

the number before it.

11. Children write in set notation:

First five counting numbers
Even numbers between 2 10
Even numbers between 25 43
Odd numbers between 2 10
Odd numbers between 25 43

12. Discuss the endless set of counting numbers.

Children note that no matter how far they count there are still

more counting numbers.

Tell children we use three dots ( ) meaning "and so forth"

to indicate such a continuation.

13. Review notation for the number of a set.

[ N ( A )

14. Present the following for children to complete:

A ={

B = { 8, 3, 2, 1, 6, 4

C = (Mary, Bob, John)

D = { * A, 0}

E= { , 0, A}

13

Number of elements in A =

Number of elements in B

N (C)=0

N ( D ) = 0

N ( E ) =
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They note that Sets E and D have the same elements and the same
number. The, numbers are equal; 3 = 3 Mhy?

[7

The quantity represented is the same; the cardinal number
is the same; the idea of "three" is the same; the elements
can be matched with none left over; etc.

The Sets contain the same elements.

15. To obtain the (counting) number of a set, such as

A = { n, A, o, +

Compare set A with the set of counting numbers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . }
and set up the following one-to-one correspondence:

Have children notice our use of "counting" and that the last counting
number needed is the number of the set.

PRACTICE AND / OR EVALUATION

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Write in set notation the set of counting numbers less than 15.

[ { 1, 2, 3, 44 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 ]

2. Show in set notation the set of all counting numbers greater than 30.

{ 31, 32, 33, 34 . }

3. Here are two collections of things.

A B

Show in set notation the number of elements in each set.

[11 ( A ) = 5
N ( B ) = 6]
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4. Show that the counting number of a set you choose is 6.

N 0, x, CJ, * $ = 6 ]

or

= 0$ C1$ * $ +, + }1
N ( A ) = 6

5. Tell how you would find the number of elements in the set

of girls in your class who are present today.

( By counting ]

6. Write two different ways in which the set of girls may be described.

By listing
By description]

7. Show two sets using set notation.
Compare these to show one-to-one correspondence.
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SETS; NUMBER; NW, TION

UNIT 3 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: CONCEPT OF NUMBER AND NUMERAL;
READING AND WRITING NUMERALS

NOTE TO TEACHER

Number and Numeral

To be able to distinguish between a System of
Numbers and a System of Numeration, the dif-
ference in meaning between the terms number
and numeral should be reviewed.

Number is the property of a set that denotes
the idea of "How Many"; of quantity. This

idea exists in the mind only.

A numeral is but the symbol or a name for a
number. Three, Trois, Tres, 3, III are all
symbols for the idea of the same number.
Punched holes are symbols used with com-
puters to convey the idea of number or to
transmit information about number. A numeral

is any symbol, agreed upon, for communicating
the idea of number.

Children learn about the idea of quantity -
the number of objects - before they read or
write the symbols or numerals for represent-
ing the idea.

The symbol is not the number just as writing
"blue" on the chalkboard is not the actual
color blue. Symbols are simply ways of repre-
senting ideas of number.

Any number may be represented in many ways.

There are times when distinguishing between

the words, "Number" and "Numeral" becomes
cumbersome so that often we use the word
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"Number" when we mean "Numeral". However,
it is wise to try to use precise mathematical
language whenever convenient.

The Set of Whole Numbers

The set of counting numbers, sometimes called
the set of natural numbers is part of the set
of whole numbers. The set of counting numbers
can be symbolized in set notation as

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .)

Zero is not a counting number. The set of whole
numbers includes zero which is the cardinal
number of the empty set.

The set of whole numbers is recorded in set
notation as

(Op 1p 2, 3 . .)

Note that the set of whole numbers, unlike the
set of counting numbers, has as its smallest
number, zero. Like the set of counting numbers,
the set of whole numbers has no greatest number.

Both sets are infinite (have an infinite number
of elements).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objective: To help children understand:
Meaning of number, numeral
Zero as a whole number
There is no greatest number

To reinforce:
Counting
Reading and writing numerals

Procedures

Concept of Number and Numeral

1. Children name other children in the classroom. Teacher lists the names,
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then erases them. Discussion helps children realize that the children

have not been erased.

Only the symbols or names for the children have been erased.

2. Use the same procedure for:
Symbols on a musical scale and the notes they represent.

Names for colors and the colors they represent, etc.

3. Display a set of six objects.
Children identify the number of members of that set.

Teacher records that number as: six, 6, VI, A.IT

Question the children:
What is the same about these recordings?

What is different about them?
If we erase these symbols, have we erased the set of objects?

4. Tell children that the idea of "How Many" in the set is a number.

The symbol is a numeral.

5. Teacher displays sets of various sizes.

Children identify the number of each set.

Children write the numeral for each number.

6. Discuss:
Numbers are ideas which cannot be seen, written, erased.

Numerals which stand for numbers can be seen, written, erased.

7. Write the following on the chalkboard and discuss the distinction

between symbols and objects, number and numeral.

A tiger - What do you see here?

9, 5 - Which is larger?

The Set of Whole Numbers

1. Use a number line labelled from 0 to 20. Discuss:

What is the next larger number after 5; after 3; after 15?

What number comes just before 5; before 3; before 21?

What is the next whole number after 1?

Is there any number that comes just before 1?

2. Teacher writes numerals on the board:

Ask children:
What is the greatest number shown?

What is the least number shown?

16, 10, 8, 13, 0
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3. Tell children that the numbers under discussion are called whole

numbers; that the set of whole numbers includes zero.

4. "2eacher writes numerals on the board: 17, 38, 45, 0, 4
Direct children to rewrite them in order from least to greatest.

Ask children to continue to write numbers in order after the greatest

number snown.

Ask them what they thint. the largest number would be, were they to

continue.

Elicit from them that there is no largest number, Why?

5. Encourage children to tell. what the set of whole numbers is.

TheThe set of whole numbers is the set of numbers whose least

number is sero, and which has no greatest number.

Children will express this idea in their own words.

6. Show children the following, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . .}

Discuss the use of the three dots.

PRACTICE and / or EVALUATION

SUGGESTED DowCISES

1. List the set of the first 10 whole numbers.

[ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) ]

2, List the set of whole numbers greater than 51.

[ (52, 53, 5 4 . . . ) ]

3. What is the greatest whole number in the set of whole numbers?

[ There is no greatest whole number ]

4. List the elements of the following:

The set of whole numbers between 100 and 101.

{ } ]

The set of whole numbers less than 5 and greater than 3.

[ { 4 } ]
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5. List a set containing five elements each representing the number 9.

Answers may vary.

[ { IX, 8 + 1, 42 + 41, 3 x 32 27 ÷ 3

6. Children write the numerals for the following:

Five hundred seven
Twelve hundred twenty-five
Three thousand forty

7. Children write the following in words.

706 1342 3029 2500

8. Dictate numbers such as the following:

3286 41 1870 1028

605 2300 3 4009

Note: Number symbols such as 5280 may be read as 52 hundred eighty

as well as 5 thousand 2 hundred eighty.

9. Children supply the missing numerals, counting by tens:

For example - 134, mit,

268,

990, 0

1380,

3507,

10. Children write the missing numerals in each sequence:

1970, 1980,

1530, 1520,

3500, NW,

1990, 2020

1510, 1480

1000, 1001, 1002,

3700, , 3900,

2000, 2100, 2200,

11. Children count forward in each of the following series, limit

determined by teacher.

Interval: Numbers through 9

47, 51, 55 .

69, 77, 85 .

178, 184, 190. .
305, 314, 323 . . .

577, 586, 595
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Interval: 9 - 99

30, 60, 90 . .

150, 200, 250 . . .

60, 120, 180 . . .

5049, 5059, 5069 . . .

3028, 3048, 3068 . .

Interval: 99 - 999

300, 600, 900 . .

600, 1200, 1800 . . .

700, 1400, 2100. . .

2368, 2468, 2568 .

6072, 6272, 6472. . .

Interval: 1000, 2000, 4000, etc.

1000, 3000, 5000 .

1300, 2300, 3300 . .

2529, 3529, 4529 . .

1480, 3480, 5480. . .

1461, 3461, 5461 . . .

21, 42, 63 . . .

17, 34, 68 . .

28, 56, 84 . .

62, 124, 186 . . .

215, 230, 245 .

250, 500, 750 . . .

130, 260, 390 . . .

402, 804, 1206 . .

325, 650, 975
215, 430, 645 . .

12. Children count backward in each of the following series:

Interval: Numbers through 9 Interval: 30, 40, 50, etc.

67, 63, 59 . . .

219, 211, 203 . . .

648, 643, 636
351, 342, 333 . .

429, 422, 415 . . .

180, 150, 120 . . .

350, 30C, 250 . .

300, 240, 180. .

5089, 5079, 5069
2098, 2078, 2058 . . .

Interval: 100, 300, 700, etc. Interval: 1000, 2000, etc.

1800, 1500, 1200 .

2428, 2328, 2228.
3500, 2800, 2100 .

5472, 5272, 5072 .

3925, 3725, 3525

. .

.

. .

. .

. .

9000, 8000, 7000 . . .

5300, 4300, 3300
7680, 6680, 5680 . .

8320, 6320, 4320
6529, 5529, 4529 . .
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GEOMETRY AND 1.2:ASURITirlIT

UNIT 4 - GEOMETRY: SETS OF POINTS; CURVES; NUMBER LINE

NOTE TO TEACHER

Points

We continue our exploration of Sets with their
extension to Sets of Points.

A point is an idea.
A point cannot be seen or felt. It cannot be
measured.

A point may be represented as a dot, as the end of
a sharply pointed object, as the location where
two walls and a ceiling meet, etc.

A point can be represented as a fixed location
which does not move.

If the dot on the paper is erased, or the paper
moved, the point still exists, and would have to
be described in some other way, perhaps by a
set of directions.

Space can be defined as the "set of all points".

Curves

Think of the idea of a path between two points
in space.

All paths are sets of points in space and are
called curves whether the paths are "straight"
or not. The mathematical meaning of curve is
different from the common meaning of curve.
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A string stretched between two points, the repre-
sentation on a map of the road between two cities
are both representations of curves.

Curves include straight lines.

Line Segment

A line segment is an idea. It is a set of points
that may be represented by a special curve drawn
on paper connecting two dots. When we say "line
segment" we mean "straight line segment".

The line segment is the shortest curve between
two points. When represented it includes the
end points of the line segment.

The symbol for a line segment is AB . Points A
and B are the end points of the line segment AB ,

A

Liner.

A line can be thought of as the extension of a
line segment in both directions.

A

The symbol for the line above is: le
Notice how the two arrows indicate extension
is both directions.

Number Lines: Sets of Points on a Line

Because every point on a line has a position and
because there is a distance between every two points
on a line which may be compared with the distance be-
tween any two other points on that line, the number
line is an invaluable device for helping children as
they deal with operations on numbers and to see the
one-to-one correspondence between some points on the
line and the numbers under consideration.
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We have previously discussed the association of
a number with a set of things. For example: we
associated "4" with any set whose members can be
put into a one-to-one correspondence with any
other set containing 4 elements, e.g.,

O x a common number property.
Both of these sets have

) I
"4" is the counting numberQ Q' *1 that tells how many elements
in each of these sets.

2 1

"4" may also be associated with a specific point
on the number line, thus:

41111E241m=11311L....ALm6L411.

There is on this number line, one and only one point
corresponding to any one whole number.

The numbers are orderri. That is, they can be arranged
in a sequence. Any number to the right of a number on
the number line is greater than any number to the left
of that number.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objective: To introduce geometric concepts of points and lines.
To introduce properties of lines.
To reinforce the number line.

Procedure:

1. Ask each child to touch a spot on his desk.
Children locate the point.

[ 6 inches from the right edge, 3 inches from the bottom edge.]

2. Teacher mentions a location that is not precise. For example: a

spot to the right of the door and above the floor.

Teacher asks children:

Do you know exactly the spot meant? [ No] Why not?

How can you find out exactly the spot to which I am referring?

[ Answers will vary ]
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Teacher directs children to suggest ways of describing the spot so
that it is exactly located.

3. Tell children that any precise location in space is called a point.

4. Teacher holds a sheet of paper against the chalkboard. Put a finger
lightly on a point on the paper.Slide the paper away still keeping
the finger at the same location.

Question children:

What did I do to the paper? [Took it away]
Where is my finger? [In the same place]
Did the point go away? [No]

5. Children mark a dot on paper.
They erase the dot.

Elicit from children that the point is still in the same location
even though the dot was erased.

6. Tell children that points, like numbers, are mathematical ideas.
The dot is just a representation, symbol or model of the point,
just as the numeral is a symbol for a number.

7. Discuss: How small is a mathematical point? ; a dot? s etc.

8. Ask one child to hold the end of a string. Bring about thu understand
ing that the end of the string is a point. Ask another child to hold
the other end of the string. Establish this end as another endpoint.

Elicit from the children that the string makes a path from one point
to another point.

Have the children stand so that the string is not taut.

Discuss idea of a "curved line".

They stretch the string taut.
Compare curved path with straight path.

[straight path yields the shortest distance between 2 points]

Children drop the string. Establish, through discussion, that the
path the string traversed is still there, even though the string
is not.

9. Children mark a dot on the paper. They mark a series of dots
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in line with the first dot.

They place dots in between the dots already on the paper.

They continue to place dots between the existing dots until
they are dense.

They draw a line through the dots.
They note a line is a set of points.

10. Children mark a dot on paper.
They draw a straight line through the dot.
They continue to draw lines through that point.

Children note that any number of lines can be drawn through one point.

*

11. Direct children to mark a dot on a paper. They mark a second dot

a distance away in any direction.

They draw straight lines passing through the points.

They see that one and only one straight line can be drawn through

two points in one plane.

12. Teacher marks two dots on the board. She draws many curved lines

between the points.

Using strings first, then by drawing lines, children experiment

to find the shortest curve between points A and B.



Discuss these curves until children see that all lines are curves but

that the curve that is the shortest distance between two points is a

straight line segment.

13. Draw a line.

f-
Ask children:

Why are the arrow heads there?

What are the end points of the line shown?

[There are no end points on a line.]

Tell children that a line is named by any two points on the

line with the symbol " 4> above them.

AE names the line 4:
>

14. Present the following:

P Q R S
111

Discuss the line and line segment until children understand that a

line segment is part of a line; that a line segment has specified

end points.

In the diagram above "R" and "S" are end points of that line segment.

Tell children that the symbol for a line segment is "

The line segment above is symbolized as

15. Children draw, identify and symbolize lines and line segments.

27
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16. Direct children to place a dot on a paper. They label it "A"

They place another dot and label it /93" . Children draw a line

segment from A to B.

Ask children to mark off a series of points along the line segment.

They label each point.

A C X

Discuss points on a line.

Can you always insert another point?

How many points do you think are on a line segment?

[An undetermined number.]

17. Children are familiar with the number line.

Emphasize through discussion that:

We are assigning whole numbers to certain points on the line.

Each number can be considered as a name for that point.

Zero is the least whole number.

Numbers to the right of any number are larger than that number.

Numbers to the left of any number are bmaller than that number.

PRACTICE AND / OR EVALUATION

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Mich of the following is the best model of a point? Why?

2. which of the following are the best answers? Why?

A point is a dot.
A point is an exact location in space.

A point is the end of a nail.

A point is an idea.
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3. Name all the line segments represented in each figure below.

C D

F

E

H R

Mir

CD

DE

FE"

[ FG GH HK KR ]

4. Draw all possible line segments to connect the given points.

Name all the line segments.

A

[ KU BC a."

5. Note points "P" and "R" below.

How many line segments can be drawn with end points "P" and "R" ?

.P

R.

6. Exploratory Exercises

Draw sketches to show:

How many points can two straight lines always have in common?

Will 2 straight lines always have at least one point in common?

[Remember the definition of a line.]
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GEOMETRY AND ICASUREIENT

UNIT 5 - MEASUREMENT: TEMPERATURE

NOTE TO TEACHER

The derivation of the word Geometry comes from "geo",
the earth and "metry," measurement. Formerly Geometry
was concerned mainly with measurement of the earth.

Measurement is the process of assigning numbers to
physical objects or physical quantities or to their
mathematical abstraction, line segments etc.

All measurement involves a comparison with a unit of

measure. The number of units in the object being
measured is called the measure of this object.

All physical measurement is approximate.

When counting objects, the answer to the question, "How
many are there?" can be exact.

However, in the measurement of distance, capacity, weight,
time, etc., absolute accuracy is impossible. While we

are saying, "It is 6 o'clock" the second hand of the clock

has already moved on, and it is after 6 o'clock. When
measuring with a standard ruler the width of the markings
on the ruler and the degree to which the lead of the pencil

is sharpened, contribute to variations.

Measurement concepts will be developed by using instruments

and units of measure in experience situations. They include:

schedules for railroad, bus and airplane travel; time tables

for radio and television programs; records of changes in

tides and temperature; time of sunrise and sunsets, etc.

Before using standard units of measure, children should be

given many opportunities to use non-standard units such as
hand, span, foot, unmarked containers.

Children should have many opportunities to estimate length,
weight, height, etc. They should check their estimates with

measurements made.
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Standard instruments (scales, rulers, calendars)
for measuring weight, length, time, etc. should
be available.

Give children many opportunities to determine the
appropriate instrument that can be used in a given
situation. For example: in testing vision in the
classroom, the distance from the eye chart is 20
feet. What instrument should we use to measure the
distance? Would -jou use a 6 inch ruler or a yard
sUck? Why? etc.

Provide ample practice for expressing estimation of
quantity in the most suitable unit o: Leasure. The
length of a room can be estiJated as 18 feet; a
piece of paper as 12 inches long.

Indirect Peasurement

Some objects cannot be measured directly; their
measurements are arrived at by indirect methods. ihe

may call these "indirect measurements". For example:
The height of a very tall building, a tree or an
inaccessible object such as a mountain, is arrived
at indirectly. We measure directly certain lengths
and angles, and then perform computations on the
(approximate) measures obtained.

Temperature

It is not possible to measure temperature directly.
To "meas-ire" temperature, we make use of a property

of heat. When a substance gets warmer, it usually

expands. The instrument used to measure temperature
is the thermometer in which a column of liquid expands
or contracts in relation to the amount of heat to

which it is exposed. Ile measure the length of the

column of liquid to estimate the temperature. The
unit of measure on the thermo.eter is the degree.

The thermometer can be considered a number line. Two
scales, the Fahrenheit and the Centegrade, can be

introduced. Tabular and graphical comparisons can be
made. An important use of these scales is the opportunity
to work with positive and negative numbers.
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TEACHL:G SUGGESTIONS

Objective: Continued development of concepts of temperature.

ftocedures

1. Have several thermometers available for the children.
Children hold their hands around the bulb of the thermometer to discover
that:

Mercury is a liquid that easily expands and contracts.
The measure of the length of the column of mercury
indicates temperature.

2. Discuss the:

Scale on the thermometer as part of a number line.
Markings on the thermometer as end points of the segments.
Variations of length of intervals on different thermometers (Scale).
Measurement and measurement of temperature as an approximate value
and as an indirect measure.

3. Discuss the:

Unit of measure for temperature as a degree.
Symbol for the unit, " ° "

Meaning of zero degrees on the thermometer

Boiling point and freezing point on the Fahrenheit Scale.

Variations of boiling point and freezing points of various substances.

Include milk, alcohol, mercury, water, etc.

Boiling Point of Water = 212° F

Freezing Point of 'later = 32° F etc.

4. Children read and interpret the readings on various types of
thermometers. They read temperatures below zero.
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5. Use experience charts to compare outdoor and indoor temperature,

daily temperature, etc.

Temp. at
10 A.R.

Temp. at
2 P.M.

Non, 60° 68°

.:Tues. 48° 57°

Tiled.

Thurs.

Fri.

Outdoor
Temp.

Indoor
Temp.

Mon. 60° 72°

Tues. 48° 2°

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

31 6. Discuss idea of Centigrade Scale (Optional)

0° C = 32° F

100 °C =212° F

Centigrade is used in European countries and in Science.

23o' -110.

(2 (00' BoilingE1 Point

qe

rue to'
70

pike 60

se
Kr 40
II 30
4s ao

60
32. o' Freezi nci Point

-to*

-4*

-21e

-41f

- 53 -se
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EVALUATION and / or Practice

SUGGESTED MRCISES

1. Which is warmers - 10° or - 20° ? [ -10P ]

2. If the temperature at 8 o'clock is 2° below zero and at noon it is 16°

above zeros how much warmer has it gotten?
[ 18 degrees warmer ]

3. The temperature this morning was 10°. It has gotten 15° colder.

What is the temperature now?
[ ]

4. Use variously scaled thermometers to answer the following:

How many spaces are there on the scale from the 60° to the

70° marks etc.

How many degrees does each space represent?

[Answers will vary depending upon the thermometer used]

5. hatch the following temperatures with the appropriate item in the

column at the right.

3504° Ice-skating Weather

32° Boiling Water

10P Swimming Weather

212° Temperature at which water freezes

95° Oven Temperature

6. The temperature changed from 50 to 2° below zero last night. This

afternoon it went from 8° to 14° . Which was the greater change?

[5° to 2° below zero]
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7. Relate to science experiment.

Eaterials needed: Colored water, alcohol, mercury, long glass tubes.

Pour a small amount of a liquid into a tube.

Children cover the base of the tube with their hands and note

how the liquid expands and rises in the tube as it gets warmer.

They note which liquid reacts most quickly.

Children construct a scale for each tube to note variations

in temperature.

8. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.



OPERATIONS

UNIT 6 SET OF WHOLE NUNBERS: UNION OF SETS; ADDITION

NOTE TO TEACHER

Two sets may be combined or joined to forma
new set.

The new set is called the union of the two sets.
The term "union" is applied both to the operation
and to the resulting set.

Understanding of the union of two sets is basic
to the understanding of addition of whole numbers.

Sets having no elements in common are called

Disjoint Sets. For example,

A = { Susan, Mary, Judy }

B = { Ken, Frank, Paul}

are disjoint sets.

The union of Set A and Set B is a new Set, C, where

C = {Susan, Nary, Judy, Ken, Frank, Paul)

The symbol for union is " U ".

HereC=AUB

If X is the set of boys in the classroom and if Y

is the set of girls in the classroom, we form a

union of Sets X and Y to arrive at the Set of child-

ren in the room, Set Z.

We record this as: Z=XUY
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Union of Sets and Addition of Numbers

The term "Union" applies to sets and the term
"Addition" applies to numbers.

For example,

Let A = { a, b, c }

B = { h, t, b }

ThenAUB=C where

C = { a, b, c, h, t, b }

and N(A) + N(B) = N(C)

3 + 3 = 6

Addition is a binary operation in which an ordered
pair of numbers is operated on to yield a third
number called the sum. Each number of the ordered

pair is called an addend.

An ordered pair of numbers involves two considerations:

The numbers

The order in which they are considered.

For example: The ordered pair (6, 2) is not the
same as the ordered pair(2, 6) although both involve
the same pair of numbers and both yield the same sum.
This can be shown on the quadrants below.

oh)

5

4

3

I

(6,2)

4

6

5

3

.2

2 3 6

Definition of the Operation of Addition for Whole Numbers

If A and B are disjoint sets as above, we have seen that:

N(A) + N(B) = N( AUB ) since C = A U B
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This is the way we can define the operation of

the addition of two whole numbers which we will

call a and b:

If N(A) = a

and N(B) = b

Where A and B are disjoint sets

then a 1 b is equal to N(A U B)

By applying this definition we can verify each

of the following properties.

Properties of Addition: Set of Whole Numbers

Operations on numbers are subject to certain

rules or properties.

Some properties of operation for addition are

the:

Associative Property

Then three or more numbers are to be added, the order

in which they are grouped does not affect the sum.

For example:

4, 3, 2 may be grouped as

Commutative Property

The order in which two numbers are added does not

affect the sum.

For example:

Closure

The set of whole numbers is closed with respect

Identity Element for Addition is Zero

to addition.

and (4 4-3) + 2 = 4 + (3 + 2)

6 + 0 = 6 and 0 + 6 = 6

3 + 4 = 4 + 3

(4 4- 3) + 2 or as
4 + (3 + 2)



When whole numbers are added, the sum is always

a whole number.

Concepts from Algebra

A mathematical sentence is any statement of equality

or inequality involving numbers.

A mathematical sentence may be either operi, true,

false

An open sentence contains one or more place holders.

4 + n = 9 is an example of an
open sentence

4 + 5 = 9 is an example of a

true sentence

{ 5 } is the truth set for

the open sentence 4 + r1 = 9

A given set or a set from which it would be reason

able to choose the number for the truth set is called

the replacement set. For 4 n = 9 the set of whole

numbers would be considered the replacement set.

The symbols rl or n or A, etc. are called placeholders

or variables.

8 > ( n x 2 ) is also an open sentence.

If we establish the replacement set as the set of

whole numbers, then the truth set for 8 > (n x 2)

is {0, 1, 2, 3}

4 + 5 = 8 is an example of a false statement.

Basic Addition Facts

An addition fact is a statement about the two addends,

each from 0 through 9 and their sum a number from 0

through 18. Thus:

8 + 4 = 12 is an addition fact but

12 + 4 = 16 is not called an addition fact.
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Teachers must aim for automatic response to basic
facts by their children.

Automatic response is achieved through periodic
drill.

Drill

Drill should be organized according to specific
patterns which emphasize one type of relationship

at a time.

A few minutes of each lesson should be devoted to

drill.

Drill should be related to the major topic under
cons.deration, wherever possible.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the union of sets.

To relate addition of numbers to union of sets.
To test and / or reinforce automatic response to addition facts.

To reinforce extensions of .addition facts to higher decades.

To introduce concepts from algebra.

Procedures

Union of Sets

1. Display two sets of objects, for example, a ruler and a scissors; a

crayon and a pencil

Children note that the objects are different.

2. Children show these in set notation, as:

Let A = { scissors, ruler }

Let B = { pencil, crayon }
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3. Ask children how to form a new set using the elements of A and B.

[Put them together, join them, etc.]

4. Ask children:

What are the elements of this new set which we will call Set C?

Teacher records as child responds

C = (scissors, ruler, crayon, pencil)

Does Set C include all of the elements of Set A? of Set B?

5. Tell children that the symbol for joining sets is " U 11 and that it

is read as: "Union of".

Record in set notation the action of joining the sets,

{scissors, ruler} U {crayon, pencil} = {scissors, ruler, pencil, crayon}

A U B = C

Emphasize that the term "union" applies to sets.

6. Reinforce set notation:

Braces; symbol for empty set; symbol for union; symbol

for the number property of a set.

7. Present the problem:

Alice, Joan and Mary went skating. At the rink they met Harry,

Tom and Bob. The two groups skated together.

Children show this in set notation.

{ Alice, Joan, Mary } U Harry, Tom, Bob }

Children show the union of the two sets.

Let A = {Alice, Joan, Mary}

B = {Harry, Tom, Bob}

C = {Alice, Joan, Mary, Harry, Tom, Bob}

Then, AUB= C
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8. Use the problem above to reinforce number as a property of sets.

Children show, in set notation, the number of elements in Set A,

Set B and Set C as:
N(A) =r7 [ 3

N(B) = [ 3 ]

N(C) fl [ 6 ]

Relate Union of Sets to Addition of Numbers

Ask children (referring to the sets above)

What are the elements of Set A?

[Alice, Joan, Nary]

What is the number of Set A?

[ N(A) = 3 ]

What are the elements of Set B?

[Harry, Tom, Bob]

What is the number of Set B?

[ N(B) = 3 ]

What are the elements of Set C?

[ Alice, Joan, Mary, Harry, Tom, Bob ]

What is the number of Set C?

[ N(C) = 6 ]

Show in set notation that the number of Set A added to the number of

Set B , will give the number of Set C where C = A U E.

[

N(A) + N(B) = N(C)

N(A) + N(B) = N( A U B )

Show the above using only numerals.

[ 3 + 3 = 6 ]



Emphasize that:

The binary operation "Union" applies to sets. We combine sets.

The binary operation "Addition" applies to numbers. We add

numbers.

Facts and Extensions

1. Test for automatic response to basic addition facts.

Drill or reteach as indicated by results.

2. Test children's responses to

higher decades.

Sums in the Same Decade

17+2=0
24+2=0
46+2="

15 +4 =n
26 +4 =0
64+4=0

C

Sums in the Next Decade

57+ 5 =r11

46 + 5 =r--1
14+8=0

89 + = n
18+3=71
59 +8 =n

the extension of addition facts to

emee la the Thousands

Children make the open sentences true.

1324+ 3 ="
2436 +4 - -n
1617 + 6=rl
1598+ 5 =17

43

B

Sums reaching the Next Decade

41 +9 =0 17 +3 =0
14+6=0 55 + 5 ran
38+2=0 66+4=0

D

Sums in the Hundreds

324 +3 =0
436 +4=0
518+ 5 =

Read as hundreds rather than as

to facilitate arriving at sums.

example:
13244-3 is read as: 13

plus 3

thousands
For

hundred 24

36 Drill or teach as indicated by results, emphasizing the following

mathematical relationships.
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Applying Commutative Property

2 + 9 thought of as 9 + 2
5 + 23 thought of as 23 + 5
6 + 184 thought of as 184 + 6

Deriving Near-Doubles from Doubles

From 8 + 8 we derive, 84-7, 811, 7+8, 9+8
From 25 + 25 we derive, 25 + 24, 25 + 26,

24 + 25, 26 + 25

Applying Associative Property

9 + 6 thought through as
9+ (1 + 5) = (9 + 1) + 5 = + 5 = 15

38 + 5 thought through as
38+ (2 + 3) = (38 + 2) + 3 = 40 + 3 = 43

243 + 9 thought through as
243 + (7 + 2) = (243 + 7) + 2 = 250 + 2 = 252

4. Use the number line to reinforce addition facts and extension of facts
to higher decades.

0 1 2 3 L1- 5 6 1 it 9 10 11 12 13 14 15"

+- 4- + 3

6 + 7 = 6+ (4 + 3) ma (6 + 4) + 3 = 10 + 3 =

or

0 1 2 3 * 5 42

Extend number line for higher decades.

9 lo ti 12 13 i4 15

+. 1 z 12 +1 =13

Concepts from Algebra

1. Tell children that:

Symbols 0, A, n, 0, etc. in a mathematical sentence are
called placeholders or variables.

Mathematical statements containing variables are called open
sentences.
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2. Direct children:
Replace the variable to make a true statement

8 +12. 17
15 +0 =21
9 +0= 14

Which of the statements below are true? Which are face?
Which are open?

3 x 7 = 21
1 + 1 = 1
4 4 2

D - az 10

48+ 22 = 60
1 1= 112 Ts 4

Why cannot 0 - 7 = 10 be called a true statement ;A false statement?

Write an open sentence; A true sentence; A Mae statement?

3. Mae this open sentence true: 236 + 0 213 243 [ ]
Tell children that {7} is called the truth set for the open sentence

236 + 0 ao 243. Ask, "Thy?"

Let children find the truth set for the following open sentences.

In each case ask how they obtained the answer.

6 +17 = 27; 3+ ( 2 x 0 ) =11; 2+(3x0)=2

4. Have children make the following open sentences true,

Commutative Property

3+ 36= 36 +n
7+ 148= n +7
9 + 2145 = 2145 + n

etc.
Use of the terms "Commutative"
the maturity of the children.

Associative Property

105 + 7 2o110 +4n
1526 + 4+0su 1532

1397 + 8 = 1400 + 0
225 + 5 + n = 233

and "Associative" would depend upon
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5. Replacement Set

Given the set (71, 1, 3, 5, 6) children choose Le valvcs for n

to make the following statement true.

8>(n+2) [n or 3, or 5]

Tell children that the set of numbers from which one or more numbers
can be chosen to replace a variable is called a replacement set.

Why is the name, "Replacement Set" given to this set?

Children note that more than one choice is possible for the
truth set or solution set.

6. Children find the truth set for the following:

Open Sentence Replacement12LIerit Set

a. 4<n<9
b. + A =

c. 37 + 5 > n

The set of whole numbers

{ 1, 2, 3 . . . 10 }

{ 43, 41, 29, 90 }

PRACTICE and / or EVALUATION

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Wing any or all of the following: 4, 6, 8

Write two statements of inequality.

2. Tell what whole number n is, so that each mathematical sentence
below, is true.

n + 50 = 50 + n

+ = 24

9 + 8 < n

26 + > n

{

{o, 1, 2, 3_ .}

or
any whole number

[ {le, 19, 20 .}]

[ {0, 1, 2, 3 . . . 38} ]

3. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.
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UNIT 7 - SUBSETS

SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

NOTE TO TEACHER

A set contained in another sat is called a subset

of the original set.

Each element of the subset is by definition an
element of the given set.

For example: All of the children in a classroom
may be thought of as a set of children.

The set of girls is a subset of the set of children,
The set of boys is another subset of the class of

children.

The set of even numbers is a subset of the set of

whole numbers.

The set of odd numbers is a subset of the set of

whole numbers.

The symbol for "is a subset of" is n=r

If Set A = { Cop 19 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and

Set B = { 29 49 6, 8}

Then Set B is a subset of Set A because each of

the elements of Set B is also an element of

Set A.

This is symbolized as: B c A and is read as:

Set B is a subset of Set A.

Understanding of subsets is important in arith-

metic. For example: We can explain subtraction

of two whole numbers 1y removing a subset from a
given set and examining the number of the three

sets involved.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Qbjective: To help children understand the meaning of subset.

ftoctives

1. The problem of rearranging the bookshelves is presented to the class.
Three children, Mary, Alice and John are chosen.

2. Identify these children as elements of a set.

3. Children record this given set using set notation.

[ {Mary, Alice, John} ]

4. Guide children to see that there are sets within a given set.

Ask children:

Which children within this set can we use to help
rearrange the books on the back shelves?

[Answers may vary]

How would you describe Mary and Alice in relation
to the set?

[Elements of the set]

Use a diagram to show this.

Show, using diagrams, other children from the given set who might
be used to help.

[I

John
Alice

Mazy

Record different sets of helpers, using set notation.

[ {Mary, John} etc.

Ask children:

What can you tell about the relationship of the sets you have



recorded to the given set.

Children helping are in the set of children you chose;
Mary and Alice are part of the names you put on the board;

etc.

5. Tell children that sets that are part of a given set are called

subsets of that set.

6. Ask children whether we might use Alice, Mary and John to help.

[ Yes

Tell children that any set may also be considered a subset of

itself.

7. Ask children what notation they would use to show that we do not

wish to use any of the children of the given set.

[ { }3
Ask children whether there is any member in the empty set that is

not an element of the given set.

Tell children that because there is no element in the empty set

that is not in the given set the empty set is a subset of every

set.

8. Tell children that the symbol for subset is "c: "

For example: { Alice } c { Alice, Johns Mary is read as:

The set that contains Alice is a subset of the set whose elements

are Alice, Johns Mary.

We may also record this in another way.

D= { Alice, John, Mary

F = { Alice )

Then we may record the same idea as: F c D read as: "Set F is a

subset of Set D".

PRACTICE EXERCISES

1. Use a diagram to show that the set of Arithmetic books is a subset

of the set of all the textbooks in our room.

49
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2. Use set notation to describe the diagram below.

[ (Ivy plant) c (Plants on our windowsill) ]

3. Consider the diagram below. Encircle the subset of odd numbers.

10 6 4 1

9 3 13

8 5 15 2

14 12

4. Use data on the chart to give information required about
(John, Tom, Don, Alan, Bill)

Name Color of Tie Color of Shirt

John Blue White
Don Red Grey

Alan Grey Blue

Bill Blue White

Tom Grey Grey

a. Show in set notation that the boys whose ties are blue
is a subset of the given set.

[ (John, Bill) (= (John, Don, Alan, Bill, Tom} ]

b. Show in set notation that the boy wearing a red tie is

a subset of the given set.

[ (Don) c: (John, Don, Alan, Bill, Tom) ]

c. If Frank also is wearing a red tie is the
following statement true? Explain.

{Don, Frank} c {John, Don, Alan, Bill, Tom}



5. List in set notation all the subsets of the set of rivers around

New York City.
(Hudson, Harlem, East)

(Hudson) ; (Hudson, East) ; (Hudson, Harlem)

(Harlem) ; {Harlem, East}

East } ; { }

51

*6. How many subsets are there in a set that contains 3 elements? (Optional)

*7. Distinguish between: (Optional)

Alice E Alice, John}

and

(Alice) c (Alice, John)

8. How many subsets are there of a set that contains 4 elements? (Optic ..)
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OPERATICKS

UNIT 8 - SET OP WHOLE NUMBERS: SUBTRACTION - RELATED TO CCKPLEKENT
ar A SET; MEANINGS; PROPERTIES;
FACTS; EXTENSIONS TO HIGHER DECADES

NOTE TO TEACHER

Although children have dealt with subtraction in earlier
grades a recapitulation of subtraction in connection with
sets may help them to solve verbal problems.

An interpretation of subtraction in the set of whole
numbers depends upon:

1. The meaning of addition in the set of whole
numbers in terms of the union of disjoint sets.

2. The understanding that subtracting a number is
the inverse operation of adding that number.

Interpretation of Subtraction in Terms of One-to-One
Correspondence; Related to Finding the Difference in
Subtraction of Numbers

Illustrative Example

Choose a set with 5 elements, Set A and a set with 3

different elements, Set B.

Find another Set C such that when the union of Set B
and Set C is formed, the elements of this union can
be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the
elements of Set A.



Set A =

Set B=

Set C =

Therefore:

*PAU 41=M

B U C A

The elements of the union of sots B and C may now be
placed in one-to-one correspondence with the elements
of Set 1.

When the elements of Set are matched with the
elements of Set B the elements that are not matched
form the new Set C.

Set so

Set B =

Set C

toolp cf&to)

qtik 1

Relating hatching of Sets to Subtraction of Numbers

Referring to the conditions stated above, we find that
if we know the number of elements in Set (5) and the
number of elements in Set B (3), we can find the number
of elements in Set C (2).

We way think in terms of additions
What number added to 3 will result in 5?
This wei be stated ass 3 + 0 in 5
We must find a second addend which when added to 3
will give the sum 5.
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Addition is an operation on two numbers, to find a third
number called the sum. The two numbers are called addends.

Addend + Addend a Sum

3 + 2

Subtraction then is the operation of finding a missing
addend when the sum and the other addend are known.

Addend + 1J a Sus
3 + 0 a 5

In terms of subtraction this is finding the difference.

Interpretation In Terms of Subsets (Complement of a
Set); Belated to Finding "Bow Loy Are Left" In
Subtraction of Numbers

Illustrative trample

Choose a Set A with 5 elements from which we wish to
remove a subset Set B of 3 elements. The subset that
is left can be called the remainder set, which we will
call Set C.

Set C is said to be a complement of Set B relative to
Set A.

For examples

Set A a

We are left with the elements of another subset which we
will call Set C.

Set C 11

Set C is the remainder set.
Set C is the complement of Set B relative to Set A.
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Should, we wish to remove Subset C from Set At then
Subset B would be the remainder set or the complement
of Set C relative to Set A.

Relating Removing of a Subset to Subtraction of Numbers

When we wish to remove a number of elements from a set
the operation of subtraction is involved:

N (A)

N (A) 5

11 (B)

N (B) Is 3

5 -3

a. 21(C)

2

Subtraction is a binary operation on an ordered pair
of numbers.

A binary operation means that only two numbers soy be
operated on at any one time to produce a third number.

Finding "The Difference" and finding "Row Reny Are Left"
situations are both solved by the operation of subtraction.

Some Properties of Subtraction

Inverse Operation

An action often has associated with it an inverse action.
We open a door, we close a door; we put on shoes, we take
off shoes.
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Mathematical operations also have inverse operations.
For example: After we add 2 to 7 to arrive at 9,
to get back to 7 we subtract 2 from 9.

Add 2

Subtract 2

This may be thought of as a "doing" and an "undoing."

"Subtracting a number" is the inverse operation of
"adding that number."

Addition. 7 + 2 9

Related Subtraction 9 - 2 2. 7

Commutative Property

Subtraction is not commutative

4 - 3 = 1 but
3-401

Associative Property

Subtraction is not Associative

(6 4) in 0 but
6 (4 2) 0 0

Property of Closure

The set at whole numbers is not closed with respect
to subtraction. When whole numbers are subtracted the
result is not always a whole number. For example:
6 - tf is not within the set of whole numbers.
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Role of Zero in Subtraction

Zero subtracted from any number results in that same

number.

6 0 se 6

However, a whole number subtracted from 0 does not

result in a whole number or in that same number.

0 6 0
0 6 6

(Compare with addition where 6 + 0 = 6 and 0 + 6 = 6).

Basic Subtraction Facts

A basic subtraction fact involves three numbers,

at least two of which are selected from 0 through 9.
For examples

15 7 = d is a subtraction fact

25 7 = ld is not considered a basic subtraction

fact. It is an extension of a basic
subtraction fact.

Drill and Testing

Subtraction facts should be presented concurrently
with their related addition facts.

d + 7 n3 15; 15 is 8

TEACHING SUGGISTICKS

Slastiless To relate the operation of subtraction to relative

complements of sets. (The "take away" aspect of

subtraction).

To relate the operation of subtraction to ideas of

Union of Sets and One-to-One Correspondence.
(Comparison Difference aspect of subtraction).

To apply properties of Subtraction to drill and/or

reteachiog of facts and extensions of facts to

higher decades.
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Procedures:

Finding a Remainder Set - Relative Complement of a Set

1. Direct 5 children to come to the front of the room. Nary, Jane,
Eva, Al, Tony. This is the set of children who will arrange books.
Al and Tony are called to the office.

Ask children to:

Record set of children who were to help arrange books.
Call this Set A

A si ( Nary, Jane, Eva, Al, Tony)

Record subset of children called out of room.
Call this Set B.

B = (Al, Tony)

Record the set left to help with books.
Call this Set C.

C = (Nary, Jane, Eva)
lay can we not call it Set A?

Tell children Set C is called the remainder set.

2. Show a set of objects on desk.
Ask children to come and remove a subset.
Ask children to describe the remainder set.

3. Display a set of objects, e.g. a disc, a book, a pencil, a
plant, a jar of paint. Call it Set A.

Ask children to record this set showing the number of
elements. [N(A) = 5]

Ask children to remove a subset whose number is 2 from Set A.
Call the subset, Set B.
Ask children to record this subset showing the number of
elements. [N(B) ai 2]

Call the remainder set, Set C.
Ask children to record the number of elements in the
remainder set. [N(C) = 3]

4. Ask children to write a true mathematical sentence using
numerals only to show the action just performed.

[5 - 2 3]
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5. Refer to the remainder set displayed on the table.
Ask children what they would do to show the original set.

[I

Put back the set of objects we took away.
Put back the pencil and the plant.
Put back Set B, etc.

6. Ask children:

What do we call this operation on sets? [Union]

To record the action using set notation. [C U B =A]

To record "C U B A" showing that a number

property is involved. [N(C) + N(B) ZS N(A)]

To remove set B from set A again.
To record the removal of subset B showing
the num.ier property of the sets. EN(A) - N(B) - N(C)]

7. Children show these actions using equations

3 + 2 me 5

5 2 3

Relate Finding the Difference to One-to-One Correspondence For

Comparison-Difference Subtraction

1. Present a problems

Frank has a set of marbles which we will call Set A.

Jerry has a set of marbles which we will call Set B.

We want to compare the two sets to find how many more
or less one set has than the other.

Record these in set notation.

Set A - (0,®00,0
Set B [6,00)
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2. Tell children we will compare the elements of Set A with the
elements of Set B to find the number of elements that match.

Record:

Set A (0,®,@),*,01

III
Set B te,01e)

Ask children: How many elements in Set A?

Record as children respond:

Ask children: How many elements in Set B?

Record as children respond:

[N(A) = 5]

[N(B) = 3]

Ask children: How many elements are matched?

Record as children respond:
[3 elements of Set A are matched with 3 elements of Set B]

How many elements are not matched?
Which set has more elements? Which set has
fewer? What is the difference between the
number of elements in Set A and the number
of elements in Set B?

Direct children to show this actions

Using Set Notation [N(A) N(B) 211 N(C)]

Using Numerals only [5 3 as 2]

3. Direct children:

Find a new set which when joined to Set B will form a set
all of whose elements will match all of the elements in
Set A. Call this new set, Set C.

Haw many elements are in Set C?

Write a mathematical sentence that shows the action of
finding how many more are needed. [3 = 5]

Write a mathematical sentence to show the thinking
that will solve this. [5 3 = 2]



Subtracting Numbers

1. Test for automatic response to basic subtraction facts.

2. Drill or re-test as indicated by results.

Present each subtraction fact with its related addition fact.

(Inverse Operation)

7 + 2 9
9 2 mg 7

2 + 7 = 9
9 7 = 2

9 + 7
16 7 = 9

7 + 9 = 16
16 9 = 7 etc.

Reaching ten by regrouping the number to be subtracted.

15 8 thought through as:
15 5 3, then as 10 - 3 = 7

63 7 thought through ass
63 3 4, then as 60 - 4 = 56

452 5 thought through ass
452 - 2 - 3, then as 450 - 3 = 447

3. Test children's responses to extension of facts to higher

decades.

A

Remainders in the Same Decade Subtracting from Whole Decades

ld 3
27 4
39 7

23 0 29
= 96
=73 24

C

5 =0
3 a 0
2 as

60 7 =7
40 8 = 0
20 3 al

D

50 -6 in 0
70 2 a
90 . 4 =

Remainders in the Preceding Extensions to Hundreds

Decade

74 -6 =J 51 9 =TJ 374 3 ='J
75 6 is 0 24 5 0 475 4 =
25 9 .3 73 6 a '0 525 -5 -0

E

&tensions to Thousands

1327 3
2440 4
1623 6
1603 5
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4. Provide additional practice using varied forms.

235 8 = 230 0
2134 7 = 2130 n
174 n = 170 3

1405 - 8 1400

5. The number line is an effective way of providing practice.
For example:

a. 11 0 6

(Optional)

0123 4s4ii:i To

* b. Use the same number line. Ask children to
solves

6 - 11 in

C 5+ 6 -0
11- 6 -0

0 1 2 3 4 5v t q 1001213



6. Present true and false mathematical sentences.

Children indicate which are true and which are false,

and why?
Ask them to change false sentences to true sentences.

d 3 = 5 because 7 + 2 is 5

16 9 = 7 0

48 + 9 = 57 9

48 + 9 m 57 is the inverse
operation of 57 9 = 48

317 9 317 7 3

F. d 3 al 5 because

5 + 3 = d

T. because 16 9 =

7 0 es 7; 7 = 7

F. because it is not an
equality

[T.]

F. because 30d does not
equal 307. To make it
true, the sentence must
read
317 9 = 317 7 2

EVALUATION AND /OR PRACTICE

1. Record in set notation a set whose elements are 4 trees.

[{2.
Call it Set A and associate the number four with this set.

[N(A) = 4]

Record any subset of this set. Call this subset Set B.

[Set B = (9) (Answers may vary) ]

Associate the number with Set B. [N(B) = 1 or .]

Find the remainder set. Call it Set C. Record the

number of the remainder set.

['Set C = 41 41
N(C)= 3 or .
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2. Complete the following chart:

The number of the
Ori inal Sat

19

49

89

19

39

The number of the
Subset removed

0

5

7

The number of the
Remainder Set

INIIMII11111

3. Complete the following:

In Set F there are 14 chairs.
O is a subset of F and there are 8 armchairs in set O.
Remove the elements of subset O.
Show, using set notation, the number of elements in the
remainder set. [N(H) = 6]

4. Additional problems may be found in textbooks.
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SETS; NUMBS; NUMERATION

UNIT 9 - SYSTEMS OF NUMERATION: BASE 10; EXPANDED NOTATION

NOTE TO TEACHER

A system of numeration must be distinguished from

a nu Mber system.

A number system involves:

Ideas of quantity
Operations on the numbers

The properties that apply to those

operations.

Addition and Multiplication are the major operations.

On the other hand, a system of numeration involves:

A set of symbols
Rules for Using the symbols to

represent and name numbers.

Gammon Characteristics of Systems of Numeration

1. Only a finite number of different symbols

are used.

2. Any of these symbols or combinations of symbols

may be repeated, and may in different positions

represent different number.

The decimal or base ten system of numeration is only

one of many systems although it is the one most common-

ly used.

The Hindu- Arabic or Decimal System ofumeration

Symbols

The decimal system uses ten symbols - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

69 79 89 9.
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It is a place value system. The number, Imo represented
by a 1 and 0 in fixed places plays a special role. Ten
is called the base of this system.

The symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are called digits.

Place Value :, Grouping Ten; Multiplicative Aspect.

Place value is the property of a system of numeration which
assigns a value to a digit according to its ordered
place in the numeral.

In the base-ten numeral 11, the place value of the 1 on the
right is 1 one; the place value of the 1 on the left is
1 ten.

In the base-ten numeral 32, the 2 indicates a grouping of 2
ones; the 3 indicates a grouping of 3 tens.

The place of each digit represents a value ten times as great
as the value of the place of the digit immediately to its right.

The place of each digit represents a value one tenth as great as
the place of the digit immediately to its left.

For the numeral 1111 the value of the digits can be shown as:

10 x 10 x 10 10 x 10
Thousand Hundred Ten One

100 x 10 x 1 10 x 10 x 1 10:1 1 x 1

For the numeral 4,736 the value of the digits can be shown
as:

4x10x10x10 7x1 x 3x10 6 x 1

Expanded Notation: Additive Aspect

Expanded notation is a way of showing clearly the value
of a number by adding the values represented by each digit.
For example: 132 may be shown in expanded notation as:

132 = 100 + + 2

132 = (10 x 10) + (3 x 10) + 2

132= (1 x 10 x 10) + (3 x 10) + (2 x 1)
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Role of Zero As a Digit

Zero is one of the digits, just as 1, 2, 3...9 are.
As such, it can be considered a placeholder to show
that there are no ones or no tens, etc. in a
representation of a number.

For example, in the numeral 203, zero indicates the
absence of tens.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objective: To emphasize the relationship of tens to ones, hundreds to tens,
thousands to hundreds, etc.

ftvcedure

1. Test children's understanding of place value.

Which numeral has the digit 6 in the hundred's place?

186 603 560 3256

What number does the 8, in each of the following, represent?

871 80 1208

Write the numeral for the number that is ten more than 960.

What is the largest number which can be represented by using each of
these digits {3, 5, 8, 4) only once?

In writing the numeral for two thousand nine hundred three, in which
place do we write the zero?

In which of these numerals does 5 represent half of one hundred?

750 45 500 50000

If the 3 in each of the following were changed to 7, which of the
numbers would be increased the greatest?

2038 6318 3021 7324

Replace the placeholder to make a true sentence.

300 + n + 7 = 597 3405 = 3000 + n + 5
268 n + 8 n + 600 + 50 + = 4651
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Mark the numeral on each line that is closest in value to the one

in column A.

A

600: 200 400 900

300: 325 270 288

450: 430 500 410

2. Develop Place Value Through 10,000

Use Squared Material when necessary.
To represent 1000, prepare a strip of 10 "Hundred-Squares" taped together.

Several of these strips may be used to represent larger numbers. Relate

materials to the written symbols.

Start with 1000 and gradually increase to larger numbers, e.g., 1000

2000; 2000 - 3000; etc.

Caution: Use only teachers' demonstration materials (1") or only

children's materials 0/29. Do not combine teachers' and

children's Squared Materials when representing a number.

Stress the value of the digits, e.g., 3475 as:

3000 4.400 +.70 + 5

or as

Thousands Hundreds Tens OnPn.

3 4 7 5

Emphasize those concepts with which children have difficulty e.g.,

1001, 1010, 1101, 2001, 2010, 2101, etc.

3. Give children practice in using expanded notation.

373 =300 n + 3 n+ 600 + 50 + 1 = 4651

136= n +6 2435 = 2400 n +5

639 = n + 30 + 9 3000 + 600 + n + 5 = 3605
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SETS; NUMBERS; NUMERATION

UNIT 10 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: CONCEPTS AND COMPAA1SONS; EQUIVALENTS;
COUNTING

NOTE TO TEACHER

All previous topics in this bulletin dealt with
the set of whole numbers.

Number lines have been marked at selected points
which correspond to whole numbers.

Now wewish to name points between those repre-
sented by whole numbers.

The number system must be extended to provide for
more accurate measurement ana to help deal with
division which is not closed within the set of
whole numbers.

The extended set of numbers is called the Set of
Fractional Numbers.

A4fraction can be considered either as a number
or as a numeral.

Any whole number may be expressed in fraction form.
2 0

For example: 1, 17, etc.

A fraction is the indicated division of an ordered
pair of numbers where the second member of the pair
is not zero. The second number of the ordered pair
is called the denominator. Th4 denominator indicates
the number of parts of the same size into which a
unit has been divided.

The first number of the ordered pair is called the
numerator. The numerator indicates the number of
parts of the same size being considered.
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A fraction may be interpreted in several Ways.

1. As one or more parts of the same size into

which a unit has been divided. For examples

1 3

4' 4

2. As a comparison or ratio. For example:

3:4 or 3 out of 4

3. As one of each of the parts of the same size

into which more than one unit has been divided.

For examples

imeaningt of 3 or one of each of the parts

of the same size into which 3 units have been

divided.

1 I I

4. As an indicated division. For example:
3

meaning 3 -I- 4.
4

Fractions can be represented in the following forms:

The (common) fractional form, To

The decimal form 0.7

The decimal form is used for convenience when the

denominator is ten or a power of ten.

Mixed form is the name given to the symbol for a number

involving a whole number and fraction. For example:

3
3 -4, 3.75

Children have used physical models and representative

materials to develop fraction concept. They have

worked with units such as line segments, circular and

rectangular regions. They have worked with
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collections of things. They have developed concepts
of equivalency by comparing regions of the same size

and shape.

The study of fractional parts in Grade 5 extends the
application of comparisons and equivalencies.

Equivalent fractions are thought of as different symbols or

names for the same fractional number.

Physical models and the number line are used to in-
troduce new concepts and where necessary, to rein-

force previous learning..

Children who need representative materials should
prepare a kit (paper discs or commercial fractional

parts) of the following: 2 wholes, 4 halves,
8 fourths, 16 eighths, 6 thirds.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Qbjective: To reinforce and extend concepts of thirds, halves, fourths,

eighths

PANCed4reYs,

1. Reinforce meaning of symbols
1 1 1 1

Begin with 1.. 2 ri 2

Ask children, referring,for example, to the above fractions

What does the denominator 2, 4, 8, 3 toll us?

What does the numerator tell us?
1 1 1 1

Which is larger, --3 or ; or ? Why?

For I , , , etc. ask children:

What does the denominator 4, 8, 3, etc. tell us?

What does the numerator 2, 3, 4, etc, tell us?
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Which is larger in value, i or 1 ? Why?
e

To read the following: 3 2.f 8 , 2
2

c, 81 , et

To write, using numerals: two fourths, eight eighths, two thirds,
etc.

Continue with mixed form. Ask children:

To read: 2 4, 3i, 1 8, etc.

To write numerals for
one and one-half
two plus three eighths

two + three fourths
four and one fourth, etc.

Emphasize that 2 2 means 2 plus 2

2. Use line segment diagrams for reinforcement of concepts involving
one unit.
Children draw a line segment to represent 1.
Ask children: How many halves may be shown on this line segment?

0 I

1

1

T.

1= 2

I
7-

After line diagrams for halves have been developed children suggest
ways to Indicate fourths on a line segment.

0
I

I

I
Ti--

1

i

I

=

I

I

A_
II"



Discuss dividing the line into halves first, then each half into
two equal parts. This reinforces the concept that one fourth is
one half of one half.

Extend to finding eighths on a line segment.
Divide line segment into halves, then into fourths, finally into
eighths. Thus, one eighth is one half of one fourth, or one
fourth of one half.

Children use line diagrams and rulers graduated in 8ths to deepen
concepts of:

Halves and Fourths Halves and Eighths

X a

i I 111irti III TITIT iT1

Fourths and Halves Eighths and Halves

4- 1 71:

I Tg
ir 1 T jra TO' kl* IT I

1r

Children mark the following Children complete the following opera-
true or false. They make tions.
false statements true.

. 1 4.

3 2 8 8 4
+ ma 2 +

1 of2.
C3

22 26
1

+ a a8 2 0
E3

1

2 it 1 2 1 cl C3
a= 8 minus 1; + au 4.a 8 8 4 4

ii sa 2 times i

if 2 + :

6

6 1

;I. 1 rl 1 1
8 8 4 8 8

+ VI 1" +
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Emphasize the fact that equivalent fractions are different names for

the same number.

Wholes and thirds

Children rents e 1 and 2 on the number line below as thirds.

0

3 3

Halves and Fourths

1 2

Children indicate that:

1 half has the same value as 2 fourths

2= ? times 1
2 4

4
1

2
1 1

has the same value as of
2

is what part of
1

?
2

Halves and Eighths

Children replace the "n" with the correct numeral.

2
mu !I i in a a n

2 8' 2 8' 2 8

i 71 2 = a 6 n

2
am

TI s 2 8' 2= 8
1 = n times

8 ; a = n part of ; etc.

Fourths and Eighths

Children find solutions to the following:
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7; 4 ' 4 w

1
4

2
4

=

=

?

?

times

times

18'
i ;

8
4 1

1
-a is what part of 1 ?

4

di is what part of 2 9
4

Halves, Fourths and Eighth.

Children note that:

iis equivalent to 1 half or 2 fourths

6-4- equals:
1 whole and 2 fourths, or
1 whole and 1 half, or

11 and 1 half, or 1 1

Children substitute numerals for it and 0 to make the following equations
true. (n and 0 represent different numerals)

2 1 14- I.
1 1 0

4 n 0 8 2 if
2

2
n i0 i a2 4-

n
4 +

7 ;

2=
4 0 + 1

n

a
2 is n 1+

Ei4.

Children make these statements true.

7
0 0 01 et . 0

Ts3 4

etc.

1 0 0 0 0 6 0 2 0
2 V TI

= = 1; = 1; 1 1-; ; 8 -4

3 k; 8
2

an
4 8; 8

al
2 + 8; i an. it+
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4. Comparisons - thirds, halves, fourths, eighths

Children

Children

compare: 1 whole divided into fourths, with wholes of

same size divided into thirds, eighths, etc.

discover that:
The more equal parts into which the whole has

been divided, the smaller the parts will be.

The fewer equal parts into which the whole has

been divided, the larger each part will be.

For each of the following ask children:

Which is larger? Which is smaller? Why?

or 2 '8 4

I ro
8 3

33* or ; Or t or 8 ;

1 2
or 5 ; etc.

Children use symbols ( >, < ) to show relationships between the

pairs of fractions shown above.

Children write > or < between each group of fractional numerals

below to make a true statement.

2

1 1

5 2

8 2

'

.
8 4

2

1 2
2 3'

8 4
2 '

1
3 4;

Children solve for n in the statements below. In some cases more

than one solution is possible.

>
2 3

n

n
4 n

> n
8

5. Use line diagrams and rulers graduated in eighths to reinforce or
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to introduce fractional parts involving more than one unit.

Locating points on a line.

0 1 2 1 3 4 g . T
4 1 1 1 21 1 1 I 1 1

Ask children to find 1 1 32, 42, 2 i
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 '

Have them plate a dot and label.

)1.

161, etc.

Emphasise:
1

One point on theiline represents 2 3 .
2 1 represents the distance or length from 0 to that point.
2

1
2 -
1
2- is 2 and 3 more.
1 1

2 -2- means 2 + 1- .

Children draw a similar line segment on which to indicate fourths.
They locate such points as:

2 1 44' 4
1 ' 6

4
1

'
etc.

31-21., la4' 5 f 9 etc.

12 24,
42 ' 4 42 ' etc.

Discuss distance fros0 and distance between points, e.g.,

between 1 and 32
4 4

between 2 and 324 4

Proceed as above for eighths; thirds; halves; fourths and eighths.

Discuss:

a. Where 1 half, 1 fourth, 1 eighth are located on a

number line.
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b. Find on the number line:
1 b 5 6 Z 7 , 382 ' ' 8 ' 8 '

c. Find 11

Find li

6. Etsricbment Activities

Present a number line.

A
O 1 2

en the number line. How many halves in 1 1 ?

1
on the number line. How many fourths in 1 1 ?

B
3 4

+2,
i 5 6 S 9 to

Discuss:

Distance from A to B as distance from B to C. Find Point C.

B

O 42 ?

24 13 1 ?

4 ? etc.12 4

Compare the number line with a ruler graduated in eighths.

Children find equivalents for more than 1 whole using line
diagrams if needed.

A B

2 = 1 + ? 2 1 = ?
2 4 -4.

4
1 2etc. 4 mi 11 etc.

2 2 4



C

38 8

1 =8 8

8

n+

E
1

2 In
2
n '1+

1 n
2 4 etc.

3

Children relate to ruler:
Halves in 1 inch, 2 inches, 4 inches, etc.

Halves in 1 1 1inches, 2 inches, etc.

Fourths in 1 inch, 2 inches, 3 inches, etc.
Fourths in 1 2 inches, 1 inches, etc.

Eighths in 1 inch, 2 inches, 3 inches, etc.
Eighths in 2 inch, t inch, inch, 1 t inch, etc.
Eighths in 5 it inches

Eighths in 3 inches

7. Counting

Children use fractional parts and / or number lines to count forward
and backward by halves, fourths, eighths.

21 1 1 l8, i8 8 , 8' 8ll

2 22 24,4 4 4, 4

Counting Forward

2

18'
12

1
3

7f. '

1 1'
12 - i,
132,

Later:

Later:

Children record series of fractions which they counted.

79

2 11 -- - --8' 2' ' ' '
22 3 ,
234
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Note: Some children need to count forward and backward with simpler
1

intervals, e.g., counting forward by fourths beginning with z.

2 1
2' 2

2
' 2' 2'

8 Z §.
4$ 4' 4' 4'

8 Z 1
8' go 82 2 2

Counting Backward

0 i 2

NINMa ~OM Later: 2, 1
1

1, -is etc.

Later: 2, 1
2
, 1

1
1 etc.

Later: 1 2 11, etc.

Children record series of fractions which they counted.

1
Children count forward or backward by 3 beg:liming with fractions other

than
1I . They use number line.

1 2
"4"' 4'

14"
3 it, 4 4

2

=NMI

1
4 3 4, 3 -42 , , , etc.

Children count forward by 2 eighths beginning with any point on the line.

2 etc.
8' 8' 8'

Later: g, 8' 8'

1
1

8'

They count forward by 3 fourths beginning with any point on the line.

' 8
1 1:

' 812'etc. Later:
8

They fill in the missing numerals:

3 3 2
ONINIO 1111,82 82 2 2 4

1
8°

1 2
8' 8'

4 f,

1 1 etc.
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GEOIETRY AND HEASURLIIENT

UNIT 11 iMSUREMT: LENGTH

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objective: To reinforce and extend concepts of length;
Relationships among standard units of length.

rrocedures

11. Continue to develop finding
' 3

of a foot. Express in
4inches.

Materials used: Various types of rulers; yardstick; tape measure.

Discuss relationships:

1 foot equals 12 inches (is the same length as)

1 foot equals 6 inches
2

1 foot equals 3 inches

4

1 foot equals 4 inches

3

1 yard equals 12 inches

3

1 yard equals 1 foot

3

2. Extend development to include finding of a yard. Relate to 1 of
a yard. Express in inches. 4

1 yard = 9 inches
4

1 yard = 1 of 1 yard
8 2 4

1
1 yard = 1 of 9 inches = 4 7 inches
8
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3. Measures relating to mailing parcel post packages.

Have packages of different shapes for pupils to measure. They decide

which packages can be sent by parcel post. Apply regulations: "Limit

70 pounds, measuring not more than 100 in. in length and girth combined."
Girth is the distance around the package at its widest part.

e.g., Length = 20"
Girth =

Combined length and girth 11

4. Reinforce Equivalents

Teacher and children organize a table of the fractional parts of the

foot and the yard in inches and stress relationships in various ways.

Relationships among:

Yards, Feet, Inches

1 ft. = 12 in.

1 yd. = 36 in.

1 yd. = 3 ft.

1,5 yd. sig 1 ft.

1/2 yd. as 18 in.

Feet and Inches

1 ft. = 12 in.

1 /2ft.= 6 in.

1/4 ft. = 3 in.

16 ft. = 4 in.

2/3 ft. = Bin.

Yards and inches

1 yd. = 36 in.

1/2 yd. = 18 in.

1/4 yd. = 9 in.

3/4 yd. = 27 in.

1/8 yd. = 4 in.

1/3 yd. = 12 in.

2/3 yd. = 24 in.

There are numerous ways of reinforcing these concepts and relationships

by organizing different tables in tabular form.
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Encourage children to prepare their own tables showing equivalents.

Discuss alternate use of fractional parts of measurements.

1
We purchase 1 7 yd. of ribbon rather than 54 inches.

A carpenter may refer to a length of board as 3 lit feet

instead of 39 inches.

5. Provide practice in changing to different units.

18 in. =1 ft. 6 in. or 1 ft. or
1

yd.

1
1
yd. = 3 ft. 18 in. or 54 in. or 4 ft., etc.

2 yd. = J in.

4

Since
4 4

= 9 in., then ayd. = 9 in. 4-9 in. 4-9 in. = 27 in.1

6. Number of feet in one mile.

Suggested activities to develop the concept of the length of a mile.

Estimate and then pace off the length of the classroom.

Estimate and pace off distances inr the playground.

Pace off a block.
Locate a familiar landmark about one mile from school.

Pupils visualize the distance of a mile by:

Observing the odometer while riding on a bicycle or in a car.

Relating distance and time.
Using pedometers on walks or hikes.

Note: Children should be aware of the fact that the odometer in a

car or on a bicycle registers distance in tenths of a mile.

Discuss distances

Approximate number of blocks in a mile.

Number of blocks from home to school and from school

to near-by places of interest.
Bus trips from school to places of interest.
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Vacation trips by car .

Heights of mountains.
Heights at which planes travel.
Lengths of rivers and lakes.
Distances run in races.
Lengths of track in athletic stadiums.

7. Have children construct charts to show distance from school to:

1
Post Office 11 blocks about 7 mile

Museum 23 blocks more than a mile

Park 8 blocks less than mile

1
Library 5 blocks about -4- mile

* 8. Discuss units of measure of the Past: (Optional)

cubit digit league hand

fathom furlong span pace

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Tell which is more and why

8 inches or 1 yard
2

1 -4-
1 17 ifeet or 11 inches

2. Arrange the following units of length from the shortest to the

longest unit.

yard inch foot mile
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3. Draw a line segment of an inch in length.

1
How many if inches in this segment?

1
How many 1: inches?

4. Children answer the following:

Ann had one yard of felt. She cut off 12 inches to make a pencil
case. What part of the yard did she use?

1
18 inches 7 yard yard

3 Yard

A. piece of cloth is 38 inches long. Jane cut off 1 yard to
make a towel. How much of the cloth was not used?

The teacher cut a yard of leather into 8 equal pieces to make
bookmarks. Each piece was

1 yard 8 inches 9 inches 4 1 inches
2 2

5. How mangy feet are there in a mile; how many yards; how many inches?

*Enrichment Activities (Optional)

1. Extend concepts of the mile

Children report on:

History of the development of the distance of a mile.

[I

Originally the distance of a mile was established
as 1000 double paces. One pace is about 3 feet.

Relationship of length of football field to the mile.

[i

A football field is 100 yards or 300 feet in

length. Twenty such fields would be about

one mile.

Terms, such as: standard mile, statute mile,

nautical mile, knots
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2. Measurements mentioned in literature, such as:

"Charge of the Light Brigade" - Half a league onward.

"Bible" - Noah's Ark; Solomon's Temple

3. Have children explore possible ways to obtain the approximate height
of a very tall object, such as the school flagpole.

Hint: Compare with height of school building where each
story is approximately 10 feet high

and / or

Child stands next to flagpole. Another child measures
the length of his shadow and the length of the shadow
of the flagpole. What is the relationship of the child's
height and the length of his shadow.
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GEOMETRY AND DTASUREMENT

UNIT 12 - MEASUREMENT: TIME

NOTE TO TEACHER

In grade 5, problems involving denominate numbers
are solved by computing mentally. Problem solving
should include the use of equivalents. Problems
may be made by teachers using data from charts.
Additional problems may be obtained from various
textbooks.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objectives: To introduce finding fractional parts of time.
To help children interpret and record time.
To help children solve problems.

Procedure

The Calendar

1. Reinforce

Number of months in one year
Names of the months of the year
Names of the seasons
Number and names of the months in each season

2. Introduce
1 1

-4.

15Finding 7 , 2 of a year in months

1
Relating

4
of a year to the seasons

3. Typical Problems

Today is Sept. 25. My dental appointment is two weeks from today.

What date will that be?
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Halloween is on Oct. 31. Invitations for a party should be mailed
ten days in advance. On what day and date shall I mail them?

(Children solve problems in a variety of ways.)

Suggested Experiences

Noting seasonal changes - weather, outdoor phenomena
Computing variations in length of daylight, length of night.
Marking data on calendar - classroom parties, assembly programs, special
events, etc. - Computing length of time until event.
Days, weeks, school days in a month, etc.

Visits to dentist - twice a year, every six months, - semi - annually*,

Estimate calendar time since last visit.

Ways in which to record dates - 10p/661 10 - 3 - 66

The Clock

1. Continue to develop:

Minutes in one hour, half hour, quarter hour, three-quarter hour
Telling time by the hour, half hour, quarter hour, 5 minute intervals,
etc.

A.M. and P.M. - before noon and afternoon. Extend understanding to

ante and post meridian.

A day as extending from midnight to midnight

2. Interpret and record time

Assembly Program
Recess
Supper

Sunrise
Sunset
Lunch

9:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M. (read as half past ten or ten thirty)

6:15 P.M. (15 minutes after 6 or a quarter past 6
or 6 fifteen)

5:18 A.M. (18 minutes after 5, or 5 eighteen)

6:50 P.M. (6 fifty, 10 minutes to 7)

12:00 (12 noon)

3. Solve "verbal" problems in a variety of ways.

How long was it from supper to sunset?
How much more daylight did we have today than we did on Monday?
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Our Trip To The Museum

Left school 9:30
Arrived at Museum 10:15
Lecture - Far North 10:25
Eskimo Exhibit 11:00
Film - Eskilao Life 12:05
Lunch 12:45

How long did it take us to get to the museum?

To solve, children think:
1

From 9:30 to 10:00 A.M. ( -2- hour), from 10:00 to 10:15 (-4- hour).

The trip took of an hour.

Some children might compute in minutes:
From 9:30 to 10:00 (30 min.), from 10:00 to 10:15 is an-
other 15 minutes. The trip to the museum took 45 minutes.

We came to school at 8:40. How much time did we have before we
left for the museum?

How long was it from the time we arrived at the museum until
lunch time?

We were due back at school at 3:00 o'clock. If the trip back
takes 50 minutes, at what time must we leave the museum?

Some Children may need to refer to a clock or a clock face.

SgsthAmsttildor HoJrewor

Children:
Compare variations in time of daylight, night.
Plan for time of preparation and duration of party.
Estimate amount of time for reparation of assembly programs,
culmination of unit, etc. Use both calendar time and clock time.

Compute time for out-door activities
Plan schedule for the school day
Note and record time of sunset and sunrise (refer to newspaper)
Note changes in length of days
Construct and interpret charts based on information found in
newspapers, e.g., time of sunrise and sunset
Note time of radio and television programs
Note time spent in various activities outside of school
Discuss best use of time at home
Use schedules and time tables (discussing travel time)
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* enrichment Activities (Optional)

Using Timetables and Bus Schedules

Select two trains, two buses, or a train and a bus.
Determine which has the greater speed by comparing
travel time between the same places.

Write a problem involving which train or bus to take,
in order to keep an appointment in another city, at a
specific time.

Children look up and explain

Other calendars, e.g. Gregorian

Ancient devices for telling time: Sundial; water-clock; etc.
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SETS; NU123E:t; NULE.;ATION

UNIT 13 - SYSTEM OF NUYERATION: ROMAN SYSTEM

NOTE TO TEACHER

The Roman System of Numeration is taught for
two reasons.

1. Understanding of various systems of
numeration helps to deepen children's
understanding of the decimal system.

2. Roman numerals are still used on clock
faces, for chapter headings in books,
on cornerstones of buildings, etc.

We teach the Roman system as another way of re-
cording numbers, another system of numeration.

We should stress the relationships within the
system and comparisons with the decimal (Hindu-

Arabic) system of numeration.

The Roman System uses seven symbols:

I, V, X, L, C, D, lei.

The following principles are used in combining
these symbols to represent numbers:

1. The Rule of Repetition: When the Roman

Numeral, I, X, C, 14 is repeated its

value is added. For example: XX]C represents

10 + 10 4.10.

2. The Rule of Addition: The values of the

Roman Symbols are added when the symbol
representing the larger number is placed
at the left in the numeral. For example:

VII= V + I + I; DC = D + C
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3. The Rule of Subtraction: When a numeral
of lesser value is written to the left of
a numeral of greater value the lesser
value is to be subtracted from the greater.
See Item 2 under 'leaching Suggestions".
(This is a late adaptation of the original
Roman System).

The subtractive property is used specifically
to represent numbers such as: four, nine,

ninety, four hundred, nine hundred.

IV = four XL = forty CD = four hundred

IX = nine IC = ninety CM = nine hundred

Some comparisons that can be made with the Decimal

system are:

1. There is no symbol fur "zero" in the Roman

System of Numeration.

2. Place Value is not used in the Roman System
except when the subtraction rule is in-

volved.

3. The Rule of Repetition is not used in the

Decimal System.

4. The Rule of Subtraction is not used in the

Decimal System.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objectives: To introduce new symbols and their values.
To compare the Roman System of Numeration with

the Decimal System of Numeration.
To provide practice in reading and writing Roman Numerals.

1. Evaluate children's understanding of the Roman System.

Write the following in the decimal system of numeration:

VII XXIX XXXV CCII

XIV XLVI XLIX GMT
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Write the following using Roman numerals:

8 41 24 94

17 39 50 140

Write a Roman numeral of two symbols which shows that the value of one

symbol is to be added to the value of the other symbol to obtain the

value of the entire written symbol.

Write a Roman numeral of two symbols which shows that the value of one

symbol is to be subtracted from the value of the other symbol to obtain

the value of the entire written symbol.

Choose the Roman numeral on each line which is the sum for the additions

at the left:

+ VI
DC + XI

XXI +XDC
XX V +10CV

VVII inryi x
xx 110E1 XXII

LOCI XXECDC XL

XXXX L XXXVV

2. Reinforce understanding of the Roman System

Discuss the value of the basic symbols (I, V, X, L, C) used in the

Roman system.

Have children compare the Hindu-Arabic system of notation, which is

a positional system, with the Roman system.

Be sure children understand that:

When a Roman numeral is repeated, its value is added.

II represents 1 + 1 or 2

III represents 1 + 1 + 1 or 3
xx represents 10 + 10 or 20

La represents 10 + 10 + 10 or 30

CC represents 100 4-100 or 200

Roman symbols "V" and "L" are not repeated, since the value of two yls

is represented by I and the value of two Ms is represented by C.

When a Roman numeral of lesser value is written before a numeral of

greater value, it indicates subtraction of the lesser value from the

greater value. The symbols V, L are never written to the left of

numerals of greater value

I to the left of V (IV) indicates 1 less than 5

I to the left of X (IL) indicates 1 less than 10

X to the left of L (XL) indicates 10 less than 50

X to the left of C (XC) indicates 10 less than 100

The symbol I may be used subtractively with V and X only.

The symbol X may be used subtractively with L and C only.
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3. Continued Development

Test children's ability to translate Roman numerals into Arabic
numerals and Arabic numerals, through 399.

Introduce D as the Roman numeral representing 500. Have children
write the Roman numerals for 390 through 500.

Provide practice in reading and writing Roman numerals which
represent numbers through 500 and beyond.

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

Children read the following:

V VI IV VIII Etc.
X IX XI XXI XV XXX Etc.
L XL LX LXIX XLV LVII Etc.
C CCX IC CIX CXI CL Etc.

2. Children write the following series using Roman numerals.

10 - 19 89 - 95 310 - 319
40 - 49 95 - 106 500 - 508
70 - 80 281 - 292 590 - 600

4E3. Point out the advantage of the Decimal System. (Optional)

4E4. Explore one or two computations involving addition. and / or multiplica-
tion using Roman numerals. (Optional)

.* 5. Explain why the Romans did not include a symbol for zero in
their numerals. (Optional)
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 14 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION;
PROPERTIES APPLIED;
HORIZONTAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

Adding and subtracting by groups (mental compu-
tation) involves computing from left to right

rather than from a visualized vertical algorithm.

This generally involves the application of the

Associative Property for Addition. Children should

recognize the need for quick mental computation in

real life situations.

Encourage children to compute "mentally" with the

numbers that they can deal with easily.

Encourage them to discover many ways to arrive at

sums and remainders. There is no one correct or

best way of arriving at a solution. For example:

To add:
58 + 26: A child might begin with the first
addend and rename 26 as 20 + 2 + 4. He could

then apply the associative property and think

58 + 20 = 78, 78 + 2 = 80, 80 + 4 = 84.

or

A child might rename 58 as 50 + 8 and rename

26 as 20 + 6. He could then apply the asso-

ciative property and think 50 + 20 = 70, 8 + 6 = 14,

70 + 14 = 84

or

A child might think 60 + 26 = 86, 86 2 = 84,

etc.

To subtract 192-29:

A child might think: 192-20 = 172, 172-9 = 163
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or

A child might think: 192-30 = 162, but since I
subtracted 1 too many, I must add 1; 162 + 1 = 163.

To compute using a horizontal format children need
to have automatic response to basic addition and
subtraction facts, and have ability in adding and
subtracting numbers involving extensions beyond the
facts. They need facility in regrouping numbers.

In presenting addition or subtraction exercises:

Record the entire exercise

or

Write one of the numerals and present the other
orally

or

State the entire exercise orally.

Children record only the sum or the remainders.

Teacher may wish to write some of the partial sums
or remainders as the child states tl-e thinking.

TEACHING SUGTISTIONS

Objective: To develop facility in adding and subtracting "mentally".

Procedures

1. Test children's understanding of relationships.

Children replace "n" with numerals, to make the equation a true statement.

Indirect Application of
Associative Property

68 - 23 = 48 - n
92 - 57 = 42 - n
81 - 45= n - 5

237 . 12 = 227 - n

Use of Associative Property

45+ 23= 65 + n
62+ 19= 72 + 8 + n
58+ 3F= n + 6

324 + 150 = 424 + n



Use of the

Doubles and Near - Doubles Commutative Property

49 + 50 = 100 - n 32 + 265 = 265 + n

250 + n = 500 n + 458 = 458 + 24
125 + 126 = 250 + n 21 + 518 = n + 21

86 + 86 = 160 + n 57 + n= 112 + 57

57+ 57= n + 14

2. Provide practice in adding and subtracting v.sing the horizontal

format. From time to time present addition and subtraction exercises

as shown below to emphasize that each addition fact has a related

subtraction fact.

Have children explain this relationship. (Idea of inverse)

66 + 7 = 0
236 + 7 =
196 + 7 = n

2256 + 7 = 0
1396 + 7 =

73 - 7 =
243 - 7 = n
203 - 7 =71
2263 - 7 =In
1403 -7 =0

The following suggested exercises are graded as to difficulty.

Children should find sums and remainders. The teacher should ask

some children to explain how they arrived at a solution. They show

how the Commutative and Associative Properties are being used to

justify steps in the computation.

A

27 + 27 = fl
65 +65 =0
45 + 18 + 26 =
12 + 36 + 27 + 23 =
67 + 61 =
56 + 57 = 0
34 + 85 + 26 = 0

80 -39 =
99 - 14 =

B C

243 + 34 = "
243 + 38 =
507 + 68 =
40 + 319 = 0

270 - 30 = 0
567 - 60 =

184 - 32 =

364 - 45 =

140 + 140 =
122 + 122 =
125 + 125 = 0
115 + 115 = 0
135 + 135 =

220 - 160 = 0
290 - 145 =
350 - 175 = n

3. Extend development to numbers through 9999.
Present the following graded series discussing the problems and ways

of solving them. Most children will need to work with smaller

numbers first.

97
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Present many more examples of each type within a series. (Read 4-place

numerals as hundreds to facilitate arriving at sums and remainders).

A
2300 + 3000 =
1160 + 1000 =
3226 + 2000 =
5448 + 4000 =

5300 - 3000 = n
2160 - 1000 =
9448 - 4000 = fl
7008 - 2000 =

1163

2434
62

3058

5555

+ 15
+ 23

+ 4526
+
+ 32

1178 - 15
2457 - 23

3149 - 37
4189 - 22
5276 - 43

2536
1769
1441
2657
3223

3244

2560
1480
2675
3272

+ 24
+ 25
+ 39
+ 18
+ 49

ND

ND

26
34
39
18

47

=
IN11
OEM

IN11
IN11

411MI

IN111

2416 + 60 =
2006 + 60 = 7
3652 + 20 =
5048 + 30 =

2476 - 60 =17
4870 - 40 =7
1396 - 50 =
5078 - 30 = rl

C
1538 + 200 =
3215 + 300 =
4351 + 100 =
3642 + 200 = n

5117 + 700 = i,

D
2760 - 200 =
1938 - 400 = 7
4651 - 300 =
3842 - 500 =

5617 - 700 = 7

E

0[May be thought through as (1163, 1173, 1178)]

0[Mgy be thought through as 4526 + 62]

7[May be thought through as (1178, 1168, 1163)]

0

F

n [Thought through as (2536, 2556, 2560)]
n
n
n
n

n [Thought through as (3244, 3224, 3220, 3218)]

n
n
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 15 - MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FACTS AND EXTENSIONS
BEYOND THE FACTS

NOTE TO TEACHER

Interpretation of Multiplication

In Addition, an ordered pair of numbers is operated
on to yield a third number called their sum.

In Multiplication, a unique third number, called the
product, is similarly assigned to an ordered pair of
numbers.

There are at least two interpretations involving the
operation of multiplication on the set of whole
numbers. In previous grades children have interpreted
multiplication as repeated addition. This interpreta-
tion is shown below by the use of rectangular arrays.
An array is an orderly arrangement of sets of things,
numerals or other symbols.
Consider these arrays:

3

4 4

3 x 4 = 12

Or

4 x 3 = 12

4

4 x 4 = 16

4

5

5 x 4 = 20

Or

4 x 5 = 20

In each of the arrays above the product may be computed
by successive additions.

Thus, the product for 3 x 4 may be interpreted by con-
sidering 4 as an addend 3 times; 4 + 4 + 4 = 12
or 3 as an addend 4 times as 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12.
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Concept of Product Set

Another interpretation of multiplication of whole
numbers involves a situation such as the following:

Joan has a set of 3 new blouses;
a red one, a yellow and a white one.
She has a set of 2 new skirts;
a grey one and a blue one.
She wants to know how many different
outfits she can have.

Possible matchings:

Grey skirt, red blouse
Grey skirt, yellow blouse
Grey skirt, white blouse

Blue skirt, red blouse
Blue skirt, yellow blouse
Blue skirt, white blouse

The Product Set (also called Cartesian Product)
of two sets A and B is denoted by A x B and is
defined as the set of all ordered pairs (alb)

where a is an element of Set A and b is an element

of Set B.

Here if A = (red, yellow, white) and
B = [grey, blue}

then the six ordered pairs above list the elements
of A x B.
Notice that N (A x B) = 6

N (A) = 3
N (B) = 2

and that N(A x B) = N(A) x N(B) which is the
reason why A x B is called the product set.

Thus A x B in the above illustration can be repre
sented on a chart as:

Grey Skirt

Blue Skirt

Red
Blouse

Yellow White
Blouse Blouse
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and represented as an array:

Red

Blouses

Yellow White

41

v4
44
U,

Grey

Blue

There are then, six matchings possible and we see that
by this interpretation of multiplication of the ordered
pair (2, 3) we arrive at the same array with 6 elements
as in the first interpretation.
The numbers operated on, 3 and 2, are called factors.
The result of the operation, 6, is called the product.

Properties of Multiplication

Some of the properties that apply to multiplication
and which will be used in this bulletin are:

Commutative Property for Multiplication which states
that reversing the order of the factors does not affect
the product.
For example: 2 x 3 = 3 x 2

Associative Property of Multiplication which states
that the order of associating a product involving
more than two factors does not affect the product.
For example:

6 x 5 = (3 x 2) x 5 = 3 (2 5) = 3 10

Distributive Property of Multiplication With Respect
to Addition combines multiplication and addition.
For example:

For 6 x 23, we can write
6 x (20 + 3) mi (6 x 20) + (6 x 3)

For 23 x 6, we can write
(20 + 3) x 6 = (20 6) + (3 6)

and we obtain the same product in both cases, because
of commatativity.
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Identity Element for Multiplication

The number "One" has a special property with respect
to multiplication. The product of one and any number
is that same number.
For example: lxd= d; dxl= d

Multiplicative Property of Zero

The product of zero and any number is zero.
For example: Oxd= 0; dx0= 0; Ox0= 0

Closure

The set of whole numbers is closed with respect to
multiplication; that is, when multiplying any two
whole numbers, the product is always a whole number.
For example: d x 4 so 32

Drill on Multiplication Facts and Extensions

Beyond the Facts

Multiplication and division facts were developed in
Grade 4. Howeverl.drill for automatic response is
still essential in Grade 5.

After an interval of meaningful drill, and/or,
development, the teacher should test for automatic
response.

Keep drill periods short (5 10) minutes.
Children's responses may be written or oral.
Written responses are preferable.
Children record products or quotients only.

Present sets of multiplication facts according to
specific patterns or relationships. One or more
of these patterns may be presented during the drill
period. Guide cards showing these patterns may be
used by the teacher for easy reference.
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Equations stressing properties of addition and
multiplication can be used as another form of
drill. These, too, should be organized according
to specific patterns.

Relate the drill to the major topic to be developed
wherever possible.

Extension beyond the basic facts are needed for
mental computation in multiplication and as background
for division.
Sentences should be presented in horizontal form.
The teacher may record facts using words and numerals
or numerals only, e.g. 2 sixes or 2 x 6.
Children may read 3 x 6 as 3 sixes or 6 threes
(3 six times).
Note that, because of commutativity of multiplication
we no longer give just one interpretation to 3 x 6.

TEACHING StIGGESTICKS

Objectives: To help children extend their concepts of multiplication
through the use of arrays.

To teach the concept of factors, multiples.

To reinforce multiplication facts and extensions.

Arrays

1. Present a problem such ass

Joan has a set of 3 new blouses; a red one, a yellow

and a white one. She has a set of 2 new skirts; a grey

one and a blue one. She wants to know how many different

outfits she can wear.

Ask children:

In how many different ways can Joan match a blouse and

skirt?

Record the different matchings as children discuss them.

Grey skirt, red blouse
Grey skirt, yellow blouse, etc.
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2. Teacher and children should prepare a chart on the chalkboard
showing the different matchings.

Red Blouse Yellow Blouse White Blouse

Grey Skirt

Blue Skirt

3. Tell children that what we have shown is called an array. The
array is also shown in another way in the Note to Teacher, page

Ask children:

How many different blouses can Joan wear with her
grey skirt? [3; red, yellow, white]

How many different blouses can she wear with her
blue skirt? [3; red, yellow, white]

How many different skirts can Joan wear with her
red blouse? [2; grey blue]
with her yellow blouse? [2]

with her white blouse? 2

How many different outfits can Joan make matching
2 skirts and 3 blouses? [6]

How can we determine the number of different outfits
Joan can have without preparing an array? [2 x 3 or 3 x 2]

How many outfits would Joan have if she had 4 blouses
and 2 skirts?

Tell children to examine the array and ask them whether they can
tell what an array is. Use a multiplication chart to show an
array of numerals. Elicit from them that an array is an orderly
arrangement of objects or numerals.
Point out that here we use rectangular arrays.

4. Present another problem:

Three boys (John, Ted and Bill) and 3 girls (Mary, Sue
and Alice) came to the school party. Draw an array to
show how many different sets of partners there can be
for dancing.



Direct children:

To make an array to show the matchings in the problem.

To tell how they can find the solution without counting the

dots in the array.
[Multiply the number of rows by the number of columns]

To tell how they would find the solution without drawing

an array. [Multiplication]

5. Ask children to draw an array to show 4 x 5.

Discuss the multiplication facts chart as an array.

x 0 1 2 3 etc

0
I

1

2

3
etc I

*6. Ask children to draw an array to show 1 x 5; to show 0 x 5 (Optional)

Factors

1. Ask children:

To give different numerals for a number such as 12 or 36.

Teacher records responses.

12 = d + 4
12= 4 x 3
12 =24 + 2
12 = 20 8 etc.

36 = 30 + 6
36 = 18 4. ld

36= 9x 4
36 =72 2

To select those names which involve only the operation

of multiplication. [12 = 4 x 3; 36 = 9 x 4]

They may rename 12 and 36 as shown below:

12 = 2 x 6
12 = 6 x 2
12 = 12 x 1
12 = 3 x 4 etc.

36= 4 x 9
36= 6 x 6
36= 9 x 4
36 = 18 x 2 etc.

105
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To record many sentences involving multiplication using
the numbers below as products:

24, 21, 619 63, 45

e.g.[24 = 3 x 8; 24 = 4 x 6; 24 = 2 x 12; 24 = 6 x 4; 24 = 24 x 1]

2. Tell children that the name given to numbers which are multiplied
to obtain a product is "factors."
Record: factor x factor = product
Teacher should write the sentence: 3 x 6 = ld.
Children identify the factors. [3, 6]
Present other multiplication sentences. Ask children to identify
factors.

Elicit from the children that multiplication involves finding a
product when two factors are given.

3. Patterns as shown in the multiplication table.
Use rexographed outlines or graph paper to present the multiplication
"table" as shown below.

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d z
oo o o o o 'o o 0 o o

1' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8' 9
2 0 2 4 6 d 10 16 ld,

,_27,

36,

3 0, 3 6

412 ,14

4 0 4

5
6

, , , , , ,45

54,

63,

/2,

81

7
,

9
_

Include: The operational symbol "X"; 0 to 9 in the left hand
column; 0 to 9 along the top row.

Have children complete one row at a time as shown above. Help
them to observe patterns. Ask:

What are the intervals or the differences between two
consecutive numbers in each vertical column?

What is the relationship between the intervals and the
heading?
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Have children examine the products in any one column.

How can you show that the product of any two factors is not
affected by the order of the factors.

Note the horizontal and vertical rows of Zero.

Why are there complete lines of Zero?

What property is involved?

They note the numerals in the second row, and
the heading.

Why are they the same? (Property of "1"

compare these with

in Multiplication)

Children note the numerals in the second column and compare these
with the numerals at the left.

Why are these the same?

They should note that 12 appears four times. Why? 30 appears
only twice. Why?

They find the numerals that appear only once. Why?

Multiples

1. Teacher should record as children count in sequence. (3,619,12,15,etc.)
Children should be asked to count by threes through 30.
They can list, in sequence, multiplication sentences using 3 as the
constant factor. (3 = 1 x 3; 6 = 2 x 3; 9 = 3 x 3; 12 - 4 x 3; etc.)
Each number in the sequence above is the product of two factors.

What factor appears ill each multiplication? [3]

2. Tell children that all products that have 3 as a factor are called
multiples of 3. Instead of saying "3 is a factor of 12", it is
often convenient to say, "12 is a multiple of 3".

3. Children should:

List ten multiples of 3, beginning with 3. (3,619,12,15,etc.)

Explain why 6 is a multiple of 3; 9 is a multiple of 3;
12 is a multiple of 3, etc.

Name a multiple of 3.
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Discuss zero as a multiple of 3, of 2, of every counting
number.

Name the smallest multiple of 3; (0) the greatest (there
is no greatest)

List the first 10 multiples of 2; of 3; of 4; of 6.

4. Teacher and/or children should record these sets of multiples.

A. Multiples of 2: (0, 4, 6, d, 10, 12, )

B. Multiples of 3: (0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, )

C. Multiples of 4: [0, 4, d, 12, 16, 20, 24, ...)

D. Multiples of 6: [0, 6, 12, ld, 24, 30, 36,

Ask the children to examine the sets above.

What can you call 12 in Set A?

What can you call 12 in Set B?

What can you call 12 in Set C?

[A multiple of 2]

[A multiple of 3]

[A multiple of 4]

12 is a common multiple of which numbers? (a common multiple
of 2, 3, 4)

Find other multiples which appear in two or more of the sets.
Expain.

5. Children should be encouraged to state the meaning of a multiple
in their own words.

EVALUATION AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Name any multiple of 5.

2. List four multiples of 7; of d; of 9.

3. Is 4d a multiple of 6? of d? of 12? of 24? of 36?
Justify your answers.
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4. Which of the numbers below is not a multiple of 9? Why?

d3, 72, 27, 35, 62, 54, 45, 10d, 225

5. Write the first twelve multiples of 10; of 100; of 1000.

6. Compare the multiples of 2 and 4.

Is every multiple of 2 also a multiple of 4? Why?

Is every multiple of 4 also a multiple of 2? Why?
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Number Line

Another approach to interpreting multiplication of whole numbers is
through the use of the number line.

Present a number line:

>"iq 20 21 22 23 24'0 1 2 3 4 5 4)1 Sq01112i3 14. 1.5

01( _ -- - - - - -

Suggested children's activities:

Use the number line to count by threes, fours, fives, sixes, etc.

Begin with zero and state the multiples of 4, of 5, of 6, etc.

Which multiple of 6 would follow 24; 30; etc.

Facts and Extensions Beyond the Facts

1. Introduce the use of parentheses to avoid ambiguity in evaluating
numerical phrases.
Record: 4 x 6 + 2 =

(4 x 6) + 2

(Order of Operations)
? Discuss possible interpretations.
= ? 4 x (6 x 2) = ?

What should 2 + 3 x 4 mean? Does it mean (2 + 3) x 4 or
2 + (3 x 4)?

Tell children that a convention used in mathematics is that in an
expression such as the one above, without parentheses, multiplica
tion should be done before addition; thus here 2 + 3 x 4 = 14.

Provide drill and emphasize the role of parentheses.

(3 x 6) + 6 = n; n=

(5 x 6) + 18 = n; n=

12 + (3 x 6) = n; n = etc.

Children place parentheses to make the following statements true:

4 x 6 + 12 = 36; 8 x 6 + 6 = 54; 6 + 7 x 6 = 48; etc.
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2. Reinforce additions to help children find products. Ability to add
is essential for the application of the Distributive Property.

Present the following additions. Follow with the multiplications
that apply. For example:

la + 6 = n For 4 x 6 = (3 x 6) + (1 x 6)

= 18 + 6

= 24

1

Using addition to derive product.
Adding 6 to multiples Application of Distributive

of 6 Property.

Discuss the following with children to help them see how unknown
products may be derived from known products:

48 + 6 = n For 9 x 6 = (8 x 6) + (n x 6) =

300 + 6 = n For 51 x 6 = (50 x 6) + (1 x n) =0

3. After drill and/or development of multiplication facts test children
for automatic response to those facts. Use test results to organize
children into groups for further drill.

Suggested drills follow:

Adding 6 to multiples of 6

18 + 6, 48 + 6

66 + 6, 72 + 6, 120 + 6, 300 + 6

Adding multiples of 6 to multiples of 6

30 + 24

420 + 54, etc.

180 + 180, 360 + 360 etc.

18 + 12, 36 +12, 24 + 18,

60 + 12, 240 + 18, 180 + 36,

Doubles of multiples of 6

12 + 12, 18 + 18, 24 + 24

60 + 60, 120 + 120, 240 + 240,
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Adding tens of sixes to tens of sixes

120 + 60, 180 + 60, 420 + 120, 360 + 180, etc.

4. For Multiplications

knpnasize relationships (doubling, adding groups, etc.) in
deriving each product from the preceding product.

Doubling of sixes

6 x 6; etc.

Adding sixes

3 x 6, 4 x 6; 6 x 6, 7 x 6; 8 x 6, 9 x 6;

10 x 6 11 x 6; 20 x 6, 21 x 6; 30 x 6, 31 x 6; etc.

5 x 6, 7 x 6; 5 x 6, 9 x 6; 7 x 6, 9 x 6;

10 x 6, 14 x 6; 20 x 6, 27 x 6; 50 x 6, 53 x 6; etc.

Doubling and adding sixes

4 x 6, 8 x 62, 9 x 6; 3 x 6, 6 x 6, 7 x 6;

2 x 6, 4 x 6, 8 x 6; 3 x 6,

8 x 6, 16 x 6, 32 x 6, etc.

6 x 6, 12 x 6, 24 x 6, etc.

30 x 6, 60 x 6, 120 x 6, etc.

10 x 6, 20 x 6,

Subtracting sixes

5 x 6, 4 x 6;

20 x 6, 19 x 6;

Halving with sixes

21 x 6; 20 x 6,

10 x 6, 9 x 6;

100 x 6, 90 x 6;

40 x 6, 43 x 6; etc.

100 x 6, 99 x 6; etc.

100 x 6, 50 x 6; 50 x 6, 25 x 6; 25 x 6, 12
1
x 6;

300 x 6,150 x 6; 150 x 6, 75 x 6; etc.



Using Equations

Use patterns to arrive at solutions. Ask children to explain their
thinking. When children record equations, the solutions for "n"
should be recorded separately, for examples

4 x 6 = 2 4
2 x 6 is n

n so 12

From 4 x 6 ao 24, derives
(oy doubling) 8 x 6 = n; n

(by halving) 2 x 6 = n; n

(by adding sixes) 5 x 6 = n; n =

(bey subtracting 3 x 6 = n; n
sixes)

13 x 6 so 60 + n
n ld

From 20 x 6 oo 120, derives

40 x 6 = n; n =

10 x 6 BB n; n=

21 x 6 BB n; n=

19 x 6 al n; n

From 5 x 6 = 30, derive:
10 x 6 so n; n =

2 1 x 6 so n; n os2

7 x 6 = n; n=

4 x 6 = n; n =

Prom 100 x 6 = 600, derives

200 x 6 = n; n =

50 x 6 so n; n =

130 x 6 = n; n=

99 x 6 = n; n=

Adding 1 or more sixes
5 x 6 oo 30, 9 x 6 = (5 x 6) +3
5 x 6 as 30, 9 x 6 = 30 + (n x 6) os

6 x 6 si 36, 7 x 6 = (6 x 6) +-3
7 x 6 oo 42, 9 x 6 oi (7 x 6) +:3
d x 6 = 4d, 9 x 6 oi (dx 6) +73
8x6 os 4d, 9 x 6 oi 48 + (n x 6) so 3

20 x 6 = 120, 21 x 6 = (20 x 6) +0
20 x 6 so 120, 24 x 6 = 120 + (n x 6)
20 x 6 oi 120, 27 x 6 oi 120 + (n Jr 6)
50 x 6 os 300, 51 x 6 ao (50 x 6) +.3
50 x 6 = 300, 53 x 6 xi 300 + (n x 6) =1

(v)
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Doubling Otte Factor; Keeping the Other Constant

4 x 6 24, d x 6 = 24 + (n x 6);
10 x 6 f a 60, 20 x 6 so (10 x 6) + ( );
40 x 6 1. 240, dO x 6 am 240 + (n x 6);
60 x 6 1. 360, 120 x 6 = 360 + (n x 6) =720;

240 x 6 = (n x 6) + 720 =7; etc.

The product' of 40 x 6 is how many times as large as the product of
20 x 6? Explain. If we double one factor, what happens to the
product?

How many sixes are added to 30 sixes to get 60 sixes?

Other Patterns

If 10 x 6 aa 60t teen 20 x 6 = (n x 6) + (nx 6)
and 30 x 6 is (Jx 6) + (n x 6)

If 5 x 6 xi at then 10 x 6 fa (7x6) + (3 x 6)
and 15 x 6 aa (Jx 6) + (? x 6)

Encourage children to find a product in a variety of ways. Record
as children explain.

9 sixes aa 18 + 18 + n = ? (3 sixes + 3 sixes 4' 3 sixes)

9 sixes aa 30 + n = ? (5 sixes + 4 sixes)

9 sixes as 24 + 24 + n = ? (4 sixes + 4 sixes + 1 six )

9 sixes sa 60 n = ? (10 sixes 1 six )

24 x 6 aa 60 + 60 + n

24 x 6 la 72 + n

24 x 6 = 120 + n

(10 sixes + 10 sixes + 4 sixes)

(12 sixes + 12 sixes)

(20 sixes + 4 sixes)

123 x 6 aa 600 + 120 + n (100 sixes + 20 8b1:08 + 3 sixes)

123 x 6 =I 360 + 360 + n ( 60 sixes + 60 sixes + 3 sixes)



704 x 6 1. (700 x 6) + n

704 x 6 = (70u x n) + 24

704 x 6 = (700 x n) + ?

704 x 6 in (n x 6) + 24

704 x 6 = 4200 + n

EVALULTICM AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISIES

1. Write a mathematical sentence to solve the following problems.
Draw an array if necessary.

Ann has two necklaces and 4 bracelets.
In how many ways can she match her necklaces and bracelets?

Four children play the piano and 2 children play the violin.
Make an array to show how many different duets can be formed
consisting of a pianist with a violinist.

How many matchings can you make of a set of 3 with a set of 6?
A set of 4 with a set of 6? A set of 5 with a set of 6?

How many dots are there in an array if the two sets being
matched have 6 elements and 7 elements, respectively?

2. Interpreting Symbols; Evaluating Concepts

Write each of the following in as many ways as you can.

7 4-7 4.7 4.7 = 2d 3

a.2
15

4 x 6 = 24

5 fours = 20

Which of these can be written as multiplication facts?

2 +2 +2 +2 3 + 3 + 3 + 4

4 + 4 + 4 + 3 5 + 4 + 5 + 4

Write these as multiplications.

7
7

24

6 d 3
12 4 3
6 4 9
18 16 21 etc.
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). One as a factor; zero as a factor

Write these as multiplication facts.

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 ms 5

0+0+0=0

1+1+1+1=4

0+0+0+0=0
1+1+1+1=7x1

1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 =6x.J

0 +0 +0 +0 +0 =9x0

0 +0 +0 =3xj

Fill in the missing numerals. Then write these as additions.

7 x 0 = ? 6 x = ?

4 x 0 = ? 9 x 1 = ?

3 x 0 = ? 5 x 1 = ?

Since 6 x 1. 6, then 1 x 6 me ?

Since 8 x 1 = 8, then 1 x d = ? etc.

Since 6 x 0 = 0, then 0 x 6 = ?

Since 4 x 0 = 0, then 0 x 4 = ?

4. Adding Croups

Use the same patterns and equation forms illustrated below for the

more difficult facts as soon as groups of children achieve automatic

response to easier facts.

Find numerals to make the following sentences true.



Adding 3's
2 x 3 is n 4- 3
3 x 3 sis n + 3

4 x 3 ms n + 3

5 x 3 is n + 3

6 x 3 is n + 3

4 x 3 23 n 3 x 3 ng n

6 x 3 =n+ 6 5 x 3 =21+6
dx 3 =n+ 6 7 x 3 ion+ 6

10 x 3 =21+6 9 x ;sun+ 6
12 x 3 is n + 6 11 x 3 = n + 6 etc.

Doubling and Adding 3's
3 x 3 iis n 3 x 3 is n
6 x 3 = n + 9 6 x 3 = n + 9
7 x 3 = n + 3 9 x 3 = n + 9

12 x 3 is n + 9 etc.

Practice

5 x 4 ii ti + ti + n

9 x 4 se 16 + n + 4
7 x 4 is n + 12 + 4
d x 4 is 24 + n

7 x 5 - 15 + E.) + 5
5 x 5 = r] + 5
9 x 5 = 15 + 0 + 15
6 x 5 - 25 + n

The suggested drill for adding 10 "sixes" may be applied to any
of the "tables." Continue to read. as "sixes."

10 x 6 = n 13 x 6 is n + lb = ?
20 x 6 = n + 60 is ? 23 x 6 = n + 18 = ?
30 x 6 ii n + 60 = ? 33 x 6 = n + lti = ?
40 x 6 = n + 60 = ? 43 x 6 as n + 18 = ?

14 x 6 is 60 + n = ? 17 x 6 = 60 + n a ?
24 x 6 = 120 + n ii ? 27 x 6 As 120 + n = ?
34 x 6 = 180 + n so ? 37 x 6 is 180 + n is ?
44 x 6 = 240 + n In ? 47 x 6 = 240 + n is ?

Doubling One Factor

2 x 4 in 8

4 x 4 111 n

d x 4 is n

16 x 4 MI n

3 x 4 it 12
6 x 4 = n

12 x 4 ii n
24 x 4 is n

7 x 4 = 28
14 x 4 as n
28 x 4 = n

9 x 9 al ta
18 x 9 as n
36 x 9 is n

117
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0 x 4 = 8
0 x 4 = 16
rip x 4 32

12 x 6 22 36 + n

14 x 6 - 42 + n
16 x 6 22 48 + n
18 x 6 54 + n

7 x 4 = 12
3 x 4 24

r_3 x 4 m 48

20 x 6 a 60 + n =13
40 x 6 ma 120 + n =0
80 x 6 = 240 + n = 0

60 x 6 180 + n 257
120 x 6 ts , 360 +n =0

Halving One Factor
4 x 8 is h a l f a s m u c h as ? x 8 5 x 3 = (10 x 3) n 22 ?

5 3: 7 is half as much as ? x 7 5 3: 5 1.8 (10 3: 5) n SO ?

3 x 5 is half as much as ? x 5 5 x 6 as (10 x 6) n = ?
2 x 9 is half as much as ? x 9 5 x 4 si (10 x 4) as n = ?

0 x 3 sa 30 3 x 4 = 40 0 x 5 le 50
0 x 3 = 15 9 x 4 In 20 7 x 5 =I 25

Arriving at a Product in Various *GM

15 x 6 as 30 + 30 + n = ? ( 5 sixes + 5 sixes + 5 sixes)
15 x 6 at 60 + n = ? (10 sixes + 5 sixes)
15 x 6 as 42 + n + 6 us ? (7 sixes + 7 sixes + 1 six)
15 x 6 22 120 n ? (20 sixes 5 sixes)

Since 7 x 6 al 42
and 14 x 6 22 n

then 15 x 6 = 0

Since 10 x 6 22 60
and 5 x 6 = n

then 15 x 6 22 0
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5. Using the Number Line

Provide children with rexographed sheets. (5-10 number lines on
each sheet) Children use separate lines to indicate their
solutions to problems, as: 13 sixes, 21 sixes, etc.

The lines below illustrate how various pupils might arrive at the
product for ld sixes.

6 sixes 6 sixes 6 Sixes

6 sixes + 6 sixes + 6 sixes n 18 sixes = 36 + 36 + 36
18 sixes = 108

0 AO 20 30 40 50 60 70 to 90 AV I/O

11111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111 I I 1111111111111.111111111111111 I

/2 SOU sixes

12 sixes +6 sixes = 18 sixes = 72 + 36 = 108

/ sixes/0 saes

10 sixes + 8 sixes = 18 sixes = 60 + 48 = 108

6. Write as many multiplication facts as you can to make each of
these open sentences true.

rix: A = 12 Ox0 me 9

E3i: = ld 7.] x 49

iJ x a 3.6 o x = 25

A =24
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7. Fill in the missing numerals to make the open sentence true.

x 4 1:16x4+4 6x3mi3x0
9x3 6 X 3 + 0 x 7 g. 7x 2

3 x 3O1 2 x9+9 4x5st 2 x

7x5:26x5+0 8x 3 = 4 x 4

3+3+3+3+3..0x3 Ox4 3x8
7x4.B8x4-0

II110111.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 16 - DIVISION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FACTS AND EXTENSIONS BEYOND THE FACTS

NOTE TO TEACHER

In division we continue to operate on two numbers
to obtain another number. Division is the oper-
ation of finding one factor when the other factor
and the product are known.

factor x Q = product

For exampi:

2 x 3=0 requires the operation of multipli-
cation for solution.

17x3 =6
or require the operation of division

2:03= 6 for solution.

The relationship of the arithmetic operations is
shown in the diagram below.

Addition Multiplication

Subtraction Division

lnagglagaL.RiAliga

Inverse Operations

"Dividing by a number"is the inverse operation of
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"multiplying by that number."

x6

4x6-24
24+6- 4

4-(0

We develop and drill division facts by relating
them to associated multiplication facts.

Commutative property,

Commutativity is not a property of division.

8 + 4 4 + 8

Distributive Property

In division the dividend can be renamed and the
Distributivity of Division, with respect to Addi-
tion can be applied.

For example:
48 +8 = (40 + 8) + (8 + 8)

However the divisor cannot be renamed to apply the
Distributive Property of Addition.

For example:

Closure

48 + 8 # (48 + 6) + (48 + 2)

The set of whole numbers is not closed with respect

to Division.

For example:
8 + 4 is a whole number [ 2 ]

+ 3 is not a whole number

Division is not Associative

For example:
+ 4) + 2 is

but 8 + (4 + 2) = 4



TFACHING SUGGESTIONS

ittagialf: To help children understand that a division undoes its related
ultiplication.

To reinforce and / or develop division facts.

Drill division facts by relating thug to multiplication facts.

Facts illy be recorded with lords and numerals, or with mmera1s
oily. For ample:

? sizes an 24 or 6) 24 Children read 6)-7-4
as *bow many sixes in 24? or 24 divided by 66.

To help children find quotients they do not 'moor, encourage then to
begin with known quotients.

To find the number of sixes in 42:
Since 6 sixes im 36, and 42 = 36 + 6,
Therefor*, there are 7 sixes In 42 (1 more six)

or
Since 5 sixes gm 30, and 42 an 30 + 12
Therefore, there are 7 sixes in 42 (2 more sizes)

Provide uractice in adding a number of sixes to the dividend.
Mapt these suggestions for sixes to other division facts.

1. Present the following patterns and relationships.
Have children cceplete the open sentences.

To find

61-fie

6)48

6y-3;

6)120

6)1200

Use Known fact

2:6=12
4 :6 =24
3:6=18

10:6=60
100 6 = 600

Then double

O x6-24
O x 6=48
O 6 = 36

O :6=120

x 6 =1200

123
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2. Using the Distributive Property

Have children find quotients:
u + n

6 ) 72 as 6) 36 + 36 = 0

6 rig- as 6)*---a: n = 0

6 ) ITO as 6) 1.-ML;---d-i: = 0
Since 6 sixes = 36
Then 0 sixes = 42 My? [36 + 6 = 42]
And 0 sixes us 48 on
Since 8 sixes = 48
Then 0 sixes = 56 liby?

Since 10 SUSS = 60
Then 0 sixes so 66

Since 100 sixes = 600
Then 13 sixes = 606

Adding sixes
2 sixes = 12
n sixes = 24 Wlin
0 sixes so 36 iihr
0 rues = 48 ft?

Renaming the dividend; Quotient: 10 + a set of sixes

sixes in 120 = 61-M + 6) n sixes in 120 mi 10 + r3

sixes in 78 = 6).-M + 6) n sixes in 78 so 10 + 0

s i x e s in 9 6 = 617 + 6) n sixes in 96 so 10 + ra

Mixed Patterns
sixes in 78 = 6).7 + 6) --ii = 0
sixes in 78 us 10 + n = 0

sixes in 78 = 6/ing + 6)--g + 6)-7



3. Children find the missing factor in the following sentences.

n x 7 me 35 n as ?
n x 7 mo 49 n us ?
n x7m63 nos?

n x8=72 nms?
n x8=80 n=?
n x8=88 nos?

4. Test childrbn for automatic response to division facts after

drill and / or development.

Use test results to organise children into groups for further drill.

IMMUNE and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Ammer the following:

In the sentence 6 x n = 42, 6 is a blown factor of the product 42.

What isunsocaLled? [uniatown factor]

What operation can be used to find 'n' [division]

What number will replace on to make the sentence true? [ 7]
Write this sentence in another form. [ 6)2 ]

2. For each multiplication fact below writs a related division fact.

6 x 7 = 42 [42 4. 7 - 6 or 7) 421

9 = 8 = 7 2 [72 + 8 = 9 or 8) 721

3. Rewrite each multiplication sentence as a sentence involving division.

6x 5 =n

4x9mn
[6xn=30 or 30+n=6]

[nx9aB36]

125
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4. Complete the following chart&

Mathematical. Sentence Operation Used Unknown
Factor

nx9= 54 + ?

9x0= 63 ? 7

? + 12 I

I

5. Write each of the following in as many ways as you can, using words.

3) 27 24 + 6

6. Rewrite these division examples using + sign.

4) 20 9) 18 7)5
At another time, the teacher might ask the children to rewrite
the division example from + to ) form.

7. Circle the numeral that shows what is to be divided. At another
time, the teacher might ask the children to circle the numeral that
shows the lumber of equivalent sets.

8) 32 64 + 8 = 8 Sixes in 54 are 9

8. Write the related division fact for each of the foilowing: ( A )

Write the related multiplication fact for each of the following:

A
2

2x6=12 6) 12 3x6=18
4x6= ?
8x6ms? 2) 12
9x ?

etc. 4) 24

( B )
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9. Circle each of the following that can be divided evenly by 4.

15 8 13 6

32 28 30 35 36

10 11 17 14 16 19
12 18 20 31 24 29

10. Complete each of the following:

4)3 au 4)16 + 4)16= n 4)8 = 4)0 + 8 = n

4).-W. as + 4) 28 ma n 4)g us 4) 4r0 + n

4) 72 = 4)7- + 4)171- = n 4)6E ai 4) 0 + 4)78 = n

etc. etc.

3) 24 SI 3 ) 12 + 3) n ?

kra = 4r.3-2 + 4)71"8 ?
3)54 as 3) 27 + 3); = ?

3) 39 = 3) 30 + 3).-7 = n
5) 7 5 = 5 ) + 5)5 ? 111 n

4) 92 = 80 + 4) ? = n

U. Circle the d2.4idend in each of the following:

25+5=5

6) 42

35 divided by 7 equals 5 ? threes aa 27

There are 8 nines in 72.

Variations: Circle the divisor. Circle the quotient.

12. that is the largest remainder you can have when you divide
by 5? By 4? Etr 9?

13. For each of the following numerals write the closest smaller
number which can be divided by 7 without a remainder.

20 36 23 62 50 47 10

14. Apply these patterns to sixes, sevens, eights and nines.

Doubling the Dividend

? sevens = 14 ? sevens = 28 ? sevens is 21
? sevens = 14 + 14 ? sevens 2, 28 + 28 ? sevens us 21 + 21

etc. etc. etc.
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Halving the Dividend

7)28s 7) 14 + 7) 14 as n

ai 7) 28 + 7) 28 n

7) 42 us 7) 21 + 7) 21 n

7) 9 7) 4 + 7) 9 n

7) 14 1 +m

7)42'. 3+n
7)-3 gin 4+n

etc.

*Dirichment Activities (Optional)

Explore some of the properties of division.

Give an example to show that division is distributive with
respect to addition when the dividend is renamed.

Use the same example to show that the Property of Distribution

of Division over Addition does not apply when the divisor is

renamed.

Give an example to show that division is not Commutative; is

not Associative; that Closure does not apply to division; that

dividing by a number is the inverse operation of multiplying by

that number.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 17 - NUMBER: "BEMLENNESS"

NOTE TO TEACHE:i

To make reasonable estimates children should under-

stand the range or limits within which estimates can

be made.

Estimating is a form of "mental computation" to ar-

rive at the approximate value of a mathematical

computation.

To help in estimating sums, remainders, products and

quotients children should understand the meaning of

"betweenness ", i.e., when a point on a line lies be-

tween two other points on the same line. When the

points are associated with numbers on a number line

children deal with both whole and fractional numbers.

Estimation involves the application of some of the

properties of the fundamental operations and helps

children to find answers to exercises by "mental

computation".

Experience situations for estimating may be found

in newspapers, periodicals, tables of statistics,

time lines, graphs, etc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Objective: To help children understand the concept of "betweennesc"

for numbers and points on a line.
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Procedures

1. Draw a line on the chalkboard. Label two points as shown.

A

Ask children to mark a point between A and B and label it. Discuss
the position of this third point.

2. Draw a number line on the chalkboard. Mark off points and label as
shown below.

10 20 30 40 50

Direct children to:

Name the point between 10 and 30, between 30 and 50.

Mark the point approximately midway between 30 and 40. Name it.

Mark the point approximately midway between 10 and 20. Name it.

Find a point between any points that are now on the line.
Name it as accurately as you can.

3. Draw a line segment. Label points as shown.

1 2

Have children:

Mark off the mid-point between points 1 and 2 and label it.

Find a point that is midway between 1 an
1

d 1 ;

1
between 1 2 and 2. Label these points.

Find points midway between each of the points now named on
the line segment.
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Discuss the position of the points between points 1 and 2.
Ask children:

Which point is halfway between points 1
1

and 2?

Which of these points is nearest to point 2?

Is nearer to point 1 or to point 2?
8

1
Is 1 it 7nearer to point 1 or to point 2;

1
to point 1 or to point 1 7 ; etc.

4. Draw several vertical lines on the chalkboard. Children use lined

paper. Label as illustrated.

80- 530

---7

77
76

75
74
73

---72

-71
--70

528

527
526
525

524
523

522

521
520

1210
1209'

1208
1207
1206
1205
1204
1203-
1202
1201
1200

Ask children:

Which numbers are between 70 and 80?
Which number is halfway between 70 and 802

Is 78 closer to 75 or 80? [closer to 80]

Is 75 closer to 70 or 80?

Have children note the position of each numeral on the B line in

relation to 520 and 530.

Ask children:
Is 523 closer to 520 than to 530?
Is 527 closer to 530 than to 520?

Are 521, 522, 523, 524 closer to 520 than to 530?

Are 526, 527, 528, 529 closer to 530 than to 520?

Is 525 the same distance (half way) from 520 as it is from 530?
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Tell children the halfway number (525) may be used as a guide in
deciding whether a number is closer to next greater 10 or the next
smaller 10.

Encourage children to use a variety of terms to express their
thinking, e.g.

522 is nearest in value to 520.
522 is closer to 520 than to 530.
522 is between 520 and 525.

Proceed as above for line C.

5. Draw horizontal number lines.
Children should discuss the position of each numeral on the number
line in relation to:

the next higher hundred; the next lower hundred.

200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300

3300 3310 3320 3330 3340 3350 3360 3370 3380 3390 3400

15400 15410 15420 15430 15440 15450 15460 15470 15480 15490 15500

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Which ten comes after 39? Before 41? After 99? After 89? Before 71?

Which hundred comes after 199? After 799? Before 801?

Which thousand comes after 2999? After 8999? Before 9001?

2. 'Mat is the cost of the following items to the nearest dollar?

Shoes marked $9.35 Hat marked $8.85 Dress marked $13.75



3. Give the value of each of the following to the nearest ten,
the nearest hundred, the nearest thousand.

Nearest Ten

133

Nearest Hundred Nearest Thousand

5169 5170 5200 5000

3228

12,356

27,494

4. 2176 is between rl thousand and A thousand.

It is nearest in value to 0 thousand.

15,429 is between !1 thousand and A thousand.

It is nearest in value to 0 thousand.

862 is between '7 hundred and A hundred.

It is nearest in value to 0 hundred.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 18 - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: VERTICAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

The vertical algorithm is generally used for
written computation.

An algorithm is the form used to record the steps
of an arithmetic computation. It may take various
forms.

At this grade level children should have the ability
to rename numbers or to use expanded notation in
order to deal with computations requiring exchange.

Estimating sums and remainders precedes written compu-

tation. Ways of arriving at reasonable estimates will
vary depending upon the ability of the child.

Final solutions should be compared with estimates.

Verification should follow computation.

Teachers and children should be aware of how ap-
propriate properties of operation apply to written

computation.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Okjectivo: To develop skill in written computation in addition and

subtraction, with emphasis on
Estimating answers
Understanding algorithms

,142cedures

1. Test children's ability to rename numbers.
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34 ones tens 4 ones

15 tens = hundreds tens

19 hundreds = thousand hundreds

We may exchange 93 for tens 13 ones or ones

We may exchange 174 fors

tens 4 ones
tens 14 ones

one hundred tens 14 ones or for ones

We may exchange 500 fors

hundreds 10 tens ones
hundreds 9 tens ones

49 tens ones

Fill in the blanks:

8 dollars 6 dimes 2 pennies = pennies

7 dollars 12 dimes 4 pennies = rrollars dimes

pennies

4 dimes 6 pennies = 3 dimes _jennies
5 dimes 19 pennies se 6 dimes...pennies

We may exchange $6.87 for:
6 dollars 7 dime_ pennies

5 dollars dimes 7 pennies

5 dollars 17 dimes pasnies

dimes 7 pennies

2. Reinforce children's ability to rename numbers to help them under-

stand that renaming does not change the value of the original

quantity.

Children complete the following:

3 hundreds = 300 or 39 tens =3

10 tens =0 17 ones 1.11

7 ones me/..

407

5 dollars = $5.00 5 dollars = $5.00

17 dimes = 0 0 dimes = 1.80

17 pennies = .17 7 pennies .07

116.d7
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3. Emphasis should be placed on arriving at estimates of sums and
remainders. The following are illustrations of various ways in
which children can make estimates from less mature thinking to
more mature thinking.

Children should record estimates before they compute the exact sums
and remainders.

428 Add the hundreds. Think of 89 as about 100
89

Estimate: About 800 (400 + 100 + 300)
or

Add the hundreds, then the tens (600 + 170)

Estimate: About 770
or

Add the hundreds and tens as tens

(43 tens + 9 tens + 28 tens)

Estimate: Abou:. 800 (80 tens)

$3.12 Add the dolicrs. Think of $.89 as about $1 and
.89 $1.98 as about tii2.00

1.98,
EstiLate: About $6 ($3 + $1 + $2)

Add the dollars, then the dimes. Think of $.89
as about p.90 and $.98 as about $1.

Estimate: About $6 ($4 + $.10 + $.90 + $1.00)

732

7- 367
Subtract the hundreds only. Estimate: about 400
Subtract 400 from 732. Estimate: 332
Subtract 36 (tens) from 73 (tens). Estimate: about 370

(37 tens)

$7.25 Subtract the dollars only. Estimate: about $4
- 3.89 Subtract $4 from $7. EsLimate: about $3

Subtract $4 from $7.25. Estimate: about $3.25

Provide practice in estimating only, to develop facility in arriving
at reasonable estimates rapidly.



Have children write their own estimate for each of the following:

105 + 89 + 236
239+ 93 + 576

72 + 134 + 681 + 9

315 + 492 + 87 + 73

612 - 298
709 - 188
890 - 287
596 - 129

137

Present problems. Have children estimate, compute, then verify solutions.

Children should check addition by adding in the opposite direction.

(Application of the Comnutative Property)

Children should check subtraction by adding the number subtracted to the

remainder. (Application of the Property of Inverse Operation)

732 Check: 365 (number left after subtraction)

- 367 +367, (number that had been subtracted)

365 732 (number with which we started)

By subtracting the remainder from the minuend.

732 Check: 732

=21.6_1

5. Continue to develop skill in addition and subtraction.

Provide practice in addition, sums in tens, then in hundreds.

With 2-place numerals -
-Jith 3-place numerals -

lath numerals representing quantities of money - sums

through $9.99

Suggested addition exercises

23 64 56 45 321 434 0.86 $2.35

14 86 72 86 439 244 2.98 .47

30 29 49 37 128 191 _1.53 3.21

31 17 XL 59
36 1.28

Introduce addition with two 3-place numerals - suns in the thousands -

1 aild 2 exchanges - with two numerals representing quantities of money -

sums through $20 or more.

834 725 751 $8.89 ,;9.50

_ha _521 876 4.02 8.75
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Subtraction

Continue to develop or provide practice in subtracting from minuends
through 999; from minuends through $9.99 - 1 and 2 exchanges - 1 zero
in the minuend.

80 56 387 464 807 520 148 $3.03 $8.30
=_2z - 130 - 356 - 664 - 349 - 63 - 1.25 -5.95

Some children may be able to compute from left to right and should be
encouraged to do so. Sums and remainders, therefore, are recorded from
left to right. This addition may be thought thrnugh as:

23 23, 33, 37, 67, 97, 98
14 Children then verify the sum by computing
30 beginning with the ones column.

31
56 This subtraction may be thought through as:_ 56, 26, 19

387 This subtraction may be thought through as:
- 130 387, 287, 257

6. Be sure that children:

Record estimates (or exact sums and remainders) before they compute
with pencil and paper.

Compare sums and remainders with estimates.
Check sums and remainders.

Include problem solving in the development of the addition and subtraction
processes.

7. Present addition and subtraction problems using a variety of directions and
indicating the processes.

Children may find solutions to the following problems

Find the total for 208, 89, 483, 87, 136

Add 8 !- + 3 + 4 + 6 + 2 + 9 + 7 = n

Add
352 $56.50
176 9.79
489 12.84
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Find the sum: 5128 4;6.03 + $1.98 + $.72

3641

Subtract 219 from 458.

Find the difference between 276 and 721.

609 minus 360 = n

From 7425 subtract 5023.

Take $4.38 from $8.00

How much more than 762 is 851?

$47.79
8.76

Underline the example you would use to find the value of "n" in

383 4-n = 567
567 567 56'

+ 383 x 383 - 383.

8. Include "verbal" problem solving in addition to the items suggested above.

9. Include more exercises from textbook and / or workbook.

10. Terminology

The teacher and children should use mathematical termer pertaining

to addition and subtraction.

The following list suggests terms to be used rather than such expres-

sions as "answer","borrow", "carry ", "left over", etc.

add subtract place value

addition subtraction estimate

addend difference exchange

sum remainder regroup

total minus

plus
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 19 ADDITION OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: COMMON FRACTIONAL FORM;
HORIZONTAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

Refer to Unit 15 for the development of concepts
and comparisons for halves, fourths, eighths and
thirds.

Before children can add fractional numbers they
must know:

Fractions with like denominators can be
added by adding the numerators.

Fractions with unlike denominators can
be added by changing them to equivalent
fractions with like denominators.

Addition of fractional numbers presents no
problem when children understand that am
fractional number may be renamed in many ways.

Encourage children to express sums of fractions
with the smallest denominators. For example,

8 2

Prnnert es of Operations With Fractions

Properties of addition apply to fractional
numbers as well as to whole numbers.

Addition of fractional numbers is Commutative
'or example:

2 + 1
5 3 3

1 + 2 =
3 3 3



Addition of fractional numbers is Associative.
For example:

(i+i)= (t+i -E)
1 + = 4 +2
4 4 4 4

6 = 6

Zero is the identity element for addition of
fractional numbers. For example:

0+2=2
4 4

2+0=2
4 4

Objective: To develop skill in adding related fractions; hal es,

fourths, eighths.

T"' CHIT SUGGESTIONS

De Reinforce counting forward with fractional numbers.
Use a number line and a ruler graduated in eighths.

Note: Skill in counting forward increases children's ability
to add "mentally".

Ask children to complete the chart below.

Use number line. Fill in missing numerals.

Size Number

Begin with of Interval of Loves

0 22- 5

2 1 9
2

1 2
132
2

4

1
13-2- 1-4- n

1n 30
2

End with

n

n

19

117

141
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2. lama adding fractions mentally children may think forward from the
entire first addend and add that part of the second addend needed to reach
the next whole number. (Applying The Associative Property).

Problem: Ue need 2 pieces of shelvine, paper, one 1 yd. and the other
8 8

yd. How much shelving paper shall we buy?

Children think forward to complete the whole

+7=2+2+4=1+4=11
8 8 8 8 8 8 2

Check with number line.

0

I , I

3. Reinforce addition of fractions with like denominators.
Children may use number lines and rulers where necessary.

fra!tion + Fraction

+= n
8 8

6 +4 =1 +n
8

2 +2 =1 +n
4 4

2 +2 =1 +n
2 2

Mixed Form + Whole Number

1
1
4
+ 1 = 2 + n

13+1=4+n
47+3=7+n

1
2

8
+ 2 =4+n

Lixed Form + Fraction Mixed Form + Mixed Form

1 1 + 1 =n
4 4

3 1 + 2 =n
8 8

41
2

6 1

4

+ 1
2

+ 2
4

=n

=n

11 + 11=n
4 4

41 + 51=n
2 2

31 + 72=n
8 8

6 1 + 2 5.= n
8 8
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3 1 + 2 2 = 5 1 + n = ?

8 8 8
3 1 + 2 2 = 5 1 + n = ?
8 8 8

4. Extend to the addition of related fractions with unlike denominators.

Halves and Fourths
1 + 1 = n
2 4
1 + 3=n
2 42 + 2 = n

4 2
2 + 1 = n
4 2

Halves and Eighths
1 + 2 = n
2 8
2 + 1 = n
2 8
7 + 1 = n
8 8
2 + 1 = n
8 2

5. Present the following exercises for practice

a. 2 + 1 = 1 + n

4 2
6 ± 1 = n
8 4
6 + 2 = 1 + n

8 4 8
1 + 1
2 8 = l + n

213 + 321 =n
4 2

133 + 231 =n
8 4

52 6 + 41 3 = n
8 4

13 + 1
4 5 2

3 2 + 1

8 4
26 + 2

8 4

31 + 2
2 8

= n

= n

= n

= n

Fourths and Eighths
1 + 1 = n
4 8
2 + 1 =n
4 8
2 + 1 =n
8 4
1 + 2 = 1 + n

8 4

2 1 + 1 = n
8

2 1 + 1 3 = n

8 4
2 7 + 1 2 = 3 7 ± n = ?

8 4 8

b. Add-Use number line where necessary.

2 1 + 2 1

7 2

1 1 + 2 1

4 2

2+ 1 = n
2

+.3 2 = n

4

321+ 3 + 3 1 = n

8 4 2

82 1 + l 2 + 21 + 3 2 = n

g 4 2 8
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c. Supply the missing numerals:
i6+ + ^ = 23

11 = I-I

+ = 10
4 4

+ A = 10
8 8

6. Children complete the following. They should explain the
property involved.

2 1- 2 = 2 + ( + 1\
4 8 4 8 g

2 + 1 =1 +.1
4 2 2 0

5 + =5 + (_:1 + i)
4 8 8 8/

0 + 2 = 2 + = n
3 3

2 + = 2
8 8

Z + 1 = 1 +
a 4 7 ;



OPERATIONS

UNIT 20 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: SUBTRACTION; COMMON FRACTIONAL

FORM; HORIZONTAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

When fractional numbers are subtracted the

denominators, just as in addition, must be

the same.

Since we are dealing with a set of positive

numbers,the first fraction must be greater

than the second,when subtracting.

For example: Since i>t we may subtract

lifromil and have a result which is a
4 4

positive number.

Subtraction of fractional numbers may also be

thought of as finding a missing addend.

For example:

Addition: Addend + addendsm0

4 4

+ . i
4

1

4
n

4

Subtraction 2 + 0 =
4

(Sum)
4

Subtraction: Addend + D al Sum

1
Ovr

(Addend)

4

Subtracting a number is the inverse operation

of adding that number. Therefore the solution

to a subtraction problem involving fractional

numbers may be verified by applying the inverse

operation, addition.

(Addend)

145



Bqgvalent FractAonq

Equivalent fractions are fractions that name the
same fractional number. For example:

1 2
2 4'

The renaming of fractions to their equivalents
has been taught to children in previous grades
through the use of experience materials and
representative materials. In a later Unit of
Grade 5 the Fundamental Property of Fractions
will be developed.

The Fundamental Property of Fractions: If the
numerator or denominator of a fraction is multi-
plied or divided by the same non-zero number, the
resulting fraction is equivalent to the original
fraction.

a a x c c 0
b b x c

Ability to find equivalents for fractiona3 numbers
(renaming fractions) is essential.

For example:

To subtract 8 2 7-- 3 it is essential that
4

children know that must first be changed to

the equivalent fraction

At this time children can solve 8 - 3i 20 n

by applying the Associative Property for Addition.

3 sit 3+1 which will be thought of as:
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Then to solve 8 -6 I- 3 n children can think:
8 8

5 1 - 8= n (after subtracting 3 from 8 i

-- -I. +
8 i i

I l i n (a f t e r renaming i as 8+ I)6 6 15 -
6 6

T15
1 = n (after subtracting if from 5 )

8
4 -

84 -

1
8

8

n (after renaming 5 411 4 )8

et 4 (solution, 4

To reinforce subtraction of fractional numbers involving

halves, fourths, eighths

Meaning of equivalent fractions
Renaming numbers - Equivalents

Inequalities
Counting
Finding the missing addend

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Wvalents

1. Use number rays to reinforce equivalents.

0

2

0

1.

q

1



2.

Have children:

Assign numbers to the points on the rays above
Assign another number name to the point named by "1"

on each of the rays to correspond with the way the

ray has been divided. Record the new name below

the point. [2, it, 11.]

2 4 8

Assign another name to the point named by " 1 " on
2

each of the rays.

Record the new name below the point.

Children record the set of equivalent fractions for 1 , 1

[ 1
2 AL

4 8

Discuss the notations 0 , 0 , 0

each equivalent?

2 4 8

2 4 4

etc.]

. To what whole number is

C Zero

3. Children:
Record another name for 8 , It , 2

8 4 2

Explain 1.

1

4. &tend number rays to include more than one unit and follow same

procedure.

Inequalities

Present a number ray. Divide one unit into halves, then fourths,

then eighths.

0
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Have children find the solution sets for the following:

The points show that the unit on the ray is divided into
parts.

a. o >2 c. 8 >
b. it < d. 1 2 t7 ri

Counting

a.
6
73' 8

1
8

b. a
68' , a,

8
8' 8'c.

d. >

1. Reinforce counting backward by subtracting various fractional
numbers. Use number lines.

Direct children to count backward from:

14 1 , by halves to 2

1
512 by eighths to 2

2 , by eighths to 1

5
2 to 42by4 P 4

Children explain in their own words how they know they have
counted by halves, eighths, etc.

2. Present a subtraction problem involving fractional numbers.

Children should solve it by counting backward on a number
line.
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Problem: The recipe for a pie calls for 1 cups of flour.

It tells us to use icup for the crust. How. such is left

for filling?

0

n

3. Ask children to evaluate each of the following mentally:

Check some using the number line.

1
2
4

- 1 = n

1
4 - 2 n

1
5 - 2 ai n

- 3 ms n

5 -1 =n

61- 51=n
8 8

9i-31amn

4f-11-=n

8 8
- n

0 I
1 8 8

= n

4 2 _'4
62 - = n
4

2i-1 =n

1 1_
2 - -
a

n

1 1

1 2
2 -a - 8 =n

- l = n

78 - 38 = n

411 - 11 = n

6 - 411

31-1=n
3 3

41-22=n4

82. 2.q=n
8 8

41-21=n8 8

Applying the Associative Property for Addition

1. Reinforce renaming fractional numbers and mixed forms to prepare for



applying the Associative Property for Addition. For example:

6
Rename 9 iF means 9 Al- 71

6
8

0
9 -4- Iff

Rename 17 means 17+0

17 2 = 16 +
4

2. Solve for n in the following exercises. Use the Associative Property
of Addition where necessary.

11-
8

fan

2

8- 2

38Z-23 2 =8 4

n

n

17i-12i= n

8-
2

4 n

48- 22 =n

Finding the Missing Addend

1. Find the missing addend:

37 + = 50 129 = n + 109 3415 + n= 3525

Ask the following questions:

What is the sum in each of the problems above?

What are the other numbers in the equation called?

[addend]

What operation can you use to find the missing addend

in each case?
[subtraction]

2. Present an exercise such as:

Ask children to:

u4
.

5 Z.

Find the sum
Name the addenda

151
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3. Present the exercise in a word problem: 9 11; + 16 if

Children:

Make the open sentence true.

Tell how they found the missing addend.

Record the equation to show subtraction. [ 16
8 8

2- 7 212 9 lj

Name the addends in the subtraction above.[ 7 9

Name the sum. [16 I]

Write each of the subtraction exercises below as an
addition exercise:

4 = 3 2 + 1 i]

1
8 2 8

4. Discuss the following. Children find solutions.

We have three points, A, B, C, on a line.
Which two of the three points are farthest apart?
How far apart?

A. 9 B. 2 C. 10
2 2

A C111111 11 1.1 I ),4 2-
9 /0

Assign other numbers to points A, B, C. Proceed as above.

A. B.
1

16

C.

10 7
2

8 7

8 2 10

4 4 4

1 1 1
2 8 4

5 5 5
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5. Additional practice exercises

51+0= 524 a

1 +o=5-45 - +o =14

514 +0=1.1.1

1 +1o 15-4 20-8A

7i-2i=51-n

4-4i=4-1-n

5i-4=2 -n

i
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMIT

UNIT 21 - MASUREMINT: CAPACITY; CONSERVATION; EQUIVALENTS

NOTE TO TEACHER

In Grade 5 continue to emphasize:
A Principle of Conservation in Science
That all Eeasurements are approximate.

In science a Principle of Conservation refers
to the fact that certain properties of things
do not change even when conditions about them
change. For example, one quart is always one
quart whether the quart is distributed in a

quart jar or in a gallon jar; one quart is one
quart whether it is distributed in a quart milk
bottle or in a mayonnaise jar of a one quart
capacity.

Understanding conservation may help children to
understand equivalents among measures.

Children should also understand that two different
substances may have the same weight even though
they have different volumes. A pound of feathers
occupies more space than a pound of iron but both
weigh one pound.

Objectives: To reinforce concepts of conservation.
To organize relationships among measurements.
To help children understand capacity.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Use classroom experiences such as:

Preparing for Health Day
Discuss and plan healthful menus
Discuss amounts of basic foods needed in daily diet



Planning for a Halloween Party

Measure ingredients when preparing food
Estimate quantity of juice or cider needed - using a cup,

glass, pint or quart container
(32 cups, or 8 quarts, or 2 gallons, or 4 half gallons)

Double or triple the amount given in recipes

2. Reinforce equivalents among the number of cups, pints, quarts and
gallons. (e.g. 2 pints = 1 quart, etc.)

3. Introduce the fluid ounce

Materials needed:

Standard measuring spoons
1 ounce glass
Perfume bottle
Water

Children compare capacities in fluid ounces using measuring spoon;
in fluid ounces with standard cup.

Discuss uses of fluid ounce.
Discuss the principle of conservation

Note the need for a unit of mcasure between the spoon and the cup.

4. Provide practice in changing from larger units to smaller units;
smaller units to larger units.

For example:
2 1 quarts = 2 quarts and 1 pint, or 5 pints, or 10 cups

2

12 pints = 6 quarts, or 1 gallon and 2 quarts, or 1 1 gallons,

2
or 1 gallon and 4 pints

Since 8 pints = 1 gallon, then 1 pint = ? gallon

155

Children should note that when changing from smaller units to larger
units the number of units is fewer; when changing from larger units
to smaller units the number of units is greater. Try to have students
discover this and state generalization.
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5. Have children organize relationships among measurements including
fractional units.

2 cups = 1 pint

2 pints = 1 quart

4 quart.i ==. 1 gallon

8 pints = 1 gallon

6. Introduce concepts of dry measure.

Discuss:

1 cup = 1 pint
0

1 pint = 1 quart
2

1 quart = 1 gallon

4
1 pint = 1 gallon

8

Need for containers for dry measure.
Products sold in units of dry measure.

[berries, apples, vegetables, etc.]

Similarity of names for some units of dry measure and some
units of liquid measure.

[pints, quarts]

7. Have children explore different units used on products found in
supermarkets; in books; etc.

8. Introduce terms: peck, bushel.

Have children bring in containers, such as bushel, etc.

9. Use transparent containers of the same size.
Fill one container with beads that are 1" in
beads that are 1" in diameter.

2

Children note that the number of objects and
vary although the capacity is the same.

diameter, the other with

the weight of objects may

10. Children organize "table" of dry measure: -1
2 pints = 1 quart
8 quarts = 1 peck (pk.)
4 pecks = 1 bushel (bu.)
L
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EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1 Choose the correct unit of measure.

An oil dealer delivers oil in

pints, quarts, gallons

2. Name two liquid products measured in quarts;

two dry products measured in quarts.

3. Are there more green peas or more potatoes in a bushel? Why?

4. Solve the following equations:

2 quarts = rlgallon

2 pints = rj gallon

2 gallons = r1 quart

5. Additional practice exercises may be found in textbooks.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 22 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: MULTIPLICATION; HORIZONTAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

To multiply "mentally", children must have the
following background:

Ability to rename numbers using expanded
notation, for example,

79 = 70 + 9; 246 azt 200 4. 40 + 6

Ability to add "mentally" (left to right
computation) numbers through 999, for
example, 320 + 81 = Cl

Ability to multiply "mentally', whole decade
and whole hundred numbers with one factor
through 9. For example,

9 x 30 = 270; 9 x 300 = 2700.

Automatic response to multiplication facts.

Steps in developing understanding and skill in
multiplying "mentally" are:

Teacher should present a problem situation
familiar to the children.

Children then should determine that the
problem calls for multiplication.

Teacher records the problem as a mathematical
sentence.

Children then compute "mentally" from left
to right.

They should arrive at products in a variety
of ways.
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They record only the products.
Teacher records their thinking on the board. For example:

For 4 x 68 =0

Child May Think Teacher Should Write on Chalkboard

4 sixties are 240 (4 x 60) + (4 x 8) 22 n

4 eights are 32 240 + 32 se 272

240 and 32 we 272

(Regrouping one factor ane applying the Distributive Property)

or

Child May Think

2 sixty-eights are 136
2 more sixty-eights are 136
136 and 136 equal 272

(Regrouping the other factor)

Teacher Should Write on Chalkboard

(2 x 68) + (2 x 68) n

136 + 136 = 272

For 3 x 258 =73

Child May Think Teacher Should Write on Chalkboard

3 two hundreds are 600
3 fifties are 150
600 and 150 are 750 and
24 more are 774

or

2 two hundred fifties are 500
and another 250 would be 750
Add 24 more and that would be 774

3 x 258 in n

600 + 150 + 24 = 750 + 24
774

3 x 258 22 500 + 250 + 24

23 774

For 2 x 637 =

Child May Think Teacher Should. Write on Chalkboard

2 six hundreds are 2 x 637 = 1200 +74 = 1274

12 hundred and 74 more
(2 thirty-sevens)
equals 1274
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glikadin: To develop skill in mental multiplication by a one-digit factor.
To develop understanding why the horizontal algorithm works as an
application of the Distributive property.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

The teacher should present exercises or problems whose numbers are
within the capabilities of the children.

I ctor a Two it Nioneral 2 and :41 t Numerals in the Product.

For ample, 6 x 27 as O 4x324=0
Before multiplying whole decade numbers, practice should be given in
addin& in sequence and out of sequence with whole decade numbers.

For =ample:

1. Additions

Add 40 to successive multiples of 40; 40 + 40 to 0
Add SO to successive multiples of 40; 40 + SO = 0
Add 80 to successive multiples of 80; 80 + SO =

80 + SO us 0, etc.
120 + 80 = 0, etc.
160 + 80 so 0, etc.

Double 40 and its multiples in and out of sequence.

40+40=C1 80 +80 =C1 40+40-0 160+402E0, etc.

2. Multiplications

Multiplying in Sequence 2 x 40 = 0 3 x 40 = 0 4:40-0 etc.
Doubling One Factor 2 x 40 mo 0 4 x 40 = 0 8 x 40 = etc.

3:40=0 6x40=0
Doubling and Adding 40's 3 x 40 = 0 6 x 40 so 0 7 x 40 =

33E40=0 6x40=0 8x40=0
From time to time record the children's thinking.

For 8 x 40 record:
x 40) + (4 x 40) I. 160 + 160 so 320

or
(5 x 40) + x 40) = 200 + 120 = 320

or
x40) + C3 x40) + x40) so 120 + L20 + 80 = 320
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3. Ektend to multiplications in which one factor is a 2 digit number.

Present one set of exercises at a tine
Illustrative series:

Since 3 x 60 = 180 Since 2 x 80 all 160
then 3x67 gm n then 4 x 80 = n

4x86- n
Since 4 3100 EB 360
then4x96- n

2x63=0+6=n
4x63-0+12-n
8x63-0+24=n

Since 3 x 60 xi 180
than 6 x 60 = n

6x62- n
2:24-04x24-0+ 1-:
2x37=

3x63=0+ 9mi? 4:37=0+0=? etc.
6x63- 0 +18 -? 3x21-0

6:21-0+02.?
3x54-0
6:54-0+Clai?

AOne Digit Pa :tor x a Three Digit Factor

Suggested Types of Exercises

Children add whole hundreds before multiplying with whole hundreds.

Additions

Add 400 to successive multiples of 400;
400 + 400 as 800 + 400 = El etc.

Add 400 to multiples of 400 out of sequence:
1200 + 400 = 0 2800 + 400 = etc.

Add 800 to multiples of 400 out of sequence:
1200 + 800 = O WOO + 800 st etc.

Double 400 and its multiples in and out of sequence:
400 + 400 al 0 800 + 800 as 0 etc.

2. Multiplications

Multiplying in Sequence: 2 x 400 so 3 x 400 = 4 x 400 = 0
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2. Find the missing number ( 0 ) and then solve for Mn ".

2 x 32=0 + 4=n 2x 37 = 60+0=n
2 x 69 = 0 + 18 so n 2x27= 40+0son2x57 =0 +14son 2x 78= 140+0=n
3x 23=0 + 9 sen 3 x 43 ns 120 + 0 = n
3 x 58 = 0 + 24 si n 3 x 36 us 90 +0 = n3x 34=r1 +12=n 3:64=180+0=n
3 x 62 = 0 + 6 = n etc. 3 x 59 = 150 + 0 as n etc.

Increase the Difficulty

4x36=0+24 sn
3 x 52=0+ 6 =n
5 x 29=0+45=n
4x83 =0+12=n

3. Since 2 x 300 ms 600 then
2x309 as 600+n
2x 330= 600+n
2x345= 600+n
2x 360=600+n
2 x 375 = 600 + n

Since 4 x 300 = 1200 then
4x 304= ?
4 x 311 = ?
4 x 325 = ?

2x 37 =0+14son
3 x 37=0+21=n
4x 37 =0+28=sm
5 x 37
9 x 37

= 0 + 35 = n - through -
= 0 + 63 2= n

Since 2 x 300 = 600 then
2 x 321 sot 600 + n
2 x 342 us 600 + n
2 x 384: 600 + n

Since 4 x 300 = 1200 then
4 x 309 = 1200 + n
4 x 318 so 1200 + n
4 x 336 = 1200 + n

4. Evaluate the following exercises. Tell how they are alike.
How are they different? Explain the property or properties involved.

(5 x 4) x 3 =n
5 x (4 x 3) so n
(4 x 5) x 3 az n
4 x (5 x 3) = n
(3 x 4) x 5 = n
3 x (4 x 5) nt n



OPERATIONS

UNIT 23 - SET OF -HOLE NUMBERS: MULTIPLICATION; VERTICAL FORMAT

NOTE TO TEACHER

The same properties of the operation of multiplication
which children have used when multiplying using a hor-
izontal format algorithm are also used when using a
vertical format algorithm.

The vertical algorithm for multiplication depends

especially upon the application of the distributive

Property of. Multiplication with respect to Addition.

Children may use a variety of algorithms in comput-
ing products.

The numbers children should be given will be determined

by:

1. Ability to multiply in horizontal format..

2. Understanding of Place Value

3. Ability to express numbers in expanded notation

4. Understanding of the Distributive Property

Some children should be given more difficult compu-
tations such as:

5 x89, 7 x 256, 6 x 629, 8 x 609, etc.;

Others, less mature, simpler computations such as:

6 x 24, 5 x 142, 2 x 697, 3 x 307, etc.

Multiplication situations should be presented in
different ways.

For example:
5 x 807 = n
Multiply 5 by 807
Multiply 5 and 807

165
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The factors are 5 and 807. Find the product.

Find the product of 5 and 807.
Find the value of 807 nickels.

807

Problems nay be read in a variety of ways.

Problem May Be Read As:

5 x b47 = n 5 eight hundred forty sevens

847 5 times 847

x 5 847 taken 5 times

847 multiplied by 5

Numerals nay be read in various Lays.
Children should decide on the most convenient

way for a specific purpose

4235 may be read as:
Forty two hundred thirty five

or as:

4 thousand 2 hundred thirty five.

Products may be estimated in a variety of ways.

Problem: 5 x 847 = n

Children may think:

5 x 800 = 4000 5 x 800 = 4000

5 x 40 = 200 5 x 50 = 250

Children record estimate

5 x 847 > 4200; or 5 x 847 < 4250;

or, the product of 5 x 847 is between 4200 and 4250.

TEACHING SUGGESTIO16

Objective: To develop skill in the techniques of multiplication,

using the vertical format.
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1. Reinforce understanding of the meaning and method of the vertical

algorithm using arrays.

Present an exercise: 3 x 14 = n

Have children:
Draw an array to represent the multiplication.

Express 14 in expanded notation. [ 14 = ( 10 + 4 )

Ask how they can apply the Distributive Property for multiplication

with respect to Addition to arrive at a product.

[ 3 x 14 = ( 3 x 10 ) + ( 3 x 4 )

Emphasize this application of the Distributive Property using the array.

( 3 x 10 ) + ( 3x4 )

Present the problem in vertical format 14

.2(-2

Children should apply the Distributive Property and find the product.

14 14 10 + 4

al _Al _a______I
12 (3x4) or 30 (3x10) or 30 + 12 = 42

30. (3x10) 12 (3x4)

42 (3x14) 42 (3x14)

2. Present exercises involving no exchange, one exchange and the'

two exchanges.

32 29 71 45

x4 x6 x6

143 128 182 149

x2 x4 ,x4 x4
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3. Develop skill in multiplying larger numbers, one factor through 9;
the other factor through 999.

Have children first estimate, then compute, then compare the product
with the estimate.

For example, 4 x 921 = n

a. Estimation: 4 x 900 = 3600

b. Computation: 921

4 ( 4x1 )
80 ( 4x20 )

3600 ( 4x900)
3684 (4x921) Product may be read as:

36 hundred 84 or as:
3 thousand 6 hundred 84

c. Comparison:

3684 with 3600

4. Introduce the Concise Form for the algorithm.

A

312 312

3x2) 6
30 ( 3x10 ) 30
900 ( 3x300) 900

( 3x312) 936

Present Forms A, B, then C.

C

312
x3
936

Discuss differences in recording.

Compare products. Children note that Place Value of the digits in
the short form is the same as in the long form.

Refer to form C. Children record product in expanded notation.
[900 + 30 + 6 ]

Compare Forms A, B, C again.
Note the economy in the use of the short form.



5. Extend to exercises involving Exchange.

Present forms A and B below simultaneously. If necessary demonstrate

with arrays or with squared material first.

A

216 216

18 ( 3x6 ) -648
30 ( 3x10 )

600 ( 3x200 )

48

Ask children:

Consider Form B. Why is p8" in ones place?

Why is 4 in tens place in the product in Form A?

What did we do to get 4 in tens place in Form B?

Where did we get the number added? [18 = 10 + 8]

Why is 6 in Form B in hundreds place?

6. Extend to exercises involving two and more exchanges.

Children may check by applying the Distributive Property.

937 4 x 7 = 28

x 4 4 2: 30 = 120

3748 4 x 900 = 3600
4 x 937 = 3748

7. Suggested practice exercises

419 635 302 892

x 4 x 7 x 9 x 6
35
210

4200

8. Apply to problem situations to provide more practice.

etc.

169
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 24 - DIVISION aP WHOLE NUMBERS

NOTE TO TEACHER

Addition ---* }Iultiplicatio

Subtraction -. Division

In Multiplication two known
the problem is to find their product.

Factor x Factor = r]

Another interpretation of multiplication with whole
numbers involves rectangular arrays of elements,

X XX X X
X X XX X
X XXX X

where we know the number of elements in each row
and the number of elements in each column
product is the number of elements in the array.

In Division two interpretations should be emphasized
to parallel the two interpretations of multiplications

1. When one factor and the product are known and the
problem is to determine the missing factor

2. Where the total number of elements in the array
is known and the number of rows (or columns) is

known. The problem is to determine the number

of columns (or rows).
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In Division an array can not always be set up with
the same number of elements in each row.

For example, 25 + 4 set up in an array will have
a remainder.

Given an array of 25 elements with 4 elements in
a row the problem is to find the number of rows

of 4.

This process may be shown as follows:

25 elements in the array

4 one row of 4 elements removed

21 elements remaining

another row of 4 elements removed

17 elements remaining

13 elements remaining

9 elements remaining

5 elements remaining

1 element remaining

By adding the number of times 4 elements have
been removed we see that the quotient is 6 and
the remainder is 1.

When children divide they remove from the dividend
as magi- epilvalent sets as they can.
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Gradually they are encouraged to refine the process
and remove a greater number of sets at one time.

Children express the remainder as a fractional number
when a verbal problem indicates that it is reasonable
to do so. It would not be reasonable to divide children
into flactional parts.

They record a division with a remainder as:

6 r 1

4)25

Relate division to problem situations based on the
children's experience. When situations are present-
ed involving dollars and cents, children think in
terms of the number of cents, $1.54 as 154 cents.

Suggested Problem Situations

Postage stamps purchased
Have $.72. Need four-cent stamps. Howson:,
stamps can be purchased? (Fours in 72)

P.T.A. Cake Sale
86 home baked cookies on hand. Packaged 5 in
each waxed bag. 'loom*. bags filled with
cookies? (Fives in 86)

Cup cakes sold at 7 cents each. $1.54 collected.
How many cup cakes sold? (Sevens in 154)

Picture Postcards in album
Trip to Washington D.C. - 138 cards bought. 6 on
each page in the album. How many pages camplete1y
filled? (Sixes in 138)

Dance Formations
184 children in gym. Sets of 8 children formed.
Novotny sets formed? (Bights in 184)

Suggested Provision for Differences in Abilitz

Less Nature More Nature

Deal with divisors of 3, Deal with all divisors in-

4, 5 and perhaps 6 at first. cluding 6, 7, 8, 9.
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Record as few or as many
computations as they need,
by using groups smaller
than 10, or groups of 10.

Later deal with divisors
of 6, 7, 8, 9 - quotients
in the tens, twenties and
thirties, e.g.,

8) 97 6)198 7) 158

Are encouraged to shorten
the computation by using
multiples of 10.

Are encouraged to shorten
their computation by using
multiples of 10.

Deal with more difficult
division situations - quo-
tients in the fifties,
sixties, seventies.

4)9 6)321 3)204 7)448

gpasting: To help children:

Use algorithms to find quotients
Refine the techniques of the Operation of Division.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Evaluation

Before division is introduced, the teacher finds out whether the

children:

Understand the meaning of the numbers to be used.

Understand the meaning of subtraction and multiplication.

Have acquired skill in the operations of multiplication

and subtraction.
Have achieved automatic response to the multiplication,

subtraction and division facts they will use.

Have the ability to multiply numbers through 9 by 10 and

multiples of 10.

Dividends through 999: Divisors through 9

1. No Remainder
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Present a problem situation such as:
192 children are arranged into sets of 8 for a dance.
How many sets will there be?

Record as a mathematical sentence. n x 8 = 192
Discuss the action involved (separating 192 into subsets of 8).

Record the symbols on the chalkboard. 8)192
(Read as "How many eights in 192?")

Discuss with the children the solution of the
problem by removing successive sets of eight.

192
-
184
- 8
176
- 8
etc.

Encourage children to see that it would be more efficient to remove
several sets of 8 at a time. Each child may choose the number of
sets of 8 he will take out.

Select one of the suggestions, e.g.,
5 sights, and use it to develop the
division algorism.

After the product (40) has been re-
corded, question children about its
waning.

Elicit from then that there are still
152 children to be divided into sets
of 8.

Children continue to remove sets of
8 until sero is the remainder.

8)192

5 eights =
152 to be divided

6 eights =
104 to be divided

10 eights = 80

24 to be divided

3 eights sac

24 eights 0

Total the number of eights and re-
cord the quotient. Solution: 24 sets of children.

Solve the same problem. beginning with other sets of eights. The
illustrations below show same possible variations.

? eights = 192

8)192
8 eights =

128
8 eights =

8 eights =
24 eights 0

Solution-24 eights

Ox8 =192
8)192

5 x 8 =
152

10 x 8 ms 80
72

x 8 =
24 eights 0

Solution-24 eights

0 8 us 192

8)1924-
10 x 8 =

112
10 x 8 = 80

X 8 ars
24 eights 0
Solution-24eights



Solve other problems with children in a variety of ways. Then

present problems for each child to solve in his own way.

2. Remainder

Present a problem situation:

We are making booklets for Social Studies. Seven pieces of colored

paper are needed for each booklet. How many booklets can we make

if we have 200 sheets of paper?

Follow the same procedure suggested for division without remainders.

Ox7 =200

7)200

7 x 7 = 49
151

10 x 7 = 70

81
10 x 7 = 70

1 x 7 =/...1
28 sevens 4 Solution: 28 booklets and 4 extra sheets

Through questioning, lead the children to conclude:

That another set of seven cannot be formed;

That the 4 represents four sheets of paper left from the

;) (the dividend).

Present other divisions without and with remainders.

Develop a More Concise Form

1. Present a problem situation such as: 139 books collected for

the Veterants Hospital, to be tied in bundled of 6 books enh.

How many bundles will there be?

Aa each partial quotient is recorded in A, B, and C compare

all terms, asking such questions as:

What does the 7 represent? What does the 8 represent?

What is the 97? What is the 49? etc.
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6)139
7 x 6 zu

97
8 x 6 2=

49
8 x 6 =

23 sixes 1

6)139g = 7x6
97
488= 8 x 6
49

= 8 x 6
1 23 sixes

Solution: 23 Remainder 1

6)139

2. Present other division situations using all forms.
Then encourage the children to use the concise form only.

8
1 23

3. Use 10 or multiples of 10 to arrive at quotients.

Before using 10 or multiples of 10 to find a quotient, reinforce
multiplying by whole decade numbers.

10 sixes, 20 sixes, 30 sixes, etc.

Use a familiar problem situation: 139 books collected for the
Veteran's Hospital, to be tied in bundles of 6 books each. How
many bundles will there be?

At first children find the solution by removing successive groups
of 10 sixes.

23

6)139
60 10

Still to be divided-*7
60 10

Still to be divided 19
18 3
1 23 Solution: 23 sets and 1 extra book

When children develop facility in multiplying with larger multiples
of 10 (20, 30, 40, etc.), they shorten the computation by removing
groups of 20 sixes, 30 sixes, 40 sixes, etc.

For the problem suggested above question children and record the
proper responses.

Will there be as many as 10 sixes? [Yes; 10 sixes = 601
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Will there be as many as 20 sixes? [Yes; 20 sixes =I 120]

Will there be as many as 30 sixes? [No; 30 sixes an 180]

Then how many sets of sixes shall we
remove first? [20 sixes] 6)139

120 20
How many books will that be? [120] 19

18 3
Have we used up all the books? 1 23

How many are left to be divided?

Continue until no more sets of
six can be removed.

Discuss remainder.

Solution: 23 sets and 1
extra book.

Present many other divisions. Encourage those children who are
able to use the shortened computation (multiples of ten).

8)284
160 20

10

6
6)381
120 20

2.1
120 20
141
120 20
21
18
3

35

or

or

Solution: 35 R 4

Children will need continuous reference to experience situations.

Many texts contain problems based on children's experience. These

should be carefully selected.
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Encourage children to shorten the recording by using larger and
fewer multiples of ten.

From: 6)452
120 20
332

40

10

2 75

Encourage 6)452

222. 50
152
120 20
32
30 5

2 75

Advance 6)452
to 0 70

Solution: 75 R 2

2

Dollars and Cents

Present a problem situation such as: How many air mail stamps at $.08
each can be bought for $1.75?

Record and discuss the following forms:

$0.08)$1.75 8 cents)175 cents 8) 175

How many $.08 in $1.75? 8 cents in 175 cents? eights in 175?

Compute as Shown

21
8)175
160 20 Solution: 21 stamps can be purchased.
15 7 cents left over.
8 1

7 21

Discuss the meaning of the remainder, 7 and the quotient 21.

75

Terminology

Discuss the meaning of dividend, divisor, quotient and remainder.
Relate each term to the numbers of the specific problem.

139 books are to be tied in bundles of 6. How many bundles
will there be?

What does the 139 represent? (The number of books
6)139 to be divided]
120 20

What does the 6 represent? [The number of books19
18 3

in each bundle; the number of each set.]

1 23
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What does the 23 represent? [The number of
equivalent sets; the number of bundles.]

What does the 1 represent? [An extra book;
there are not enough books to make another
set of 6]

Continue the above type of questioning. Use the terms for division.

For example:

Which is the divisor? [ 6 ]

What does the 6 tell us? or What is the 6 called? [the divisor]

What does the divisor tell?
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 25 . GEOMETRY: PLANES; SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES

NOTE TO TEACHER

Understanding of the meaning of a plane precedes
the understanding of properties of polygons and

circles and other plane figures.

A point is an idea just as a number is. It can

be represented by a dot, just as a number is repre-

sented by a numeral. It has no dimensions.

A line is an idea. Its! representation;

has only one dimension, length.

A plane is an idea. Its' representation:

Figure 2

Figure 1

has only 2 dimensions,

length and width.

Planes may be thought of as special sets of points in

space, which is considered to be the set of all points.

A plane, being a set of points, is a subset of space.

(see Figure 2)

A plane can be thought of as extending

without limit in space.

The following diagram indicates this.



Figure 3 (A vertical plane)

Any plane contains an infinite number of lines.
Therefore, it contains an infinite number of points.
The surface of a table may be thought of as a repre-
sentation of a segment of a plane.

Each diagram below represents segments of 2 planes
intersected by a line.
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Lines A, B, C D below are curves in one plane.

(plane curves)

A simple plane curve may be represented as a set

of points which can be drawn without lifting

pencil from paper and without intersecting itself.

A

A simple closed plane curve is a curve in a plane

whose starting and ending points are the same and

which does not intersect itself at any point. For

example:

O
D, E and F are simple closed curves.

Objective: To develop concepts of planes; simple closed curves.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce concepts of:
A point

Sets of points
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2. Tell children to imagine a pegboard extending without end in all
directions. Imagine even more holes then there are in the pegboard.
Think of the holes as representing points. All of the points form
a set. This set of points on a flat surface is called a plane.

A plane is therefore a set of points extending indefinitely in all
directions.

Imagine a crushed piece of paper; the ocean; a bumpy road. These
are not flat surfaces. These are not in one plane. But these are
also surfaces and sets of points.

3. A plane is a special kind of surface. It has a special property
that other kinds of surfaces, curved surfaces, such as conical
surfaces, cylindrical surfaces, spherical surfaces do not have

Cylindrical
Surface

Conical
Surface

Spherical

Surface

namely: The straight, line Joining a two points, in a plane lies
wholly in the plane.

4. Summarize:

A plane is a set of points.
A plane is a surface. Other kinds of surfaces are indicated above.
A plane has a special property. (See underlined statement above.)
A plane like a set of points can only be imagined.
A plane has no thickness. It extends indefinitely in all directions
except depth.
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A plane is a special set of points in space.

Provide each child with a mirror and an index card. Ask children
to adjust their mirror so that the card is reflected in the mirror.

They should see that the reflection of the card has negligible
thickness, only length and width.

5. Ask children to name different plane surfaces in the classroom.

[desk tops, floor, ceiling, etc.]

6. Tell children that the surfaces mentioned represent only segments
of planes. Compare with line segment.

Ask children:

Haw maw lines can be drawn in a plane?
How many points are there in a plane?
How-far can a plane be extended?
To describe in their own words the difference between space
and a plane; a segment of a plane and a plane,

[I

A plane is a subset of space; a segment of
a plane is a subset of a plane.

To name some subsets of a plane.

[points, lines, simple closed curves, etc.]

7. Draw a line and represent a point outside the line by a dot. How

many planes can contain this line and the point?

[ one ]

Indicate three points that are not in a straight line. How many

planes can contain these 3 points?

[There is only one plane that contains three non-collinear points]

How many planes can be determined by one line?
Explain or illustrate this.

use leaves of a book
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!hat is the intersection of two different planes?

[ a line 1

8. Develop with children the "linearity" or "flatness" propeLy of a
plane surface. Bring into class cylindrical, conical and spheri...11
solids and try to lay a ruler flat on the surface. It can be done:

a. Sometimes with a cylinder or a cone
b. Never with a sphere
c. Always with a plane surface.

Talk about how a plasterer creates a flat wall by moving a long
rectangular instrument in all directions to create the plane surface.

Do not try to verbalize this definition or property of flatness.

Simple Closed Plane Curves

1. Reinforce concept of curve.

2. Direct children to draw a curve such that:

The pencil must not be lifted from the paper.
The starting point and point at which they end must be the same.
The line must not cross itself at any point.

For example:

0
3. Children note that the figures enclose parts of a plane and separate

it into an inside and an outside.
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4. Draw figures such as the following:

C
Children discuss differences among curves.

Tell children:

A closed figure that can be drawn on a plane without lifting
the pencil from the paper and that does not intersect itself
is called a simple closed figure.

5. Children identify the simple closed curves in the diagrams below.

A. B. C. D.

Interior and Exterior of Curves

E.

1. Have children draw a simple closed curve, then place dots representing
points anywhere on their papers, and label the dots A, B, C, D, etc.
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C

Ask the children to describe the location of point A, point B,
point C, etc.

[inside the curve, on the curve, outside the curve]

Introduce the words: interiors exterior, boundary

2. Draw another simple closed curve on the chalkboard.
Have children place a dot on the interior of the curve, another on the
exterior, then connect the two dots with a line. They do the same
with an open curve.

Ask children:

What separates the interior of the simple closed curve from
the exterior?

[ the boundary ]

Into how many regions does the boundary separate tie plane?

Two regions: the interior of the curve
the exterior of the curve

Have children note that the boundary of the two regions is the closed
curve.

They note that an open curve that has two endpoints does not separate
a plane into two regions.
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GEOIETRY AND KEASUREDEIJT

UNIT 26 - GEOMETRY: RAYS; ANGLES

NOTE TO TEACH.

In Unit 4 we defined space as the set of all
points.

Physical space considered as the set of all points,
means the set of all possible locations in the uni-
verse. A moving airplane is constantly occupying
different sets of points in space.

We have previously discussed some sets of points
as locations in space, as curves, as lines, as line
segments, as planes, as other kinds of surfaces.

In this Unit we extend concepts of lines.

Bays

A point "A" of a line separates the line into two
parts.

A ray is a part of a line that is composed of a
point, such as A, and all points on that line on
only one side of A.

A
This is a drawing of a
ray with endpoint A

-->
The symbol for ray is . For example,

A is symbolized as -re
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Should the endpoint be B with the ray extending
in another direction thus, for

A

the symbolisation would be -Tit

--a+ indicates that B is the endpoint.
Every ray has just one endpoint.

Part of a number line is an example of a number
ray.

Ault

An angle consists of two rays with a common
endpoint called its vertex. The rays are
called the sides of the angle.

Objectives: To extend concepts of lines to include rays.

To develop concepts of angles.
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I \

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Discuss "Living in the Space Age" with children.
Use newspaper articles, books, magazines and children's informationto talk about Satellites, Astronauts, Landings on the Moon.

Ask children:

What information do we need for travel and communication in space?

[Answers will vary. Some may be: direction, speed, location]

How can we learn about these things we cannot see?

[Use imagination, known facts, representations of things, models]

:That do you think space is? [Answers will vary]

2. Tell children that space is considered to be the set of all points
everywhere.

Review concepts of space developed in Unit 4.

3. Review concept of line and line segment as special sets of points.

4. Direct children to:

Draw a line segment. Teacher draws on board.

Label endpoints L, F Name the segment LF .

L F

Keep L as the endpoint and draw successively longer line segments
and label each.

L F X
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5. Teacher draws a ray with the same endpoint, LI but extending indefin-

itely.

X

Ask children:

What is the difference between the two drawings?

If we symbolize the first drawing as LS can you su3gest a way

of symbolizing the second drawing?

Teacher may draw the following two figures on the chalkboard.

Ask children:

What do we call the ripper drawing?

[ line PQ ]

How do we symbolize line PQ?
[ PQ

How does the lower drawing differ from PQ ?

Tell children that the lower diagram is called a ray. Discuss the term

'tray', in life situations (light ray, x-ray, etc.).

Ask children:

[i

To describe this ray This ray has an endpoint. It ex-

tends indefinitely in one direction

only.

To explain why a ray is a subset of a line.

6. Children draw another line segment with endpoints L and T.
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L T

They use T as the endpoint and draw successively longer line
segments in the opposite direction.

5 R L

Ask children to extend the line segment T3 so that a ray results.

S R L

Children note that T is the endpoint and the ray extends indefinite-
ly to the left of T.

7. Help children to verbalize the meaning of a ray.

[I

A ray has only one endpoint and it exp.

tends indefinitely in one direction.

8. Tell children that the symbol for ray is
The direction of the ray is indicated by the two letters used.

For example,
SR indicates that the ray extends to the right

of the endpoint, S

SI R

RS indicates that the ray extends to the

left of endpoint FL

S

-->
SR and RS are different rays having different endpoints. The name

of the endpoint is written first. Every ray has only one endpoint.
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SUTLESTED PRACTICE Di"CISES

1. Consider this drawing of a ray

-->

What is the endpoint of DE ? [ D ]

Is DE the same as ED ? Explain

2. Draw a diagram of a ray. Name it using the symbol for ray.

3. }lark a point on your paper. Label it.

Draw 5 rays with that endpoint.

How many rays can be drawn with that endpoint?

4. Draw three different pictures that occupy space.

5. Write what you think space is. Explain

Angles

Direct children:

Mark a point on your paper. [

Hark it A. [

Use A as an endpoint and draw a ray.

From the same endpoint A draw another ray.

6
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Consider these figures

Note that there are two rays.
Note that the rays have a =Am endpoint.
Name the two rays.

Tell children that:

Two rays with a common endpoint form an angle.

Each ray is called a side of the angle.

The common endpoint is called the vertex of the angle.

The symbol for angle is " L ".

Angles may be named in several ways. The letter naming
the endpoint is placed in the middle.

6

This angle

may be named L BAC or L CAB.

Talk about an angle as the union of two rays.

Direct children to:

Rove the hands of a clock to indicate angles.
Tell where is the vertex of these angles.
Describe other objects that represent angles.

Name 4 angles that are formed when 2 lines AB and CD
intersect at point 0.
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Name the angle formed by the 2 opposite rays meeting at vertex
0 in the diagram below.

A 0 6

(Here OA and OB are parts of line AB )

Name all the angles shown in the figures below. Be carefull
Find as may angles as you can in each figure.

D

Direct children to point out the intersection of lines in the
Classroom that form different angles.

[angles formed by the binding of an open boa.]
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Tell children that angles shaped like a square corner
are called right angles.

Ask children to draw right angles, angles less than right
angles (acute), angles greater than right angles (obtuse).
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 27 - GEOMETRY: POLYGONS; *EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY

NOTE TO TEACHER

From a study of planes, line segments and simple closed
curves we turn next to polygons.

A polygon is a simple closed curve which is a union of
line segments. Polygon is the general name given to a

family of geometric figures.

A triangle is a polygon consisting of the union of three
line segments. We say it has 3 sides.

A quadrilavaral is a polygon consisting of the union
of four line segments; a pentagon, the union of five
line segments; etc.

Each of the members of the set of polygons may again be
subdivided by considering the kinds of angles and line

segments it contains. Thus among the subset of polygons

called quadrilaterals, there are parallelograms and
trapezoids; some special parallelograms are rectangles

and squares.

Quadrilateral 4-- Parallelogram 4-- Rectangle 4--- Square

P,
Trapezoid Rhombus
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Objectives,: To help children develop concept of polygons as simple

closed curves.

To help children identify some types of quadrilaterals

by their characteristics.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. polygons,

Ask children to:

Draw a simple closed curve
Draw simple closed curves which are the union of 3 line

segments, 4 line segments, 5 line segments, etc.

Tell children that:

Simple closed figures consisting of line segments are

called polygons.
Polygons composed of 3 line segments are called Triangles.

Polygons composed of 4 line segments are called Quadrilaterals.

The line segments are called the sides of the polygon.

Ask children:

What is the name for a polygon containing 3 sides? [Triangle]

4 sides? [Quadrilateral] 5 sides? [Pentagon] etc.

To identify the following polygons and explain

What is the greatest number of sides a polygon can have?

What is the least number of sides a polygon can have? Explain[3]
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2. Special Kinds of Quadrilaterals

Parallelograms

Tell children that:

Parallel Lines are lines in the same plane that do not

intersect. They are everywhere equidistant.

Non-parallel Lines in a plane are

lines that do intersect. How many
points of intersection do 2 non-
parallel lines have? [One]

Discuss meaning of parallelogram.

A Parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose opposite sides
are parallel. The opposite sides also have the same

length.

Review meaning of rectangle:

[I

Rectangles have 4"square corners,"(right angles) and the]

opposite sides are parallel. A rectangle is a special

kind of parallelogram.

Ask children:

Is every rectangle a parallelogram?
[Yes] Explain.

Is every parallelogram a rectangle?
[No] Explain.

Reinforce understanding of:

Right Angle: A right angle is an angle shaped like a square

corner.
Name some objects in the room that have right
angles.

Square: A square is a quadrilateral having 4 sides of
equal length and 4 right angles.

Discuss:

A square as a special type of rectangle, and a special kind

of parallelogram.
Compare a square with other rectangles.

When is a rectangle not a square?
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EVALUATION AND / OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED =MCI=

1. Locate on your paper points A, B, C, D like these below.

Draw AB, AD, CB and DC

L B

2. Which of these are names for this figure? [a, b, d]

a. simple closed curve
b. polygon
c. triangle
d. quadrilateral

3. Draw a picture of a quadrilateral without any parallel sides.

Draw a picture of a quadrilateral with only two parallel sides.

We call this a Trapezoid.

4. Name two special types of quadrilaterals. [parallelogram, rectangle]

5. What are the properties of parallelogram DEFG?

DE and FG are parallel; DF and

EG are parallel; all angles are
right angles; it is a rectangle;

etc.

r G

6. Why is a square a rectangle?

7. Is every square a parallelogram? If this is true, what must be

true of the sides of a square?



8. Have children explore ways of drawing a rectangle, a square, a

parallelogram.

9. Draw a parallelogram AND (as in exercise 1). Measure AB and DC.

What seems to be true? Measure AD and BC. What seems to be true?

10. Draw a quadrilateral which is not a parallelogram. Measure pairs

of opposite sides. Try to draw one with:

a. only one pair of opposite sides equal in length

b. with both pairs equal in length.

["a" can be done but for "b" it
must be a parallelogram.

11. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.
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*EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACHER

The Geometry in this section which we will call
"Experimental Geometry" will be limited to further
exploration of polygons.

Its purpose is twofold:
To extend children's reasoning power
To extend the use of measurement in Geometry so
that children may discover some additional properties
of geometric figures.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Experimenting With Triangles

1. Have children draw line segments of varying lengths. For example:

Children should use rulers to find the mid-point of each line.
(Practice in dividing a fractional number by 2 may have to be
included for some children.)

2. Have children:

Draw any triangle as below, and label the vertices.
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Use a ruler to find the mid-point of AC. Label that point X.

Use a ruler to find the mid-point of CD. Label that point Y.

Draw XY

Measure XY

Measure AD

Ask children: What seems to be true about the relationship between

XY and AD?
IThe measure of the length of XY is

1
-2- tY' measure of the length of AD.

3. Children should follow the same procedure using different triangles.

For example:

Right Triangle Equilateral Triangle Obtuse, etc.

They find out whether the same relationship holds true.

Median of a Trapezoid

1. Reinforce meaning of a trapezoid.

2. Have each child draw a trapezoid whose parallel sides are whole

numbers, and mark the length of those sides. For example:

4'1

Z
1
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3. Have the children find the mid-point of each of the two non-parallel
sides.

They connect the points. We will call this

line the center line of the trapezoid.
Children measure the length of this center line.

4. On the chalkboard, make a chart of the various measurements that
the children have obtained.

Upper Lower

John's Trapezoid 1" 2" I I?

Bob's Trapezoid 2" 3" an

Mary's Trapezoid 2" 4" 3"

Ann's Trapezoid 1" 3" 2" etc.

Question: Can you discover any relationship between the length of
the center line and the lengths of the other two sides?

If we add the lengths of the other two sides, what is the
relationship of this sum to the length of the center
line?

[It is twice as much]
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Application of Median of a Trapezoid to ftmogram

Nomograms One of many mathematical devices used to find the sum of any

two numbers.

1. Have children mark off equal units ln the upper and lower bases of
their trapezoids and number the points as on a number line.

For examples

O 1 2

1 2 3 4.

2. Have children find the midpoints and draw the center line.

2

2 3 y.
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3. Using a unit that is one half of the unit used on the other two sides,
have children mark off the center line. They number the points as on
a number line.

4. To add 2 and 4, the children locate 2 on the upper line and 4 on the
lower line.
They place a ruler or straightedge so that the points 2 and 4 are
on a line and are visible.
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What point does the straightedge touch on the center

line? [6]

What is the relation of 6 to 2 and 4?

5. Tell children that this device is called a Nomogram.

6. Have them explore the nomogram with other numbers.

This may be extended to include larger numbers.
For example:

10 11 12 13 14- 15 lt,

20 22 44 2 as
.

30 . 3F

10 11 12 n 14 W lb VT

Ask children to:

Use a straightedge to show the sum of 10 and 12.

Show that 10 + 12 = 12 + 10

13 + 16 = 16 + 13 etc.

7. Have children discover how the Nomogram may be used for subtraction.
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GEOIETRY AND 1EAS

UNIT 28 - PERIMTER OF POLYGONS

'TY

Objectives: To develop concept of perimeter.

To help children derive formula for finding perimeter of
rectangles.

To help children derive formula for finding perimeter of
polygons of equal sides.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce:

Rectangles have 4 right angles and the opposite sides
are parallel and have the same length.

Squares have 4 right angles and the 4 sides are parallel
and have the same length. Squares are special rectangles.

Symbols for: foot or feet ( 1 ) and inch or inches ( " ).
Terms: length, width, dimensions.

2. A rectangular pictures chart or map to be framed is presented by
the teacher.

Children estimate and then measure the length and width. Elicit
from the children various ways of finding the amount of material
needed to frame the picture or chart.

3. Introduce the concept Perimeter to mean the distance around. EM0.

pisasize that the perimeter of a rectangle means the distance around
the four sides.

4. Ask children to estimate the length of picture wire needed to go
around the four sides of framed picture. Have them open the
wire and measure the length to verify their estimate.
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Using the same method, find the perimeter of a table top, of a

desk top, of other rectangular surfaces in the room. Compare

the estimated perimeters with the measured perimeters.

5. Have children estimate and t :.en measure:

To find the amount of braid to go around a rectangular

place mat.

To find the amount of leather binding needed to go around

a rectangular foot stool.

To find the amount of crepe paper needed to go around a

plant box.

To find the amount of lace needed for a table cloth edging.

Discuss to help children discover that:

The distance around a rectangle (perimeter) may be arrived at

in various ways.

14-

s"

A. Adding: (two lengths and two widths, then combining them)

14 in. +14 in. = 28"

8 in. + 8 in. = 16"
28 in. 4-16 in. = 44" (answer)

B. Adding: (length and width and doublin sums)

14 in. +8 in. = 22 in.

14 in. + 8 - 22 in.

22 in. + 22 in. = 44 in.

C. Adding: (1 length and 1 width, then multiplying by 2)

14 in, + 8 in. = 22 in.

2 x 22 in. = 44 in.

D. Multiplying: (length by 2, width by 2. Adding both amounts)
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2 x 14 in. = 28 in.
2 x 8 in. = 16 in.

28 in. + 16 in. = 44 in.

Have children tell in their own words how to find perimeter of
a rectangle.

Help children to arrive at formulas for Perimeter.

Discuss with children:

If we let P stand for the Perimeter of the rectangle;
"1" stand for its length; "w" stand for its width
can you make a mathematical sentence to describe the
Perimeter?

,MEN.

P=l+w+ l+w
or

P = 2 x ( 1 4. w )

or
P= 1+ l+w+w

or

P= 2 1-1F 2w
11

6. Extend the above development to find perimeters of:

square - trimming a napkin or handkerchief
triangle - outlining a Christmas tree
hexagon - planning stop signs for safety week
other polygons - making stars, borders, laying out baseball

diamonds, planning for carpeting stairs, etc.

Finding Perimeter of Polygons of Equal Sides

A polygon of equal sides is called an equilateral polygon.

Note: By "equal" here, we mean "equal in measure" or length.

Squares

Reinforce understanding of:
Right Angle: A right angle is an angle shaped like a square

corner. Name some objects in the room that

have right angles.

Square: A square is a quadrilateral having 4 sides of equal

length and 4 right angles.
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Discuss:

A square as a special type of rectangle.
Compare a square with other rectangles.
When is a rectangle not a square?
Is every rectangle a square? fNo]
Is every square a rectangle? Yes] Why?

Problem: A handkerchief measures 8 inches on each side. How much
lace is needed for trim around the handkerchief?

Discuss various ways of finding the perimeter.

8 + 8 + 8 + 8 = n 4 x 8 = n

Children find perimeters of other squares.

They arrive at the formula for finding the perimeter of a square.

4 times the number of units of length of a side = the perimeter of
a square.

p = 4 x s or p = 4s

Equilateral Triangles, Other Equilateral Polygons

Discuss:

Equilateral Triangle, Rhombus, Pentagon, Hexagon, etc.

Children find perimeter of each type in a variety of ways.

They explain how they would arrive at the formula for finding the
perimeter of equilateral polygons.

If "p" represents perimeter, and "s" represents q!e length of a side,
t:ien the perimeter of a:

Triangle is p= 3 x s or p= 3s
Square is p= 4 x s or p= 4s
Pentagon is p= 5 x s or p= 5s
Hexagon is p= 6 x s or p= 6s
Octogon is p = 8 x s or p = 8s etc.

They arrive at the generalization that when lengths of the sides of a
polygon are equal, the perimeter is found by multiplying the length of
a side (s) by the number of sides (n).

p = ns
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Children complete the following and explain:

Perimeter of equilateral triangle =r1times length of 1 side (3)

Perimeter of equilateral octogon 2-11-1 times length of 1 side [8]

Perimeter of equilateral pentagon =r1 times length of 1 side [5]

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Determine the amount of material needed to make a picture frame
as shown below.

;2I

.27

AP

18

[ 21" + 27" + 21" + 27" = 96"

2. The shape of the baseball diamond in our school yard is square.
If one side is 80 ft., about how far does Bob run if he hits a

home run? Use formula.

3. Solve the open sentence P = 3s where s = 10.

Tell what kind of polygon is involved.

4. How much fence is needed to enclose a triangular garden each of
whose sides is 716".

5. Additional practice exercises in finding perimeter are to be found

in textbooks.
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UNIT 29 - THE BASE -TEN SYSTEM OF NUMERATION EXTENDED

NOTE TO TEACHER

Relate large numbers to children's possible experiences,
e.g.,

Seating capacities in various arenas:

Madison Square Garden

Yankee Stadium
Soldiers' Field

213

15,000 (circus)
20,000 (boxing)
68,000
100,000 (seen on

television
perhaps)

Phila. Municipal Stadium 110,000

As an aid in reading and understanding large numbers,
COMMAS are used to set off groups of three digits,
beginning at the right. Each of these groups of digits
is called a period. The first period starting at the
right, is caned the units' period because the number
expressed by its digits taken together is that many ones.
The second period of a number is called the thousands'
period because its digits express the number of thousands.

Objective: To extend understanding of Base Ten System to: hundred
thousands; millions

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Test for understanding of the Base-Ten System of Numeration through
10,000; place value; reading and writing numbers.
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Extend Understanding of Base Ten System to Hundred Thousands

1. Begin with 10,000 - 20,000 and gradually extend the system.

Reinforce the fact that each place is ten times the value of

the place to its right:

10,000 = 10 thousands;

100,00028 10 ten thousands; also 100,000 = 100 thousands

Position determines the value of each digit, e.g.,

441444

4 ten thousands um 40,000

4 thousands = 4,000

4 hundreds = 400

4 tens a= 40

4 ones ms 4
44,444

62,518

6 ten thousands =
2 thousands =

5 hundreds =
1 tens

8 ones

60,000
2,000

500

= 10
=

WW1

2. Have children rewrite the numerals in expanded notation.

44,444 = 40,000 + 4,000 +

62,518 = 60,000 + n +0 +
etc.

3. Introduce the period chart.

Record numerals: 142560 142,560

Ask children:

Which numeral is easier to read? Why?

Read that numeral.
Where is the comma placed?

Tell children that each group of 3 digits is called a period.

Present a period chart.

Thousands Period Units Period

Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

Discuss: Ones, Tens, Hundreds in the Thousands Period.

Children note that in reading a number such as 41,235, the 41 is stated

first, then the period in which it falls (thousands), then the 235 is

stated.
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4. Present numerals such as the following:

4
26
523

6,328
28,253
159,417

Have the children read each numeral and identify the
periods into which each digit falls. For example:

the 6 in 6,328 falls in the thousands period and the
328 in the units period.

Have them note the unite period is not stated when
reading numerals.

5. Present numerals such as the following:

2075 468506 8057

35240 507436 50289

Direct children to:

Copy these numerals and point off the periods.
Note: To place commas correctly children start at the right

(from ones place) and go to the left.

Read the numbers aloud.

Tell or write the meaning of the digit 5 in each of the numbers.

Tell or write the meaning of zero in each of the numbers.

6. Dictate numbers.

Children write the number that is:

100 greater than each of these dictated numbers
1,000 greater than each of these dictated numbers

10,000 greater than each of these dictated numbers
100,000 greater than each of these dictated numbers

,Counting

Indicate to the children how far to continue the sequence.
Examples follow:

Counting Forward

10,000, 20,000, 30,000,

21,100, 22,100, 23,100, ,

25,100, 25,200, 25,300,

....0

,

30,100, 30,200, 30,300, ...,

1826002 1827002 1828002 .2 $ ...2

23, 46, 69, ...., ....., ...,

373, 381, 389, P 2

414, 428, 442,
120, 240, 360, , 2 2

102, 204, 408, ......, ,
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600 1200 1800
406 812 1218

11,000 21,000 31,000
14,000 14,500 15,000
100,000 200,000 300,000

Counting Backward

60,000, 50,000, 40,000,
26,100, 25,100, 242100,
25,600, 2525002 25,400,
30,600, 30,500, 30,400,
1924002 1923002 1922002

Meta

2

s

2

2

520
3500

61,000
162500
600,000

2 2 252, 244, 236,
121, 115, 109, 2 2

96, 48, 24,
2 7202 6102 5002 2

2 2 1282 64, 32,

480 440
3000 2500

51,000 41,000
16,000 15,500
500,000 400,000

AMININIFNIP

11110.11

11111.11110

1. Test for understanding of place value and for ability to read, write,
make change, regroup, etc., througl. $99.99.

2. Extend development through $999.99. Include:

Place Value
Regrouping - as for $130.00 - 129 dollars 10 dimes 0 pennies

129 dollars 9 dimes 10 pennies
Reading and Writing - regular and irregular columns
Numbers in Series
Change Making

Develop Understanding of Base Ten System to Millions

1. Test for understanding of our syitem of numeration through 6 places;

place value; reading and writing of numerals; numbers in series.

How many digits are used in our decimal system of numeration?

What are they?

Use numerals to express the following: three hundred five thousand

three; seventy two thousand one hundred fifty six; ten thousand one
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Use words to express the following: 463,780; 25,021.

Write the numeral that comes after each of the following:

1,099 1,999 10,099

Starting with units place, name the next five places to the left.

State the place value and numerical value of the iLin each of the
following numerals:

411 [hundreds place; 400] 14,115
34 45,231

2,140

What place is the zero holding in each of the following?

40,728

Fill in the spaces:

207,354 629,072

Ma Place Numeral
5 Thousands 5000]
4 Thousands and Tens 4040]
6 Hundred- thousands and Thousands 606,000]
3 Ten Thousands and Units 30,0033

2. Record: 999,999

Ask children:

libat number comes next? [ 1 million ]

Write 1 million as a numeral. [1,000,000]

How many hundred thousands are in 1 million? [10 hundred thousands]

How many thousands are in 1 million? [1000 thousands]

3. Use a place value chart if necessary.

Millions Hundred Th. Ten Th. Thousand Hundreds Tens Ones
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Record numerals on place value chart.

Discuss relationships between:

Ten Thousand and One Thousand
One Hundred Thousand and Ten Thousand
One Million and One Hundred Thousand

4.. *site a sentence such as the following:

In 1958, the population of New Tork City was approximately
7891900.

Ask children:

How can the numeral be written so that it would be easier to read?
[Leave spaces; use commas; Malt off periods]

How are periods named? [Ones or units period; thousands period;
millions period ]

How are the places in each period named? [Hundreds, tens, ones]

Use a chart as children min.

Millions Thousands Units

H T 0 H T 0 H T 0

Which period is not named when a numeral is read? [Units or ones]

5. Have children read the following numerals:

62,471,038 2,596,204 86,003,001

Why is the period farthest to the left the only period that
may have one or two digits in it rather than three?

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Write numerals for the following. Use commas to set off periods.



Fifty thousand, fifty.

Four hundred sixty-one thousand, seven hundred sixty eight.

Two million, two hundred.

2. Encircle the numerals where commas are placed incorrectly.
Rewrite each to make it correct.

5,371,560 293,45 53,74,357 4,29,543,297

3. Place digits for 5073806 in proper columns. Then read the numeral.

[5 million, 73 thousand, 8 hundred six]

IMillions Hundred Th. Ten Th. Thousands Hundreds Ones

[ 5 ] [ 0 ] C 7 3 C 3 ] [ 8 1 C0] C 6 3

4. Rewrite the numeral inserting commas to mark off periods. [ 5,0732806 ]

5. Rewrite the following indicating periods.

5550500 5050005 55005550 555500050

6. Mark the following True or False. If false, make the statement true.

a. The largest number that can be expressed by a Hindu-Arabic

numeral of eight digits is one less than 10,000,000.

b. There could be some counting numbers that are so large that

new symbols would be needed to express them.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 30 - SET OF WHOLE NUilBERS: ADDITION ADD SUBTRACTION; FACTS;
HORIZONTAL FOREAT; PROPERTIES APPLIED

Objectives: To help children develop skill in adding and
subtracting whole numbers.

To make sure children can apply the Commutative and
Associative Properties of Addition.

To make sure that children understand that subtracting
a number is the inverse operation of adding that same
number.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Discuss addition as an operation.
Compare adding a number to a given number, with combining the elements
of a set to another set.

2. Test and / or drill where necessary to maintain automatic response
to addition and subtraction facts.

Develop skill in applying addition and subtraction facts to numbers
through thousands. Use the horizontal format. Have children record
sums and remainders only.

3. Present open sentences to evaluate children's understanding of math-
ematical properties

For example,
a. Children complete the following and explain

36 + 53 = 53 + " Why?
36 + 53 = 36 + ( + 3) Why?
36 + 53 = (30 + (6+0 Why?

89 53 is the inverse operation of 36 + fl lihy?

36 + rl is the inverse operation of 89 -0 Why?
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b. Children find the missing addend "mentally"

r".1+ 42 = 69
83 = 47 +
64 + =

122 = 171+

ri-f 35 =161 n + $56. = $87
= 281 $20 = 171 + $75
+ rl etc.

= 565

63 + fl

113 485 = 129
85 11 + 338

c. Ask children to find the missing term.

71- 23 = 75 rl- 65 = 87 r7.1 - $24

57 = n - 35 ^ - 374 = 233 $105 = r,
= $56
- $57

d. Applying the Associative Property of Addition in "Mental Compu-
tation"

Ask children to solve the equations below applying the
Associative Property.

For example,

68

68

32

+ 43

+ 43

+ 95

= 68 + (40
= (68 + 40)

or

= (60 + 8)
= (60 + 40)

= n

+ 3)
4- 3

+ (40 + 3)
+ (8 + 3)

324 + 59 = n 276 + 138 = n, etc.

They explain their reasoning in each case.

4. Suggested exercises for adding and subtracting "mentally"

a. 360 + 80 = n
364 + 80 = n
364 + 85 = n
364 + 88 = n

240 + 130 = n
246 + 133 = n
246 + 138 = n
431 + 259 = n

b. A similar series for subtraction should be established. For example,

210- 50 = n 240 - 120 = n

210 - 54 = n 376 - 130 = n

218 - 54 = n 376 - 134 = n
213- 59 = n 376 - 137 = n

Both series should be extended to include numbers in the th(4sands.

Drill should first be given in adding tens to thousands, then hundreds

to thousands, etc.
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of

c. Suggested exercises involving dollars

Adding dollars

$4.16 + $2 = n

$23.89 + $5 = n
$68.19 + $4= n

Subtracting dollars

$6.16 - $2 = n
$28.89 - $5= n
$72.19 - $4 = n

and cents

Adding dollars and cents

$4.20 + $4.20 = n
$3.46 + $2.10 = n

$14.61 + $3.30 = n

$37.43 + $4.20 = n
$4.61 + $4.61 = n

Subtracting dollars and cents
$5.56 - $2.10 = n

$8.40 - $4.20 = n
$17.91 - $3.30 = n

$41.63 - $4.20 = n

$9.22 $4.60 = n

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED ELERCISES

1. How many books were borrowed by 5th grade pupils on Monday?
Where will this number be placed in the table?

NUEBER OF BOOKS BORROWED BY 5TH GRADES FROM
SCHOOL LIBRARY

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Total
. ,

Class 5-1 9 8 16 12 29

Class 5-2 6 8 15 10 34

Class 5-3 3 9 12 13 25

Class 5-4 14 8 6 8 32

Trital

How many books were borrowed by 5th grade pupils on Tuesday?

on Wednesday? on Thursday? on Friday?
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From your answers to 1 and 2, find the total number of books borrowed

by 5th grade pupils during the week.

How many books did pupils from class 5-1 borrow during the week?

How many books did pupils from class 5-2 borrow during the week?

How many books did pupils from class 5-3 borrow during the week?

How many books did pupils from class 5-4 borrow during the week? etc.

2. Replace each placeholder with a numeral that will make the statement true.

54 + 39 = 39 + n = n
54 + 39 = 54 + + A = n

54 + 39 = 54 + - 1 = n

54 + 39 = 50 + 40 + 4 - = n

3. Without adding tell how you know that each of the following is a

true sentence.

3679 + 2000 = 2000 + 3679

153 + ( 10 + 6 ) = ( 153 + 10 ) + 6

968 = 968 + 0

4. Further practice exercises may be found in textbooks

and other printed material.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 31 - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF WHOLE NUhBERS; VERTICAL FORMAT;

PROPEItTIES APPLIED

itiectilre: To maintain skill in:
Renaming numbers
Adding and subtracting whole numbers in vertical format

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Test children's ability to solve addition and subtraction exercises

involving numbers as suggested in Unit 23.

2. Continue to develop or to provide practice in addition with 3-place

numerals, sums in the thousands, and with numerals representing

quantities of money, addends through $9.99.

Present problem situations.

Have children estimate, compute, then compare solution with estimate

and check.

Some suggested exercises:

436 568 39 $2.24 4)3.15

325 207 256 7.65 4.59

472 947 8.36 7.28

__22 81 .59 1.50 etc.

3. Extend renaming numbers to include thousands.
For example, 4030 may be renamed as:

a. 3 thousands + 10 hundreds + 3 tens + 0 ones; or

3 thousands + 10 hundreds + 2 tens + 10 ones; or

3 thousands + 9 hundreds + 12 tens + 10 ones; or

39 hundreds + 13 tens + 0 ones
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b. Direct children to:
Complete exercises like the following

4321 = . .thousands + .hundreds + tens + . . . ones

4321 = . . .hundreds + . . . .ones

4321 = . . . .tens + . . . .ones

54321 = . .ten- thousands . . thousands + hundreds +
tens + ones

54321 = . .thousands + tens + . . . . ones

c. Record the following in expanded notation

39 hundreds + 13 tens + 0 ones [3900 + 130 + 0 = 4030]
43 hundreds + 3 ones
24 thousands + 7 tens + 8 ones

4. Provide practice in renaming numbers.
Ask children to complete the following:

2526 = 2000 + 500 + 20 + n
4000 = 300o + n + 90 + 10
3802 = El + 1800 + 0 + 2
6000 = 71 hundreds + 10 tens + 0 ones

5. Ask children to estimate sums and remainders, then complete and compare.

Sums:

Continue

761
376

JA22

to emphasize estimating prior to written computation

Add hundreds only. Estimate: 1400 + or
Add hundreds, then tens: (1400 + 180). Estimate: 1580 or

Add the first two digits: 76 (tens) 4-37 (tens) +

45 (tens). Estimate: 1580 (158 tens)

3671 Add thousands only. Estimate: 6000 + or

2298 Add thousands, then hundreds: 6000 + 1300. Estimate: 7300 + or

1538 Add the first two digits: 36 (hundreds) + 22 (hundreds) +

15 (hundreds). Estimate: 73 hundred or 7300

Remainders:
6279 Subtract thousands only. Estimate: about 4000.

- 2930 Subtract 3000 from 6000. Estimate: about 3000.

Subtract 3000 from 6279. Estimate: about 3279.

Subtract 29 (hundred) from 62 (hundred). Estimate:

3300 (33 hundred).
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From time to time ask children at varying; levels of ability to tell

how they arrived at their estimates. Nature children should be en-

couraged to use mature methods of estimation. Children unable to

make reasonable estimates should use smaller numbers.

6. Continue to develop skill in addition and subtraction.

Addition with 4-place numerals - 2, 3, 4 addends - sums in the thousands

and ten thousands - first 1 exchange, then 2, 3, 4 exchanges; with

numerals representing quantities of money - no addend larger than $99.99 -

first with 1 exchange, then 2, 3, 4 exchanges.

Some suggested exercises.

4118 298 2814 2376 4625

247 3665 2498 8924 537

2033 3869N7635

5386

Extend addition development to include:

5-place numerals - 2, 3, 4 addends - sums
1, 2, 3, 4 exchanges

Numerals representing quantities of money

1, 2, 3, 4 exchanges

04.98 $52.28

68.50 19.79
8.54

in the ten thousands -

- maximum sum $999.99 -

Some suggested exercises

25,694 $57.96 16,385

13,835 43.85 42,031

3,610 25.19 31,400

20,360 6,193 etc.

Subtraction

Continue to develop or provide practice in subtracting from numbers

through 9999; through $99.99 - 1 and 2 exchanges.

Exchanges should include as many as 2 zeros.

Extend development to include subtracting from:

Numbers through 99,999; 1 and 2 exchanges; a maximum of 2 zeros.

Numbers through $999.99; 1 and 2 exchanges

Some suggested exercises

j8, 780 15, 759 $600.79

- 42, 352 - 124.26



EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find perimeters of polygons by adding.

14

14 W.

30

3135 Pr.

IN.
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3. A rectangle measures 8 inches on each of two sides. A third side

measures 6 inches. What is the length of the fourth side?

4. Provide for maintenance of computational skills. Refer to texts.

Children continue to estimate sums and remainders. Verify sums and remaind-

ers.

Select suitable verbal problems from textbooks and from other curriculum

areas.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 32 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: SIATHS; RELATED TO HALVES AND
THIRDS; CONCEPTS; COUNTING.

ataltjau: To develop understanding of sixths.

To extend understanding of relationships among fractions
including inequalities.

To develop understanding of whole numbers named as fractions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Continue to use number lines to reinforce relationships among halves,
halves and fourths, halves, fourths and eighths, fourths and eighths.

Suggested exercises for evaluation

a. Check the diagrams that show which region has been divided into
eighths.
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b. Record symbols to indicate the size of the shaded and indicated

parts of the diagrams below.

O

- ,.. v . 7 -

r.--
r.
l'

2

0

1 1
c. Write the fraction that is twice as large as

1
ip

1 1
Arrange in order of size: ,2 8

1 1
41 , 8, 3, 3, 3

d. Circle the fractions in each line which have the same value as

the first fraction:

1 2 2 a
2 3 4 8

1 2
4 8 8 2

2 2

8 2 3

e. Show the following on a number line

.

3 is the same point as
4

or on the number line

6
is equivalent to or ( 1 +

4 2
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2. is equivalent to 1 whole
3

il, equivalent to 2 wholes
3

is equivalent to 2 wholes and 1 third (2 etc.
3

f. Circle the larger (or smaller) of the following pairs:

1 1

3 4

2 1
8 4

2 k
2 4

2

6
1
1

4 4

1

etc.

2
4

2. Develop concept of sixths

Problem: You have several sheets of paper of the same size. Fold each

into 6 equal parts in different ways.

Ask children to describe in their own words how they derived sixths.

Some explanations might be

a. Finding halves, then dividing each half into 3 equal parts.

I

I I

I I

I I

I I

=11

oallm

41111



b. Finding thirds, then dividing each third in half

I

I

1

1

i

I

I

.i I

.NIM 01.

.00 wf
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Ask children to identity the name of the part and to tell how they
discovered that each part is 1 sixth of its original unit despite

difference in shapes.

3. Use number lines to extend concepts of sixths in relation to
halves and thirds.

Have children draw a line segment to represent a unit. They divide

the unit into 2 equal parts.

1

Children suggest ways to indicate sixths on the line segment

divided into 2 equal parts.

Discuss dividing the line segment into halves first, then each half

into 3 equal parts.

Ask children to draw a line segment to represent one unit.

They divide the unit into 3 equal parts.
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Children suggest ways to indicate sixths on the line segment
divided into 3 equal parts.

Discuss dividing the line into thirds first, then each third
into 2 equal parts.

Discuss the following comparisons.

Sixths of the same or of equal wholes are the same size

One sixth derives its name because it is one of 6 equal
parts of a whole

There are 6 sixths in a whole

Discuss the following relationships. Use number lines.
Hour are sixths related to thirds and to halves?

is half 49 large as Its or t= 1 of t

3 is twice the size of is or tot 2 one sixths

is
1 1 1 1 13 the size of p or 3 = of

I1

1 1
is 3 times as large as 3, or = 3 taken 3 times or

3 one sixths

1 whole is 6 times as large as is or 1 = a taken 6 times

or 6 one sixths

Have children complete the statements below

3 = !of is a times 3

n times 71
3 0

1 is 73 times 3



4. Empaasize equivalencies between:

Sixths and Thirds Sixths and Halves

3

I

3

( I

61 ;1- I

I I

Have children complete the following open sentences.

2 ri
3 3

= 1
3

t rl3
2 4.

3

1712

Ask children to rename one of the fractions in each of the following

sets to make the denominators the same.

z i;
2 23, z

5. Extend concepts of equivalent fractions.

2

3
; etc.

233
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On the number line below, rename 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 as halves; as thirds;
as fourths; sixths; eighths.

1 2 3 4

2 2 2 2
1_

3 6 4 12
3 3 3 3

Name other halves in the interval between 0 and 6. 3, 2,
z
, etetc.

1

Other thirds in the interval between 0 and 6. etc.

What does 2 in the denominator tell us? 3? , 4? , etc.

6. EXtend concepts of fractions to include denominators of one.

Ask children:

If 2 units of length are not divided into halves, thirds,
fourths, etc. but are left whole, what denominator could
be used to show this? (13

What does the fraction
6
-- indicate? Why?
1

Direct children to:

Write 2 wholes as a fraction with a denominator of 1

3 wholes [ ; 4 wholes [ ; 1 whole [1 ; etc.

Draw another number line renaming 1, 2, 3, 4 in 5 different ways.



7. Use the number line to answer the questions below.

1

0 I 2 3 Lt.I IT- +
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In the fraction
'

what do the denominator and the numerator tell us?

If the line had been divided into halves, where would you record no

halves? [at the zero point] How? 111

What whole number does
0

represent?
2

If the numerator of any fraction is zero, what whole number does

that fraction represent? 10]

8. Compare with other fractions:

Children compare sixths with other fractions.

&tend understanding through use of circular materials, then number lines.

w1

Why? etc.

Ask children to write " > " or " < " between each group of fractional

numerals below to make a true statement.

2
ri 4

1
1 ; a

Draw number lines to show that each relation is correct.

9. Counting

Reinforce counting forward and backward by halves, fourths and eighths

as suggested in Topic 15.
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Ask children to use number lines to count forward and backward by
thirds and sixths.

0 2 3 y. 5 (;)

3 3?., 32, 3k,
1 Later: 3, 3, 1, 1 to 1 !I

t' . . Later:
3P 221, I

2 t, 2 to 2i, 2 t Later: 2 t, 23, 22, 23 . .

3to 4,4to4to5.. Later 3 3, 4,4 to 43, 5 .

Have children start at any point:

Count backward by thirds and sixths
Count forward and backward by groups of 1 half, 1 third,
1 fourth, 1 sixth, etc. For example:

2 6 8 10 12
`1' 3' 37' 5'

2 1 2 1
jr0, 7, 1 5, 2, 2 3, 3 3, 44 . . .

10. Terminology

Provide for a growing mathematical vocabulary by introducing and
using meaningfully the following terms: fraction, numerator,
denominator, fractional numeral, whole number and fraction.

Numerator and Denominator

3 (mmeratccr)- the number of parts considered

4 (denominator) - the number of equal parts into'which
the whole has been divided.

Whole Number indicates a number of units. 1 7 253 etc.



SETS; NUMBER; NU1ZRAT ION

UNIT 33 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUkBERS: TWELFTHS; NINTHS; SEVENTHS

Objective: To develop the understanding of concept of twelfths,

ninths and sevenths.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Twelfths

237

1. Relate to halves and fourths; halves and sixths; thirds and sixths.

Use circle and number line diagrams.

2. Suggested problem:

Mother bought a pie large enough for 12 people. How can she cut it

so that each person will receive the same amount?

Children may draw circles or line segments. By experimEnting they

will discover various ways to arrive at twelfths.

Why are these equal parts called twelfths?

Divide into halves,
then fourths,
thea twelfths

Divide into halves,
then sixths,
then twelfths

Divide into thirds,
then sixths,
then twelfths
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Each fourth is divided
into 3 equal parts.

3. Suggested questions

How did we obtain:

1 from 1 ?
12 4

1 from 1 ?
12

1 from '. ?

12 3

1 from 1 ?

12 2

Each half is divided
into 3 equal parts,
then each sixth is
divided into 2 equal
parts.

to ask:

After the pie is cut

1
12

1
12

1

12

1

12

is what part of 1 ?

4

is what part of 1 ?

is what part of 1 ?

3

is what part of 1 ?
2

into 12 pieces:

chat part of this pie would 6 pieces be?

ljhat part of this pie would 4 pieces be?

What part of this pie would 3 pieces be?

What part of this pie would 2 pieces be?

the pie?

the pie?

How many pieces are in 1 of

4

How many pieces are in 1 of
2

Each third is divided
into 2 equal parts,
then each sixth is
divided into 2 equal
parts.

Why?

lihy?

Why?

Why?

Why?

tiirkaal II 11111

= 1 of

3

= 1 of
2

=1 of
4

= 1 of

12

C4

[ 12

1-31

11
2j

= 1
2

t]



4. Equivalent Fractions

Use line diagrams to discover equivalents. Pave children complete

sentences.

Twelfths and Halves

I I Ia aIZ 12. iZ

2.

6 = 0 6 =
12 12

12 = ri 2 =
12 2 12

12 = " 1 8=
12 122 =

12

Since 6 = 1 then 10 =
12 2 12

Twelfths and Fourths

iZ iz it i. j_
iZ

101

2 12

1 + 0 11

2 12

1 + 2 12

2 0 12

1 + r1 12

2 12 71

1 + ?

2 12

Iiiik li. &dirk flia.;Ii klilliz-

IfI. L-
j...
14-

= rl

1 2 4
6 =

12 4
=

1 2 4
12 = '1
12 4
1 =

12

= 1 + ri
12 4 12

_2 = 1 + rl

12 7+ 1- 2

12 4 1- 2

8 = 2 + ri
12 4 1- 2

Since 2 = then 11 = + ?

12 4 12 4

= r7 + 4
12

= 1 + 2
2 0

= 1 + ri

2 12
= 1

10 = + r1

12 4 12

11 = 2 + rl

12 4 12
12 = 2 + '1

12 4 12

239
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Twelfths and Thirds

3

a la

1111a I a

3 3

...k = 73 j. = 1+ 7 9= n+ 1
12 3 12 3 12 12 3 12

8 = 7 6 = rl + 2 10 = 2 + ri
12 3 12 3 12 12 5 12
12 = 71 1 = 1 + ri 11 = 2 + 7
12 3 12 3 12 12 3 12

1 2 = 0 + 4 = 2 + 0
12 5 12 3 3

Since 4 = 1 then = 1 + ?
12 3 12 3

Twelfths and Sixths Use Line Diagrams

2 = r i _2. = a. + 7
12 6 12 T 12

...k = 7 ...2 = 7 + 1
12 7 12 7 12

.1 = 7 1

12 7 12 7 +
12

8 = n 9= n+ 1
12 7 12 7 12

10 = 7 11 = ri + 1
12 7 12 7 12

12 = 7
12 6

Since 4 = 2 then 8 = ?

12 a 12 7

Have children insert the correct numerator:

1 = 7 12 = 7
2 12 12 2

1 = r, 12 = rl

3 12 12 3
1 = r-1 12 = ri

7; 12 12 4
1 = ri 12 = In

T 12 12 6
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5. Comparisons and Relationships
Use number lines. Have children discover the following relationships:

1 is half as large as 1, or 1 = 1 of 1
12 3 ri / Z

1 is twice as large as 1, or 1 = 2 one-twelfths
3 12

1 is 1 fourth as large as 2, or 1 M. 1 of 1
12 3 12 4 3

1 is 4 times as large as 1, or 1 = 4 one-twelfths or 4 x 1
3 12 3 12

1 is 1 third as large as 1, or 1 sig 1 of 1
12 4 12 3 4
1 is three times as large as 1 or 1 = 3 one-twelfths or 3 x 1
4 12, 4 12

1 is 1 sixth as large as 1 or 1 = 1 of 1
12 2 12 3 2

1 is 6 times as large as 1, or 1 = 6 one- twelfths or 6 x 1
2 12 2 12

Compare twelfths with halves, fourths, sixths, etc. Have children

insert symbols " < " > 1, between each of the following pairs

of fractional numbers:

12 / 4 12 12 8 12

6. Present a number ray. Ask children to locate the following points
on the ray.

_2, 1, _7, ; 1 1, 1 2 2, 4 is etc.

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Have children find the distance between

.2 and _2 ; and 11 ; and 1 1 ; 1 and 1
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

7. Fractions in Series; Using Number Line

Count forward and backward by one-twelfth; then change to equivalent
fractions or mixed form.

Count forward and backward by one-twelfth, starting at any point on the

line. Count forward and backward by groups of 2, then 1, then .4, etc.

12 12 12
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For example:

Counting forward - Groups of 2
12

1, .2 11 . . . . then _1, 2, _2, _2, . . .

12 12 1- 2 12 12 12 12 4 12 12 4 12

-as 6-5 As IL L2 then ls ls12 12 12 12 12 12 6 3 2 3 6

Counting backward - Groups oft
12

1A, 11, _Is . . . . then 21, 1
12 12 12 12 12 12 3 12 .6

Ask children

Tien counting by twelfths:
1

1--
12

follows and comes before

Find the number that is 2 less than 5 .

11
:Mat number is one more than 3--

12
?

1How many twelfths larger than 3
1

-2is 4 ?

1
How many twelfths must I add to 23 to reach the next whole number?

Ninths

1. Reinforce concept of thirds.

2. Children draw a line indicating a whole and discuss ways of dividing it into
9 equal parts. They discover that the line may be divided into thirds, then
each third into 3 equal parts. A ninth is 1 third of 1 third.

919 9

3 3 3
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Sevenths

Children draw a liro indicating a whole, then divide it into seven equal
parts.

Discuss reason why sixths, twelfths, etc., can be derived from halves,
thirds, etc. but sevenths can not. Of what other fractional parts would
this be true?

[elevenths, thirteenths, etc.]

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SW' el LI* TED EXE1ICISES

1. Complete each of the following.

6 = ?

I2 2

4 = ?
3

6 = ?
FT 4

?
9 9

=
12 4

2 =

3

=
9 3

2. Change the following to equivalent fractions with smaller denominators.

8 = 6 =
2 73-

6 =
9

3. Change the following to equivalent fractions.

1 = ? = 2 = ? 2 = ?

2 6 4 8 5 9 3 12

4. Change these fractions to whole numbers or to mixed form.

I = n 8 = nAHrl
7 J

1 3

16 = n 16 = n f r,
-8 12 3

5. Fill in the missing blanks ir the following series:

1, ,
4 2

3, 2 g, 2
4

1 2 7
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6. Answer the follovinz questions:

1 is what part of 1 ?

4 8

1 is what part of 1 ?

12 2

1 is how many times as big as 1 ?

2

2 is how many times as big as 1 ?

4 4

2 is how many times as big as 1 ?

4 8

7. Place a circle around the fraction on each line which has the greatest
value:

1 1 1
2 4 a

4 8 2

8

4
2

2

3

8. Compare the following. Tell which is larger (smaller).

How much larger (smaller).

1 ai Id 1 2 and
iF 3

and 2 7 and 2
4 8 8 4
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 34 - ADDITION OF FRACTIONAL NUMBS: HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FORMAT

latiptives: To develop horizontal and vertical algorithms for addition
of fractional numbers with unlike denominators.

To apply the Commutative and Associative Properties of
Addition.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce meaning of fractional numbers. For example:

i+ I = 1 Is the alma fractional number? Ex lain.

Yes. Any whole number can be

expressed as a fraction. 1 =
1

etc.

2. Children should understand that the properties of Addition for the
ay. of Whole Numbers are true for Addition for the set of Fractional
Numbers.

Suggested exercises:

a. Find the sum of any two whole numbers. What kind of number is
the sum? [ Whole Number ]

b. Find the sum of 3.1 + What kind of number is the sum?
[ Fractional Number ]

1 0
c. Add: w + n

What do you notice about the sum? [It is the same as the first addend]

Explain. D. = 0 therefore adding g is the sane as adding C]
0
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d. Use number lines to show that: + =i+
What property does this illustrate? [ Commutative ]

e. Show that:

111) 2Cl

What property does this illustrate? [ Associative ]

Explain.

Addition of Fractions With Unlike Denominators: Common Denominator

ADDarent. Horizontal Format

1. Introduce addition exercises through problem solving situations.

Use number lines to help children in their thinking. For example:

Problem:
Nary needed 3 fourths of a yard of material for

an apron and 3 eighths more for pockets and belt.

How much cloth did she need? e + 2 =
4 8

2
4 8

2
4
2

(18 + 18) ;

a. 4. then

as (2
4

1+ -8- ; as 1, 1

(Note use of Associative Property for Addition)

1
8



Have children find the solution for:
2 6

+ = n

a.

b. They should think through to complete the problem as follows:

Cl
2 2+ 3 = 3 or

2 = 1
1

1 3

or

3

Note the use of Associative Property for Addition.

was renamed as + a .

2. Suggested type o2 practice exercises to maintain skill.

Use number line to check solutions,

Sixths and Wholes

3 3 + 1 = n

+ 2 OM. n

2 + 4

3 + 2

OM.

IMID

n

247
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2 1
+

Sixths and Halves

= n 2 1 +
2 6

= n

31
+ = n

2 6

Sixths Sixths and Thirds

1

2z 2

n

n 2

2z +
1

2

1
3

= n

= n

n

Encourage a variety of ways of evaluating.

2
For 5 -5 +

6
= n

(5+1)+ 3
2

+ +

( 2 1
5 + 2 + 533 2

or

= 5 + = 6 1
2

5

616
2

Vertical Format

1. Provide drill in renaming a whole number and a fraction.

Include halves, fourths, eighths, thirds, sixths.



Have children complete the following:

1I = 24
9 i 11 I 13 2 = 14

4 8 8

2 = 34 102 = n ILoA LA= _
4 4

u

16 I = 17 133.3 7 = n 10 1:- = 11 i
4 4

3 = 23 2 = 1 t
3 I = 212.

1 n
3 3

2 3 = 1 3

2 rl 2 0
3 5 = 23 2 3 = 1 3.

i=n18 1.2=n1
8 8

=8..q.
3 n

8 0
11 3 = 12

2. Reinforce or introduce vertical algorithms for addition.

Have children first estimate or arrive at the sum through "mental"

computation.

a. Fractions with Like Denominators

Sums Less Sums Equal to or
than 1 More than 1

2 2.
8 8 a
1 I.
8 8 8
2 8
8

-§ = 3.
8
i

.2
10 2 1

8
-1= 13 4.= 1

b. Fractions with Unlike Denominators

Use known equivalents

8
8

15

30 = 31

249
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Sums Less
than 1

Sums Equal to or
More than 1

1 2 I 2
3 3 8 8
1 1 6

12 =11 1a a 2
=2

c. Whole Number and Fraction

27
4

13a

403 2 4 3
3

=

= 5 21 - 21
8 8

51=6i=61 914 = 108

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find the sum for each pair of numbers and write its simplest

fraction name. Use algorithms.

a.
2 14' 2

58' 4

4 = 14] 113

[n
1 [12i MVO 12 1

2



b. 1 1
'i 42
I.
8 7 24,____
8 Li 1+ /2 iti
I

17
= li=111

8 8 2

28
3
.-

59

Wi=as

2. A magic square is one in which you can perform the operation on the
numbers vertically, horizontally or diagonally and always get the

same number for a result.

Copy the square below.

a. Add the numbers named by the fractions in each column and record

the sum for each column. [ 10 ]

b. Add the numbers named by the fractions in each row and record

the sum for each row. [ 10 ]

c. Begin in lower left hand corner. Add the numbers named by the

fractions diagonally. Record their sum. [ 10 ]

d. Begin in upper left hand corner. Add the numbers named by the

fractions diagonally. Record their sum. [ 10]

e. Is each sum the same fractional number? What is the number? [ 10 ]

f. Is the square a magic square? [ yes ]

I222
3
8

I

2
3I-8 I

2 4-
I34 I

I
14 I21 32i

I 11 2 281 38

515 7I g 2 3 3 34

3I-4
5288

I

2
5
8

I-
2

251
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3. Johi traveled 3 hours by plane and then of an hour by car to get

to his grandmother's house. How many hours did he travel?

4. Find the perimeter of the following polygons.

14

[10 8 ind [26 I ft.]
3

5. Write next to each step in the following algorithm either the
property or operation involved. Indicate as well those steps
in which renaming a fractional number occurred.

4 + n

a. 4 + = + + (7\ +

b. = 4 + z + 7 + [associative property]

c. = 4 + 7 + 2 + [Commutative property]

d. = 4 + 7 ) + (I + [associative]

e. = 11 + (I!

f. = 11 +

g. = 11 +

+ [renamet;addition (4 + 7)]

[addition]

+ t)
[renaming

4
j
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[renaming 4i
[associative]

(=nailing ii + 1]

EienazIng 12 + 1-1

6. Additional practice exercises say be found in textbooks and other
printed material. Include problem situations that involve addition
of fractional numbers.
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With Exchange - Related Denominators

1. Reinforce renaming.

Have children complete the following:

0 1 II
311i; 3 = 2 t 3z = 2

15=14ri 22 21 I;.! 1
=

4 4
9147;

2. As children solve problems they should discuss reasons for regrouping:

a. Fraction from Whole number

6--1 oi n
2

6
2

=52
1

2 2

5

8.2.n
4

Have children check their solutions.

8 = 7t

I
1

b. Whole Number and Fraction from Whole Number

8 - 31=n 14 - 8 an a
3

8 = 73 14 mi 13 2
3
2-4=3i -83 8 3

1 1
43 55

Have children check solutions.



b. 2 8
-

4

3

zi)

3. Have children solve the following open sentences and explain
their solutions.

3i. 12 a 2 -2 - n =

Eli - 232 = 6i
3

- 17 = n

24i -1215 =12z6 L

a' mi a

Have children complete the following:

Sixths

12z-1 aV

1 12z- z=9

1 1
2z-lz=9

21- im0

21-1i=0

Sixths and Halves Sixths and Thirds

=17

= 0

1-
1

3mn

8- 2

22113

3 .n
*1

-
3

81-21=n
3

255
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Verifying Solutions: Adding and Subtracting as Inverse Operations
Have children solve the additions below and check Ne,h t !!..;fi re-lated subtraction. For example:

5 3 + = n [6

2 +8 [5 11

21+2sen8 8

2 8 =n4

Vertical Format

1. Reinforce or introduce vertical algorithm.

No &change

Minuends Less Than 1

68 4 8

1
a

.1
a

8 2 8

Whole Number from Whole Number and Fraction

12 12 t

3 58

Fraction from ?Thole Number Whole Number and Fraction from
and Fraction

Whole Number and Fraction

3.14. 158 .151
_ i 2=

1 1"--4-
18u 3 15 8

181 131=1328 8

-91 -4" 48
98 =92 1



WitheladDenominators

1. Reinforce renaming.

Have children complete the following:

03=3 3= 2 3i= 2

15 .1 am l4 22
4 4

1
9 ="8

2. As children solve problems they should discuss reasons for regrouping:

a. Fraction from Whole number

6- = n
2

6 =51 8 a, 7k

1 1 =
2 2

71
4

8.2.n
4

1
5 I

Have children check their solutions.

b. Whole Number and Fraction from Whole Number

8-31mn

8 =1
-31=3.1

1
4 z.

Have children check solutions.

114, - 8 3 =n

1.4 so 13
3

-82 82

51
3

257
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c. Whole Number and Fraction from Whole Number and Fraction

1
Problem: There were 12 I: yds. of material in the stockroom.

Our class used 6 2 yds. for aprons. How much
4

material was left over?

Children may interpret the problem as a mathematical sentence.

F2 6 2 = n
4

Estimate:

n < 6 and n > 5

Algorithm: 12

6 2 =

n is between 5 and 6 5 < n < 6

d. Problems involving finding an equivalent fraction and then
regrouping.

Problem: We had 3 Jr yards of material. iof a yard was cut

off to make a tea apron. How much was left?

Children may interpret verbal problem as the open sentence:

3
3 6

- 2 = n

Estimate: n > 2

Algorithm: 3 32 3 6
A

2 -7 (Renaming and regrouping)

2
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e. Problem: A baby weighed 7 pounds when he was born. At the

end of the month he weighed 9 2 pounds. How much

did he gain?

9 2
- 7

4
2 n

Estimate: n < 2

Algorithm: 9 1- = 9 a = a §.:
2 4 4

7 2 -7 2 7 2
-----4 1...-.4 ....4

1 2 lb.
4

Verifying Solutions

Children Check Subtracting by Adding

Since 15 - 7I+7i should equal 15 221

Continue to test and reinforce subtraction with fractions.
Further practice exercises and verbal problems may be found in textbooks
and from situations found in other curriculum books, newspapers, etc.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 36 - MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: OBSERVING AND USING PATTERNS

=maw Using patterns to:
Develop understanding of the property of one in multiplication
Develop understanding of the property of zero in multiplication
Observe factor-factor-psrchgt relationships

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Property of "1" in Multiplication (Identity Element)

1. Have children complete each sentence below.

a. Present open sentences with 1 as the first factor.

1 x 1 sz

1 x 2 = 0
1 x 3 as 71

1 x 4 am

1 x 24 = 0
1 x 189 = 0
1 x 1,000,000 so CJ

1 x n (n stands for any number)

b. Present open sentences with 1 as the second factor.

1 x 1
2 x 1 ass

3x1= 0
4 x 1 am

24 x 1 =
189 x 1 an

1,000,000 x 1 =
n x 1 =

0

0 (n stands for any number)

2. Have children discuss the products.Try to get children to state the gener-

alizations

a. If one factor is "1", the product is the other factor.

(1 x 6 = 6 or 6 x 1 am 6)
(1 x a = a or a x 1 = a)

b. "1" is a neutral (identity) element in multiplication.
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Property Multiplication

Zero as a factor.

1. Have children complete each of the following sentences and observe
the pattern of products.

a. 1 x 3 an 7 1x 2 go 0 1x1 =r1

b.

lx0=
2 x 0=0
3x0=8
4x0=11

3x1 -0

Ox 1220
Ox 2=0
Ox 3 =0
x 4 =

16 x 0 =71

74x0=0
123x0-0
n x 0 = 0 (n stands for any number)

2x1 =O lx 1=0 0 x1=0

O x us 0
Ox 7422 0
O x 123=
0 x n ( n stands for any number )

Have children observe the product where zero is a factor.

2. Ask children '-,13 state the generalization:

If one factor is zero, the product is zero.

(ax 0=0 and Oxa=0)

PrCoori. o erties of Zero and One in Multiplication

1. Have children complete the sentences below

0 x 8 = n
1 x 8 = n

0 x 12 so n
1 x 12 so n

8 x0=n
8 aloin

12 x0yon
12 x 1 on n

O x 8 = 0
Ox 8= 8

Oxl2to 0
O x 12 oo 12

2. Ask children to verbalize the role of 0 and 1 in

a. multiplication

b. addition
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Factor - Factor - Product Relationships

1. Doubling the first factor; keeping the second factor constant

2 x 12 = 24
4x 12 en 48
8 x 12 = 96

16 x 12 =192

Ask children:

3x12 =0
6 x 12=0
12x12 =0
24x12 =0

Which factor is kept constant?
Compare each first factor with the one preceding it. What

pattern do you see?
If the second factor remains the same, and the first factor is

doubled, what happens to the product?
What happens to the product of 2 numbers when the second factor

is kept constant and the first factor is tripled? Multiplied

by 4? by 5?

Write 4 other equations to show this relationship.

Doubling the second factor; keeping the first factor constant,

2x12= 24
2 x 24 as 48
2 x 48 us 96
2 x 96 = 192

4x12 =0
4x24 =0
4x48 =0
4x 96 goo

Children study the relationships among the first factors; the

second factors.

If the first factor remains the same, and the second factor is

doubled, what happens to the product?

What happens to the product when the first factor is kept constant

and the second is tripled? Multiplied by 4? by 5?

Write 4 other equations to show this relationship.

Children state the generalization:

When one !Actor is multiplied by a number, the product is

multiplied by that same number.

3. Doubling both factors.
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a. Present the following:

2 x 5 = 10
4 x 1 0 = 4 0
8 z 20 zu 160

Ask children to tell the relationship between:

The first factors of each equation
The second factors of each equation
The products of each equation

b. Have children compare, complete and compare again

4 x 10 ill 40 with 8 x 20 = 160

8 x 20 =160 with 16 x 40 ass 640

3 x 5= 0 w i t h 6 x= 10
6 x 10 = 0 with 12 x 20 =

Ark children to study the pattern and discuss

If both factors are doubled, what happens to the product?

Tripled? Multiplied by 4? etc.

Ask children to state the generalisat ion:

If both factors are multiplied by 2, the product is

multiplied by 4.

If both factors are multiplied by 3, the product is

multiplied by 9, etc.

Suggested Practice to Discover Patterns

Apply the following patterns to multiplying by sixes, sevens, eights

and nines.

Ask children to explain patterns after each series.
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a. Doubling a Factor

10x8=0
20x8=0+0=?
40x8=0+flaa?
80 x8=0+0=?

b. Adding 5 Eights

5 x8= 40
10 x 8 = 0 + 0 = n
15 x 8 = 0 + 40 = n
20x 8= 0 +40 an n

C. Adding 10 Eights

10 x 8 23 '720x8=n+80 =a30:8=0+80 =a
40 x 8 = 0 + 80 = n

d. Doubling and then Adding 1, 2, 3, etc. Eights

Since 6 7. 8 an 48
Then 12x8= n
And 13 x 8 = n

Since 10 x 8 = 80 Since 20 x 8 = 160
Then 20 x 8= 0 Then 40 x 8- 0

And 22 x 8 = n And 43 x 8 = n

e. Doubling

20 x 70 at n
40 x 70 = r,+0=n
80 x 70 = 0+0=n

Money: Products Within $99.99

1. Be sure that children have acquired:

f. Doubling

3 x 900
6 x 900
7 x 900

and Adding Groups

- n
= 0 + = n
= 71 + 900 as n

Understanding of place value concepts of dollars and cents.

Ability to regroup dollars, dimes and pennies.
Ability to add by groups (mental computation).
Ability to add with dollars and cents without and with exchange

(written computation).

2. Dell additions that relate to multiplication.

3. Multiplying by 2

2 x $ 430 = $ 2.30 + 0 = ?
2 x $ 4.31 = $ 4.31 + 0 = ?
2 x $12.62 = $12.62 + 0 = ?
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Doubling beginning with cents

2 x $.65
4 x $.65
8 x $.6 5

Doubling -
dollars and cents

as $1.30
= 0 + 0 = ?
= 0 + 0 aa ?

2 x $1.24 = $2.48
4 x $ 1.2 4 in 0 + 0 = n
8 x $1.24 = Fl + 0 = n
6 x $4.13 us n
6 x$4.13 = n+n=0
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 37 - MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: VERTICAL FOR T; ONE
FACTOR THROUGH NINE

NOTE TO TEACHER

Encourage children to devise and present their own
methods of arriving at close estimates. Provide
practice in estimating and / or arriving at exact
products before computing.

Use a variety of directions:

Find the product of 321 and 8.
Multiply 321 by 8.
One factor is 321. The other factor is 8.
Find the product.

Ob'ectives: To develop understanding of multiplication of whole
numbers: one factor through 9; the other factor through 9999.

To help children understand that the vertical algorithm for
multiplication makes use of the distributive property .

To help children develop skill in multiplying whole numbers
involving dollars and cents.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Evaluate and /or reinforce ability to multiply: one factor through 9,
other factor through 999. For example:

68 728 486
x 8 x_9_ etc.

2. Extend understanding of multiplication: one factor through 9;
other factor through 9999.



Sequence

Yo exchange 4214
x2

Exchange in Tens Place and or Units Place

1207 3274 2008 1040
x 4 X 4 --2L2

Exchange of Hundreds for Thousands only

2632 1812 2934

x4 x2

Exchange in One, Two or Three Places

1240 1432 2735 1254

x5 x 4 x 6

Problem Situations:

a. A plans travels 2143 miles in one round trip. How many
miles ow3s it travel in 3 round trips?

3 x 2143 = n

Estimate (Some children arrive at a closer estimate or
the exact product.)

2143 is 2000 and 143
3 two thousands = 6 thousand
Estimate: n > 6000

Or
2143 is over 21 hundred
3 times 21 hundred = 63 hundred
Estimate: n> 6300

Or
n is between 6000 and 7000

Record the estimate.

Compute,

2143

6429

Have children compare product with recorded estimate.

Children should verify solutions:
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By Adding or by applying the Distributive Property

2143 2143 3 x 2000 = 6000
2143 x 3 3 x 100 = 300

2.1111 6429 3 x 40 = 120
6429 3 x 3 =

6429

b. 2413 Record partial product for units, tens (39)
Discuss need for regrouping 12 hundred (3 x 400)

39 as 1 thousand 2 hundred

Present similar problems for discussion of regrouping hundreds
for thousands.

Children continue to estimate, compute, check.

Gradually increase difficulties. Include more than one exchange.

3. Multiplication Exercises Involving Money.

Suggested Sequence:

No exchange 3 x $ 1.23
4 x. $ 2.01

2 x $42.30 etc.

One Exchange 3 x $ 2.26

4 x $12.82

Two Exchanges 7 x $ 1.38
5 x $14.60

Three Exchanges 2 x $ 6.58

4 x $23.64
7 x $12.75

a. Have children estimate before they compute.
This helps them determine the correct placement of
the decimal point in the product.

b. No Exchange

Problem: that is the cost of 2 baseballs at $2.34 each?

2 x $2.34 = n

Children record estimate.
n > $4 (2 x $2) or as
n > $4.60 (2 x $2.30)
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Have children compare the addition form with the multiplication

form.
$2.34 $2.34

x 2
$4.68 1470

As children multiply they should relate each step to the

addition, beginning with the pcanies.

Discuss the placement of the decimal point to separate the

dollars from the cents.

Compare the product with the estimate.

c. Exchange (Dimes for dollars)

Follow the procedure suggested for "No Exchange"

$12.63 $12.63 Estimate: n > $36 (3x$12)

12.63 -2E2 n > $37.50 (3x$12. 50)

12.63 n > $37.80 (3x$12.60)

As the product is recorded the teacher should direct the children's

attention to the 18 dimes (3 x 6 dimes) which has been regrouped as

1 dollar and 8 dimes.

When understanding is assured, use the multiplication form mainly.

Have children check the product by:

Adding if the multiplier is

2, 3, 4, or 5.

$12.63 3 x $12 = $36.00

12.63 3 x $ .63 = 1.89

121,12
$37.89

$37A9

Applying the Distributive Property

d. Extend to multiplications involving 2 or 3 exchanges.

4. Additional problems :ill be found in textbooks.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 38 - MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NI/I.:HERS: DEVELOPING GENERALIZATIONS

Objective: To help children formulate generalizations for multiplying
with 10; 100; 1000 and their multiples.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Multip' ring with 10 as One Factor

1. Present the following, recording products as children state them.

A B C

3 10 5 10 8 10
x 10 jc.1 x 10 al x 10 x 8

Question children about the product when 10 is one factor.

They should note:

Similarity of products in each pair of expressions.
Position of zero in product when 10 is a factor.
Position of digit representing the other factor.

2. Repeat procedure above: One factor 10, the other a two digit

number.

A

u 10
xio xu.

B

14 10 32 10

x10 xio Aaa

Have children record products and observe:

The zero in the products always occurs in ones place.
The numeral in the other factor appears one place to the

left in the product.
When one factor is 10 the product is ten times greater than

the other factor.
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3. Record a series of examples, such as:

16 10 27 10 28
x10 x12 xl0 .321 x10 etc.

Ask children whether they can arrive at the products in a
faster or shorter way.

Record the products as the children express their thinking.

The children observe that when 10 is a factor the same pattern
for the product emerges.

4. Have children express the generalizations in their own words.

5. Provide for practice using both the vertical and horizontal forms.

Multiplying with Multiples of 10 as One Factor

1. Reinforce and / or teach finding sums needed to derive unknown products
from known products by applying the Distributive Property of Multipli-
cation with respect to Addition.

In order to find a solution using the Distributive Property, children
should have the ability to find required sums quickly. For example,

To find the product for

20 3:13 = n children should 1aioi' that:

10 x 13 ma 130 and that another
10 x 13 = 130 Then

130 +130 will equal 260 or, 20 x 13

Suggested exercises to reinforce finding sums.
Multiples of thirteen are used here. Adapt to other numbers

as required.

a. Adding 10 Thirteens to multiples of 10 Thirteens.

130
260
390

+ 130
+ 130
+ 130

=
=

?
? . . (20 x 1 3 ) + (10 x 13) or 30 x 13
?

520 + 130 = ?
650 + 130 = ?

through
1040 + 130 = ?
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b. Doubling multiples of 10 thirteens

130
520
390
260

+ 130 = ?
+ 520 = ?

+ 390 ?

+ 260 = ?

(40 x 13) + (40 x 13) or 80 x 13

2. As children solve the following exercises the teacher should record
some of their thinking. For example,

30 x 13 as:
or as

20 x 13 = 260 20 x 13 = 260

30 x 13 ix 260 + 130 oa 390

80 x 13 as:

40 x 13 = 520 or as

80 x 13 = 520 + 520 = 1040

A

a. 10 x 13 =
20 x 13 = + 130 n

through

90 x 13 = + 130 n

10 x 13 = 130
30 13 as 390

40 x 13 213 520

40 x 13 = 520
80 x 13 =1040

B

10 x 13 ma

20 x 13 =
40x13
80 x 13 =

C D

20 x 13 gla 0 + 130 n 20 x 13 =
40 x 13 so + 260 = n 40 x 13 as

60 x 13 = + 260 = n 50 x 13 =
80 x 13 omi + 260 ow n

0
0
0

+ 0 Wit
+

O + 0 1111

0 + 1111

0 + O oo
O +130=

E

20 x 13 = 0 + au a
40 X 13 = 0 + 0 n
80 x 13 = n + C1 = n
90 x 13 32 0 +

n
n
n

n
n
n
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b. Since 10 x 13 al 130
5 x 13 = ?

Since 10 x 13 = 130
15 x 13 = ?

etc.

Since 10 x 13 = 130
20 x 13 = n

Since 20 x 13 = 260
21 x 13 = n

Since 10 x 13 = 130
20 x 13
30 x 13
40 x 13
42 x 13

Since 100 x 13
Then 50 x 13

= ?

= ?

= ?
= ?

= 1300
= ?

Since 10 z 13
11 x 13

Since 10 x 13
13 x

etc.

13

Since 20 x 13
40 x 13

Since 30 x 13
60 x 13

Since 10 x 13
20 x 13

40 x 13
80 x 13
81 x 13

SR 130
?

= 130
= ?

so 260
= ?

= 390
= ?

= 130
= ?

?

= ?

?

3. Develop generalization for multiplying with multiples of 10 as one

factor; 20, 30, 40, 50 90

Present the following exercises recording products as children

state them.

20 30 40 50

2L2 etc.

Have children observe that:

The zero in the product always occurs in ones place.

The digits in tens and hundreds places are arrived at by

multiplying the number of tens and the other factor.

Present the following exercises.

20 20 20 20 20 20 20

x10 x20 ...v2 x10 al x60 through

Children record the products.

They should observe that the zero in the product always

occurs in ones place.
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They compare the product with the factors in 20
x10

and in 20
x20
400

They should see that when one of the factors is a multiple
of 10, the digits in the other places are arrived at by
multiplying the number of tens.

For example:
Step 1 Step 2
Record Zero Multiply bj Number of Tens

20 20 20

go .2522
igg0

20 20

.322 .E22
0

20

1800

Encourage children to formulate the generalization in their own words.

For example, When multiplying by 10 or multiples of ten record the
zero in the ones place and multiply by the number of
tens.

One Factor 100

1. Present orally

Since 50 twos = 100
Then 100 twos = ?

Since 50 sevens = 350
Then 100 sevens = ?

Since 50 fours = 200
Then 100 fours = ?

Record only

2 1.00

x100 x 2

7 100
x100 js.1

4 100
ac100 xl

Question children about the product when 100 is a factor.

(See development used when 10 is a factor)

Children should compare the numerals representing the factors with

the position of the numerals in the products.
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&courage children to derive the generalisation in their own words.
For example,

When we multiply, and one factor is 100 the numerals in the
other factor appear again in the product two places to the
left. There are two zeros - one in units place and the other
in Tens place.

2. Provide practice. Use both vertical and horizontal forms.

100 x 4 n
100 x 9 ss n

5 x 100 n
8 x 100 as n

4 100 6
x100 x 8 x100 etc.

One Factor: Multiple of 100

1. Children arrive at unknown products by adding unowa products.

Adding In Sequence Other Patterns

100 x 4 = n
200x4=n+400=0 200 x 4 as n
300 x 4 = n + 4:.4) = 400 x 4 as n + n =
4 0 0 x 4 = n + 4 0 0 = 600x4 = n +800= r1

through 800x4 = n +800=900 x4ssn+400=0
2. Record as follows:

4 4 4 4
x100 3200

100 200 300 400
2_,LA

Children observe and discuss products.
They express the generalisation for multiplying with multiples of 100

In their own words.

For example: When multiplying by 100 or multiples of 100, record

the zeros in the ones and tens places, then multiply
by the number of hundreds. (2, 3, 4, etc.)
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 39 - DIVISION OF MOLE NUMBERS

ml

Oblectivep: To extend division of whole numbers: Vertical algorithm;

Quotients through 99; Then through 999; Divisors through 9.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Drill multiplication and division facts in specific patterns.

The following are suggestions for various types of drill.

a. Find the missing factor.

Since 5 x 7 u. 35
nx7 =42

Since 9 x 7 = 63
x Za 70

Since 15 x 7 MI 105 Since 100 x 7 sir 700

nx7 =ll2 n x = 707

Since 25 x 7 = 175 Since 3000 x 7 is 21000

x 7 = 182
7) 21007

b. Using the Distributive Property of Division with respect to Addition

to arrive at unknown quotients from known quotients.

The following exercises are for dividing by eights.

Adapt for other facts.

Supply correct quotients.

8)9 as as8) 1 70735 8) 192 8)

8) 2000 as 8)1600 + 400 8) 2000 as 8)

Have children complete the following exercises:

128 + 4 n
as: (120 + 8) + 4 n

( + 4) + ( A + 4) = n

96 + 96

1000 + 1000

637 + 7 3= n
as:(630 + 7) ÷ 7 = n

( + 7) + + 7) = n
n + A =n



c. Using the Distributive Property of Division with respect
to Subtraction.
Hive children complete the following:

57 + 3 - a
ast (60 - 3) + 3 - n

(60 + 3) - (3 4- 3) is n
'7 - A in n

3/7 as

31ir as

:4190 3)3
3) 120 3ir

d. Doubling and adding eights. Atiapt for other facts.
Necessary background: Adding eight and multiples of eight.
Drill Exercises

8+ 8 = n 16 + 16 us n
24 + 24 an n 48 + 48 := a

32 + 32 = n
96 + 96 - n

Complete the following:
4 x 8 =I n 10 x 8 ww n
8 x 8 = n 20 x 8 = n

16 x 8 = n 25 x8=n
32 x 8 = n 125 3x8=n

O x 8 MI 16 or 8r-Z
O x 8 = 32 or 8/132
O x . g= 64 or er la
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64 + 64 =a n etc.
1% + 192 zas n etc.

40x 8 mi n
80x8sun
89x8=n

O x8=24or8r274
O x 8 = 48 orb_
O x 8 = 56 or erg

e. Subtracting eights from multiples of eight.
When uiltiplication and division facts are drilled through sub-
traction, children mast know the subtraction facts and extensions
involved.

Necessary background: 80 - 8,
800 - 8,

Complete the following:

10 x 8 soi n
9 x 8 st n

20 x 8 = n
19 x 8 = n

160 - 8,
800 - 80

50x8san
49x8son

400 - 8,

100x 8 = n
90 x 8 = n
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f. Dividing one factor by 2

10 x 8 = n
5 x 8 = n
4x 8min
1x 8 = n

4

50 x 8 Sa n
25 x 8 = n
12-1 x 8 =n2
61x 8 =n

100 x 14 = n [1400]
50 x 14 = n [ 700]
25 x 14=n [ 350]
12-1 x 14 = n [ 175]2

Have children observe, then state generalization:
"Uhen one factor is divided by 2 and the other factor is not
changed, what happens to the product?"

2. Drills for Division Without and With Remainders

a. Using a number chart

Present a chart showing numbers from 0 to 99. Duplicate a
quantity of these charts for later use with other "tables ".

Have children draw a line through all the multiples of 9.

(9, 18, 27, 36, etc)

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
,10- 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19-
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 28- -29' 30 31 32 33 34 35 37'"38 39
40 41 42 43 44 A6 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 55° 56 57 58 59
60 61 62 ,64.' 65 66 67 68 69
70 71 .73 74 75 76 77 78 79
80 82- 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

A1: 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Children draw line segments, colored differently, to show
which numbers have a remainder of 1 when divided by 9.

Children draw other lines, colored differently, to show a re-

mainder of 2, of 3, etc. They note the patterns that emerge.

Present other number charts similar to the one above, one at a

time. Follow the same procedure for imatiples of other numbers.

Children name the set of numbers that have a remainder of 0 p

when divided by 9.
[0, 9, 18: 27, 36, .]



Children name the set of numbers that have a remainder of 1, when

b. Reinforce properties that apply to division

Have children mark the following true or false.
If false make it true.

Follow the same procedure for dividing by other numbers.

divided by nine. They note the relationship to 9 and multiples
of 9.

Children name the set of numbers that have a remainder of 2 when

of 9.

divided by nine. They note the relationship to 9 and multiples

[2, 11, 20, 29, 38, . . .3

[1, 10, 19, 28, 37, . . .3

0 4. A asi A -1 0

64 + 1 = 64
84 +3 = (60 + 3) + (24 + 3)

c. If a dividend is a multiple of the divisor, is there a remainder?
When does a division exercise have a remainder?

3. Algorithms: Divisors through 9; Quotients through 99

Gractually increase the difficulty by including more difficult quotients.

For example:
3)257 6)452 9)834

Encourage children to shorten the recording by using larger, therefore,

fewer multiples of ten.

From: 6)452
120 20

40
92
60 10
32

0
2 75

Encourage 7M 50

20

2175

Solution: 75 R 2
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4. Algorithms: Quotients through 999; Divisors through 9

a. Skill in multiplying by 100 and multiples of 100 is basic to the

development of division situations which involve 3-place quotients.

To help children acquire this skill, the following development is

suggested:
Drill: Using Relationships

Present one pattern at a time
Have children record products only
Record children's method for arriving at products

Multiplying in
Sequence Doubling

100 x 4 n 100 x 4 = n
200 x 4 = n 200 x 4 n
300 x 4 n 400 x 4 = n
400 x 4 = n 800 x 4 =(1600 + 1600 read as

through 16 hundred + 16 hundred)

900x4=n

100 x 4 arg n

200 xlein
400x4mn
600 x4--T.-n

800x4min

Other Sequences

100x4 -n
300 x4slan
900 x 4 = (12 hundred

three times)

100 x 4 um n

500 x 4 gm n
600 x 4 n
700 x 4 rat 11

etc.

b. Suggested Development

Present a problem situation (quotient between 100 and 200)

such as:
The P.T.A. contributed 986 cupcakes for the scnool Cake Sale.

They are to be packed in cellophane bags with 8 cupcakes in

each bag. How many bags will the school have to sell?

Ask the children to:

State the action involved
State the process to be used
Record the symbols to be used to solve the problem

[o x 8 = 986; 8Weg; 9864.11=rg

Tell what the symbols say. Chow many eights in 986?

Ask some children how many eights to begin with

Discuss with children and record several ways of solving
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Various methods of solving follow:

8)986
160 20
M-
ao 40
5°6-

/22 40
186--

160 20
'E-
U 3
2 123

Solution: 123 bags and 2 extra cupcakes.

12

8)98
20 40

123

12

8)9
50

50
1
160 20

2 123

Children will continue to arrive at solutions in a variety of ways

depending upon their level of ability.

Using 100 as the first partial quotient.

Discuss the various solutions above.

Encourage children to begin with a still greater number of eights.

When 100 eights are suggested, present the following:

12

8)9
SOO 1 100

20
24

3
2 123

Compare with solutions above.

Discuss the shortened form.

Check by using the Distributive Property for Multiplication with

respect to addition.

100 x 8 as 800 984
20 x 8 azi 160 + 2 (extra cupcakes)

3 x 8 =...4 efg
984
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Provide for practice. Select divisions in which 100 is the first

partial quotient, e.g.,

7)864 3)528 6)852 Ogri- etc.

5. Estimating: Estimating should precede all computation

Provide practice in estimating the size of the quotient when the
dividend is in the hundreds.

Will the quotient be in the tens or in the hundreds?
For example:

7)317 and

Children decide upon the number 0 groups with which to begin, by
comparing the size of the dividend with the number of groups selected.
Children think as follows:

For 7)317

For 7)864

Will there be as many as 10 sevens?
(10:x 7 = 70) too small

Will there be as many as 100 sevens?
(100 x 7 = 700) too large__

Continue to compute using few or many multiples
of 10 depending upon their ability.

Will there be as many as 10 sevens?
(10 x 7 = 70) too small

Will there be as many as 100 sevens?

(100 x 7 = 700) Yee.

Continue the computation beginning with 100 as
the first recorded quotient.

6. More Difficult Computations

a. Present a problem such as:

Children contributed 716 used books for the White Elephant
Sale held by the P.T.A. Their mothers tied them into bundles

of 3 each. How many bundles did they tie?

Children may use hundreds repeatedly in the partial quotients.
Begin with 100 threes. 416 is recorded as a partial dividend.

Then ask what large group of threes might be removed next?
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3)71.

00 100

41.
00 100

Complete the division.
30

26
8

2 238 Solution: 238 bundles and 2
extra books

b. Present similar division situations

Discuss the correct placement of the quotients after completing
the computations. See examples below.

4) 6)1457
600 100
857
600 100
257

40

2

5)1.19
00 100

1119
00 100
.19

100
119
100 20

4 323

283

d. Childrea who have acquired skill in multiplying by multiples of
100 and who understand the meaning of the numbers they will use
in division, may be ready to shorten the recording.

For example, children think as follows:

Will there be as many as 10 sixes?
6)1457 Yes, but 60 is too small.
1200 200 Will there be as many as 100 sixes?
257 (100 x 6 = 600) Yes
ghl 40 Will there be as many as 200 sixes?
17 (200 x 6 =a 1200) Yes
12 2 Will there be as many as 300 sixes?

5 242 (300 x 6 = 1800) No, too large

Estimate: There will be over 200 groups.
Children record 200 and continue the
computation.
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1. Find quotients

6)805

4)1373

6)3927

4)3878

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

7iig-

5)2228

7)3-123-9-.

9)5149

3)1718

2. Additional exercises and problems may be found in text

books.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 40 CONCEPTS OF EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS EXTENDED; APPLYING
THE MULTIPLICATIVE PROPERTY OF "1".

NOTE TO TEACHER

"Equal fractions", by definition have equal
numerators and equal denominators.

e.g. 1 = 1
3 3

= 2 + 1
4+ 2

"Equivalent fractions" are fractions (numerals)
that name the same fractional number.

e.g. 1 = 2
2 4

In this document "equal fractions" are rarely
considered.

The Identity Property for Multiplication states
that if a number is multiplied by 1 (The Identity
Element for Multiplication), the value of the
number is riot changed. The Identity Property
applies to fractional numbers as well as whole

numbers.

4 x 1 = 4; a xi=2
3 3

1 may be renamed as a fraction, thus:

2 = 2 x 2 = a=2.xs= b 0,c
3 3 b b c be

This illustrates the Fundamental Principle of Fractions.:

MULTIPLYING NUMRATOR AND DENOMINATOR OF A FRACTION
BY THE SANE NUMBER, NOT ZERO, DOES NOT CHANGE THE

VALUE OF THE FRACTION.
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objective: To help children understand that changing a fraction to

higher terms or to its simplest form involves tYe Multi-

plicative Property of fl"

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Renaming Fractions: Higher Terms

{-1. Have children rename 1 as twelfths. 1 = 2]

12

Ask children:

The denominator 12 is how many times as large as the denominator 6?

[twice as large]

The numerator 2 is how many times as large as the numerator 1?

By what number did you multiply both numerator and denominator

to change 1 to 2 ? [ 2 ]

12

2. Have children rename 1 as twelfths. [1 =11
4 4 12J

Compare both numerators and denominator

3 is how many times as large as 1? [3 times]

12 is hogs many times as large as 4? C3 times]

By what number do you multiply both terms of 1 to change it to

4

Have children multiply both numerator and denominator of 1 by 3.

4

2-s1=J.
4 x 3 12

3. Have children rename other fractions:

1 as sixths; 1 as ninths; 2 as sixths; 2 as ninths; etc.

3 3 3 3

12



By what number did you multiply both numerator and denominator
in each case to arrive at the equivalent fraction?

What happens to the value of a fraction when the numerator and

denominator are multiplied by the same number, except zero?

(Fundamental Principle of Fractions)

Renaming Fractions: Simple Form

Development

1. Have children:

Write 2 as thirds; 2 as thirds; 4 ss thirds.

9

Compare the numerators of 2 and 1.
Z. 3

Compare the numerators of 2 and 1.

9 3

Tell how they arrive at 1 from 2;
6

Compare

Compare

from 2;

9

the denominators.

the denominators.

from 4.
12

2. Simplify the following and tell by which factor they divided both
numerator and denominator.

Change: h, 6, to halves

8 12 6

Change: h, 6 8 to thirds

6 9 12

Ask children to:

Change: 1, 2, 1 fourths
2 8 12

Change:..' 6, 8 to sixths
12 12 12

Reexamine each fractional numeral and its equivalent.
Discuss what happened to the size of the numerator and
denominator after the fraction was changed to its equiva-

lent.
Discuss what happened to the value of each fraction.

Tell what you did to the numerator and denominator of each
fraction to change to simpler form?

[Divided numerator and denominator by the same number]

3. Have children change the following to simpler form:

6 = r 2 12 = n f-§ 12 =
n L 3 J TE n I J 16 n L4 J
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Ask children:

By what number did you divide the numerator and the denominator of
6 to arrive at 2 ? [ 3 ] of 12 to arrive at 6? [ 2

3 ir
of 12 to arrive at ly [ 4 ]

4 -

Write the equations as,children tell their thinking.

6 + = 2 ; 12 -= 2 = 6 ; 12 -L-4=2
9+3 3 Ir-77 8 3771- 4 4

4. Introduce term "common factor".

5. Discuss:

a. Simplest form of fractions, those having no common factor

other than 1 in the numerator and denominator.

b. The value of the fraction in relation to the size of the
parts into which a whole object has been divided.

6. Children state a generalization in their own words for changing
a fraction to its simplest form.

*7. Have children observe the fractions 2 ,

3

For 2 What is the greatest common factor of the numerator and

3
the denominator? [ 1 ]

Is 2 in simplest form?

3

Consider . Can we say that is in simplest form as a fraction?

[ Yes ] Explain.
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EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Complete the following statements and tell the common factor used.

i=n; i=n; 1= n; i=n; 2.=.125 7 3 9 3 17-2 4 a 4 12

2. Supply the correct numeral to complete the equations.

1 = 2 x 1 = xn i=
2 x A a a x e a 4 x

3. Since 2= 6, then 2 x r_1= 6
3 9 3 3 7/

Since = 0 , then 120 =
4 12 4 xr1 12

Since 1=1i , then 1 xri=mAk since = 10 2 then 5 xn= 10
2 8 2

5
7:71 8 6 x ri 12

4. Complete the following by inserting the correct factor:

24-n=1
ci a 12 = rl 4 +17 3

8+0= 2
ri01- 12 = rl 4 12-1-r7

5. Change the following to simplest form:

22; t; 2; 6; 4; 6; 8

9 9 10 10 10

6. What principle makes it possible to change a fraction to simplest form?
Explain, using the problems above. For example:

4 = 4 ÷ 2 = 2 = 2 + 2 = 1
8 8 2 4 4: 2 2

8 8 + 4 2

k=1-
8 2 {-

In each case numerator and
denominator have been divided
by the same number
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 41. - MIXTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: COMM FORM

NOTE TO TEACHER

Properties of multiplication that apply to whole
numbers also apply to fractional numbers. The
properties of Distributivity, Colmatativity, and
Associativity apply.

Distributivity:

14x3im

les 3+-1 =(4x3)+(1,34)2

a x (b + fi) is (a x b) +(a x II)

2 1 1 2
3 x 2 2 '3

sa ac = b

a . i) x P.f =



The Identity Element for multiplication is 1:

2 2
1 x 3 a x 1

3

The Fundamental Property of Fractions

1111
ac a
be b

(c 0)

One of the interpretations of multiplication of

whole numbers is its relationship to repeated

addition. (4 x 3 as 3+34343, read as 4 threes

or 4 times 3). Similarly one of the interpre-

tations of multiplication of fractions ka
whole number is its relationship to repeated

addition.

4 timesf may be interpreted as: 3 411141

Qblectives: To help children develop an understanding of multiplying

fractions by whole numbers.

To formulate a generalization for multiplication of

fractions and applying that generalization.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Use problem-solving situations. Children may arrive at solutions

"mentally" before using algorithms.

Children should estimate answers and give reasons for their estimates.

They should solve these multiplication exercises by using diagrams

and repeated addition. Children should be led to realize that repeated

addition of fractions can be performed through multiplication by a

whole number just as repeated addition of whole numbers can be done

through multiplication by a whole number.

291
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1
1. Suggested problem: I need yd. of oilcloth for each of 3 shelves.

How much oilcloth do I need for all the shelves?

Estimate: Les. than 2 yards.

1
2U I 21 or

1
2

1
2

First recorded as:
+ 2 2 2 1

2 -12

2 Su sated problem: John wanted toimake armbands for the 5 members
of the Safety Squad. He required 3 yard of ribbon for each band.

How much ribbon did he need?

Children soy record the solution of the problem in a variety of ways,
including by the use of the number line.

1

1+1+1+1+ llas=la 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1

3
1

Note: Multiplication algoritbn should not be used 3
at this time to solve the example; it is only
being used to record the solution. 3

1

~MIDcirliellosia (5 x 1 is read as 5 one-thirds
3 sz 1

or 5 thirds.) 3 3

Children may use number line to solve the following:

2 sets of 1 1n 4 sets of = n

6 sets of --. ani n 5 sets of j, n
3

etc.
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3. Suggested problem: A cake recipe calls for of a cup of milk. How

much milk do we need to make 5 cakes for our class party.

Estimate: Less than 5 cups; probably less than 4 cups. Why.

Mental Computation

If each cake needed 1 cup of milk, we would need 5 cups of
milk. But each cake needs 1 fourth less. Therefore, 5 cakes
need 5 fourths less or 3 and 3 fourths cups.

5 one-fourths are 5 fourths.
5 three-fourths are 15 fourths.

Written Computation

Children may use diagrams and solve by addition.

0 2

1.11127/17101/)\\X1±/Q I,//)

First recorded as 2+4 +4 +k +2= =3 2--1
4 4 4 4 4 4

2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4

4
= 3 2

4 4 Then recorded as 5 x 2= 3
4

Check with estimate.

4. Suggested problem:

4

3

2 of a yard of ribbon was needed for bandoliers for each
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of the 6 members of the Honor Guard. How much ribbon

had to be bought?

2 2 2 2 2 2 12

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

0 1 2 3

6 x = 3= 4 (6 x
2

is read as 6 two-thirds)

Emphasize the recording of the problem as a mathematical sentence

involving multiplication.

5. Suggestions for developing a generalization:

Present the following exercises one at a time.
Have children solve each by adding. Then have them examine

the two factors and the product.

3 3 4 it I2x1=n 2 x 2 = n

1111
16 x 4 = n

334 = n [t]

Ask children: Can you discover a rule for multiplying a fraction

by a whole number?

Have children state the generalization in their own words.

(Multiplying the numerator of the fraction by the whole number

gives the numerator of the product. The denominator remains

the same.)

Then solve the following multiplications and verify solutions

in various ways.

n = 6xt 9 =19 =13 n= 931 15=35

n =10 x 11;

[ I n = 8 x 8 =3
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EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Record each of the following as a multiplication and multiply.

Since 4 x?1 = 171;

4 2:=1:=12 Why? i ey. s c

[4.H.1]
[ 3 xf=

Since 4 x AL

7

4 x 7 =

1
3. The Connecticut River rose

3
of a foot each hour for 10 hours.

How much did the river rise?

4. Susan walked 2 of a mile to the library and discovered that she had
5

forgotten her library card. She walked home to get it and walked

back to the library. How far had she walked by the time she reached

home with her books?
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 42 - FRACTIONAL PARTS OF NUYIERS

ausayx To help children interpret finding a fractional part of
a number as multiplication

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Finding a Fractional of a Number

1. Reinforce the meaning of fractional parts of a group as dividing a group

into equal parts (division).

Have children use pennies, discs, measurement materials if necessary.

Finding answers in a variety of ways (mental computation) should be

emphasized.

Problems that involve sharing things will be useful for this unit. For

example, sharing 10 cookies among 5 children.

2. Reinforce finding fractional parts of numbers through 99.

Suggested Exercises Using to -4, etc. as an Operator.
1

Drill:
1
5.of numbers through 20, through 100.

4
1--of numbers that are divisible

1
g of numbers that are divisible

1
3 of numbers that are divisible

in half, then half again.

by 8, e.g., 16, 24, 32, 40, etc.

(multiples of 8)

by 3, e.g, 12, 36, 45, etc.
(multiples of 3)



I
Use number rays. For example for

3
of 9 = n

0 1 2 3 4 5. i 8 9

..,_,____2/ )L____
of 1 1 occi 1- a q

3 3 3

3. Extend development of
1

as operator to find:
2

17 of whole hundreds:

1 f MO = n
1
of 100 = n

2

1 of 400 = n
17 of 300 = n

1
1 of 600 = n 2 of 500 = n

1
1 of 800 = n of 700 = n

1
of 900 = n

1
of whole thousands:

2

1
of 2000 = n

2
1

of 4000 = n
2
1
of 6000 = n

2
1 of 8000 = n
2

of 1000 = n
2
11 of 3000 = n

1
-i of 5000 = n

1
of 7000 = n etc.

2

4. Finding one fourth of numbers:

a. By dividing in half, then half again

1
Suggested problem: Find -4- of 600
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1
of 600 = 300; then i of 300 = 150

1
therefore

4
of 600 = 150

or

600 divided into 2 equal parts = 300
300 divided into 2 equal parts = 150

1
therefore

4
of 600 = 150

1
of whole hundreds:

1 1( of )
4 2 2

1 1
of 800 = n

44
of 100 2M n

1 1
rt. of 400 IM n Ti. of 300 = n

1 1
of 600 = n

4
of 500 = n

4

-ofof 700 am n

1 of 900 = n

b. By applying the Distributive Property of Multiplication with
respect to Addition. For example:

Since 284 = 200 + 80 + 4

I of 284 = (1 of 20()
4 4

+ (14 of 80) + (1 of 4)
4

Or

-4- of 284 may be thought through as:

1
-4- of 200 = 50

of 80 in 20

1 of 4 =B 1
4

4
1

of 284. = 71
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of 9000 = n . of 8000 316 2000

-34 of 1000 = 2504
of 9000 our 22504

5. One eighth as an operator

a. Suggested exercise: Find of 300

of 300 = 150
1 of 150 = 75

Therefore of 300 la 75

1r 0L

1 1Therefore if of 300 = -I of 75 = 37 1

b. One eighth of even hundreds: no fractional remainders

gof 1600 as n

1 of 400 = n

a
1 of 200 = n

One eighth of whole hundreds: odd hundreds: fractional remainders:
1 of 100 311 n

1 of 300 ms n

1IT of 500 = n

1-4- of 700 = n
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1
,

1
, 9

1
6. Children may find 3-- of numbers in the same way.

For example:

1
of 7200 = n of 6000 =2000

of 1200 MI 400

mt. of 7200 zo 2400

7. Finding fractional parts of a number where the numerator of the
fraction is greater than 1.

Introduce with a number ray. For example of 12 = n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 61 10 II 12

IZ 12. 4 sz

of IZ

a x

Discuss with children:

is how many tines as great as t ?

tof 12 is how many times as great as of 12?

2 is how many times as great as ?
4

of 12 i3 how many times as great as it of 12 ? etc.

Siam of 12 1= 3, then of 12 an 11

Suggested problem: (Related to measures) How many inches are there in

3 3
of a yard? of 36 = n

2 a
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of 36 Ami 12

is twice t
T h e r e f o r e 3. of 36 = 2 x 12

o f 36 = 24

Have children solve for ann.

it of 36 za 9, then of 36 22 n

of 56 = 7, then of 56 = n

of 72 =12, then i of 72 = n x L2 etc.

8. Suggested exercises for practice

a. of a number =1 of 0 of a number.

111- of a number = 12 of of a number.

1 of a number 3-; of 0 of a number.

1-8- of a number = of 1 of A of a number.
2 2
1g. of a number us -2- of i of a number.

1r of a number = t of hi of a number.

1 of a number = 3 of a of a number.

10
1 :aof a number of 01 of a number.

of a number = ta of a of a number.

b. Complete the following equations to make true statements.

1-2- of 100 = n 14 of 100 = n i of i of 100

1
-2- of 200 = n etc. of 200 = n etc.

iof 1000 = n a 1000
°D° n

iof 2000 = n etc. t of 2000 = n etc.
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a of 100 = n 1 of 11 of 100 or

1of -2- of 100

a
1 of 1000 = n

18 of 2000 = n etc.

c. Since 1 of 56 ma 282

4o! 56 = 1 of 171

and t of 56 -- n

Since 1 of 128 = 642

of f 128=lof0
1and 4 of 128 MI a

1Since
3

of 156 = 52
1 13 of 156 m I of 171

1and 3 of 156 za n

Since t. of 156 mc 78

513 of 156 so of 0

and i of 146 = n

1 11 1 1d. Find 4 of 300 of 400 of 96 1 a 460 of 3282

1 1e. If 1 of 600 is 300, 4 of 600 is, ; and
8 of 600 is2

1f. John saves 5 of all he earns. One day he earned 96 cents. How

much did he save?

g. There are 128 children in Grade 5. 11; of their dental slips have
been brought in. How many slips have been brought in?

h. 648 program covers are to be made by the children in Fifth Grade.
1If Hrs. Jones' class makes 3 of the covers, how many covers will

her class make?

-LZIGZSIMIL...hiGlit



Interpretation of Finding a Fractional Part of a Number as Multiplication

1. Have children consider the following diagrams:

A

000 000 o o rJ 0 9 9 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 '3 10 0

0 0 `3

How many sets of threes are there in A? [4 sets of the threes]

How matte sets of threes are there in B? in C? in D? in E?

As children respond, teacher records horizontally:

4 sets of threes = 12 4 threes = 12 4 x 3 =

2 sets of threes = 6 2 threes rat 6 2 x 3= 6
1 set qf three = 3 1 three 3 1 x 3- 3

2. Ask children to observe the pattern, then to find:

3! set of threes 2.
2

T.

1
:three =2

2
x 3

Have children compare the various ways of expressing the above.

Is 4 x3 another way of writing 4 of the threes?

Give another way of recording of 3. 111;
. 1 1

3. Arriving at generalizations

Children should recorC. the following using the "x" sign and solve:

tof3 =f 5 of 2 = 0 3of9 =0

1 1
Children then examine

4
x 3 =20 5 x 2 =0, etc. and discuss

methods of solution. They should be guided to express the general-

ization in their own words.

2

303
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&tend the understanding to multiplying a whole number by a fraction

whose numerator is greater than 1.

Record a of 12 as x12;
3

Record of 72 as
8
x 72.

5. Selecting "of" or me

Children should understand that
think in terms of nor, and at

2 1
e.g. of 20 as

4
- of 20 so 5

4

therefore of 20 = 15

Record of 5 as x 5;
4 4

some times it is more practical to
other times to think in terms of "x".

or x 20 us AC- mg 15
4

Which way do you prefer in each of the following? Why?

3.3 of 12 or
3

x 12

5 °f 48 or 2- x
5

48

10-Z of 120 or -Z10 x120

of 16 or 2 x 16
a a

1 of 45 or 1 x 45
6 6
i of 134 or 4 x134

7

Another Algorithm for Finding Fractional Parts of Numbers

1. Reinforce renaming a fraction as a whole number using the Identity

Elements 1.

For example: = +3, = + 3 = 3)12 = 4
3 3+3 1

Suggested exercises:

8 -2.12 24 + 0 aa 0)24 = n8+0

150 +0 150 +0 = 0)150 n
25 25 + 0

2800. 2800 +0 a. 0)2800 =In
7 7 +III
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2. Evaluate and /or reinforce finding one half, one third, one fourth, etc.
of a number. (Using one half, etc. as the operator on the number.)

Suggested exercises

When we divide a number
one of it.

When we divide a number
one of it.

When we divide a number
one______ of it.

When we divide a number
one of it.

1
To find

7
of 294 divide

into 2 equal parts, we are finding

into 3 equal parts, we are finding

into 5 equal parts, we are finding

into 7 equal parts, we are finding

294 into n equal parts.

3. Discuss as you develop the following:

Problem: There are 168 children in the Fifth Grade.

4
1
of them are in the Glee Club. How many children

are in the Glee Club?

of 168 = n
4

X 168 = 168
4

= 168 + 4
4 + 4

= 31±1
1

= Ogg
ist 42

Solution: n = 42

42 = 168 divided into 4 equal parts

Problem: The community issued 2200 tickets for the dance festival.
1

Grade 5 sold l of the tickets. How many tickets did Grade 5

sell?

1 of 2200 = n
8

n = 2200 divided into 8 equal parts.

Answer: Grade 5 sold 275 tickets.
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* Problem: Grade 6 sold of the 2200 tickets that the Community

Association issued for the dance festival. How many

tickets did Grade 6 sell?

Refer to the problem suggested for finding
1
of 2200 and discuss:

How you would then find of 2200.

Since I: of 2200 is 8)2200 or 275, then of 2200 is n x 275

Grade 6 sold 825 tickets.

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1
1. Find: a. of 60

4
of 328

b.

4
1

divided into 3 parts

c. 9 divided into thirds = n

2. Mark the example that gives the larger product:

3x or 3 x 3; 5 x 5 or 5 xi

j.722

825

3. Mother filled of a book of trading stamps. If the book can hold
4

1200 stamps, how many stamps has she collected?

4. Complete the following:

3
x 12 su 0 12 x = 0

5
x 15 = 0 15 x

5. Verbal problems involving finding fractional parts of numbers may be

found in textbooks.
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 43 - MEASUMENT: WEIGHT

Objectives: To help children find number of ounces in 10 10 1 pound
2 4 8

To help children find weight that cannot be measured
directly.

To introduce concept of Ton

To help children develop tables of relationships

To provide practice in changing to larger and to
smaller units.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce number of ounces in 1 pound.

2. Extend development to include number of ounces in 1, 10 1 pound.
2 4 8

The following are suggested experience situations involving weights:

Estimating quantities and cost of refreshments needed for
a party.

Sharing quantities and costs among pupils.
Problem situation: Buying candy for the party.

Chteken ecru is sold in 4 ounce bags or by the pound.
How shall we buy it? Why?

Keeping individual records to show weight in pounds and
fractional parts of pounds. Then, noting gain or loss
in weight.

Discussing required postage in relation to weight of mail.
Referring to printed table of Post Office for information
about rates of let class mail, 2nd class mail, air mail, etc.
Developing problems based on this information.
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Listing items bought by the ounce of 1 pound

4
Discussing reasons for purchasing small quantities of
spices, dried mushrooms, grated cheese, shelled nuts.

Considering size of family when planning menus.

Comparing prices with weight to determine best value.

3. Developing ways of finding weight that cannot be measured directly.

For a baby or pet: weigh an adult holding baby or pet.
Weigh adult. Deduct weight of adult.

For contents of a jar or pan: weigh empty jar, then
filled jar. Deduct weight of empty jar.

4, Suggested practice exercises

a. A cake recipe requires 1 1 pounds of butter. Mother wishes

4
to make double the amount. She will need pounds or

ounces.

b. Mark the following True or False.
If false, correct the statement.

2 2.1b = 44 oz.
4

8 oz. = 1 lb.

4
1

1 g oz. > 18 oz.

c. Complete the following:

1
2 .2 lb. = rloz.

16 oz. = 0 lb.
"IF

The number of ounces in 1 lb. is

4
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5. Collect pictures of dials or portions of dials of weighing devices.
Have children explain how the device is used and read. Include a
hanging spring scale, bathroom scale and equal arm balances.

Construct a model of the dial on a meat scale. Divide each pound
interval to show ounce divisions.

6. Introduce unit of Ton (2000 lbs.)

Suggested Experiences

Family Car Discuss weight in relation to license fee.

Trucks Capacity is measured in tons. Have children look
at the side of trucks and report findings to class.

Elevators Notices in elevators state limit of weight in terms
of ton. Estimate the average weight per person before
they find the number of people who can safely use an
elevator.

Bridges Limits of weight are postea at the terminals.

Reinforce equivalents

Reinforce equivalents between ounces and pounds; pounds and
tons: Experience situations involving change to smaller units.
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Purchasing packaged and canned goods; comparing quantities
to aid in determining the more economical purchases.

7. Develop tables of relationships.

Tables of relationships may be prepared by the children.

Fractional Parts of Pounds

Expressed in Ounces

Fractional Parts of the Ton
Expressed in Pounds

1 lb. = Cl oz. 1 ton = J lb.

1 lb. = 0 oz. 1 ton = r3 lb.

2 2

1 lb. =C3oz. 1 ton = CI lb.

4

1 lb. = CI oz.

8

2 lb. = CI oz.

4

8. Provide practice in changing to larger and smaller units.

20 oz. = 1 lb. 0 oz. or 1

3000 lb. = 1 ton lb. or 1
1

tons

1 . lb. = 16 oz. and 0 oz. = Ooze

2 ton = 4000 lb. and 0 lb. C3 lb.

9. Discuss letters and numbers on the side of trucks in New York State

and their meaning.

NMI - New York Unladen Weight

NY11L - New York Maximum Load
NYMEM - New York Maximum Gross Weight

Devise problems to find the net weight of a load on a truck.
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EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED PROBLaiS

1. Candy is sometimes sold in 8 oz. bags. The storekeeper bought

25 lb. can of candy. How many 8 oz. bags can be filled?

2. The cost of sending a 1 ounce letter or package by First Class Mail

is 5 cents for 1 ounce. John mailed a small package which weighed 1

lbs. How much did he pay for stamps? 4

3. A 2 lb. box is half full of sugar. How many ounces of sugar are
in the box?

4. Pick up one dozen new pencils. About how much do you think

they weigh?

1 lb. 1 lb.

4

3 oz. 8 oz.

How can you check the estimate?

5. The clerk in the Post Office weighed a package for Hrs. Mite.

She sent it by First Class Nail and had to pay 40 cents. Rate:

5 cents per oz.

a. Did the package weigh more or less than 1 lb.?

b. How many ounces did the package weigh?

6. A box of mustard is labeled, Contents, 2 oz. The mustard

weighs wilt part cf a pound?

7. A bale of cotton weighs 1 ton. A truck carried 48 bales to a ship.

4

a. How many tons were on the truck?

b. low many pounds did each bale weigh?

8. Two ounces of meat are put into each sandwich at the "Sandwich Shop".

a. How many sandwiches can be made from 1 pound of meat?

b. How mar q sandwiches can be made from 1 pound 6 ounces?

c. How many pounds are needed to make 2 dozen sandwiches?
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9. Is it safe for an empty truck weighing 2500 pounds to cross a
bridge when the sign reads, "Limit 3 Tons"? Yes? No? Why?

10. A truck marked "Capacity 3 Tons" can carry a load weighing . . . . pounds.

11. It is safe for an elevator in a Department Store to carry a load of a
1 ton. How many children, each weighing about 50 pounds, can ride in it
2
at one time?

12. Additional problems may be found in textbooks.
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMNT

UNIT 44 - MEASUREMENT: TIME

Objectives: To extend understanding of periods of calendar time
To introduce concept of seconds in a minute
To organize tables to show relationships
To introduce concept of time zones

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Clock Time

1. Discuss day's activities done by the clock.

2. Introduce need for seconds as a unit of measure

Timing athletic events
Taking pictures, developing pictures
Testing pulse reading
Television programs

3. Introduce concept of seconds in a minute.
Use a witch and a stop watch.

4. Organize tables of time in various ways. For examples

60 sec. = 1
60 min. = 1
24 hr. = 1

7 days = 1
52 weeks = 1

5. Reinforce the relationships between units of time and fractional Darts of
these units, and develop other tables. For examples

60 min. = hr.
30 min. = hr.
15 min. = hr.

45 min. = hr. etc.
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6. Discuss the meaning of an 8 hour day; a 4.0 hour week; overtime; etc.

* 7. Have children explore: (Optional)

Naval Observatory Time

Timekeeping through the ages:
History of telling time by sandglass, time candle,
position of the sun, shadows, water clocks, sundial,
Twenty- -four Hour Clock, Ship's Bells

8. Suggested exercises and problems

a. Underline the unit of measure which you would use for each

of the following:

Sue wants to time the baking of a cake

minutes seconds days

Measuring the time for the 100 yard dash

seconds hours minutes and seconds

b. Insert the correct symbol, > or < :

45 win. 1 hr.

4
1 min. 15 sec.

3
1 hr. 25 min.

4

c. Arrange these measures from longest time to shortest time:

a minute 70 seconds an hour a day a half minute

a second a half hour 20 hours 25 hours

d. Fill in the blanks:

2
1

hr. = min. 1 day = hr.
2 2

hr. = min. 30 sec. = min.

3 min. = sec. 45 min. = hr.

120 sec. = min. 80 min. = hr.
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* e A ship sailed from New York at 2 P.N. on Monday and docked in

London 5 days later at 12 Noon. How many hours did the trip

take?

f. Nark the following statements true ( T ) or false ( F ).

There are 50 seconds in a minute.
75 minutes al 1 hr. 15 min. ax 1 3 hr.

110 minutes = 3 hr.
6:45 P.M. to 9:15 P.N. is 2 I1

g. Draw a line from the time recorded in Column A to the words

which have the same meaning in Column B.

Column A Column B
9:45 10 minutes after 11
6:50 10 minutes to 3
2:50 half past 3
7:15 50 minutes after 6

11:10 a quarter past 7
3:30 a quarter to 10

h. This whole bar is drawn to show 3 hours.

Which of the following does the shaded part of the bar show?

about 45 min. about 1 hour and 45 min.
about 1 hour and 15 min.
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Calendar Time

Concept of Leap Year

1. Reinforce number of days in a year.

Tell children it takes the earth 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and
49 seconds to make its way around the sun so the length of one year
is not exactly 365 days. (This is called a Solar Year.)

Ask children:

Since the year is considered to consist of 365 days what
adjustment is made for the 5 hours, 48 minutes and 49 seconds
of the Solar Year?

Approximately what part of a day is this additional time?

[ 1 of a day ]

4

How many years will it take until enough time has accumulated
to make another day?

Can you tell how our calendar is adjusted to take care of this

time?

Tell children that correction is made on our calendar every fourth
year by adding one day to the month of February. This fourth year

is called Leap Year and has 366 days.

*2. Children may explore: (Optional)

Various types of calendars

World, Gregorian, Hebrew, Chinese, Mayan

3. Ha.%_ children investigate meaning of: decade, score, century,
half century, centennial year, sesquicentennial year, generation.

Relate these terms to time periods in Sccial Studies, Art, Music, etc.

For example, How long ago did the Westward Movement occur?

Strengthen meaning of terms by constructing various Time Lines:
Individual Time Line of child's life. Include ideas of decade.

Extend Time Line by decades to a century.
Divide centuries into half centuries and decades.
Refer to Social Studies textbooks for suggested situations
for Time Lines.
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4. Suggested problems for practice:

a. Arrange these measures from shortest time
to longest time:

17 days

3 weeks

14 years

2 decades

a season 2 months

a century

b. What did Abraham Lincoln mean when he said, "Four score
and seven years ago" ?

c. In what century:

Do we live?

Did the American Revolution take place?

Did Columbus discover New World?

Did Julius Caesar live?

d. The first Thanksgiving Day took place in 1621.
In what century was that?
How many years ago did that happen?

The Star Spangled Banner was written in 1814.
In what century was it written?

Betsy Ross made our flag in 1777.
What century was that?
Which half of the century?

e. How many scores of years are there before the next century?
On what date will the twenty -first century begin?
In what century did the year 34 A.D. occur?
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Time Zones in the United States

Discuss time zones as shown in the map below.

RUSSIA

PACIFIC

mownwm

1. In how many time zones are the 50 United States of America? [73

2. As you travel from New York to San Francisco do you move
your watch ahead or back as you enter each time zone? Wily?

3. A Television program shown at 7:00 P.M. in Denver will be

seen in New York at what time?

1 5:00

When it is noon in the State of Hawaii, what time is it in the

State of Pennsylvania?

1 5:00 P.Y. ]
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5. Consult newspaper on any given day for time of sunrise
in New York to discuss the following:

When it is sunrise in New York, what time is it

in Alaska?

6. Refer to the rap above to find whether the United States
shares time zones with any other countries.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMRATION

UNIT 45 - NUMERATION: RCM SYSTEM

NOTE TO TEACHER

Continued study of the Roman System of Numeration
will reinforce an understanding of the Decimal
System of Numeration, will emphasize the efficiency
of the Decimal System of Numeration and will rein-
force the distinction between number and numeral.

objpativet: To compare Roman and Hindu-Arabic Systems of Numeration

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Test children's ability to translate Roman numerals into Arabic
numerals and the reverse, for numbers through 500.

2. Introduce M as the Roman numeral representing 1000. Have the
children derive the Roman numeral for 900 by using the subtractive
principle: CM = 100 less than 1000.

3. Reinforce the principles used to combine the seven symbols:
I, V, X, L, D, C, M

The Rule of Addition: VI, LX, DC, etc.

The Rule of Subtraction: IV, XL, CD, etc.

The Rule of Repetition: III, XXX, CCC, etc. (In later
Roman Notation, a symbol is repeated
no more than 3 times)

Symbols which cannot be repeated: V because 2 fives =
L because 2 fifties = C;
D because 2 five hundreds = M.



Have children explain why we say the Roman System of Numeration
involves "Repetition"; "Addition"; "Subtraction". Do any of
these principles apply to The Hindu-Arabic System?

4. Children may construct a chart to compare numbers represented
by Roman numerals and Hindu-Arabic numerals.

CNES: 1 2

I II

TENS: 10 20

X XX

HUNDREDS: 100
C

THOUSANDS: 1000

3 4 5 6 7

III IV V VI VII
8 9

VIII IX

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

XXX XL L LX LXX LXXX XC

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

CC CCC CD D DC DCC DCCC CM

5. Children may construct a. chart to make comparisons between

systems of numeration. For example,

Hindu Arabic Roman

Number of Symbols: 10

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0

Symbol "0" indicates a
zero number of ones, tens,
hundreds, etc.

Notation

System - simple

7 Two digits needed
70 to write all three

700 numerals

888 1 digit needed

Number of Symbols: 7

IVXLCDM
No symbol for "zero" number
of Ifs, Viso X' s etc.

Notation

System - complicated

VII
LXX
DCC

Six letters needed
to write all three
numerals

321

mccuaviii 12 letters needed
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(chart continued)

Base: 10

10 ist 10 x 1

100 = 10 x 10
1000 zoi 10 x 10 x 10

Principles

Addition

Place Value

Base: 10

X I. 10 x 1
C = 10 x 10
MI= 10 x 10 x 10
For convenience, symbols for
midway points are used.

I. . V . X
I. . . L . . . C

I. D M

Principles

Repetition
Addition
Subtraction

Have children refer to the chart to:

Compare the number of symbols used in the Roman System ( 7 ) with
the number of symbols used in the Decimal System. (10)

Tell how the use of the symbol for sera makes the Decimal System
more efficient.
Think out relative values (ratios) of the basic symbols in the
Roman System;

2 to 1, 5 to 1, etc.

Mon (2 x D) D (5 x C) C on (2 x L) L = (5 x1)
X= (2 x V) V= (5 x 1) I as 1

Compare the principles of the Roman System with those of the
Hindu- Arabic System. They discuss the advantages of our
system of numeration.

6. Children should make the following comparisons:

Hindu Arabic
System of Numeration

Relative Values

The relative value represented
by a particular digit is 10
times the value of the same
digit to its right.

Roman
Syste' of Numeration

Relative Values

The relative value represented
by the basic letters are 5 to 1,
2 to 1, 5 to 1, 2 to 1, 5 to
1, and 2 to 1.
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Thous. Hun. Tens Ones V = 5 times I
1 1 1 1 X = 2 times V

L = 5 times X
C = 2 times L
D 5 times C
M = 2 times D

Commutation is Simple Computation is Complicated

Tens Ones Fifties Tens Fives Ones
3 7 me V II

+ 5 8 L V III
9 5 L XXX VV IIIII =

LXXXXV = XCV

2 3 Fifties Tens Fives Ones

.....V ix III 23
9 III x 3

U III (1 x 23)
IX III (1 x 23)
XX III (1 x 23)

XX/XXX IIIIIIIII
L X IX

Ask children:

a. In the Base 10 System upon what does the value of each digit
in the numeral 444 depend?

b. How would 444 be written in the Roman System?

c. What is the sum of the values of each basic symbol in LXVI ?

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Write the following as Roman Numerals: 39; 44; 279; 500; 177.

2. Write the following as Arabic Numerals:

LXXII; XLV; Lill; MC; MMCD.
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3. Write the Roman Numerals counting by 100, from 100 to 1000.

4. Read the following:

CCC [3 hundred] MCD [1400] ECELXIV [1964]

5. Tell what rule was applied to combine each of the following:

XV CM DIII

6. Show that:

XIX + XXXI = L [19 + 31 = 50] M CD = DC [1000 400 = 600]
C n, = LIE [100 40 = 60] }MCC + CCC = ME [1700 + 300 = 2000]

7. From each set of numerals select the numeral that does not belong.
EXplain your reasoning.

25 + 50 75 LXXV 95 - 15 [95 - 15]
600 DC CD 500 + 100 [ CD ]
400 + 100 + 6 DXXVI 526 2 x 263 [400+100+6]

8. In the numerals CIII and LXIII the same symbols are used.
Why do they not name the same number?

9. In adding CMLII and CDX, which of the following is correct? Why

CM + CD + LXII )IDCCLXII

4f 10. What historical event do you associate with each of these Roman Numerals?

MDCCLXXVI [1776] MCDXCII [1492] EDCCCXLII [1849]

MDCCCLXIII [1863]

4 11. Try to multiply XLVII by XXXVII. Then multiply 47 by 37.
Compare the two products.

*12. Why do you think the Romans did not include a symbol for zero

with their numerals?
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 46 NUMERATION: EITENDDIG UNDERSTANDING OF DECIMAL (BASE 10) SISTEK

gblectives: To develop Place Value through Billion
To extend ability to use expanded notation

TEACHING SUGGESTICKS

1. Evaluate children's understanding of the Decimal System of Numeration.

Suggested questions follow:

Draw a line under the numeral that applies to the word symbol.

Three million five thousand twenty-eight

3,005,280 3,005028 3,500,028 None of these

Draw a line under the 6 which represents six million.

6,260,000 56,351 7,627,000 326,803 None of these

How many sets of 10 objects can be combined to make a set of 2160 objects?

6 21 160 216

How many sets of 100 objects yield 7000 objects?

7 70 700 7000

How many thousands does it take to make a million?

1 thousand 10 hundred 1 hundred 10 thousand

The circled 5 is how many times as great as the underlined 5?

Qs is 5

500 10,000 1,000 100 [ loo ]

Which of these means

10,000: 100 thousand 100 hundreds 100 tens None of these

[ 100 hundreds ]
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100,000: 1000 thousands

1,000,000: 1000 tens

1000 tens 100 hundreds None
[ none

1000 hundreds 1000 thows,.....is None

[ 1,000 thousaads

2. Reinforce place value through millions.

Record the numeral 1,111,111

Have children record the same numeral on a place value chart and
indicate periods.

of these

of these

Millions Thousands Units

A A

Hundred

Millions Thousands
Ten

Thousands 1 Thousands Hundreds i--Tens Ones

1 11 3. i 1 1 1

Discuss:

The role of "ten" in our system of numeration indicating
values as shown below.

( 10 sets of 10 for 100; 10 sets of 100 for 1000; etc.)

The number of digits; Why ten digits are sufficient.

The Place Value represented by each digit (ten times as

great as the same digit one place to the right;
1 as great as the same digit one place to the left)

10



3. Develop Place Value through billion.

A Place Value chart such as the following may be presented.

Millions

Millions
Hundred

Thousands

Thousands

Ten
Thousands Thousands Huhdreds

327

Units

A

Tens Ones

1 1 1 1 1 1

Ask children to:

10,000=10x1,000

100,000=10x10,000

1,000,000=10x100,000

Record the digit 1 to the left of millions place.
Suggest a label for the unmarked place and reasons for your choice.
Evaluate each suggestion in terms of the 1 and 10 relationship.

[10 sets of 1,000,000 are 10,000,000]
Label the unmarked place Ten Millions.
Extend the chart to show 10,000,000= 10 x 1,000,000
Extend the chart to show hundred million, to billion, etc.

For example, 10 x 10,000,000 = 100,000,000

* Discuss one billion in England vs. one billion in America.

(In England one billion = one million million)

4. Repeat development above substituting the digit 2 in each place.
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Have children compare the 2 in the tens place with the 2 in the ones place.

What does the 2 in the tens place mean? [2 tens or 20]
Twenty is how many times as large as 2? [10 times]
Can you name 20 in another way? [2 sets of 10; 2 x 10]

Have children compare the 2 in the hundreds place with the 2 in
the tens place and continue as with tens.

Children should continue the comparisons, moving one place at a
time to the left.

5. Extend understanding of expanded rotation.

Children complete the following:

77,777 = 70,000 + n + 700 + A +

=( x n ) + ( 7x1,000 ) + ( 7x100 ) + ( 7x10 ) + (7x1 )

5,243 = 0 + A + 40 + 3

= ( 5 xn)+(2x 100 )+(4xn)+( 3 x 1)

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Separate these numerals into periods.

6769954 30003548 230000300 30023021

2. Write the following as numerals using digits:

One hundred million, fifty thousand four
Three million, five thousand ten
Thirty million, two hundred six thousand, fifty
Forty thousand forty



3. Write each of the following in two ways to show the meaning

of place value.

999,999 65,327 28,043

[20,000 + 8,000 + 40 + 3

(2 x 10,000) + (8 x 1000) + (4 x 10) + (3 x 1)

ak 4. How many complete thousands, hundreds, tens, ones are in

the following:

3,214,268

{-_

3,214 thousands
32,142 hundreds
321,426 tens

3,214,268 ones

[

No thousands
5 hundreds

54 tens
547 ones

329
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 47 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

adectivek: To maintain computational skill in Addition and Subtraction

To provide practice in applying Properties of Addition and

Subtraction

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Provide practice is:

Applying the Associative Pro rty of Addition for all whole

numbers: (a+b) + c a + b+c

Have children complete the equations below. Regroup the second addend

"crossing a ten". Children should understand that in each case "8"

is renamed as (5+3) first. Then by the associativity of addition:

5 + 8 -
( 5 0 ) + 3 = n Chore 5 + (5+3)=(5+5) + 33

25 + 8 (25 + 0) + 3 n
235 + 8 (235 + 5) + 0 n

3225 + 8 sn (3225 + + 3 se n

Using Inverse Operations

"Adding n" and "subtracting n" are inverse operations because one

undoes what the other does. For example:

12 + 4 = 16 vs. 16 4 = 12
L t

13 5 i 8 ve. 8 + 5 in 13
, t

Children relate adding to subtracting.

9 + = 13
13 0as 9

19 + 4 an 23

0 as 19
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Then extend to adding to and to subtracting from numbers in the
hundreds, thousands.

119 + 4 = n
0 4 = 119

6758 + 7 = n

0 = 6758

Applying the Commutative Property of Addition: a + b = b + a for
all whole numbers a, b.

Present:

Higher decade addition, e.g. 6 + 39 = 39 + 0 = n;

7 + 48 = 48 +0= n; etc.

Adding to numbers in the hundreds, e.g. 3 + 138 = 138 + 0= n
5 + 246 = 246 +0 = n

Adding to numbers in the thousands, e.g. 2 + 3.119 = 1119 +7.1= n
5 + 2238 = 2238 +13= n

Children should summarize:

The order of the addends may be interchanged without changing the sum.
Reversing the addends sometimes helps to make an addition easier: e.g.

+ 5 is easier than 5 + 7
3119 + 2 is osier than 2 + 1119

2. Evaluate understanding of the application of mathematical principles4
Complete the following statements:

Since 748 + 76 + 393 = 1217, 76 +11 + 748 = 1217

For 960 + 750 = n; underline the expressions below that can replace n.

(960 + 700) +50 (9 + 60 ) + ) 7 + 50)
(900 + 700) + (60 + 50) (9 + 7) + (60 + 50)

Change each false statement to make it a true statement

76 + 0 ra 0 + 76

127 9 = 128 10

97 - 58 = 58 - 97
230 + 70 = 70 + 230
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Determine an efficient method for evaluating each of the following.

Explain.

2654 + 2999 + 3999 = n

6542 - 4998 = n

1218 + 1219 = n

3050 - 1526 = n

[2654 + 3000 + 4000 - 2]

[6542 - 5000 +
[1218 + 1218 + 1]

[3050 - 1525 - 1]

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. If T = 625, R = 245 and V = 875, find the value of n.

T + V = n [1500] v T = n [250 T+R+V=n [1745]

T + n = V (250) T - n =R (380]

2. Arrange the following in increasing order beginning with the sum or

remainder of least value.

Solve each example to check your work.

Set A

3475
3475
3475
3475
3475

Set B

+ 417
+ 421
+ 468
+ 442
+ 439

- 240 13,509
- 218 13,509
- 256 13,509
- 231 13,509
- 264 13,509

3. Replace each frame with a numeral and solve for n.

375 + 75 = 375 +0 + 50 = n

185 + 45 = 185 +0 + 30 = n

1265 + 55 = 1265 +n + 20 = n

215 - 45 = 215 - 0 30 = n

450 - 75 = 450 -0i- 25 = n

118 36 = U8 - 18 = n

4. Write an equation to find the perimeter of a rectangle

whose width is 36" and whose length is 78".
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5. Write the equation to find the temperature at 10 P.M.
if it dropped 14° from the 8 A.. temperature of 23°.

4. Suppose A+B+C=D (Optional)

a. If B was doubled, how much would D increase?

b. If each addend was doubled, how much would
the 313M be increased?

c. r It was increased by 6 and C was decreased by
12, what would be the effect on D.

7. Select suitable verbal problems from textbooks and from
other curriculum areas.
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OPERATIONS

MIT 48 - SW OF WHOLE NUMBERS: MULTDLICATION; PROPERTIES APPLIED;
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FORMAT

,Obiectivem: To extend multiplication of whole numbers: products In
the tens of thousands; one factor through 9f.
To give practice in multiplying with dollars and cents.

To introduce multiplication with both factors through 99.
To emend development involving one factor through 99, W.
other factor in the hundreds.

TIACHDIG SUGGEgflONS

1. Continue to provide practice. Refer to units 36, 37, 38 andtextbooks for: equations, patterns, procedures in computation,
(horizontal and vertical format).

2. Make sure that children understand:

Renaming numbers of larger value, e.g.

24,246 = 20,000 + 4,000 + 200 + 40 + 6

Place value concepts

Regrowing for =change

Products In the Tens of Thousands: One Facto 9 Vertical Format

1. Present a problem situation: An airplane pilot makes 3 trips each
week to a city 4,143 miles away. How far does he travel each weelc?

2. Children should:

Estimate product
Record the estimate
Compute
Compare the results of the computation with the estimate
Check the work by addition and / or the distributive property
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For example, for the problem above:

Estimate: n > 12,000 miles; n > 37,300 miles

Computation: 4143x3
12,429

Check: (The standard algorithm for multiplication depends upon
the applicat:ton of the Distributive Property of Multiplication
with respect to Addition).

3 x 4143 111 (3 X 4000)
mi 12,000
me 12,300
1.1 12,429

+ (3 X 100) + (3 X 43)
+ 300 + 129
+ 129

Children should compare product with estimate.

3. Suggested practice exercises.

3212 1402 6058
x 8 F..2 31...4 etc.

Dollars and Cents

Horizontal Format

1. Suggested Multiplication Exercises: Products through $999.99

Ask children to solve the following using the Distributive Property
of Multiplication with respect to Addition:
For example:

2 x $75.16 = 2 x ($75 + .16)
sx 0 + $.32 mit n

2 x $ 55.34 9-, n + $ .68 mg a 2 x $ 84.26 an n + $ .52 = n
2 x $332.45 mt.-1+$ .90 = n 7 x $ 21.02 = n + $ .14 = n
2x$427.06=1+$.12n 3x$323.30-n+$.90ann
2x$280.25=n+$.50n 6x$104.10min+$.60=n
2 x $265.90 = /I + $1.80 = n 4 x $215.40 = n + $1.60 3. a

etc. etc.
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Vertical Format

2. Introduce exercises which involve products through $999.99.For example:

a. $86.87 Estimate: n > $160 orz 2 n > $172

Compute:

$86.87 Children note the regrouping of tens of dollarsx 2 as hundreds and tens./W.
Check: $ 86.87 2 x $86. am $172.00

or 2x$ .87aaf 1.74
$173.74 $173.74

b. $72.14 Estimate: More than $350 or
More than $360

Compute:
$ 72.14 Children note that 36 tens of dollars isx 5 regrouped as 3 one hundred dollars and
$360.70 6 tens of dollars.

Check: By addition or by applying the Distributive Property of
Multiplication with respect to Addition.

c. 4235.61 Estimate: Between $600 and $715

Compute:

$235.61 Children note the value and position of eachx 3 digit of the numeral in the product.$706.83

Check: By addition or by applying the Distributive Property
of Multiplication with respect to Addition.

Both Factors Througla 99

Horisantal Format

1. Make sure children are able to multiply by 10 and multiples of 10.
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2. Reinforce additions needed to derive unknown products frog known
products. For example:

Adding Groups in Sequence

10 x 34= n (road as 10 thirty-fours)
20 x34= n + 340 = ?
30 x 34= n + 340 III ?
40 X3481an+340 al ?

through
90x34=n+340=?

Doubling Groups

10 x 34=?
213x348,0+0=n
40x34=0+0=n
SO :34220+0En

30x34 =0
60x34=r3

Doubling and Adding Groups

10x34=0
20x34=0+0=?
30x34-04-340=?
40x34=0+0=?
80:342130+0215?
90x34 =0 +340=?

3. Suggested development

a. For 11 : 39sun
A child may say:

10 thirty nines = 390
1 thirty nine go 39

390 aid 30 are 420 and
9 more are 429

b. For 21 x 34
A child may say:

10 thirty fours - 340
20 thirty fours in 680
1 thirty four = 34

680 and 34 as 714

30 x 34 = ?
60x34 =?
703E34-0+ 340-n

30x34= 1020
60z34 =0 +0
90x34=0+1024=n

Teacher could record:
10309=3901:39= 39

390+30+9=429

Teacher could record:
10 x 34 NE 340
20 x 34 NB 680
lx34= 34

680+34=714

c. Have children complete exercises like the following:

20x 36111n+nmn
40x36ain+nman
41 x 36 ill n + 36 in ? Why?
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 49 - SET OF WHOLE NUMERS: DIVISION; QUOTIENTS IN THOUSANDS;

INTRODUCE DIVISORS GREATER THAN NINE

attestijm: To maintain skill in division of whole numbers: divisors

through 9, quotients through 999.

To extend ability to divide: quotients in the thousands,

divisors through 9.

To develop dividing by numbers greater than 9.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Dividing_ Ry Numbers Through 9

1. Test children's ability to multiply numbers through 9 by:

Ten and Multiples of Ten (10 x 8, 40 x 8, 70 x 8)

Hundreds and Multiples of One Hundred (100 x 7, 300 x 7, 800 x 7)

Thousand and Multiples of One Thousand (1000 x 9, 2000 x 9, 1200 x 9)

2. Test children's ability to estimate quotients.

Present problems with simpler dividends to less mature children.

Suggested problem: A gift of 2864 library books was donated to our

city schools. If 9 books were sent to each school, how many schools

received the books? (How many nines are in 2864?)

Estimate: Children may think: 100 2; 9 a' 900

200 3E 9 = 1800

300 x 9 = 2700

400 9 = 3600

Children record n > 300, n < 400

n is between 300 and 400
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32 newspapers (refer to problem and compute again)

Eli
128 (4 x 32)

.220 (10 x 32)
448 newspapers (14 x 32)

4. Extend development to include products in the thousands.

For example: For the problem shown below we think of 60 as 60 + 2.

T h e r e f o r e 36 x 621m: 36 x (60 4-2) za (36 x 60) + (36 x2)

*mum compute using the conventional vertical algorithm we apply

the commutative property and begin with the ones. Then

36 x 62 in (36 x 2) + (36 x 60)

36
x62

72 (2 x 36)
2160 (60 x 36)
2232 (62 x 36) = (2 x 36) + (60 x 36)

Children may check by using the Commutative Property: 36 x 62 si 62 x 36

62
_1X

5. Extend development to include one factor in the hundreds.

136jua
272 (2 x 136)

_222 (70 x 136)
9792 (72 x 136) = (2 x 136) +(70 x 136)

Ask children to explain how the Distributive Property is being used here.

vdiultiplication exercises may be presented in various ways.

56 x 807 n
Multiply 807 by 56 807
Multiply 56 and 807 x_g
Find the product of 56 and 807

If one factor is 56, and the other factor is 807, what is the

product?
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Exercises may be read in a variety of ways.

Problem

62 x 458 n

458
x 62

May Be Read as:

62 four hundred fifty eights

62 times 458
458 taken 62 times
458 multiplied by 62

Numerals may be read in various ways. Children decide on the most

convenient way for a specific purpose.

7800 may be read as: seventy eight hundred or
7 thousand 8 hundred.

Products may be estimated in a variety of ways.

For: 132 Children may think:

10 x 130 = 1300
20 x 130 = 2600 or
30 x 130 = 3900

10 x 132 = 1320
20 x 132 aa 2640

30 x 132 sat 3960

Children should record estimate only not the thinking involved:

27 x 132 > 2600 or 27 x 132 > 2640

6. Extend development to include products in the tens of thousands.

Suggested problem: Hr. Smith donated 596 library books to each of

62 schools in our city. How many books did Mr. Smith donate?

62 x 596 n

Children should estimate the product first. Estimates will vary

according to the ability of the child.

Estimates:

Since 10 x 500 = 5000
then 60 x 500 = 6 times as much

60 x 500 = 30,000
62 x 596 > 30,000

or

Since 60 x 600 = 36,000
then 62 x 600 is 36,000 + 1200

62 x 596 is about 37,200

Children record: n is about 37,200

or
Since 10 x 600 = 6000 (596 is

almost 6000)

then 60x 600 is 6 times as much

60 x 600 = 36,000
62 x 596 is about 36,000
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Children should record estimate, compute, then compare products
with estimates.

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. 62 x 596 596 596 596
x 60 x 2 x 62

2. 596 596
x 62 x 620 = 60 x 596 1192 in 0 x 596

31.2.a126 60 Lc .6

= 62 x 3-96 36952 = 0 x A

3. Present other multiplication problems. Include zeros in one factor.

368 607 740 $3.64 $2.98Jul 2.3 x..86

Check by multiplying with the tens digit first.

4. In how many different ways can you find the product of each
of the following:

50 x 12; 6 x 4 x 25; 16 x 125; AxBxC

5. Additional practice exercises may be found in textbooks.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 49 . SET OF WHOLE NU)BERS: DIVISION; QUOTIENTS IN THOUSANDS;

INTRODUCE DIVISORS GREATER THAN NINE

Otjectives: To maintain skill in division of whole numberss divisors

through 9, quotients through 999.

To extend ability to divide: quotients in the thousands,

divisors through 9.

To develop dividing by numbers greater than 9.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Dividing By Numbers Through 9

1. Test children's ability to multiply numbers through 9 by:

Ten and Multiples of Ten (10 x 8, 40 x 8, 70 x 8)

Hundreds and Multiples of One Hundred (100 x 7, 300 x 7, 800 x 7)

Thousand and Multiples of One Thousand (1000 x 9, 2000 x 9, 1200 x 9)

2. Test children's ability to estimate quotients.

Present problems with simpler dividends to less mature children.

Suggested problem: A gift of 2864 library books was donated to our

city schools. If 9 books were sent to each school, how many schools

received the books? (How many nines are in 2864?)

Estimate: Children may think: 100 x 9 = 900
200 x 9 MR1800

300 x 9 ER 2700

400 x 9 3600

Children record n > 300, n < 400

n is between 300 and 400
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3. Suggested Problem: How manly sets of sixes in a collection of 5871
things?

Estimate: n< 1000; xi> 900; n is between 900 and 1000.

Computation:

8 Verify the answer by using the
6)5871 Distributive Property of Multi-

900 plication with respect to
471 Addition.

70 900 sixes= 5400
70 sixes = 420

a s sixes =
3 978 7.11 5868

51

Answer: 978 sets of six and 3
left over.

Children compare solution with estimate.

978 sixes = 5868;
5868 + 3 = 5871

4. Introduce problems with quotients in the t) &ands.
Children should continue to arrive at answers in a variety of ways
depending upon their level of ability. For example:

Using 1000 in the partial
quotient3)421 3)421

00 300 1 00 500
331 271
1800 600 1 00 500
151 121
1 00 500 1200 400

1 1405 1 1405

3)421
000 1000

121
1200 400

1
1 1405

Using 1000 and multiples of 100 in the partial product

2

3)7.59
000 1000

1000

500
159
1 50

9

Shortening the Iomputation
2

3)7.59
6000 2000

1.59
1 500
159
1 0 50

9

2553
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5. Present other exercises.

7)489 9)1 23 6i2.71177 8504 + 8

How many nines are there in 28,642? n x 8 = 1728

Dividing By Numbers Greater Than 9

1. Test ability to 'multiply numbers through 99 by tens; by hundreds.

For example:

20 x 20 n
40 x 20 n
80 x 20 so n

100 x 10 sz n

200 x 10 = n
300 x 10 ass n

30 x 20 = n
60 x 20 = n
90 x 20 to n

200 x 40 sas n

400 x 40 n
500 x 40 n

2. Dophtisize estimating quotients first and as a check.

EXercise: How many twenty-threes in 851?

23)851

By Doubling Numbers

Since 10 x 23 sos 230

20 x 23 = 460
and 40 x 23 ass 920

Since the dividend is 851;

the quotient <40.

20 x 45 n
30 x45 n
40 x 45 n

200 x 34 n
4,0 x 34 SIZ n
800 .= 34 = n

851 + 23 n n x 23 111 851

Dout9nd Adding Numbers

Since 10 x 23 =I 230

20 x 23 szt 460

and 30 x 23 = 690
and 40 x 23 sz 920

30 x 23 is 690. Since the

dividend is 851; the quo-

tient > 30.

Children should record: Estimate: n> 30, n <40, n is between

30 and 40.

Then check solution with estimate and verify the quotient.

3. Development

Problem: Tom's job is to distribute the school newspaper to the

children on the fourth floor. He has 238 copies. If
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each class receives 32 newspapers, how many classes will

get copies from Toe

Children should interpret problem: (dividing the papers into stacks

or groups of 32).

They can then record symbols: 32)238

Then interpret the symbols: Holtman, thirty-twos are

there in 238?

Ask children to solve the problem beginning with as many thirty-twos

as they wish.

The first solution should be recorded on the chalkboard as the teacher

and the children work together.

Ask the children to solve the same problem in other ways. Various

solutions follow:

32)238
2

174
128 4

1

32)238
3

32)238
160 5

3 2
14 7

1
14 7 14 7

Solution: 7 classes
14 extra newspapers

Compare the various solutions.

Have children check the quotient by:

Multiplying the quotient by the divisor and adding the remainder.

32 newspapers 224 newspapers
4-2k newspapers

224 newspapers 238 newspapers

4. During the initial presentation of division exercises different methods

should be encouraged and discussed.

12 12 12 12

23)289 23)289 23)289 23)289

6 11 5 j 2 10

220 174 197

5 l 8 2

82 59 13 I 32 13 12

6 2

13 12 13 12

Solution: 12 groups, 13 left over
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The advantage of beginning with 10 as the first partial quotient
should be noted.

12 1 1

31)392 17)249 24)412
lo 122. 10

82 79
62 2 68 4
20 12 11 i 14

172
120 1 5

10

2
4 1 17

Children can check by using: The Distributive Property of
Multiplication with respect to Addition.

12 10 x 31 = 310

31)392 2 x 31 = 62 31
210 10 x 12
82 310 372 tw. ---a 372
62 2 + 62 + 20 uto, + 20
20 12 372 392 372 392

Various algorithms for 23) 719 follow:

1
23)719

2 10

10

10

1
31

1
23)719

Solution: 31 groups and 6 left over.

Check: Use Distributive Property

20

10

1
31

1
23)719
6 30

1
31
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Various algorithns, for 31)1679 follow:

31)1.79 31)1.79 31)130§7
620 20 40 1

439 129

20

10

54

5. Provide practice. Relate to problem situations.

a. 14)7 12) 95 21) 87 41) 91 24f85 etc.

23)137 31)192 25)217 15)137 20189 etc.

21g3a 41)1765 52)2137 33)6513 etc.

b. If the perimeter of a square garden plus, is 576 ft.,

hourlong is each side?

10 10

54

54

c. If an elevator may carry at most 23 people at a time, how many

trips must it make to carry down 169 people?

d. If a grocer has egg cartons that hold a dozen eggs, how many

will he need to hold 418 eggs?

6. Additional practice exercises and verbal problems may be

found in textbooks.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 50 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: SIXTEENTHS; LOCATING OTHER FRACTIONS

ON THE NUMBER LINE

Qpjegtives: To develop concept of sixteenths
To help children make comparisons among fractions

To help children locate 1, 1, 1 etc. of fractions
2 3 4

on number line

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Locating Sixteenths on the Number Line 13y Successive Bisection

Using One-Half as an Operator

1. Reinforce finding eighths. Use a number line.

Ihildren should draw part of a number line showing 1 unit of length.

they divide this segient into 2 equal parts and indicate the midpoint

(1), into 4 equal parts and label the endpoint of each part; into 8

21 equal parts and label each endpoint.

0

2
2 2

1 3 4-

2 5 4- 5 (0 7 11

8
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2. Have children develop a chart like the one below by dividing each
eighth interval into two equal parts.

II
, -

I
T

1

q-

I
LT-

1

LT-

i
TT

Ii t
T

1

T
1

I-
t
T

I
T

1
IF

1
T

Ask children:

What name can we give each =labeled part? [ 1 i Orn
H o w m a n y s i x t e e n t h s a r e im 1 ? [2 ] in 2 ? . . . . . 8 ?I 8 1
How aster sixteenths are in 1 ? [ 4 j in 1 ? in 1 ?

4 2

3. Have children use this chart, a number z, and the symbols >
and < to complete the sentences below.

1 1 [ > ] 1....1. (>3 1....1 (>3
2 4 8 4 4 8

1 1 [ < ] Al(>3 i 2 [ < ]
4

(<1 i a [>] i 2 (<1
4



Children refer to the number line below to help answer the

questions suggested.

1 2

-4
. . . . .

0 1 2 1 A / 6
2 7 7 2 2 2 7

Q j_ 2 i k i 6 2 8 2 1 o ii 22

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4iii iiii ijj larit10 ze i 1
8ii ear

3. . .

Which number is Smaller, li or 16 ?
1168 i L .8. j

8 8 I
Which is farther to the left on the number line, 16 or 1.1 ?

[ 4
Which nuaber is smaller 10 or 12 ? r 10 iz 7 i -a i
Which is farther to the left on the number line?

Which number is smaller, i or 11 ? [ 4 1
8 a

Which is farther to the left on the number line?

Which number is smaller 16 or i di pA 1
II 2

Which is farther to the left on the number line ?

9 or 1 ? ; 0 or 0?
16 2 8 lb

11

[I]

Relate to music: a quarter note is given half the time of a

half note; an eighth note is given half

the time of a quarter note; etc.
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4. Compare a number Ilne with a ruler graduated in sixteenths.

Have children show with rulers why 1 may be interpreted as

8

1 as ; etc.

IT 4

Locating_ Other Fractions Using One-Half As The Operator

1. Ask children to draw another number line. Divide a unit length

into 2 equal parts. Label each part.

If each sixteenth were divided into 2 equal parts/ how many equal

parts would there be in 1 interval of length? 32

What is each part called?
[321

Children note that taking 1 of a number creates a new number

2

one half the sine. Discuss further subdivisions into 2 val

parts (sixtywrourths, oae hundred twenty..eighths, etc.)

What happens to the value of the fraction as the denominator

increases? decreases? is doubled? is halved? Why?

2. Have children continue to use number lines and rulers where

possible to locate other fractior4.

3. Discuss :

a. The meaning of:

1 as 1 o f 1 1 as 1 of 1 1 es 1 of 1

r 2 3 12 2 a 24 2 12

1 as 1 of 1 1 as 1 of 1 1 as 1 of 1 etc.

14 2 7 28 2 14 3 N
b. The coordinate point halfway between:

0 and 1 0 and 1 0 and 1 0 and 1

2 4 37

etc.

1 and 1 1 f 34. 1
l

1 and 1 1
-.a

f 11 1 and 1 r a i
0E1 32 I
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Can we continue to divide any segment into 2 equal parts?
What is the limit of such subdivisions?

Locating Other Fractions Using One- Third, One-Fourth, etc. As Operators

Suggested exercises: Use number line or other aids when desirable.

1. 1 o f 1 = 1 1 of 1 = 1 1 o f 1 = 1
5 If "n 5 3 "II 3

What part of 1 is 1 ? 1 is how many times 1 ?
3 re 3 18

2. Show different ways of obtaining 1, 1, etc. as the result
13 18 24

3.

of subdividing a unit interval.

Complete the following:

Since 1 of 1 = 1 Since 1 of
2 12 24 3

then 1 o f 2 = 0 then 1 of
2 12 24 3

and 1 of J= 0 and 1 of
2 12 24 3

Since 1 of 1 =
4 10

then 1 of 2 =
4 10

and 1 of =
4

.1
10

1
40

r,

40

40

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE
SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1 = 1
5 15

2 = 0
5 15

k= 0
5 15

1. Tell whether we are considering a number or a numeral when we:

Add fractions [number)
Use the decimal form (numeral]
Change fractions to simpler form [numeral]
Compare fractions [number]



2. If the interval on a ruler between zero and one is divided into 8
equal parts, what is each equal part called?

3. Draw part of a number line. Label the points that correspond to the
numbers 0, 1, 2, 3. Consider the distance between 0 and 1 as the

unit of length. Divide each unit of length into 3 equal parts. Label

these points.

4. Label the points on the number line that represent the numbers:

13,
3

21
3, i

5. List 3 fractional uumerals that name 0; 1; 2; etc.

6. Rename 6 in 4 different ways.
2

7. Compare with ;E. How do you know which of them is less

5 3
than 1? more than 1?

8. In the fraction 12 , give an intezpretation to 12 in the

12
numerator, the 12 in the denominator.

9. Using a ruler with one-fourth inch markings, how can we measure 1 it

inches?

10. There is a marker on the Thruway for every tenth of a mile. How many

markers are there in of a mile? in 1 miles? in 100 miles?

5

in n miles?

11. Which of the following are names for whole numbers?

,

5

2. 12,
8 3 12

12, 6, a
4 1 9

353
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12. Insert the correct symbols > , < in the placeholder to
compare the following:

2 of a yd. C3 2 of a yd. A of an hr. El 2 of an hr.

3 5 12 1;

1 of a gal. El 1 of a O.
11

13. Rewrite the following set in order starting with the smallest.

2, 2, Is is 11 2, 2 s s 2
8 8 8 8 8 12 4 5 8 2

, , 2 2 2 1
9 2 12 10 3

14. Nark each of the following statements as either True or False.
Draw a number line for each pair to show the correct relationship.

1 2 2 o o
> 3 4 a <1b

15. What is the smallest number of parts into which a unit can
be divided? The largest?

16. Show on the number line whether one-fourth or one-half is cl.rs ©r

to one-third.

17. As the number of equal parts into which a unit is divided is
increased, how does the size of the part change?
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GEOMETRY AND IMASURaMiT

UNIT 51 - YEASUREMENT: LENGTH; SCALE DRAWING

Dbjectives: To extend concepts of length to fractional parts of an inch.

To emphasize approximate measurements.
To help children interpret drawings made to scale.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Fractional Parts of an Inch

1. Have children estimate inches, inch, and half inch using handspan

and fingers to show approximate size.

2. Provide each child with a rectangle (paper which can be easily be

folded - 1" by 1 1 9.
2

Fold the paper inch into halves. Discuss halves and compare with 1/2

inch markings on the standard ruler. Provide practice in estimating 1/2

inch (margins, space between lines, space between letters when printing,

etc.) Always verify estimates.

3. Provide each child with a strip of durable paper (oaktag), 12 inches

by 1 inch, for the construction of his own ruler.

Reinforce concept of inch by having children use their inch rectangle

to mark off the inches on their own oaktag ruler.

Verify with a standard ruler.

Discuss with children a convenient place to write the numerals

1 - - - 12 on the oaktag rulers. Compare with standard rulers.

Have children mark off lengths of 1 inch on their rulers by using

the inch rectangle folded in half.

2
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In a similar way have children complete rulers. They can mark off

fourths and eighths by relating fourths to halves ( 1/2 of 1/2),

and eighths to fourths (1/2 of 1/4).

4. Reinforce equivalents for halves, fourths, eighths and sixteenths.

Suggestion:

t 2

E

I I

+1,1111

halves

fourths

eielthe

sixteenths

5. Develop the ability to measure the following lengths: 1 inch, 2 inches,

3 inches, etc. starting with any inch marking on the ruler.

Develop the ability to measure the following lengths: 1, 2, or 3 inches

starting from any halfinch marking on the ruler; from any marking.

Develop the ability to measure the following lengths: halfinch

segments from inch markings, 1/4 inch segments from 1 inch markings.

6. Provide practice in:

Locating various lengths on a ruler.
Drawing various lengths, e.g., 4 inches, 2 1 inches, 3 1 inches,

4 2

5 -Z inches, etc. using a ruler.
8
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Estimating various lengths, then checking estimates.
Counting using fractional parts of the inch, e.g., begin
at 3 7 inches, count forward by 3 inches; begin at_2 of

8 4 16
an inch count forward by 1 inch; etc.

2

7. Ask children:

How many one-fourths of an inch are there in 1 inch: in 3
inches; in 3 1 inches?

4

Draw a line segment 2 of an inch in length. How many 1 inches
4 8

in this line segment? How many 1 inches?

4

Uhich of these drawings shows the correct way to place a ruler
to measure a segment? Uhy?

Q

Approximate Measurements

Have children:

0 2

&amine rulers scaled in various ways: 1 in., 1 in., 1 in.

4 8
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Measure an unknown length to the nearest 1", 1", 1", 1" as shown:
.2 4 8

Unknown length

Unit of Ileasurement 1" I

11 2I

Unit of Measurement 1"
2

1

I

Unit of Ieasurement 1"

4 1

1

Unit of Leasurement 1"
1

I

Neasurement is 2" to nearest 1"

Measurement is 2' (2
2 2

to nearest 1"
2

Measurement is 9" (2 1")

4
to nearest 1"

4

heasurement is 19" (2 3")
8

to nearest 1"
8



Have children:

Note that the numbers expressing the measurement are exact

whereas the measurement is approximate.

Discuss which ruler to select to give the more precise

measurement.

Note that the smaller the unit of measure used, the more

precise the measurement will be to the desired length.

Measure various items, e.g., books, papers, length and

width of desk, etc. with rulers of different scales.

Draw a line segment 2 inches using rulers of different

scales.

PRACTICE EXERCISES

1. Complete each of the following and verify with a ruler.

1 of 1 " = "

2 4

1 a + 1 a + . 4 n all 1"
4 4 8

i * + i * + 1 * + . . n- 1 "
1 a a 2

2. Which is nearer to the 1' mark on your ruler? "

8
or

4

359

3. If you want to draw a segment 3 in. long and start at the 2" mark

on your ruler, where would you stop?

Interpretation of Drawings Made to Scale

1. &Amin* a map of New York State.

Discuss the mileage from New York City to Albany (about 150 miles)

with the length shown on the map.
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Interpret the meaning of the legend shown on the map.

Note that:

A map is a drawing made to scale.
A scale drawing is a map or diagram of a place or object
that is too large or too small to draw in actual size.
A scale drawing has the same shape as the real thing it
represents.

2. Present a list of items:

a baseball field a flag classroom
a snowflake the school garden Map of Mexico

Discuss for each of the above:

Should the scale drawing be larger or smaller than the
actual object? Why?

What must be considered before making the drawing?

3. Draw a line segment one inch long on the chalkboard.

Tell children:

If this line segment 1 inch long, represents 1 mile, we
say that "the segment is drawn to a scale of 1 inch to
1 mile".

We write: "Scale: 1 inch represents 1 mile"
or

1" in I ma.

What does the equal sign mean in this case?

4. Have children write two statements for each of the

A line segment is drawn to a scale of 1 inch
A segment is drawn to a scale of lin. to

2

5. Have children draw a line segment to represent
2 1 miles if:
2

a. 1 inch represents 1 mile

b. 1 inch represents 1 mile
2

c. 1 inch represents 2 miles

following:

to 1 foot.
10 feet.
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SETS; NUNBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 52 - NUMBER SYSTEM: "CLOCK" ARITHIMIC

NOTE TO TEACHER

In "Clock" Arithmetic we shall be concerned with a number
system that involves only a finite set of numbers, whereas
in our usual arithmetic we have been dealing with an infinite

set of numbers. In "Clock" Arithmetic, using a 12-hour

clock, the finite set of numbers iss

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 121

"Clock" Addition

Let us define "addition of two clock numbers" as follows:

"3 + 2" shall mean
2 hours after 3 o'clock

Therefore, 7 + 7 = 2;
6 + 6 = 12; etc.

"Clock" addition is a binary operation in which we operate

on two numbers, a and b, to arrive at a third number, c.

Some Properties of "Clock" Addition

In studying "Clock" Arithmetic, children have an excellent

opportunity to discuss and discover the properties that

apply to addition and subtraction of the numbers of a
finite set.
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Zero. It should be observed that, in "Clock" Arithmetic,
using a 12hour clock, the number 12 plays the same role
that zero does in our usual arithmetic. 12 is the
Identity Element in "Clock" addition:
3 4. 12 ma 12 mi 8; a + 12 a for all a

Closure Since the sum of any two numbers in this finite set
is an element in the same set, addition is said to be
closed for "Clock" Arithmetic where any number a, plus
any number b, results in a number within that finite set.

Commutative Property The Commutative Property holds true in
"Clock" Arithmetic. For example: 2 + 7 7 + 2 (Seven
hours after 2 o'clock is 9 o'clock as is 2 hours after
7 o'clock.)

Associative Property for Addition The Associative Property
holds true in "Clock" Arithmetic. For example:

(2 + 5) + 3 = 2 + (5 + 3)
7 + 3 = 2 + 8

5 hours after 2 o'clock is 7 o'clock and 3 hours after
7 o'clock brings us to 10 o'clock which is the same as
8 hours after 2 o'clock.

Clock Subtraction Subtraction for "Clock" Arithmetic is
defined as follows:

3 2 shall mean 2 hours before or earlier
than 3 o'clock

Therefore, 7 7 12;

6 8 10; etc.

Properties as They Apply To Subtraction

Commutativity for Subtraction does not apply. For examples
5 2 0 2 5

Two hours before 5 o'clock (3 o'clock) is not the same as
5 hours before 2 o'clock (9 o'clock). It is important that
children understand that a property must apply in all cases
in order that it be considered a property. There are special
instances in subtraction with "Clock" Arithmetic where the
Commutative Property does apply.
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For example, using the 12-hour clock observe that:

10 - 4 = 4 10

9 3 = 3 9
8 2 m 2 - 8; etc.

(Note that the result each time is 6.)
However, since the Commutative Property does not apply in

every case, it is not a property of Subtraction in "Clock"

Arithmetic.

Associativity for Subtraction does not apply. For example:

(8 3) 2 8 (3 2)

3 o'clock is not the same as 7 o'clock

Closure for Subtraction
This finite set of numbers (1, 2, 3, 4 12) is closed

with respect to subtraction since the difference of any
two numbers is an element of this set. For example:

8 3 al 5; 4 6 10
Note that in this respect "Clock" Arithmetic differs from

our ordinary Arithmetic in which the set of whole numbers

is not closed for subtraction.

OBSBCTIVIS:

To introduce or reinforce "Clock" Arithmetic.
To observe Properties of Addition and Subtraction in

"Clock" Arithmetic.
To observe that an arithmetic based on the number of the

days of the week (7) is also a system based on a
finite set of numbers.

To give children an opportunity to explore, to discover.

TEACHING SUGGIETICNS

Addition and Subtractions Using a 12-Hour Clock

1. Reinforce Addition and Subtraction in "Clock" Arithmetic using

a 12-hour clock.
Present the set of numbers: (19 29 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)

Represent this set on a clock face.
Reinforce meaning of clockwise, counter clockwise.

Children should explore:
Meanings for 3 + 2 on the clock face (2 hours after 3 o'clock)

5 7 (7 hours after 5 o'clock), etc.

Meanings for 12 - 3 on the clock face (3 hours before 12)

3 4 (4 hours before 3 o'clock)

6 - 12 (12 hours before 6 o'clock); etc.
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Ask children:

What is the meaning of 7 + 7 me 2? 6 + 8 = 2?
8 + 5 me 1? 3 9 m 6?

EMphasize that we are dealing with only the numbers represented
on the clock face and we call this "Clock" Arithmetic.

2. Suggested practice exercises:

Children should use a clock face if necessary.

a) If the time is now 4 o'clock, 6 hours later it will be o'clock.
If the time is now 7 o'clock 12 hours later it will be o'clock.
If the time is now 3 o'clock 10 hours later it will be o'clock.

b) In "Clock" Arithmetic
4 + 6 = 0
7 + 7

8 + 9 112

3 + 10 E]

c) If the time is now 4 o'clock, 6 hours earlier it was
r.. o'clock.

If the time is now 7 o'clock 12 hours earlier it was o'clock.
If the time is now 3 o'clock 10 hours earlier it was o'clock.

d) In "Clock" Arithmetic
8 6

8 8 0
8 10 n
8 12 = 0

Properties of Addition and Subtraction in "Clock" Arithmetic

1. Commutativity in Addition
Ask children to use a clock face to decide whether or not addition
in "Clock" Arithmetic is Commutative. Have them give 3 examples to
"prove" their decision.

2. Commutativity in Subtraction

Children should discover whether the Commutative Property holds for
subtraction.

Have them use a clock face to discover whether:
9

8 . 6 = 6 8, (Read ass Does 8 6 n 6 8?)

9 2 = 2 9,
9

12 3 = 3 12; etc.

The children discover that 8 6 4 6 8, etc.

Ask children:

Do you think that the Commutative Property applies to
Subtraction in "Clock" Arithmetic? [No]
Let us verify our conclusion.

9
Does 10 4 = 4 10 [Yes, each equals 6]

7
9 3 s 3 9 [Yes]

8 2 119; 2 . 8 [Yes]
9

7 1 = 1 7 [Yes]
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Tell children that a property in mathematics can only be celled a

property if it applies in every case. Since the Commutative

Property does not apply in every case, their first conclusion

was correct.
The Property of Commutation for Subtraction does not apply to the

finite set of numbers on a 12 hour clock.

They compare Commutativity for Addition and Subtraction with the

System of Whole Numbers and the System of Numbers in "Clock"

Arithmetic.

3. Associativity in Addition
Ask children to use the clock face to discover whether the following

are true or false:
(3 + 4) + 6 .6 3+ (4 + 6)
(5 + 3) + 2 . 5 + (3 + 2)

Children note that the Associative Property of Addition applies to

"Clock" Arithmetic.

4. Associativity in Subtraction
In the same way have children discover that the Associative Property

does not hold true for Subtraction.

5. Identity Element for Addition
Ask children to complete the following:

6 + is 7 + 12

8 +12 -0 n + 12

In "Clock" Arithmetic, which number is the Identity Element? Explain.

In the System of Whole Numbers, which number is the Identity Element?

6. Closure
Help children to discover that in "Clock" Arithmetic the set of numbers

is closed with respect to Addition and Subtraction.

8 + 2 0 9 3 =
7 = 6 6 8

4 9 = 3 5 = 0
Ask children;

Is the sum or difference always in the given set of numbers?

Compare this with Addition and Subtraction of Whole Numbers.

Addition and Subtraction: "Days of the Week" Arithmetic

1. Discuss the numerical positions of the days of the week, referring

to the calendar. Let Sunday be day 1, etc.

2. Children should refer to one week on the calendar and answer the

following:

What is 3 days after Tuesday? Friday]

What number have we assigned to Friday?
[

6 ]
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Write a mathematical sentence to describe
that 3 days after Tuesday is Friday 3 + 3 .. 6]

What is 4 days after Friday? Tuesday]
Write a mathematical statement to show this 6 + 4 = 3]
Write mathematical statements to show what is

4 days after Saturday L7 + 4 4
7 days after Sunday 1 + 7 1-1

3. Have children represent the numbers for the days of the week in the
same way that the numbers on the clock are represented.

Discuss similarities and differences between "Clock" Arithmetic
and "Days of the Week" Arithmetic:

Both have a limited number of symbols.
In one case the set of symbols is [1, 2, 3 12).

In the other case the set of symbols is [1, 2, 3
Place Value is not involved.

_ 7).

Zero is not used in either one.

4. Have children explore the following Properties for Addition
using [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

a. Is addition commutative? For example: 7 +

b. Is addition associative? For example: (7 +

9
3 a 3 + 7, etc.

3) + 2 I 7 + (3 + 2)

c. What number of the set corresponds to the role of zero? [7]

d. Is this finite set closed for addition?

5. Have children explore Subtraction using (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7).

a. How would you describe subtraction?

b. Is subtraction commutative? For example:
9

7 3 3 7, etc.

c. Does the Associative Property apply to subtraction? For example:

(7 3) 2 7 (3 2)

d. Is this finite system closed for subtraction?

6. Have children compare the properties of operation when using
"Clock" Arithmetic and when using "Days of the Week" Arithmetic.
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*UNIT 53 - NUMBER: THE MODULO 12 NUMBER SYSTEM (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACHER

In Clock Arithmetic we considered the following finite

set of numbers:

C = {1, 2, 3,.., 10, 11, 123

In Unit 52 the children were guided to discover that 12

plays the role of a zero, in that

2+ 1 2 = 2 , 6 +12 6, +12 =
for ox replacement for Set C.

If we therefore use 0, instead of 12 we have the set:

fO, 1, 2,.., 113

which we can call a "Modular Number System".

Objectives: To introduce concept of a Modular Number System.

To introduce addition in a Modulo 12 System.

To observe the properties of addition in the Modulo 12

System.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Concept of A Modular Number System

1. Teacher may use two figures as shown:

A

367
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Ask children what system Figure A represents.
[A system using a 12 hour clock.]

Ask children referring to Figures A and B:

How many symbols are used in Figure A?
List that set of symbols. 1, 2, 3,... 121 ]
How many symbols are used in Figure B?
List that set of symbols. [ (0, 1, 2, 3,... 11] ]
Compare the 2 sets of symbols.

[same number of, but different
symbols]

What number in Figure B takes the place of 12 in Figure A? [0]

2. Have children answer the following:

For "Clock Arithmetic" as represented by Figure A:

12 +2 -0
For Figure B:

0 + 2 = 0

12 + 6 = 12 + 9 =

0 + 11 =0 0 + 7 =0

Children should note that 12 and 0 play the same role for both
sets of numbers. (Identity Element)

Tell children that:

As we used the set of symbols including only (1, 2, 3,... 121 to
add and subtract in "Clock" Arithmetic we are now going to use
ths set of symbols including only (0, 1, 2, 1 11 1.

We call a number system consisting of a limited number of symbols
a Modular Number System.

Addition in Modulo 12 Number System

1. Develop with children a table such as the one below for adding two
numbers in the Modulo 12 Number System.
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+ o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l0 11

o [0] [1]

1 [1]

I

3

4

.

.

.

11

a. Teacher should reinforce concepts of a finite number
system.
Ask:

What symbols are used in clock arithmetic?

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

How many symbols are used in clock arithmetic?
What symbols are used in the table above?
How many symbols are used in the table above?
What are the 12 symbols?

b. Have children complete the following and then insert the
correct numeral on the chart.

0 + 0 = 0
1 + 0 =

0 + 1 =0 0 + 2 = etc.

1 + 1 =0 1 + 11 = 0 etc.

c. Children complete the table.

2. Have children observe that:

In this table only a specific number of symbols are used.
No new numbers are involved. (Closure)
Place value does not apply.

Properties As They Apply to Addition in the Modulo 12 Number System.

1. Review meaning of "Addition - Modulo 12".

Ftr example: 3 + 9 = 0; 11 + 4 = 3; etc.
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2. Commutative Property

Ask children:

What is the sum of 9 + 4 as shown in this table?

What is the sum of 4 + 9 as shown in this table?

Is addition commutative when we use this system?

Have children give other examples to illustrate that Modulo 12
addition is commutative.

3. Associative Property

Ask children:

What is the sum of (4 + 5) + 6? [3]

What is the sum of 4 + (5 + 6)? [3]

Does (4 + 5) + 6 = 4 + (5 + 6)? [Yes]

Is this addition associative? [Yes, the way the numbers are grouped
does not change the sum.]

Have children verity this with (3 + 5) + 2; (7 + 4) + 3; etc.

4. Closure

Continue to use the table to help children discover that the sum of
any numbers in this finite system (Modulo 12) is always a number of
this finite set.

Present addition exercises. Have children find the sums.

6 + 5 at 10 + 4 = 8 + 4 =9 etc.

Note that the sum is always one of the twelve numbers in the system.

Point out that this set of numbers is closed with respect to addition.

5. Compare the Identity Element for Addition in Clock Arithmetic and
the Identity Element for Addition in Modulo 12 Arithmetic.

a. Present a series of exercises referring to the clock.

1 + 12 =0

2 + 12 si 0

3 +12 =

4 + 12 asp

9 + 12 =

10 + 12 =

11 + 12 =0

12 + 12 =0

12 + 5 =

12 + 6 gi

12 + 7 mg

12 + 8
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Have children note that 12 is the identity element in clock

arithmetic. Any number added to 12, or 12 added to any

number results in that number.

Ask children:

What number in the System of Whole Numbers is the Identity

Element for Addition? [0]

What number ill Clock Arithmetic is the Identity Element

for Addition? [12]

b. Refer to the table for Modulo 12.
Present a series of exercises.

1 + 0 ; 3 + 0 =0 ; 9 + 0 =0 ; 0 + 11 =0 ; etc.

Have children note that 0 is the Identity Element for Modulo 12.

Any number added to 0, or 0 added to any number results in that

number.

'Other Modular Systems

NOTE TO TEACHER

Clock Arithmetic involves 12 numbers because of the

way clocks are constructed. We use this as a motiva-

tion for Clock Arithmetic and Modulo 12 Arithmetic

to point up arithmetic dealing with a finite number

system.

Other finite number systems are important too. For

example, in Grade 6, the Arithmetic Modulo 2 will

take advantage of properties of even and odd numbers.

If time and interest permit,another finite number

system that can be introduced for individual explora-

tion by students is Modulo 7 Arithmetic which we can

call "Days of the Week" Arithmetic making use of the

periodicity of the 7 days of the week.
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Tell children that we can develop a finite number system with m.
number of elements greater than 1.

2. Have children explore a finite number system with 7 elements.

They add in modulo 7.
They find out whether properties apply to this modulo.

e.g. For Modulo 7:

4 + 5 =0 5 + 4 =0 (Commutativity)

(4 + 5) + 3 =0 ; 4 + (5 +3) = (Associativity)

5 + 0 =0 ; 3 + 0 = 0; 6 + 0 =0 (Identity)

What is the identity element in Modulo 7?

Children should note that the properties that apply in the set of
whole numbers also apply to addition in the finite number systems.

EVALUATION AND / OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Solve the following exercises and identify the property.

3 + 0 = 0 + (modulo 12)

3 + 9 =0 + 3 (modulo 12)

(7 +0) + 3 = 7 + (5 + 3)

*2. Have children explore the Properties of Addition for Modulo 7.

11.3. Make an Addition Table for Modulo 7.

*4. The Table for exercise 3 is
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I . 1

0 hig, i 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 1 3* 4 5 6 0

2 2 3* 5* 6 0 1

3 3
4

4 5* 0 1 2

4
f

4
,..

5
,

w

6 0
a I

2 3

5 1 5 6 0 1 2 4

6 1 6 0 1 2 3 4

Have children draw a line from the upper left hand corner to the

lower right hand corner.

Children should observe that the section of the table above the line

is symmetric to the section of the Table below the line.

Have children show how the commutative property is demonstrated on

this grid.

Have children star 2 + 19 then 1 + 2

3 + 29 then 2 + 3 etc.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 54 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: EVEN AND ODD NUMBERS

Objectives: To determine divisibility of a number by two.

To observe the results of adding,subtractiogomultiplying
even and odd numbers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce meaning of even and odd numbers.

2. Extend to generalization for divisibility by 2.

Discuss even numbers. Determine rule for divisibility by 2.
A number is divisible by 2 if and only if the number formed by the
digit in the units place is divisible by 2.

3. Addition and Subtraction with Even and Odd Numbers.

a. Write 2 mathematical sentences to show whether an even number or an

odd number results when:

An even number is added to an even number.

An even number is subtracted from an even number.

An odd number is added to an even number.

An odd number is subtracted from an even number.

An even number is subtracted from an odd number.

An odd number is added to an odd number.

An odd number is subtracted from an odd number.



b. Fill in the blanks with the word odd *To

elogsCMCIMo

even to make a true

The sum of two even numbers is always an number.

The sum of two odd numbers is always an number.

The sum of an odd and even number is always an number.

c. Fill in these tables e.g. since Odd + Odd = Even we fill in

an E in the circled box.

÷ 0 0 E

E

0 0

4. Multiplication with Even and Odd numbers.

Have children draw the following charts.

A

X 1 3 5 7

3
5

Children note that:

B C

3
6 5

X 2 4- 6 8X 2 4- 4, 8

2 1

D

X 1 3 5 7

2

4.
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Chart A has 2 sets of odd numbers.

Chart B has 2 sets of even numbers.

Charts C and D have 1 set of even numbers and 1 set of odd numbers.

They complete each chart by recording all products.

Children complete the following statements:

The product of 2 even numbers is always an number.

The product of 2 odd numbers is always an number.

The product of an odd and an even number is always an

number.
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Children should generalize by completing and interpreting an array such

as the following:

X odd even

odd [odd] [even]

even [even] [even]

EVALUATION AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. If the replacement set for n is the set of odd numbers,write all the

values of n to make the following sentences true:

n x 8 < 50 n x 3 < 30

7 x n< 49 n x 9 < 81

2. If the replacement set for n is the set of even numbers,write three

values of n to make the following sentences true:

n x 64:50 n has 3 as a factor

3 x n is an even number n has 7 as a factor

3. Write three illustraions for each sentence below using numerals.

Tell whether the product will be odd or even.

even times odd odd times odd

even times even odd times even

4. Write five even multiples of 3.
Write five even multiples of 8.
Write five even multiples of 7.

Write four even multiples of 9.
Write four odd multiples of 5.
Write four odd multiples of 7.

5. Can a multiple of 8 ever be an odd number? Discuss.
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6. Can a multiple of any even number be an odd number?

7. Can a multiple of any odd number be an even number?

8. Can the sum of 4 odd numbers be an odd number?

*9. Have children consider the set of even numbers [ 0,2,4,6, )

Which of the following properties are true for this set? Give an

example of each.

The Commutative Property for Addition.

The Associative Property for Addition.

Closure for Addition.

The Commutative Property for Multiplication.

The Distlibutive Property for Multiplication.

Closure with respect to Multiplication.

*10. Have children consider the Set of Odd Numbers and observe that:

Closure for Addition does not appply to this set of numbers.

[3 + 5 =8]

Multiplication is closed within this set.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 55 - MULTIPLICATION CF WHOLE NUMBERS: EXPLCIIING PATTERNS

OBJECTIVE: To drill multiplication facts and the extension of
facts by the use of patterns.

TUCKING SUGGESTION

Patterns For Multiplication Facts

The discovery of patterns by children helps them to see relationships
and gives them insight into mathematical structure.

Patterns as Shown in the Multiplication Table

1. Have children use rexographed outlines or graph paper to organise
a multiplication "tables' as shown below:

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0* 0
1 0 1 2 4 5 6, 7 I :
2 0 2 4

i
8 10 12 14 16

I
a

0 ) 6
.

4 0 4
Al IA 5

45' W -?\ A

03
,.

i2

9 .

Include:
The operational symbol Ne; 0 to 9 in the left hand column;
0 to 9 along the top row.
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2. Ask children to complete one row at a time an shown above and to

observe patterns that show differences between consecutive numbers.

What are the differences between two consecutive numbers

in each vertical column?

What is the relationship between the differences and the

heading?

3. Ask children to examine the product in any one column to note:

Commutativitys Show how the product of any two factors is

not affected by the order of the factors.

[8 x 7 7 x 8, etc.]

Zero in Nultiplications n z 0 0
Note the horizontal and vertical rows of zero.

Why are there complete lines of zero.

Property. of Nl" in Multiplication: n z 1 n
Note the numerals in the second rows, and

compare these with the heading row. Why

are they the same?

Children should note the numerals in the

second column and compare these with the

numerals at the left. Why are these the

same?

Pattern Showing Factors:
Note that 12 appears four times. ilhe

30 appears only twice. Why?

Find the numerals that appear only once.

Why?

Patterns foot Itoltiples of

1. Have children name the multiples of 9, beginning with 9.

Teacher should records [9, 18, 27 ...)

How much is added each time?

How do the digits in the one's place change? Why?

Now do the digits in the ten's place change? Why?
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2. Ask children to note the sum of the digits as they add the ones and
tens digit in each multiple of 9. For example:

9: 0 + 9 9

18: 1 + 8 9
27: 2 + m 9

What is the 81111 of the digits each time?

3. Write 3 or more equations in the following sequences:

1 x 9 so 1x10 1 n Why do ve subtract 1?
2 x 9 2 x 10 . (2 x 1) n n Why do we sUbtract 2?

3 x 9 m 3 x 10 3 n Why do we subtract 3?

What is the pattern in the successive numbers that are subtracted
from 10, 20, 30, etc.?

4. Ask children to find the product of 17 x 9; 32 x 9; 163 x 9.
Add the ones, tens, hundreds digits of each product.

What is the sum?

What will the sum be if you add the ones, tens, etc.
digits of any multiple of 9? [a multiple of 9]

Generalization: Have children tell how they will know if a number
is divisible by 9.

5. Have children make the following chart from 1 to 100.

1 2

11 12
21 22

31 32

41 42
1561 52

2

3 4
13 14
23 24

33 34
43

1 74
83 84

92 93 94

5
15
25

65

75
85

95

li

10

16 20
6 7

26 29 30

t47 48 49 50
38 39 40

56 57 58 59 60
66 67 68 69 70

876 87 88
6 77 78 79 80

96 97 98 ; gg
Circle all the multiples of 9. Observe the pattern.

Why does the encircled numeral move 1 column to the left

each time?

Why is "90" an exception?

ST1



Compare each multiple of 9 with the next whole-decade number:

9 with 10; 18 with 20; 27 with 30; etc.

(1 x 9 is 1 less than 10; 2 x 9 is 2 less than 20; etc.)

Patterns for Multiples of 8

1. Have children name the multiples of 8, beginning with 8.

Teacher should records (8, 16, 24 ...)

Ay how much does the units digit decrease each time? Why?

2. Write 3 or more equations in the following sequences:

1 x 8 . 1x10 2

2 x 8 2 x 10 - (2 x 2)
3 x 8 = (3 x 10 . (3 x 2)
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=
=
=

10
20
30

- 2

- 4
- 6

= n
. n
n

[Note the use of the

Distributive Property

What is the pattern in the successive numbers that are subtracted

from 10, 20, 30, etc. to arrive at multiples of 8?

3. Hare children make a number chart from 1 to 100 as for multiples

of 9. C:.tcle the multiples of 8.
They should observe the pattern and discuses

In what columns are there no multiples of 8? Why?

In each column what is the difference between the successive

multiples?

Patterns for Multiples of Other Numbers

Ask children to make other number charts from 1 to 100.

They block out the multiples of 3; of 7; etc.
Children should try to discover patterns and discuss what they find.

§gpence Showing Patterns

Ask children to find the pattern in the sequences below and write

the next two numbers:

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, , ,

1, 3, 9, 27, , ,

1, 2, 6, 24, 9 9 [11 1 x 2, 1 x 2 x 3, 1 x 2 x 3 x 4, etc.]

[Power of 2]

[Power of 3]
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=mum =mums

1. Write a complicated addition fact that can be solved txy
multiplication.

2. Make a "table" of multiplication Facts and answer the questions
below.

Why are all the numerals in the second vertical column the
same as the numerals at the left side?

Why are all the numerals in the second vertical row the
same as the numerals across the top of the chart?

The product of any number and 1 is [Identity Element]

'lost of the numerals in the multiplication chart are
repeated at least 2 times. Why? (Commutativity)

When two whole numbers are multiplied, what kind of number
will the product always be? [Whole Number] (Property of Closure)

3. Write three numerical sentences to illustrate the statements

If you change the order of the factors you do not change the
value of the product. (Commutativity)

4. Answer the followings

Is every multiple of 6 also a multiple of 3? [Yes] Why?

Is every multiple of 3 also a multiple of 6? [No] Why?

One factor of 24 is 8. Write the other factor.

Factor 24 in different wAys.

5. Complete each of the following open sentences to make the
statements true.

7 x 4 go 43E0 8 x 9 41.0

6 x so 5 x 6 5 x 7 si (4 x 7) +0
7 x 9 27 + 27 +0

3 x 10 6 x 9 x 6 (10 x 6) 0

6 x 4 so 12 x 9 x 9 as 90 0
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6. Examine each of the following equations and answer the questions
below:

7x9 in (4 x 9) + (3 x 9)
7 x 9 es (5 x 9) + (2 ;#: 9)
7 x 9 2. (6 x 9) + (1 x 9)

How did you rename 7 x 9 in each equation?

What was the product each time?

How did renaming the 7 affect the product?

How can you find a product that you may not know?

What property is being used? [Distributive]

7. Solve the following open sentences in as many ways as you cans

7 x 9 = (3 4. 4) X 9 = (0 x 9) + Ca x 9) = n
-(5 + x 9 (5 x 9) + (a x 9) = n
so (6 + x9 = (6 x 9) + x n

16 x 7 so (0 +0) x 7 in x + (0x 7) to n
-(9 + a) x 7 = (9 x 7) + (a x 7) n n
-(7 + a) x 7 = (7 x 7) + (a x 7) n

6 x828 (nx8)+(nxil)
(4x8)+(nx8)
es (5 x13)+(nx8)

14x828(nx8)+(nx8)
2.(9x8)+(nx8)
- (8x8) +(nx8)
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8. Rind the largest value for n that will make the sentence true, if the

replacement set = the set of whole numbers.

n z8 <17

n x 8 < 34

n x 8 < 45
n x 8 < 85

n x 8 < 25

n 8 < 50
n x 8 < 38
n x 8 < 69

n x 8 < 30
n 8 < 60

n 8 < 23

n x 8 < 55

Just For Fun (Puzzles generally intrigue children)

Have children:

Choose any one of the following numbers:

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

Multiply the number by 2.

Now add 10.

Take one half of the sum.

Subtract from this, the number originally selected.

What is your answer? [5]

Can you explain why the answer will always be 5.

+ 10 n +
2 28

(n + 5) - n = 5

Make the same puzzle using other numbers and following the

same pattern of operations.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 56 - MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS : SQUARES OF NUMBERS

Objectives To develop understanding of squares of whole numbers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Begin by using squares to show patterns.

Have children use unruled paper or graph paper to mark off and count

the number of boxes in a:

2 by 2 square
or

2 x 2

2

2

3 by 3 square 4 by 4 square
or or

313 4 x 4

3

3

14-

Tell children that another we/ of referring to 2 twos, 3 threes,

4 fours is 2 squared or 2 square, 3 squared or 3 square', 4 squared

or 4 square.

Why are the products 4, 9, 6 referred to as squares of 2, 3, 4?

Have children observe that 16 is also the product of 8 x 29 but it

is only because a number is the product of the same factor used two

times that it is considered a perfect square.



Have children illustrate that the representation of 4 x 4 as an

array results in a perfect square, while the representation of 8 x 2

as an array does not.

O OOOO

OOOOO

2. Children make diagrams to show the squares of other numbers:

The square of 5; 6 squared; 7 x 7; etc.

Have children observe that 1, 4, 9, 16 etc. are called "squares"

because they represent the number of elements in square arrays.

4 may be represented as : : ;

9 as '; etc.

Children also observe that:

A 1 by I square contains 1 box

A 2 by 2 square contains 4 boxes

A 3 by 3 square contains 9 boxes
Ste.

3. Children should draw squares like the ones below and fill in the

multiplication facts.

F a 2 x 2 square For a 4 x 4 square

1 2 x

1

2

3

4

2

1 2

2 4

1 2

1 i 2 3 4
,

2 4 6 8

3 6 9 11'12

1 .

4
,

16
.

For a 5 x 5 square

1 2 3

1

2

3

4

5

4 5

1

.

2 3 4 5

2 4 6 8 10

3 6 9 12 15

4 8 12 16 20

5 10
i

15 20 25
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Ask children to count the number of boxes in a 2 x 2 square;

a 4 x 4 square, etc.

They observe that a 2 by 2 square contains 2 x 2= 4 boxes;

a 4 by 4 square contains 4 x 4 = 16 boxes; etc.

Ask children to draw diagonals of the squares in each array.

They should note that all the squared numbers lie along one

diagonal. Why?

SUGGESTED MENCIUS

1. Solve and construct diagrams to complete the solutions.

The square of 6 max° = A 4 = n squared n = ?

The square of 8 =0 x10 = p 9 = n squared n = ?

7 squared = j X 0= A 16 = n squared n = ?

9 squared = x J = A 25 = n squared n = ?

1 squared = x'3 = A 36 = n squared n = ?

2. Which of the following are squares? Of what numbers?

7, 9, 54, 64, 19, 49, 80, 81

3. What are the Kull factors that result in the following squares?

25, 36, 64, 4, 9

4. Find the square of each number:

3, 5, 7, 9, 2, 4, 6, 8, 0, 1

5. 36 is the product of 2 x 18, and of 6 x 6. Which pair of factors

can be represented by an array to show that 36 is a square? Why?

*6. Interesting Numbers (Optional)

Start with a 1 unit square. [7]
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How many unit squares must we add to the 1 unit square to make
a 2 by 2 square? [3]

Show this in a diagram.

Show this as a sum. [1 + 3 = 2 squared = 4]

&tend the 2 by 2 square to a 3 by 3 square.

How many units did you add?

Show this as a sum.

[5]

[1 + 3 + 5 = 3 squared = 9]

Extend the 3 by 3 square to a 4 by 4 square.

What pattern of numbers do you observe?

1 + 3 = 2 squared = 4

1+3 3 + 5 =3 squared = 9

2 squared

1 + 3 + 5 + 7= 4 squared =16

3 squared

What do you observe about the number that is added each time?

Can you continue the pattern for a 5 by 5 square? for a 6 by 6
square?
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 57 - DIVISION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: PROPERTIES OF "1" AND ZERO

pkisoctives: To develop an understanding of the property of "1" in division.

To compare the properties of "1" in all operations.
To help children arlive at generalizations for divisor, dividend,

quotient relationshops.
To develop an understanding of the role of zero in division.

TEACHING SUGGELTIONS

rggnaLataLAILME21 r

Quotient "1"

1. In each of the following exercises have children complete the open
sentence.

...Ci EL
0 x 7 = 7 7) 7 [3 x 35 = 35 35) 35

la ..0.
0 x 8 u 8 8)8 0 x n= n n) n

.13.
[3 x 9 al 9 9) 9

2. Discuss and state the generalisation:

Any number, except zero, divided by itself equals 1.

Therefore, n n = 1 if n O.

Divisor "1"

1. Present open sentences in which "1" is a given factor.
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Children solve and discuss each quotient.

x 1 as 7 1) 7

x 1 at 8 1) 8

2. Develop, then state the generalization.

x 1 =a 35
p

1) 35

i)

Any number, divided by 1 results in the same number.

Therefore, it = n

Ask children: "Do we have to be careful about zero in
this case"? [No]

Comparinfl Properties of "1" in all Operations for the Set of Whole Numbers

1. Have a chart similar to the one below.
Develop:

Addition Subtraction

8 + 1 9
1 + 8 = 9

Multiplication Division

8 - 1 = 7
1 - 8 (Subtrac-

tion is not always
possible in the set
of whole numbers)

8 x 1 as 8
1 x 8 = 8

8 + 1 in 8

1 + 8 (Di-
vision is not
always possible
in the set of
whole numbers)

2. Discuss and compare properties of "1" with respect to the different
operations.

What happens when:

1 is added to 8?
1 is multiplied by 8? (8x1)
1 is subtracted from 8?

8 is added to 1?
8 is multiplied by 1? (1x8)
8 is divided by 1?

3. Have children compare the role of 1 with respect to:

Addition vs. Subtraction
Multiplication vs. Division

Decide when the results are the saunas the original number and when
they are different.



4. Discuss the role of 1 as an "Identity" element in multiplication.

5. Compare with 0 for addition.
[axl = lxa =
a + 0 = 0+ a = a

Divisor Dividend_=Suotient Relationship

Present sets of equations. Have children compare dividends, divisors,

and quotients and state the relationships for each set, as follows:

1. Doubling the Dividend: Keeping the Divisor Constant

1 ....2
076 6 + 6 an 1 8) 24 24 + 8 nu 3

6)12 12 + 6 on [3 8) 48 + 8 in

6)24 24 + 6 no 0 8)ii 96 + 8 us 00,..

11. 11
6)48 48 + 6 an 0 8)192 192 + 8 on

Develop the generalisation:

If the dividend is doubled and the divisor remains the same,

the quotient is doubled.

2. Dividing the Dividend by 2: Keeping the Divisor Constant

6) 24 24 + 6 in 0 arila 48 + 8 2==SI

6) 12 Why? 12 + 6 in erlie Why'? 24 + a in11

6)4i 6 + 6 En 0 8) 12
sla 12 + 8 in

6) 3 3 + 6 an 0 8) + 8 xi 0

391
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Ask this question:

If a dividend is divided by 2 and the divisor remains the

same, how has the quotient changed?

Have the children state the result as a generalisation.

3. Doubling the divisor: Keeping the Dividend Constant

24 +3 = 8
24 + 6 = Why?
24 +12= 0
24 +24=

68 + 4 =
68 + 8 = Why?
68 +16= 0
68 +3 2 =

Ask this question:

If a divisor is doubled and the dividend remains the same, how

has the quotient changed?

4. Dividing the Divisor by 2: Keeping the Dividend Constant

24 + 24 = 1
24 + = Whn
24+ 6 =
24+ 3 a= CI

120
120
120

+ 120
+ 60
+ 30

=
=
=

1

Why?

120+ 15

If a divisor is divided by 2 and the dividend remains the same, how

has the quotient changed?

5. Doubling Both Dividend and Divisor

6+ 3 = 2
12+ 6 = Wiv?
24 + 12 = 0
48 + 24 =

18+ 6 = 3
3 6 11- 12 =

72 ÷ 24 =
+ 48 =

If a divisor is doubled and the quotient remains the same, how has

the dividend changed?

If a dividend is doubled and the quotient remains the same, how has

the divisor changed?

If both dividend and divisor are doubled, how has the quotient changed?



6. Dividing Both Dividend and Divisor by 2

64+16 =4
32 + 8 = Air
16+ 4 = 0
8+ 2 = 0

240 + 80 = 3
120 + 40 = wiv
60 4- 20 =

30 + =

480 + 120 = 4
240+ 60 =
120+ 30 =
60+ 15 =
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If a divisor is divided by 2, and the quotient remains the same, how

has the dividend changed?

If a dividend is divided by 2, and the quotient remains the same, haw

has the divisor changed?

If both the dividend and divisor are divided by 2, how has the quotient

changed?

4Pro Dixteksi

zoselmeitkIna number (Zero as the dividend)

1. Present a series of divisions and their related multiplications.

3 + 1 = n
2 + 1 = n
1 +1 n
O +1 =n

n x 1 = 3
n x 1 = 2
n xl= 1
n x1=0

Ask children:

Bow law ones are there in three? in two? in one?

Hot many ones are there in zero?

2. Continue with:

O +2311n
O +3=n
O + 4 = n

n x 2 = 0
n x 3 = 0
n x 4 = 0

Haar many twos are there in zero?
What was the value of n that made nx1=0 true? n x 2
n x 3 ss 0?

= 0?

3. Write the following open sentences involving division, as equivalent

open sentences involving multiplication and solve for n.

O + 4 ist n (n x 4 = 0;

O + 9 si n
O + as n
O + 35 is n

n=0) O + 5 = n
O + 8 = n
O +19= n
O +63= n 4\
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If the dividend is sero and the divisor is any non-sero numbers
what will the quotient be?

Have children observe that we are considering non-sero divisors. Zero
as a divisor is a special case which will be considered later.

Have children state the generalisation:

If sere is divided by any non-sero number the quotient is sore.

4. Relate to fraction fora. Use number rays.

a. 0
2 3

2 2 2

0 2

2 3 4 5-
Li- 1- 1 4- 4- 4- IF

b. Show on a number ray 3 other ways of representing sero as a
fraction.

[ 0 0 0
5' a

'MO MID
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SETS ; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 58 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUHBERS: CONCEPTS OF FIFTHS AND

TENTHS; COWIN FRACTIONAL FORM

QUgctE : To strengthen the concept of fifths and tenths.

To help children understand the relationship of tenths to one;

tenths to tenths; tenths to fifths.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Meaning of Fifths

1. Have children draw a line segment indicating one unit. The whole

is then divided into fifths (5 equal parts).

Have children discover that:

Fifths cannot be derived frog halves, fourths, eighths,

thirds, sixths.

Fifths are so named when a unit has been divided into

5 equal parts.

2. CamparIng fifths with: halves, fourths, eighths, thirde,, sixths.

a. Children should draw several lines of equal length.
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I

,

I

Which fractional parts are larger than 15.- ? Smaller?

b. Draw 3 lines of equal length.

I A On segment A locate i; 25=

I

11.
B On segment B locate 14

4 ' 5

1 1
C On segment C locate 3;

Similarly compare: fifths and sixths; fifths and eighths.

c. Ask children to insert the correct symbol (< , >) to compare
each pair of the following fractional parts.

1 1
.........

1
...

1
....

5 2 5

2 1.
5 4

2 2
5 4 etc.



3. Equivalents

Draw a number line divided into fifths that includes more than
1 unit, thus:

0 1 2 3 4- 5

Li tit 1_11111111

Have children locate the following: 1254, 1 AI, etc.

Reinforce concept that these points also represent distances frog
the sero point.

Have children complete the following:

5 mg
5
= inn

5
etc.

Concept of Tenths

1. Tenths derived from halves of fifths

Direct children to draws line segment divided into five equal parts.
They then label each fifth, and divide each fifth into 2 equal parts.

0

What is each part called now?
Label each part.

1
How much is of 3 ?

2
How much 3of of

5

Since
1

9
2

of 1 -=
5 10 ' 2 5 10

of ? of
5 5

397
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1Since I usi+, 2
of

5 10

1 2
Since 5 17$

1

2,

is what part of

is what part of

2. Tenths derived from fifths of halves.

1
5

2
5

Draw a line segment and divide it into 2 equal parts.
Then divide each half into 5 owl ptrts.

0

r-

What is each part called now? [4]

How mach is
1
-.of.-

1
? Find this length from sero on the line5 2

segment.

How much is
2
- of

1
- ? Draw an arrow on the line segment to show5 2

this.

Have children continue to find fifths of one half in the same way.

Since
1 1

of as
10'5 2

2
5

of -
2 10

Since -- of - =2 1 2
It of 1

5 2 loY 5 2 10

3. Equivalent Fractions

Use number lines.

Have children complete the following:



1

Tenths and Halves

1 1 1 1 1

re 10 SO 10 10
1 1 1 I

10 2
1
2 +a10

I
z

"1 a` 1 + la -2 141210 2 10 10 2 10

a 1 la
lo 2 + lo

io 1 la
10 3 + lo

i

Since -- WI 1 6 1 a 8 1 + El
10 2' To 2 + 10 and Z / 10

El
10 5

_4 Ll-
10 5

6
10

.
10

10
10 5

Tenths and Fifths

1J- 1

to I TO I

1..
5

1 I I

a
5

Ll
5

El

a
10

1_20

12 0
10

10
10 2

a

399
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Compare tenths with: halves, fourths, eighths, thirds, sixths,
fifths using line diagrams.

4. Counting

Use line diagrams. Have children record Zractions on the number
line as they count.

a. Counting forward - groups of

2 6

5 5 5' a

5' 5
1 7.' 5'

529 - [3. 2'5 41' 4' 5
then 1

then 1, 1 -to . [11 2 1
5- 5

1' 2
5
;1

b. Counting backward - groups of

lo
5' 5' 5' 2, 7.5P o 5, [ t]then ga

then 2 [)L IL 2]5"2, . .

5'

c. Counting forward

10'
1 2 -2 then A -1 1

10' 10' 0' 10' 10' 10' 20 los los

_2_11_2 then A 1 -1 210' 10' 10' 10' 10' 10' 5' 10'

d. Counting backward

11 10
10

.2
'

8
10'

.1
, then

1
' 10' 10' 10

. .
110' 2

10,
52 102

10' 10' 10' 10' 10'
then 5-1

10' 1 J.2' 10' 10"
_2 1 .1 1

e. Additional Suggestions.

Have children change to simplest form as they count.



Count by

Count by

startirg with 1 2
5

2 starting with 1
10 2

Count backward

Count backward

2
by 3 starting with 2

by A starting with 2

Find the distance between the points.

and 1 1
5 5

1
1
1 and 2
5 5'

3 2 2
2

and 4 etc.
5 5

5. Relationship of tenths to one; Tenths to tenths

a. Have children insert the correct numeral to complete the equation

below. Refer to a line diagram when necessary.

1

10
2 = times 10

lo = o times 115

1 a= times rt

=
10
0 times 0

times
2

lo
2

1 2= times

b. Solve the following problems:

is what part of:
13
1 2

' 10'

10 s 10
ri times -2 etc.
`'

.-2 as D 'In"°8
10 10

UM" lag

2 6 8 10Biswhatpm.ton-1'
10' 10' '
1?

10' 10'

c. What is the rtlationship between:

1 10
and -0; 10 1

TO and RP
ro. and 1; 1 and 15

401
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EVALUATION and /for PRACTICE
SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Use the symbol > to show which fraction of each pair is greater.

3
or

5 10
or

5
or 2

2. Which is smaller? Use the symbol <to show this.

or
5 8

3. Which is greater? Explain.

or 2.
4 5

2 2
5 or 10

or i

4. Count forward. Fill in the missing fractions.

1 1
1G' 5' 5, 5,

5. Draw a number line and show that:

. . it

5 <1'' 10 2 ' 10
-

5

6. Name the numbers from the smallest to the greatest.

7' 10' 5
2
' 2

2

7. Complete the following:

i or
10
1

l2
*

gai3.0
* 10

- 4; 11.1d
10
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3 square-units I 1 1 I
1

5 square-units

with 1 square-unit and the reverse.

How zany times larger than 1 square-unit is 2 square-units?

3 square-units? etc.

What part of 2 square-units is 1 square-unit? etc.

3. Compare a ten-square strip with a one unit-square; a one unit-square

with a ten-square strip.

How nary tines as great as one unit is a ten-square strip?

[10 units is 10 tines 1 unit.)

What part of a ten-square strip is one unit?

[ 1 is usi of 103

0
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4, Compare a unit square, a ten square strip and a one hundred square.

Discuss:
10 to 1 relationship.

10 is how now tines 1? [10]

100 is how nary tines 10? [10)

1 to 10 relationship.

1 is what part of 10? [1]
10 is what part of 100? [IC

El

IIIIIIIIIN
IIIMI111HIIMI

UN MGIDIIIIIOM111111

5. Compare with the values of pennies, dines, and a one-dollar bin.
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3 square-units 1
1

1
1 5 square-units

with 1 square-unit and the reverse.

How many times larger than 1 square-unit is 2 square- units?

3 square - units? etc.

What part of 2 square -units is 1 square-unit? etc.

3. Compare a ten-square strip with a one unit-square; a one unit-square

with a ten-square strip.

How many times as great as one unit is a ten-square strip?

[10 =PA; is 10 times 1 unit.]

Mat part of a ten-square strip is one unit?

[ 1 is rt of 10]

0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Compare a unit square, a ten square strip and a one hundred square.

Discuss:
10 to 1 relationship.

10 is how many times 1? [10]

100 is how many times 10? [10]

1 to 10 relationship.

1 is what part of 10? Li]

10 is what part of 100? [-ild

0111
WI I MISEWN11

5. Compare with the values of pennies, dimes, and a one-dollar bill..
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6. Have children consider 2 unit-squares.

Cut one of the units into 10 approximately equal parts.(0)

What fractional number does each one of these equal parts
represent?

[A]

Have children compare the uncut unit-square with one of the
tenths; with 10 of the tenths.

State the relationships:

10 tenths is equal to 1 unit.

1 unit is 10 times ad great as 1 tenth.

1 tenth IA
1Q

of 1 =it.

Numeration System Extended To Tentns: Place Value

1. Place a one-hundred square, a ten-square-strip, and a unit square

on the display board. Put a Place-Value Chart directly below the
squared material.

Record the numerals for the numbers represented by the material
on the Place -Value Chart.

H

1

T

1

U

1

0

Have available one of the tenths that has been previously cut.(o)

Ask children:

Where would you place this tenth on the display board?

(right of units place]
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W!y? Each place has a value one tenth of the place
immediately to its left.

Where would you record the numeral for one tenth on

the chart?

H T U ?

1 1 1 1

What would you call that place? [tenths] Why?

2. Have children label the column 'Tenths".

Compare the value of 1 in unite place with the value of 1 in tenths

place.

Note:

H T Tenths

1 1 1 1

1 in units place is 10 times the value of 1 in tenths place.

1
1 in tenths place bow the value of 1 in the units place.

3. Have children discuss, then record 2 tenths, 3 tenths, . . . 9 tenths.

Where would you record 10 tenths? ley?

Continue to develop understanding of more than 1 unit and tenths.

H T U Tenths

3 4
9 1

2 1 6 2

1 4 I 8 3



4. Placing The Decimal Point

Draw a place value chart as shown.

Have children label the place to the left

of units place. [tens]

Label the place to the right of units place.
[tenths]

Have children read the numeral.
[23 and 7 tenths]

407

Units

3

T1 U 'Tenths

2 3 7

Erase the labels and lines indicating columns.

Does the numeral, 237 still indicate 23 and 7 tenths? Explain.
How can 23 and 7 tenths be shown without labeling each place?

Ask children how tenths are shown on various instruments; odometer,

pedometer.

Tell children that another way of recording 2311 or 23 and 7 tenths

is 23.7, which can be read, ntim-tythree and seven-tenths".

Discuss the decimal point as a way of identifying units place.

Have children record other numerals. 64.2 29.3 7.8

What kind of number is represented to the left of the

decimal point? [Whole number]

What kind of number is represented to the right of the

decimal point?
[Fractional number with a value of lees than 1]

What do you think 0.1 means? 0.5 means? 0.6 means?

What does the zero to the left of the decimal point indicate?

How does the recording of the decimal fraction differ from
recording of the common fraction?

[The denominator of the decimal fraction is not written

5. Suggested Exercises

a. Nark the following statements true or false.
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10 is in decimal form because the denominator is 10.

27.8 is the decimal form of 27
10

.5 has a value of more than 1.

.5 has a value lees than O.

b. Record each of the following as fractions in decimal foam

Three tenths
Five and one tenth
Eleven tenths
Ten tenths

Ninety-eight and six tenths
Three hundred seventy and five tenths
One hundred twenty-three and no tenths

c. Relate the reading and writing of decimal fractions to life
situations, such as:

Mileage on R.R. time tables
Temperature and precipitation readings
Records of track meets

Relating Common Fernand Decimal Form

1. Using the Number Line: Halves, Fifths, Tenths

Have children:

Divide one unit of a number line into 2 equal parts.

Label 0,
1

, 1 on the number line.

Divide each half into 5 equal parts and label tenths in
fractional form.

0 1 1

2

0 1 2 3 A 6 1 8 2 10

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10



2. In what other way can we record tenths?

Have children record decimal form under the fractional form.

_Discuss the equivalent recordings.

. . . . I 41 I ,
0 1

2

0 1 2 3 4 6 1 8 2
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

3. Follow the same procedure dividing the number lines into fifths,

then each fifth into 2 equal parts.

Label each part in both forms.

0

0

5

0
10

.0

2

5 5

1

1
5 5

1 2 3 6 8 2 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

409

Have children discovers

The denominator 10 is not written but is implied by the decimal

point when the decimal form is recorded.

Both names 10
and .3 are read in the same way: 3 tenths.

4. Discuss the significance of various numerals on the number line, e.g.

The numerals 1
' 10 '

.5 all indicate the same distance
2

from zero and name the same number.
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5. Extend the lines to represent 2 units of length.

0 1

Have children indicate a variety of names for the tenth

following 1.0

They may suggest: 1+4, 1 is 1 + .1, 1.1, etc.

Continue to name and discuss the meaning of each of the tenths

between 1.0 and 2.0.

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Name each of the following in several ways.
Refer to the number line when necessary.

5'
2.
2 5

5.
2

one half, three fifths, nine fifths, two

20 10
10 / 10 ' 10 ' 10

2. Insert the correct symbols > 21, < between each pair of

numerals to make a true statement.

.7 1

1.0

1.2 1

3. Complete the following open sentences.

.5 in. in.

1

10
10 0
T2(0) 3.

in. = 2.3 in.



E2.5 in. ma 2 -Er in. -6 in. as .6 in.

2
in. - 1.5 in. 1 --Er in. us 1.4 in.

4. Write true or false next to each of the following.

.8 in. is closer to 1.0 than to .5 in.
1.4 in. is nearer in value to 1.0 than to 2.0 in.
2.5 in. is halfway between 2.0 and 3.0 in.

5. Find the number of tenths in 1.0 ft.; in 4.0 ft.; in 10.0 ft.

6. Represent the decimal form of the following sums:

a. 5 +

b. (4 x: 10) + f,7 x 1) + (5z10)

c. 0 +

7. Write each of the following as the sum of two numbers:

6.4 1.4.3 0.1

8. A foot rule calibrated in tenths may be used to:

Count by tenths.
EMphasize distances from zero. The numeral 1.5 marks

the distance 1.5 units from zero.

Counting

1. Reinforce counting forward. Use the number line when helpful.

a. Have children count by steps of I half, 1 third, 1 fourth,

1 fifth, etc. beginning with zero. Later they can count

using larger intervals. Then count again changing to simpler

form.

For example:
n 2 6 8 10 12

5' 5' 5' 5' 5' 5'

411
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^ 2 IL 15, 2 . 2, 2 11 , .vs 3 , 5 IP 5 P 3 -

b. Have children count beginning at any point on the number line,
counting by jumps of fractions of any size. For example:

Begin at 2
'

count by jumps of fourths:
8

_4 . . -
3 5 7 11 13TII 8 if

c. Discuss sets of fractions in sequence.

. 3

When counting by steps of one-tenth: 1 follows what

number? Is followed by what number? 1 follows what

number? etc.

What number is two greater than 3 ig ?

How many tenths must be added to 2
1
- to reach the next
5

whole number?

d. Have children complete the following sequences

1 2
Count by steps oft : 3 3,

4,
4 5, ---, , , 7 t

.2
1 1 i

Count by jumps of Li: 1 3, 3. , 1 , 4""ww", , 3

Count by steps of .2: 1.3, 1.5, , 1.9, , 2.3,

Count by steps of .3: 7.1, 7.4, 7.7, IP IP IP

2. Reinforce counting backward. Use number line when necessary.

a. Children use a number line and record as they count.

They begin with 1 and count backward by intervals of 1 half,
1 third, 1 fourth, 1 fifth, etc. Later using larger intervals.



They count again changing to simpler form.

First: 2, 1 1 a 6 2 0
9' 9

1
'

1
9'

l
9
1
' 9' V' 9' Ys

then: 2, 1 Z 1 1 1 1 2
9' 9' 3

1
' 9' 9' 3' 9' 'Irs

1

When counting backward by ono-tenths 1.3 comes

before what number?

Wit number is two less than 3 To
11

? than 5.1?

ackward by ono-tenths 1.3 comes

before what number?

1
How many twelfths mu 3

must be subtracted from 2 to reach

the nearest whole number?

Wit number is two less than 3 To
11

? than 5.1?

413

1
How many twelfths mu 3

must be subtracted from 2 to reach

the nearest whole number?
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OPERATIONS

Unit CO SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING TENTHS;

DECIMAL FORK; HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FORMAT;
WITHOUT EXCHANGE

NOTE TO TEACHER

Properties of Operations that apply to fractional
numbers in fractional form apply to fractional
numbers in decimal form. For addition, the Associative
and Commutative properties hold and zero is the
Identity Element.

Objective: To add and subtract tenths: (decimal form)by:

Relating common fractional and decimal forms.
Applying The Associative Property of Addition.
Developing vertical algorithms, no exchange.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Suggested experience situations to use in this unit are:

Distances walked.
Distances traveled by bus.
Using a cyclometer, etc.

Horizontal Format

Sums and Minuends Less Than 1

Use number lines to show relationship between adding and subtracting

tenths.



1. Begin with addition:

Adding .3 .4 + .3 = .7

Subtracting .3 .7 .3 = .4

.4 + .3 = .7

0 Lo

.7 .3 = .4.

- .4
2.0

To add .4 + .3, children find .4 on the number line, then move 3

of the one-tenth spaces to the right.

To subtract .3 from .7, children locate .7 on the number line,

then move 3 of the one-tenth spaces to the left.

2. Begin with subtraction:

Subtracting .3

Adding .3

.7 .3 = .4

.4 + .3 = .7

3. Have children replace the frame to make true statements.

.4+
.3 -410 + Alo

.2 + .7 ' 10 =n

'7 °3 Rio n

.7 . .5 =
10 n

.1 1
1

- .7 + .1 n - n

10 p lo lo

+ .6 =
10 10

+ iun - .3 as _ 0 =a

415
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Sums and Minuends Greater Than 1

1. Reinforce renaming fractions in decimal form as whole number and/or

a whole number plus a fraction.

.9 + .1 = 0

.8 +.2 =D

.1 + .9 =

.2 + .8 = 0

1.0 - .1 = 0

1.0 - .2 = 9 etc.

1.0 - .9 =0

1.0 8 = etc.

2. When children find the sum of .8 + .5, they may think of .5 as
(.2 + .3)

.8 + .5 = .8 + (.2 + .3) = (.8 + .2) + .3 = + .3 or 1.3

(Application of Associative Property)

IIIFLId16---dP
0 A 0 1.3 2.0

.8+.5.7. v3

Children may record the sum in several ways.

13 tenths or 1 and 3 tenths or 1.0 + .3 or 1.3 or

3. 1.3 - .5 = n

When children find the remainder for 1.3 - .5, they should

think of .5 as (.3 + .2).

(1.3 - .3) - .2 = 1 - .2 = .8

I . . t
0 1.0 1,3 2.0

1.3 .5. 3

Have children record the remainder in several ways. 8 tenths, Tu,

.8, etc.
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4. Provide practice exercises.

Complete the following

A. -1
10

+ 22 1
10 0

B.

.3 + .7 =

.5 + A = 1

8= -2 A 1+lo "16 lo 10 lo =

4. 6 -/ A 0
10 10 10 10

.3 .8 = .3 + + .1 =

.5 + .6 = .5 + .5 + =

Tell what property helps to solve the problems in B,

Complete the following:

10 1

10 10

10 -A= 6
10 10 10

1.0 - .1 =

1.0 = .6

, 2
'15 lo

_

110 lo
Au 1.2 - .4 = 1.2 - .2 -2/A'
4-1

, 6 8 6 2 n
10 10

= -
A

10 10
1.6 - .8 0 1.6 - A - .2=

Complete the following and the], explain the property involved.

.7 + .6 = and A- .6 = .7

.6 + .7 = A and A - .7 = .6

Since .6 + .9 . 1.5$ then 1.5 - .9 =

Since .9 + .6 = 1.5, then 1.5 - .6 =
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Vertical Format

1. Addition: No &change

Suggested Problem: During April, the average rainfall was 5.3
inches. In Nay, it was 3.4 inches. How much
rain fell during the two months?

Estimate: n > 8; n< 9 n will be between 8 and 9.

Have children compute, then record the sum. They should describe

the method they used.

5./ . 5 +
10 10

--1
10 1.1

8 + or 8-1
10 8

5.3 m 5 + .3

3.4 = 3 + .4

8 + .7 = 8.7

5.3

3.4

8.7

Have children compare the sum with the estimate.
Compare the various algorithms used and discuss the most efficient.

2. Subtraction: No &change

Suggested Problem: John walked 1.6 miles. Tom walked .5 of a

mile. How much farther did John walk than did Tom?
1.6 .5 = n

Estimate: About a mile.

Children compute then record the difference. They describe the

method used. Encourage a va "iety of methods.
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1 + 6 tenths

5 tenths

1 + 1 tenth

1 +.6

1=0111111t.M

6

110

10

10

1.6

1.1

1.6 - 0.5 = n

Have children compare the remainder with the estimate.
Compare the algorithms and select the most efficient.

3. Provide practice:

a. Estimate the sum, then add. Compare the exact sum with the

estimate. Verify by using the common fraction form.

.2 0.5 + 0.1 + 0.3

.4

.3

5.2 8.3

7.4 2.5
4.1

Find the sum of 54.2 and 37.6

37.2 35.6

14.6 12.2
13.1

Adds 14.7, 23.0, 19.2

b. Compare each of the following pairs of numbers and find

the difference:

8.3, 5.0

6.7, 4.3

0.4, 5.6

19.5, 0.3

2.6, 17.9

27.3, 162.5

c. Solve the following:

n + 6.4 = 23.7 Find the difference between
65.9 and 39.6

29.8 + n = 35.9
238.6-129.3 = n 185.8 minus 28.6

Prom 138.9 take 59.7 Subtract 8.0 from 53.6
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d. Without doing the computation, tell whether the solution

of each of the following will be a whole number, a

fraction, or a whole number and fraction.

0.7 + 0.4 0.8 + 0.6

.9 + .1 34.5 - 26.5

4. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.
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SETS; NUMBERS; NUMERATION

UNIT 61 EXTENDED UNDERSTANDING OF SETS: INTERSECTION ap SETS

NOTE TO TEACHER

Objectives:

The intersection of two sets is the set which contains

those elements and only those elements that are common

to both sets. If A motet, b, cl and B = { b, c, e } then

the intersection of sets A and B is the set whose elements

are b and c; { b, c } .

The symbol for intersection is n. The set which is the

intersection of Set A and Set B is symbolized as

An B. Here A fl B = {b, c}.

One of the applications of intersecting sets is in

finding common denominators, common factors, etc.

To reinforce concept of sets.

To develop meaning of intersection of sets.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Reinforce Understanding of Sets, Set Notation, Set Union

1. Give an example of a set, then choose a subset of that set.

For example, for the set of boys in our class, a subset may

be [John, Fred],

2. State the example given in question 1 above, in set

notation. [(boys in our class) [John, Fred)]



3. (3, 4) U [ m [0, 41]

4. N [39 41 + N { = [3 [2]

5. Are [a, b, c] and [d, e, f] equal sets? equivalent sets?

Etplain.

6. For S = [0, 1, 2, 39 49 5 I

Write the subset of S such that each number in the subset
is even; is odd.

Write the subset of S such that each element is a factor

of 12; of 49.

Intersection of Sets

1. Suggested problem:

John, Mary, Tom, Ralph and Sue belong to the Science Club.

John, Ellen, Sue, Alice, David belong to the Math Club.
Which children are members of both clubs? [John, Sue]

Discuss set notation for this problem.

A.

The set of children in the Science Club [John, Mary,

Tom, Ralph, Sue]
The set of children in the Math. Club = [John, Ellen,

Sue, Alice, David)
The set of children who are members of both clubs as

[John, Sue]
The intersection of the two sets = [John, Sue]

B.

If S is the set of members of Science Club and M is the
set of members of Math. Club, then the intersection of
S and M m [John, Sue]

2. Tell children that the symbol for intersection is ne

For examples

[John, Mary, Tom, Ralph, Sue] fl [John, Ellen, Sue, Alice, David) me

[John, Sue]

or

S n x = [John, Sue)
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3. Using diagrams to show intersection (Venn Diagrams) present

and discuss the following:

Members of Science Club

Mary ;:Z\
Tom Sue
Ralph

John and Sue; Members of

Intersection of Science and

S n m

Members of Math Club

John
Sue

Ellen
Alice
David

Both Clubs

Math Clubs
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4. Provide practice

a. Find the intersection of the following sets.
Show in set notation.

Then show using Venn Diagrams.

( *,o, At 0, ) and [0,6,,171=1 En

jalbsc,d 1 and telb,g1h2dtk 1 [(b, d)]

(0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,101 and (1,3,5,7,9) [[113,51719)]

b. Which states border on New York?
Which states border on Pennsylvania?
Which states border on both New York and Pennsylvania?

Show this as the intersection of two sets.



SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 62 SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: FINDING GREATEST COMMON
FACTOR OF TWO NUMBERS; COMMON DENOMINATOR; LEAST
COMMON DENOMINATOR

Objective: To help children apply the Fundamental Principle of

Fractions.

to find:

fa a x c wherec/ 0,Iq 0)
`b b x c b b * c

The greatest common factor of two numbers.
The common denominator for two or more fractions.
The least common denominator of two or more
fractions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Finding the Greatest Common Factor

1. Reinforce renaming a fraction in simpler fractional forms.

For j: 9 l - 9 ig
8 2 8 0

What was the common factor by which you divided the numerator
and the denominator in each case?

425
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2. Use diagrams to show the intersection of the sets of factors.
12

For example: For la

Factors of the Factors of the
Numerator Denominator

A
Factors Common to

Numerator and Denominator

Children should note that:

A = .121 3, 4, 61

B = 1.21 41 8)

A B = (2, 4)

Ask children:

What are the factors common to both?
What is the largest factor common to both?

[2, 4]
[4]
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12
Direct children to change 7 to simplest form.

Have children find an equivalent of ti using the greatest common

factor as a divisor.
12 12.4

Children record the computation.

What was the (greatest) common factor by which the

numerator and the denominator were divided? [4]

What is the advantage of dividing the numerator

and the denominator by the greatest common factor?

Finding A Common Denominator

1. Suggested problem: Which represents a larger number: or Ti?

Have children draw a number line and label points corresponding

to 0, 1 19
2 10'

1.

They then compare the relative positions of 2 and ilk

Since 2 0 z
1 I

and
10
--

1
10

0
i0

05

21.

10

01

10
10

1.0

>
10

>
2

So

0.0

Follow the same procedure to compare with if I with ft

with I, etc.

Discuss how the comparison was made in each case.

Tell children that: When -;wo or more fractions have the same

denominator they are said to have a common denominator.

In each set of fractions below have child select the fraction

whose denominator can be used as a common denominator.

11111 1 1 111
3' 9 r 12 41 10' 501 0
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1 1

3
2. Problem: To find a common denominator for

2
and -..

1 1
Children rename -E and 3

imA9 9t194

1

3 8 A
Teacher should record on chalkboard:

1 2

2 '),6 ' 8 ' 10

d(
1 2

3 9 9

Children should note that:

1 1
and 3 can both be renamed as sixths, a common denominator.

The common denominator, 6, is not the denominator of either
fraction.

3. Follow the same procedure to find a common denominator for:

3

1 ai 1
an" ,

Ask children:

1 1
and 3. ; 1 and 3.

3 5

For the denominators 2 and 3, what was a common denominator?
[6 or 12 or . . .]

For the denominators 3 and 4? [123
for 3 and 5? L15J
Do you see a pattern?
How can you find common denominators without writing a set
of equivalents for each fraction? [Generalization: The product
of the denominators is always a common denominator.]



Finding The Least Common Denominator

1. Reinforce the concept that when adding or subtracting fractions with

unlike denominators, children must rename the fraction so that the

denominators are the same.

1 1
2. Suggested exercise: 7-1 + 3 = n

Children should use the method of multiplying one denominator by the

other to find a common denominator.

1 1 6 _A
24 24

10

-24

=
12

3. Discuss finding other denominators common to 4 and 6.

1
Children rename

1
3.in many ways; in many ways.

Teacher records as shown below:

i 1 41 6 2 etc.
4 8'012' lo' 20' 24' 28' 32' 36

i4

=12

2

6 ' 18' 24' 30' 36'
etc.

429

Children note that 12, 24, and 36 are common denominators for 4 and 6,

and that 12 is the Least Common Denominator.
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Fourths may be renamed as Sixths may be renamed as

8ths 12ths 1 8ths

2Jths 16ths 12ths 24ths 30ths

28ths 24tha,,,//

A

Common Denominators for
Fourths and Sixths may be

B

8ths

20ths 16thm 18ths

30th.
28th.

Children should note that

= (89 12, 16, 20, 24, 28)

B as t129 18, 24, 30)

A n B = ,12, 241

Have children note that common denominators may be found through the
intersection of sets of multiples of the two denominators.

1 1
4. Have children solve the exercise, -4- + 3 = noising 12 as the common

denominator; 24 as the common denominator. They compare the computation
and discover the advantage of using the least common denominator.

1 1
5. Suggested exercise: 3 + T3

1
Children find a common denominator for 3 and . .

Is it the least common denominator?
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Discuss various ways of finding the least common denominator.

Is the larger denominator (8) common to both?
If not, is 2 times the larger denominator common to both? 3 times?

etc.

Children state this method for finding the least common denominator in

their own words. (Multiply the larger denominator by 2, 3, etc. until

a common denominator is reached.)

*6. Some children may state the above in terms of multiples. (Optional)

Ask children to write the multiples of {8, 16, 24, 32,...)

Which is the smallest multiple of 8 that is also a multiple of 6?

Generalization: The least common multiple (24) of the denominators

46 and 8) is the least common denominator.

Extend to finding the least common denominator for 3 or more fractions.

EVALUATION AND / OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find the least common denominator for:

1 1 1 1 and3 and 3 and
16

/i and 3
12 9

2. Which fraction is larger? Why?

4
or

1 2
or

10 °r 3

3. Find the least common denominator for:

1 1 1 1 1 1

2' 4' 3 2' 4' 5

1

Or 9

2

4

4. Which fraction is the largest within each set? Why?

2 1

3' 2' 5

6 2

5' 7'
3 4'01

2

3
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1 1
5. Find common denominators for Ts and 39 using the diagrams for inter-

section of sets.

6. Additional practice exercises may be found in textbooks.



OPERATIONS

UNIT 63 SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION;
COMMON FORM; HORIZOITAL AND ICAL FORMAT

Objectives To help children add and subtract fractions, common form,
using the least common denominator method.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce counting forward and backward.

Study each sequence below. Find the pattern that was used,
then fill in the blanks.

a. 1 1
4

1
1

2
1
4
3

1 1 1 2
b.

3 2 3

c. 1

- - - ill=

OM* 110

1.1
16

7
d 16 4

d.
1 1 2

9 a 9

e. 2 2-- 1 1-1
1

12 12

2. Reinforce renaming fractions.

MOD 411M

a. Change each of the following to an equivalent fraction
in higher terms.

12$s 12 -0 12

2
6 -O. '

0 ,6 3' 9
6

12

433
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b. Change each of the following to equivalent fractions
in lowest terms.

12
10
.215

8

12
2

2

0

1
I 120 I 12A

1

' 0 '

3. Reinforce regrouping.

Complete the following to make the statement true:

3
=14 II CI -11B 26-2 = 25 la 129 = lag

10 5 5

Addition and Subtraction: Horizontal Format

1. Reinforce adding and subtracting fractions with unlike
denominators - common denominator apparent.

Suggestions for evaluation:

Find the missing number, then solve the equation.

11 9
7 +12

4

CI52
+ 10 6 + 3

17 25 +A-

240 + 48 - n
2

3

15i -32 or n

= 6 n

103 -9 = 9 - n

351-i - 18 = 16 -n
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2. Suggested exercises: Fractions with unlike denominators.

a.

521+2 3 n

Children may think:

1 1 1

5 71 7 2t 7
L

1

, L
°r 5 f t 5 01 , 01 L

' 10

Or

5 i + 2 i (5 + 2) + ( i + -35' )

" 7 + (10 +10) " 7 416

2 1
b. 12 3

8 = n
2

Children may think:

1 2 1%
12

23 8 7 is 4 + (-5 Ii

in 4 + (I i) is 4 i
Or

123

2 1
, 4

3
I 4i, 4 3

or

123
1

, 12 it 4 it 4 Z
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3. Provide practice. Suggested Exercises:

Have children find the missing number, then solve the equation.

2 3 8 2
0 o

5 a 5 + n

6 El 7 + n

1 10+ 3
4 0

1 1 A C]

2 7 = 14 14

8 41 - n
7 3

2 1 3
3 0

A
0

161- 7imin

Vertical Format

1. Reinforce adding and subtracting fractions with unlike
denominators: common denominator apparent.

Suggested exercises:

a. Find the sums:

6
36

5
-8175

1810 89
ig

b. Find the remainders:

2
59 -5

- 23 .3.

61

36

2. Reinforce finding Least Common Denominator for:

Eighths and tenths

Sixths and fourths

Sixths and ninths etc.
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3. Develop addition and subtraction of fractions with unlike
denominators: Least Common Denominator Method

Children should estimate sums and remainders before computing.
They find a least common denominator before computing.
Illustrative exercises:

2
a. 6

4 + 9
3

n
5

Estimat 4 Ae: 6 + 9 = 15 therefore 6 + 9 > 15
5 5' 5

-4
3 5

or

6 -4 > 6 9 a > 9. 6 -4 < 7 9 a< 10- therefore5 9 3 5 9 3

26 4 + 9 must be greater than 15 and
5 3 less than 17

Compute: 6 = 6 N

2
9 is

910

15 g so 16 5

Have children compare solution with estimate.

b. 45 27
9

n
2

Estimate: 45 27 = 18i, therefore 45 27 1; < 18i

Compute: 45 = 45 ti
27

2
.4 = 27 Is

11
= 18

lo
a

Have children compare solution with estimate.
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c. Subtraction exercise where regrouping is necessary

1
for exchange: 57 1 39 n

Children should estimate befoTa computing.

,comvutes 5711 m 57 5614 Have children explain

1011 11A 39

1712

Irby 57 iE should be

renamed as 56 12-2

4. Answers should be verified. A suggested algorithm for
verification follows:

Computation (Vertical Format)

2 2Exercises 17
3
+ 25 u

4

42 11 - 43 512.-12

Verification (Horizontal Format).

%17 a 4. 25
4

E. (17 + 25) +
,2

+ al1p
3

42

is 42

al 43 .32.2

(114.
+ '12 12'

5. Continue to provide practice in addition and subtraction of
fractions using both horizontal and vertical formats. Additional
suggestions may be found in textbooks.
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6. Verbal problems may be chosen rrom situations involving
geometric figures such as finding the perimeter of squares,
rectangles. For examples

s. The perimeter of a square is 7 in, Its

width is 1
4

in. Find the length of the

rectangle. 3-1

b. The base of an equilateral triangle is 1 in.

long. Find its perimeter. (Solve through addition)
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OPERATICMS

UNIT 64 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING TENTHS;
DECIMAL FORM; WITH EXCHANGE

Objectives: To help children maintain skill in adding and subtracting
decimal fractions mentally.

To develop vertical algorithms involving decimal
fractions; with exchange.

TEACHING SUGOISTICtiS

Horizontal Format

1. As children add "mentally" they may begin with the entire first
addend. When they subtract "mentally" they may begin with the
entire minuend.

For 3.4 + 5.8 = it children may think:

3.4 + 5.8
= (3.4 + 5) +8
= (8.4 + .6) +.2
at 9 +.2
= 9.2

3.4 + 5.8 El n
or is (3 + 5) + (4 + 8)

8 + 1.2
= 9.2

For 9.2 - 5.8 in it children may think:

902 - 5.8

" (9.2 5) - .8
= (4.2 - .2) - .6

4 - .6
3.4

Regrouping 5.8 as 5 + .8
Subtracting 5 from 9.2;
regrouping .8 as .2 and .6

Subtracting .2 from 4.2

Encourage other ways of arriving at solutions.
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2. Suggested exercises:

Addition

26.7 + 5.7 = n [26.7, 31.7, 32, 32.4]

142.9 + 3.2 a n [142.9, 145.9, 146, 146.1]

32.5 + 41.4 = n

16.9 + 12.2 = n

Subtraction

32.4 5.7 = n [32.4, 27.4, 27, 26.7]

146.1 3.2 = n [146.1, 243.19 143, 142.9]

45.8 24.5 = n

29.1 12.2 = n

Vertical Format

1. Refer to Unit 59 to reinforce adding and subtracting tenths
without exchange.

2. Introduce addition with exchange.

SNIELLVA problems Tom rode 3.5 miles to Frank's house and
then 2.7 miles to the library. How far

did Tom travel?

3.5 + 2.7 = n

Estimate: n > 5; n is between 5 and 7.

Have children solve using fractional form first.
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Develop the algorithm for decimal form. Discuss as you proceed.

3.5 = 3 + 5 tenths
(Renaming)

.321 as 2 + tenths
in

5 + 12 tenths (Sum)

= 5 + 1 + 2 tenths (Renaming 12 tenthal

us 6 + 2 tenths

= 6.2

As you discuss each step above, record in decimal form as shown
below.

A

3.5 = 3 + 5 tenths

=2 +7 tenths

5 + 12 tenths

= 6 + 2 tenths

3.5 3 +.5

Liz = Llzi
5 +1.2

= 6.2

Solve the problem again, using the concise form.

3.5

2.7

6.2

Compare solution with the estimate.

3. Introduce subtraction with exchange.

a. Reinforce renaming the minuend.

6.3 = 5 + 13 tenths 4.7 3 +0 tenths

7.5 as 6 + 15 tenths 5.2 mi 0 + 12 tenths

9.2 = 8 + 12 tenths 3.8 as 2 +0 tenths
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b. 1:400.11 problem: The distance from Tom's house to the

park is 6.2 miles. His cousin's house

is 2.9 miles from the park. How much

farther away is Tom's house?

6.2 2.9 n

Estimates About 3 miles; n < 4; between 3 and 4 miles

Have children solve the problem, using fractional farm first.

610
al

510
12

TO
(Renaming)

2 2-10 11 2 2-10

3 10

Then solve the same exercise using decimal form. Discuss

each step.

A

6.2 I. 6 +.2 5 + 1.2 6.2

47222BLit213.±22 -2.12

3 + .3 3.3 3.3

Compare the answer with the estimate.

EVALUATION AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find the sum ofs 9.5, 2.7, 23.9

Write in a column and add: 25.8, 67.0, 48.6, 0.3

Find the missing numeral. 628.9 + 23.5 n

2. Verify sums by converting to fractional form.
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3. Verify remainders by using the fractional form or by adding:

From 20.0 subtract 7.6
From 124.7 subtract 58.9
128.5 minus 73.9
Subtract 24.7 from 132.2
Find the difference between 135.8 and 352.3
Find the missing numeral:

53.2 n = 34.6
20.4 +n 100.2

n + 236.8 m 325.0

4. In the following pairs of numbers, subtract the smaller from
the larger.

36.3, 18.8 60.4, 307.2

2.4, 21.3 4.2, 0.5

5. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.



GECSIETRY AND MEASURDIENT

UNIT 65 - GEOMETRY: CIRCLE

Objectives: To extend understanding of simple closed curves in

a plane to include circles.

To develop the definition of a circle as a simple

closed plane curve formed by the set of all points

which are the same distance from a fixed point in

the plane called the center.

To extend understanding of geometric terms to in-

clude: circumference, radius, diameter, chord, arc.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Characteristics of a Circle

1. Reinforce meaning of simple closed curve; meaning of plane;

meaning of polygon.

2. Circumference

Have children mark a point on a paper. Label it C. Mark

several points, all 1 inch from C.

Ask children:

How many points can you mark 1 inch
from C?

What figure is being formed by all

of these points?

Is a circle a simple closed figure?
Explain.

How does a circle differ from a

polygon?

How would you describe point C in
relation to the points of the circle?

C.

445
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Tell children that:

A circle is a simple closed curve on a plane, formed by
the set of all points which are the same distance from a
fixed point in the plane called the center.

Circumference is the distance around the circle or the
length of the circle.

3. Arc

Have children use a plastic compass to draw a circle.
Label a point on the circle A.
Name another point on the circle B.

Trace the two paths on the circle from A to B;
from B to A.

Tell children that the part of a circle between any two
points is called an arc of the circle.
Discuss the length of the arc in relation to the circumference
of the circle.

4. Radius

Children:

Draw a circle.

Label the center point B.

Label point D on the circle.

Draw line segment I.
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Tell children BD is called a radius of the circle.
(Here "radius" refers to the line segment. It can
also be used to refer to the length of the segment.)

Have children:

Label another point C on the circle.
Draw BC.

Discuss:

Is BC a radius of the circle? Why?

Can you draw another radius?

How many radii does a circle have?

Are all the radii the same length?

How can you find out?

Children describe a radius as:

A line segment from the center to any point of the
circle. The length of any radius is also referred
to as the "radius" of the circle.

5. Chord

Have children:

Draw a circle with a plastic compass.

Label its center K.

Nark two points on the circle.

Label them R and N.

Draw the line segment RN
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Have children:

Choose any other two points on the circle.

Label them.

Draw a line segment with those points as endpoints.

Tell children that any line segment that has its two endpoints
on the circle is called a chord.

Io a radius a chord?

Is there a largest chord?

6. Diameter

Children examine the diagram of the circle whose center is A.

Name some of the chords.

What is the difference between chords GP and OH ?;

between EP and VI?

[

GH and Vr have endpoints on the circle
and pass through the point at the center.

Tell children that:

A chord that passes through the center is called
the diameter.

The length of any diameter is also referred to as the
diameter of the circle.
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Have children:

Draw a circle. Draw several diameters.
Discover that the longest chord passes through the center.
Diameters are the longest chords of a circ23.

7. Central Angle

a. Provide a sheet of rexographed circles.
Have children divide successive circles in halves,
fourths, eighths, thirds, sixths, etc.

Draw and shade one central angle in each as shown:

Discuss the meaning of central angle as the angle formed
by 2 radii. (Radii is the plural of radius). Since two

radii are involved, the vertex is at the center of the circle.
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b. Describe and compare the central angles:

The arc that has the measure ofs

of the circle subtends a

AIM angle.

1
.2 of the circle subtends a

straight angle. (twice the

size of a right angle)

1
of a circle is called a semicircle

2

of the circle subtends an

acute angle. (smaller than a

right angle)

3

1
of the circle subtends an

obtuse angle. (greater than

a right angle and less than

a straight angle)

Discuss central angles subtended by
lam,

a circle;

5
1

of a circle; of a circle; of a circle, etc.

Discuss central angles formed by the two hands of a clocks

2 P.11. (acute)

3 P.X. (right)

4 P.I. (obtuse) etc.
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EVALUATIal AND/CR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Draw a diagram to show whether the sentences below are
true or false.

a. A circle has all its pointa the same distance from
a point inside called the center.

b. All the radil of a circle have the same length.

2. Draw two different circles so that the radius of one has the
same length as the radius of the other.

Drlw two different circles so that one has a radius of a
different length from the other.

o G
Keasure the length of each radius.

Extend each radius through the center to form a diameter.

Measure the length of the diameters.

Determine the relationship between a diameter and a radius
of aach circle.

3. Draw a circle. Draw chords to form a square within the
circle; a rectangle within the circle. Draw the diagonals
of the square. What kind of central angles do they form?

Draw the diagonals of the rectangle. What kind of central
angles do they form?

What is true of the chords that form th3 square?

[They are all the same length)
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4. If the radius of m circle is 6 inches long, what is the length

of the diameter?

5. Draw a line segment AB. Then draw the two circles which have

AB as a radius.

Ask childrens

What is the center of one circle? []

Of the other circle? [B]

At how many points do these circles

intersect? [2]

Label these points P and Q. Draw AP and BP.

I

...

Use your compass or a ruler to determines

Is AP equal to AB?

Is BP equal to AB?

Then, is AP equal to BP?

What kind of triangle is A APB? [Equilateral]
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GECEETRY AND MEASURE IT

UNIT 66 - MEASUREMENT: GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION; BAR GRAPH

NOTE TO TEACHER

A Graph pictures a type of numerical relationship
between 2 kinds of information.

There are several kinds of graphs: Pictographs,
Bar Graphs, Line Graphs, Graphs of Solution Sets
of Open Sentences, etc.

A pictograph pictures information by means of
pictures; bar graphs show comparisons by means of
bars; line graphs show trends or changes in data
by means of lines.

Children should be taught to interpret graphs
before they are taught to construct graphs.

Objectives: To teach children the meaning of Scale and Axis.

To help children:

Read and interpret bar graphs.

Construct bar graphs,
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TEACHING SUGGIETIONS

Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs

1. Present a graph such as the following:

WEEKLY ATTENDANCE RECORD

Number

of

Pupils

Present

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

r
I/AIM A . Arr

4
, ' er

4111V 14
r r

./.. . AI A

A A A A,1r . . .VA
, A A

Vii, 4/ ..

or

A!
r

345

Dates

34 34

Discuss:

What does this graph show?

What is the title of the graph?

What do the dates at the bottom indicate?

What do the numbers at the left show?

On what date was the attendance highest?

About hoe many children were present on March 17?

On what date were the most children absent?

How many more children were absent on March 16 than on
March 15?

OD what days was the attendance perfect?

On what days was the attendance between 35 and 40?

How could we obtain the vista for this graph?
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Tell children that each bar graph has a scale.

Discuss:

Meaning of scale. Scale is a measure shown by markings
at regular intervals.

The scale on the graph above. What are the intervals?

Where do they begin? [0]

Scale may be shown on horizontal or vertical line
segment.

Tell children that the vertical line segment and the horizontal
line segment are each called an axis, (Plural is axes).

2. Ask children to bring bar graphs cut from magazines or
newspapers.

Have children study their bar graphs and note:

Bar Graphs usually have a scale which starts at zero.

Graphs should have a title, and a label for each axis.

Bars should be the same width.

Depending upon the interval selected, the numbers of
the data may have to be shown approximately to the
nearest 10, 100, 1000, etc.

The scale is marked on one of the axes.

Each bar should be labeled.

3. Have children compare a bar graph with a chart to determine
the advantages of each way of showing records or other
numerical information.

WEEKLY ATTRIDANCE RECORD

Dates No. of Pupils Present
Mar. 14 14

15 36

16 32

17 38
18 36 (data same as bar graph)

Children should understand that:

BAR GRAPHS are used to facilitate making general comparisons.
They are usually not meant to convey information with any high
degree of precision. This can be shown much more accurately
by charts that list data.
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Constructialg par Graphs

Bar Graphs can be used to show comparisons of:

Temperature readings
Attendance records

Incomes
Populations, etc.

The necessary data may be found in charts or tables, or may be
gathered by the children.

1. Suggested Problem: On Tuesday, 432 people came to our dance
festival, 549 came on Wednesday and 324 on
Thursday. Show this on a chart, on a
horizontal bar graph, on a vertical bar graph.

Table

Attendance at Dance Festival

Day
Number of
People

Tues. , 2

Wed. 549

Thurs. 324

Questions to ask children as they construct graph:

What shall we label each axis?

What scale shall we use?

How many spaces will we need?

How shall we mark the intersection of the vertical
and horizontal axes?

How can we plan so that the bars are the same width
and the spaces are the same distance apart?

How shall we decide upon the size of the graph?



Tues.

ci Wed.

Thurs.

Horizontal Bar Graph

Attendance at Dance Festival

wommormil-

A

p.

11111k

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Number of People

Note the placement of the numerals at the intersection of vertical

and horizontal lines.

Vertical Bar Graph

Attendance at Dance Festival

600

500

400

300

200

100

0

Tues. Wed. Thurs.
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2. Suggested Practices

Have children construct bar graphs based on experiences and
data found in mathematics textbooks, newspapers and social
studies textbooks.

Compare bar graphs with the tables and discuss the value of
both ways of showing sets of data.

Which is of greater .alue pictorially? numerically?

Questions may be based on information shown in the graph.

On what day was the attendance highest? lowest? etc.
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OPERATIGIS

UNIT 67 STATISTICS: FINDING AVERAGES

NOTE TO TEACHER

An average is one number that gives information
about a set of data. in average is a balance point.

Although children often use the word "averages"
the concept is generally not understood. Finding

an average means a reorganization of unequal

groups to arrive at an equal although imaginary,

distribution. An average can be obtained by a

redistribution process. Finding averages is a use

of partitioning division.

Objectives: To help children understand the meaning of average
and its use in the interpretations of data.

To develop the procedure for finding the average
of a set of numbers.

TEACHING SUGGISTICNS

Finding an Average When the Average is One of the Numbers in the Data

Using Objects

1. Suggested problem: Three committees brought in reference books
for research in Social Studies. Committee A

brought 11 books, Committee B, 5 books and

Committee C, 8 books. If each committee is

to receive the same number of books, how many
would be in each group?
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2. Have children arrange books brought by each committee and record
the number.

A

11 books

B C

5 books 8 books

3. Children should estimate the number each committee is to receive
before attempting to find the answer.

Discuss:

Will each committee receive as many as 11 books?

As few as 5? Why not?

Somewhere between 5 and 11? Where?

4. Have children "even up" the stacks of books.
Compare the number in the re-distributed groups with the
original number of books in each group.

Children should note that there are 8 books now in each stack.

They compare 11 with 8. It is 3 more.

They compare 5 with 8. It is 3 less.

They compare 8 with 8. It is the same.

They should see that there were 3 more books in one stack and
3 less in the other stack.

8 is the "in-between" number.

8 is the balance point or a "midpoint."

5. Tell children that the number of books in the redistributed
books is the mid-value or an average.

6. Tell children that there is a faster way to find an average.

a. Have children arrange the books as they were when each
B

committee brought them in
11 5 8 '

Then have children pile the books into a single stack.

As they stack they add the number of books. [11 + 5 + 8]

Help children, through questioning, to discover that
stacking the books into one group and then dividing them
into 3 equal parts will give the average.



On the chalkboard records 11 8 books

5 3 7711743a;

8
24

8 books is the average number of books each committee
would have brought in if each had brought the same

number of books.

b. Suppose 4 committees brought in reference books.
Committee A brought in 11 books, Committee B, 5 books,

Committee C, 8 books and Committee D 12 books. If

each committee is to receive the same number of books,

how many would each receive?

Have children follow the same procedure as for

items 2 6 above.

Children discuss after the recordings

11

5

12

56

that 9 books is the average number of books each committee

would have brought in if each had brought the same number

of books.

9 books

4 )36 books

Help children, through questioning, to see that stacking

the books into one group and then dividing them into 4

equal parts will give the average.

Children state the generalization for the method of finding

an average as it applies to the situations above. For

example, add and then divide by the number of piles.

Using Numbers onby

1. Suggested problem: Sally's arithmetic test marks were 70, 80,

75, 70, 80. What was her average arithmetic

test mark?

Suggest that children arrange the numbers in order and use the

middle value as a first estimate.

For: 70, 70, 75, 80, 80

Estimate: 75

461
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2. Children compare each number with the estimate, 75.
They note:

70 is 5 below the middle value

70 is 5 below the middle value

75

80 is 5 above the middle value
80 is 5 above the middle value

10 below 10 above

Solution: 75, since the amount below (10) balances the amount
above (10). Find the solution by adding the marks
and dividing the sum into 5 equal parts.

3. Children should state the generalization for the method of
finding an average.

4. Find the average of each of the following sets of numbers and
check your solution.

17, 7, 12 39, 15, 27 8, 12, 10, 4, 6

56, 62, 68, 59, 65

Average Is Not One of the Numbers in the Data

1. Suggested problem: Find the average temperature for the school
day if our recordings show that it was
ar in the morning, 74° at noon and 77°
in the afternoon.

2. Children try the midvalue at 74° and observe that it is not theaverage.

Children notes

6 is 6° below 74°

740

770 is 3C above 74°

--7-17i1g; ---7-71;;;;
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Children should note that:

6° and 3° do not balance.
Their estimate of 74° was too large because there are more

degrees below it than above it,

3. Choose a lower average in order to have few degrees below and

more degrees above. They might choose 72°.

Record the temperatures again and compare each with 72°.

af is 4° below 720

74°

77°
below

is 2° above 7,
is pove

above

Children should realise that the bala'.ce has changed. There are

too many above and not enough below.

4. Children should discuss the estimates chosen, 72° and 7e. Note

that the estimate was too large in one instance and too small in

the other. Try 73°.

6W is 5° below 73°

74° is 1° above 73°

77° is 4° above 73°

below above

Children note that 5 below balances 5 above.

Solution: 73° is the average temperature for the day.

5. Children should then find the average by adding the three numbers

and dividing by 3.

zmaancs An/at PRILCTICE

SUCKIRSTRD ISERCISES

1. Find the avenge of each of the following sets of numbers and

check the solutions.

4. 5, 9, 10 60, 60, 70, 80, 90

6, 9, 12, 17 45, 60, 75, d5, 95
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2. On our vacation trip we drove 432 miles the first day, 386
miles the semond day and 364 miles the third day. How many
miles did we average each day?

3. For a Scholarship Collection, 86 people contributed various
amounts totaling $1978. What was the average amount
contributed?

4. Discuss the meaning of averages in other situations: Test
results, game scores, seasonal temperatures, rainfall
statistics, etc.

5. Present other problems requiring children to find averages.

6. Lookup the meanings of the word ',average's in different
dictionaries.
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 68 - SET OF WHOLE NUMBERS: DIVISION; VERTICAL FORMAT

Objectives: To maintain skill in using the division algorithm.

To give practice in interpreting and then solvini;
problem situations involving division.

TEACHING SUGGESTIMS

Maintain skill in dividing with divisors through 9.
Use oral drills, games, patterns, etc.

Maintain skill in dividing with divisors thr
in units column less than 5. For example, 24

Di t

53)718; etc.

Divisors Through 99; Digit in Units Column Greater Than 5

Children who have developed skill in dividing with divisors through
99 with units digit less than or equal to 5, should use more diffi-
cult divisors through 99, where the digit in units column is greater
than 5.

1. Reinforce multiplying 4 10 and multiples of 10.

Suggested problem: At the end of the year, Class 5-1 helped to
store textbooks in the library. Each shelf
holds 27 books. How many shelves had to be
reserved for 891 books.

Have children interpret the problem. (How many twenty-sevens

in 891?)

Children record the problem in equation form: n x 27 = 891.
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To estimate quotient
children may first writes

10 x 27 es 270

20 x 27 = 540

30 x 27 = 810

40 x 17 = 1080 (too large)

Estimates

891 > 20 x 27; n > 20

891 < 40 x 27; n < 40;
n is between 20 and 40.

Have children use division algorithm with first partial quotient
of 30 to complete the computation.

30
Children should record first
partial quotient and product
from above.

They continue to find and record partial quotients and products.

10 x 27 = 270 (too large)

5 x 27 = 135 (too large)

4 x 27 = 108 (too large)

3 x 27 = 81

Solution: n = 33. The number of shelves needed is 33.

2. Children should check solutions.

Have children refer to the original problem and interpret their
answer.

If we discovered that 33 shelves are needed and each shelf
holds 27 books, how many books are there altogether?
33 x 27 = n

Discuss wby multiplying by 27 checks dividing by 27.
(Inverse Operation).

Does the number 33 answer the original question?



sftsiztfcision Exercises With Remainders

Exercises Divide 1852 by 28

2

467

66 or (28 x 66) + 4 is (20 x 66) + (8 x 66) + 4
x 28

go 1320 + 528 + 43-21
1320 1852
1848±
11M

Discuss verifying solutions when remainders are involved.
Why do we add 4? (Refer to Unit 39)

Answer: Quotient 66, Remainder 4

1. Solve the following divisions. Verify the solutions 1
multiplication.

48)1687 0 x 56 I. 2408 7971129 0 x 87 = 5978

2. Extend to divisions with more difficult divisors; with larger
dividends.

3931M5 1770 59 31147 48 WIT12 etc.

Children check their solutions.

3. Interpret some of the above division exercises in problem
situations.

Dividing Larger Numbers

Ability to estimate quotients helps children to divide larger numbers.

1. Suggested Problem: 4370731

Necessary Backgrounds Ability to multiply by 1000 and by
multiples of 1000.

1000 x 43 =
2000 x 43 so 0
3000 x 43 =
4000 x 43 so 0

1000 x 43 = 0 2000 x 43
2000 x 43 so 0 4000 x 43 = CI
4000 x 43 = 0 6000 x 43
d000 x 43 it 0 7000 x 43 so 0
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Estimate: 1000 x 43 al 43,000; 43,000 < 92,851

2000 x 43 = 86,000; 86,000 < 92,851

3000 x 43 = 129,000; 129,000 > 92,851

Therefore the quotient is between 2000 and 3000 and
2000 is our first pextial quotient.

2. Children then compute as above and check the solution.

They should discover that the underlying meaning and method of
dividing numbers does not change with the size of the numbers.

EVALUATION LAN.'? /OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXEEtCISIM

1. Study the problem and computation below. Then answer the
questions.

Mary divided 856 by 24, and checked her work in two ways.
Her thinking looked like this:

720 24

4 120 2J2
30 16 120

13 .876 720
3.2q 5 840
10 35 16

gg
Solutions Quotient 35

Remainder 16
Or 35 R 16

Explain each step in the solution and in each check.

In the division, which number is the dividend?
The quotient? The divisor?

Explain the meaning of the 30; the 720; the 5;
the 16; the 35.

In the multiplication, which number is the same as
the dividend, the quotient, the divisor?

What is each called in the multiplication?

Explain how the multiplication can verify the division.

Explain how addition will have helped to verify the division.

Which of the two checks Mary used, de you think is better? Why?
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2. The Parents Association wants to order 1494 bottles of soft

drinks for their meetings for the entire year. If they are

rackaged in cartons that hold 6 bottles each, how many cartons

shQuld the parents order? (n x 6 1494)

3. The thrush migrates from Louisiana to Alaska, coverlrig the
distance of 4000 miles in about 30 days. About how many miles

does it fly in one day? (30 x n = 4000)

4. The district library has 9000 books. New book shelves are to

be ordered, each of which will hold 36 books. How many shelves

will be needed?

5. If one pair of socks cost $.59, how many pairs can mother bgy

for $4.00? What does the remainder tell?

6. John said, "I weigh 98 lb. The British unit of weight for 14 lb.

is called a stone. How many stones do I weigh?"

7. Jane filled 16 birthday baskets with 12 pieces of candy each.

Four of her guests did not come to the party. Jane put their

share equally into each of the other baskets. How many pieces

of candy did each guest receive in her basket? (2 step problem)

8. The 36 children of our class will send a basket to John who is

ill. They will include books which cost $3.30, games for $1.74,

a box of stationery for $1.98 and $.90 worth of fruit. How much

should each child pay as his share?

($3.30 + $1.74 + $1.98 + $.90) -:- 36 = n

9. Joe's graduation is 9 weeks away. He is saving money to pay for

his expenses. He needs $12.50 for a class ring, $3.50 for the

class party, $1.00 for the class gift and $2.50 for extra

expenses. How much should he save each week to meet these costs?

10. Sally wants to do all the 336 problems in her arithmetic book

during her vacation. She has finished one half of them. How

many must she do e_lh day to finish the problems in the 12 days

left?
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11. There were 214 children in the 8 classes of the fifth grade
at the beginning of the school year. A new housing development

opened in December and 58 more children were registered in the

grade. What was the new average size of the classes on the

grade?

12. Our class was moved to another room. The children helped to

carry the books. If 426 books were moved, what was the average

number of books each child carried? (missing information)

13. All the schools of the district were having a dance festival.
The cost of using the auditorium for the 3 evenings was $385.

The cost of the costumes for the 28 schools was $1267. The

charge for 28 buses to transport the children was $700. How

much money did each school have to contribute to cover the

total expensesg

* 14. Astronaut John Glenn took 88 minutes to complete one orbit
around the earth.

If he was aloft for 4 hours and 55 minutes, how
many orbits did he make?

If the distance traveled in each orbit was about
27,016 miles, how many miles did he cover in one

minute?
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 69 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: HUNDREDTHS; COMMON AND

DECIMAL FORMS

Objectives: To introduce concept of hundredths, fractional and

decimal forms.

To develop relationships: units, tenths, fifths, etc. to

hundredths; cents to one dollar.

To develop concept of whole number plus fraction (mixed

form) in decimal form.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Extend understanding of relationships among fractions to include

fractions through ninetieths.

1. Children should draw line and other diagrams to discuss.

1 1 1.
as o.

4, -as 1 of -1to -las -1 of
30 3 10' 90 9 10

2. Suggested exercises:

It. 20 u
1 1 1 1 4, 1

20

1
fl= What part of "V6 = 20 x 407

1 1 1 1 1

x473 mit What part of li. .0 = .n.. of 35 20 " 60

etc. etc. etc.

1 1 1 1 1 1

b. = 0
-3- of 3-5 = El etc.

3 of To. 3 of IT; . o

3 °f

1

id ri 3 of m 7To = of = etc.
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c. What part of is 3-(1.?

Can you think of a way to derive To ? of
10

d. Insert the correct numeral to make true statements.

2 0 4 0 6 la
20 10 ' 20 2010 9 a 10 9

etc.

10 12 a
20 10 ' 20 10 9

V=0 ig=0 40 =0 .2=0 E=0 etc.

e. Draw a number line. Count on the number line by steps of
one-twentieth from 0 to 1.

r 1 1 2
etc.

L20 ' 10 ' 20 ' 100 9

Then do the above changing to tenths as you proceed.

[ 1 1 3
'

1
etc.

20' 10' 10' 10
Conceit of Hundredths

Ettend the understanding of fractions through hundredths.
Relate hundredths to tenths.

Using Squared Material.

Consider ehundred Rquitri4NAR one unit.

Children should use the hundred square to discover relationships
between:

The unit (the whole square) and tenths; the unit and hundredths;
tenths and hundredths; etc.

Children should recognize that:

The unit is made up of ten rows with 10 small squares on each raw.

The unit is made up of 100 small squares.
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1
Each row is of the unit.

10

1
Each small square is 7-0 of

1
Each small square is 1-5 of

the unit.

io or 100

Wby?

of tl,a unit.

Outline other fractional parts of the unit; e.g. 20 squares (using
2 rows).

Children should record names for this fractional part in terms of

2
,tenths; in terms of hundredths; (2 tenths, .2, 20 hundredths,

10
20
100 )

Proceed similarly with 3 rows, 7 rows, 9 rows, 10 rows, (the entire
unit)

10 100
Discuss the entire unit as 10 tenths; 100 hundredths:

TO. l' 100

Discuss 28 squares, 37 squares, 3 squares, etc. as 28 of the one hundred,

37 of the one hundred, or as
28

100 P 100 P
etc.

Hundredths in Decimal Form

1. Place Value

Consider a small square as 1 unit.

a. Place a hundred square, a ten-square strip, a unit-square and a
one-tenth strip (the result of dividing a unit-square into 10
equal parts) on the display board.

Draw a Place Value Chart directly below the squared material.
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Record the numerals for the number of unit squares represented
by the material on the Place Value Chart.

Hundreds

1

Tens

1

Units

1

0

Tenths

1

Cut one of the tenths into approximately 10 equal paw.

Ask children:

What should we call this part?
Where would you place this hundredth on the display board?

[right of tenths place]
Why? [Etch place has swine one tenth of the place immediately

to its left.]
Where would you record the numeral for one hundredth on the chart?

H

1 1

II

1

Tenths

1 1

What would you call that place? [Hundredths] Why?

b. Children label the column "Hundredths".

They discuss the value of the 1 in the tenths place and the value
of the 1 in the hundredths place.

H T II Tenth Hundredths

1 1 1 1 1

They note:

a "1" in the tenths place has 10 times the value of a "1" in the
hundredths place.

a "1" in the hundredths place has the value of a "1" in the
tenths place.



Children should discuss, then record 2 hundredths, 3 hundredths,... 9

hundredths on the place value chart.
Where should 10 hundredths be recorded?

Children show 3 hundredths on the place value chart.
They discuss how to record 3 hundredths without using a place value

chart.

Record .03 on the chalkboard. Compare with .3.

What does the zero in .03 indicate?

Continue to 10 hundredths or .10 and compare with .1.

Continue to develop understanding and recording of more than 1 tenth

or 10 hundredths.

Relationship: Units. Tenths, Fifths, etc. to Hundredths

Have children outline several "hundred- square" blocks on graph paper.

Have each hundred-square block represent one unit.

Children make comparisons by shading several fractional parts of the

hundred-square blocks.

Relationship of One Unit to Hundredths
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Have children shade one hundrEdth
of the unit.

Compare the value of 1 unit with
the shaded part.
Which is larger? How many times
larger?

Each part is Tau of the unit.

Each part is .01 or 0.01

Discuss the significance of the two

zeros.

How many unite are there?
How many tenths are there?
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Relationship of Tenths to Hundredths

Nftv&V' N
M&V &

Have children shade one tenth of the
unit.

Compare the value of 1 unit with
the shaded part.
Which is larger? How many times
larger?

1 10
10 = 100

0.1 = 0.10

Have children shade additional hundred-
square blocks to show:

2 20
= 0.2 = 0.20

15 100

through

10 100
10 u 1-ro ' 1 = 1.0 = 1.00

Relationship of Fifths to Tenths; of Fifths to Hundredths

Have children shade on fifth of the
unit.

Each part - -A of the unit.
2 1

Each part contains 2 tenths; IT) =

Each part contains 2C hundredths

1 2 20
100

1
- = 0.2 = 0.20
5

Have children outline additional
hundred-square blocks to show:

-4 -42
10 100

through

10 100
5 10 100

23 = 0.4 = 0.40 through

5
= 1 = 1.0 = 1.00



Ask children: Do .6 and .60 name the same number? [Yes] Justify

6 601your answer. Tal10

Relationship of Halves to Tenths; of Halves to Hundredths

Have children shade one half of
the unit.

Discuss:

2

1

2

2

2

=

=

10 100

0.5 = 0.50

10 100
10

1 =

100

1.0 = 1.00

attend to other subdivisions; -47, .5, etc.

Relationship of Cents to One Dollar

1. Reinforce:

1
1 cent as of 1 dime or 100

10

1 dime (100) as it of 1 dollar

Use real money if necessary.

2. Suggested Exercises:

1 cent = of a dime.

1 dime has a value of
1

1 dime = rr of a dollar

1 aollar = dimes

1 dollar has a value of

times as large as 1 cent.

times as large as 1 dime.
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3. Children know that one dolls:- . 10G cents and are now ready to
understand and use such relationships as 1 cent is 0.01 of a
dollar; a dime is 0.10 of a dollar; etc.

Children derive relationships such as:

1 cent = uco- of a dollar = $.01

1 nickel

1 dime

1 quarter

= of a dollar = $.05
100

10
is of a dollar = $.10

100
2-2 of a dollar = $.25

1 half dollar =
100
2 = $.50

1 dollar
100

= Tiro of a dollar = $1.00

Have children write decimal symbols for the following amounts
of money:

100
--aofadollar,

100 100
llof a dollar; of a dollar

Have children write the fraction symbols for:

$.15

Ask children:

$.27 $5.00

Why do you think we use decimal symbols for money, as $.20
20

rather than the fractional symbol of a dollar?
100

[

It is easier to speak of, to write
and to use in co.pAations.

*Some years ago, Incas' changed to of a Rupee. (Optional)
100

England is planning to change, too.
Let children look this up in an Almanac, Encyclopedia, etc., and
report on this information.
Have them explore Decimal System for money denominations in
different countries.
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Numbers In Mixed Form (Whole Number Plus Fraction):
Common and Decimal Forms

Use 2 hundred-square blocks, one shaded to represent one whole, the other
to represent hundredths of one whole.

Represent 1 rot as illustrated.

I' 7 '
A

%N ./Ar

VirJAF drAr .7VZ.71.
444 r .fAri

I A A zi A

AI A, VA7 47Ar d' r

fi7//1: dr4,77dierav gem

eff

10
Represent 1 as illustrated.

100

rffgrammEff

Follow a similar procedure with

l .

loo
.

+ loo + ao +

numbers such as:

.05 = 1.15

15 1

100
1 + = 1 + + = 1 + .1 + .05 = 1.15

100 10

Children record the
value represented as:

1 + = 3 1036

1. + 0.01 = 1.01

Continue through 1 2100

Children record the
value represented as:

1+ = = idoloo loo

1 1

1 1 37
1.1

10

Explain: 1.10 1.1

EVALUATION AND / OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Replace the frame or placeholder with a numeral to make true state-
ments of each of the following:
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.34 = 3 tenths +0 hundredths

.56 = tenths + 6 hundredths

*8 tenths + hundredths =
100

.08 =ZS,tenths + 8 hundredths

4.97 =0 ones +Atenths +0 hundredths

7 tenths +0 hundredths = 0
2. Rename the following decimals in comma t fractional form.

4.05 3.17 28.27 60.06

6.75 9.60 13.30 27.25

3. Record the following in decimal form.

30 hundredths 14 and 3 tenths

7 and 36 hundredths 69 and 7 hundredths
100

23 .11
100

4. Arrange the following in order of value from the smallest to the
largest.

4.4 44 .44 4.44

.60 .24
.9 .53

.11 .90 .07

5. Between each pair of decimal fractions insert > or <or = to form
a true sentence.

.5 .45 5.5 .55

.7 .69 .62 .9

1.0 .99 .03 .3
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 70 SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING HUNDREDTHS;
DECIMAL FORM

Objective: To help children develop the ability to add and subtract
numbers involving hundredths, without and then with
exchange; decimal form.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Addition: No Exchange

Suggested Problems The amount of rainfall in a month may be expressed
in hundredths of an inch. Newton had 3.26 inches
of rainfall in April and 1.71 inches in May. What
was the total amount of rainfall for those two
months? 3.26 + 1.71 = n

Estimate: 3.26 > 3; 1.71 > 1 n > 4 More than 4 inches of rainfall.

3.26 < 4; 1.71 < 2 n < 6 Less than 6 inches of rainfall.

Children should solve in a variety of ways, some of which are:

26
3 Tro 3.26 3 4- .2 + .06 3.26

1
100

1.71 .1 1 +.7 +.01 1.71

4 100
4 + .9 + .07 = 4.97 4.97

Total amount of rainfall: 4.97 in.

Children should compare the sum with the estimated sum.

They should decide which algorithm is most efficient.
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Additions With Exchange

Suggested exercise: 2.56 + 3.78 = n
Children rewrite as: 2.56

1.112.

Method 1

Step 1 Have children:

Record the hundredths and add .06

.08

.14

Record the tenths and add .5
.7

1.2

Record the whole numbers and add 2

5

Find the sum of hundredths, tenths
and whole numbers. .14

1.2

Solution: n 6.34

Method 2

Children should examine the hundredths column.

They note:

.06 + .08 = .14

.14 = .10 + .04 They should record the 4 hundredths 2.56
in the hundredths column. 3.78

4

Since ten hundredths one tenth, .10 is renamed as
.1 to be added to the tenths.

They note the tenths column and add the tenths.

.1 + .5 + 7 a 13 tenths 2.56
13 tenths is renamed as 1.3. Why? They record the
3 tenths in the tenths column. 34

The "1" is added to the whole numbers and the sum
recorded. 2.56

.6:54
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Children ohould observe that fractional numbers in decimal form are

added just as whole numbers are added. They may verify the sum by

changing to the common fractional form and/or using subtraction.
Discuns the role and place of the decimal point.

Nagested Practice Exercises

1. Find the sum of each and verify each sum by changing to the
common fractional form.

(a) 39.25 (b) 115.37 (c) 135.92 (d) 94.86
8,72 26.56 87.36

(e) 1.26 + 5.86 + 7.42

2. Ldd 24.51, 43.09, 216.97

3. Find the sum for each set of numbers

(a) 7.35, 12.68, 9.08

(b) $98.97, $25.75, $13.86

(c) 29.0, 208.45, 8.67

4. Add: using the common fractional form. Convert to decimal form
and verify your solutions.

(a) 754 (b) 93 (c) 68 (d) 56

2
84 11-26

2
37 -2 00

5. Carl added 32.14 and 26.2 as shown below and of course, his sum was
incorrect.

32.14

26.2

34 76

Can you explain his error? (Hints Use common fractions and
expanded notation)

1
30 + 2 +176 -4-

100
32.14

20 + 6 +16 26.2

-50 + 8 + 58.34
100

What would you advise Carl to do when adding decimals?
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Subtraction: No EXchanr;

Suggested Problem: Each foot in a surveyor's tape is divided into tenths

and hundredths. Paul's father used a surveyor's tape
to measure the length and width of the kitchen. The

length was 10.63 feet and the width was 8.22 feet.
How much greater than the width is the length of the

kitchen? 10.63 - 8.22 = n

Estimates 10.63 > 10; 8.22 > 8; .63 > .22

The difference is greater than 2 feet.

Children should solve in a variety of ways, for example:

10 .11 10.63 m lo + .6 + .03 10.63
100

- 8.22 = 8 + .2 + .02 - 8.22
8 22

or 2 + .4 4- .01 = 2.40 + .01 = 2.41 or 2.41
100

2 -41"
100

Children should compare the exact difference with the estimated difference.

They should decide which algorithm is most efficient.

Subtraction: With Exchange

Suggested exercise: 9.62 - 3.45 = n

Children should rename the minuend.

9.62 = 9 + .6 + .02 m 9 + .5 + .12 Why did we change .6 to .5?

-
,

3+ .4+ . 0 5 +.0
+ 1 + .07 6.17

n = 6.17

Children should observe that fractions in decimal form are subtracted

just as whole numbers are subtracted.

Suggested Practice Exercises

1. Verify remainders by using the common fractional form or by adding.

(a) 9.69 (b) 8.92 (c) 113.04 (d) 29.54

/131 -.3.47 15.86

(e) From 8.34 subtract 2.93 (f) 127.00 minus 39.73

(g) Subtract (h) Find the difference between 63.43 and 2.27.

$875.25
350,98
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2. Find the missing numeral.

(a) :3.28 n = 32.57

(b) 25.43 + n = 131.12

(c) n + 524.85 = 913.72

3. Subtract using the common fractional form. Convert to decimal form

and verify your solution.

(a) 15 (b) 28 1
4 5

-92
1

- 16

(c) 85

- 27 1.6-0

4. Find the value of n.

(a) (27.3 4.6.9) - (8.5 + 3.6) = n

(b) (42.8 + 5.7) - (16.2 + 4.8) = n

(c) (127.5 + 32.8) - (29.3 + 15.7) = n

EVALUATION AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGFZTF' ECERCISES

ADDITICK AND SUBTRACTION: CORM AND DECIMAL FORIC

3
1. When Joan visited Barbara at the hospital, she walked of a mile

to reach th* hospital and 10 of a mile from the hospital to her

home. How many miles did she walk? ( +16 n)

1
2. It took Barbara-

4
hour to walk to the hospital from school. She stayed

1
for 1

3
- hours and then took-

2
hour to reach home. (Incomplete)

$3. Linda has 1 II yards of material. The pattern for the skirt she

1
wants to make calls for 2

3
-.yards. Hoy much more material must she

bAY
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2
4. A pail filled with a gallon of water weighs 10 -375 lb. If the pail

8
weighs 1 yo lb., how much does the gallon of water weigh?

2 8(10 -

1, The table in the clubhouse is 11
3
ft. long. We have one cloth

41 ft. long, another 7 ft. long. After the table is covered

how such is left for overlap and drop at the ends?

6. A tank contained 92.4 gallons of oil. During the day, 15.75

gallons were used. How much oil remained in the tank?

7. With $85.00 in cash, Mr. Bates set out to pay two bills. Cie bill

amounted to $25.15. The other was $19.75. After Mr. Bates paid

these bills, how much cash did he have left?

8. In 1961, the winning racing car traveled at an average speed of

139.44 miles per hour. In 1962, the winning car traveled at an

average speed of 142.29 miles per hour. What was the difference

in speed?
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 71 - Sul' OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: MULTIPLICATICN, CONON PORN;
PROPERTIES APPLIED

Objectives To help children use properties of multiplication
(Distributive and Commutative) in multiplication of
fractions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Distributive Property Applied: Suggested Development

1
Problem: John wants to make a book shelf. He needs 2 3 feet of

wood for each shelf. How much lumber will he need for

4 shelves? (4 x 2 = n)

Estimate: n > 8; n > 9 (Why?) [4 x 3 > 0]

Compute: Children may solve in a variety of ways. They should

observe that the Distributive Property is applied.

Horizontal Format

A. 4 x 2 = (4 x 2) (4 xi) = 8 +4 = 84 m 9
1

B. 4 x 2 I = (4 xi) + (4 x 2) =45 + 8 g. 9

C. 4 x 2 = 8 D. 4 xi mi

4 xi mg 4 x 2 = 8

84m9i 8i=9t
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1
E. 2

Vertical Format

8 (4 x2)

4 1
(4x7)

4 18- 21I 9-
3 3

F. 2 1.

3

4

A
3

(4 x
3)

8 (4 x 2)

18_4 .9_
33

Children may check by adding. 2 3 +21+21++84 =93

Suggested Practice:

1
3 x 4 - 12 4- n 2

5 x 3 = 15 + = n

26 x41 =04-A= n 4x 5 .7=0+41, an

5x2 =10+ =n

3x 6 ii=C1+ti

Commutative Property of Multiplication Applied: Suggested Development

1. Reinforce the generalization for multiplication of fractions.
(Multiplying the numerator of the ;motion by the whole number
gives the numerator of the product. The denominator remains
the same.)

a. Have children solve:

4x5= 3x4=
Ask children:

Since 4 xi and x 4 =.!, then 4 x-- = E3x
5 5

1 1 1

5 5
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b. Have children solve:

x 8 =I] 8 x 3 =0

Ask children:

Since
4
x 8 = 6, and 8 x

4
= 6, then

4
x 8 8 x03

c. Ask children to explain the property involved.

2. Have children complete the following to make each statement true.
Explain.

8xi=ix:3 = n x 46 =46 x0 = n

2 2ci.Nx 5 la n x 60 = 60 x n

12 x = 0 x 12 = n 9 x84 = = n

35xD =2x35an
20 x 1-1 95 x 20
3 3

1 2
Since 2 m 4

2
= 9 -5, 4 .5 x 2 = Why?

3 4
'

Since 6 x 2 = 2 x 6 =0 Why?10 13 3.1

Multiplication: Changing Mixed Form to Fractional Form

1. Suggested Development

1
-fProblems Each side of John's square garden plot is 6 ft. long.

How much fencing must he buy to build a fence around it.

Reinforce the formula for the perimeter of a square. _
= S + S + S Si

r = 4S

Have children write the sentence to solve the problem. [4 x 6 -f = n]
1
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1
Reinforces 6 7 =7 4,

61

61-a

Rewrite the problems 4 x 6 mnas 4 x 2 = n

Then compute: 4 xt-'2 = 26

2. Present problems Mother needs to fill 2 ibooks of trading stamps.

If each book contains 1200 stamps, how many stamps

does she need to collect?

Method Is

Method. II:

3
2 x 1200

2 x 1200

=

88
11

x 1200) + (ti x 1200) = n (Applying Distri
butive Property of
Multiplication with
respect to Addition)

x 1200 = n

EVALUATION AND/OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Children compute the following using methods 1 and 2.

2
a. 35

3
x 900 = n

2. Complete the followings

a. 5 -sx 6 -3-x 6 son d. 4 25'. x 18 so E- -i.I x 18 io n2 0

1
go an 2 0

b. 4 x 2-8 4 x-ion e. 7 x 4 -s 7 x

c. 834 x10 mixioson f. 6 x 1 1:6 = 6 x?oln

b. 56 x 1432 = n

(Changing Mixed Form
to it'actional Form)



3. Complete and find the product.

6 3

8

(6 x0)

(6 x A)

2

3 $E
4. Find tae product 5 x 7 E by renaming 7 as a sum.

5. Interesting Number Patterns

Show that the following statements are trues

1 .2. x 3 is 12 +3

1 11 -5 x 4 RI 1 7 + 4

x5a1-4 + 51.4

Can you continue the pattern?
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OPERATIONS

UNIT 72 - SET OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS: FRACTION AS AN INDICATED
DIVISION OF TWO NUMBERS; DIVISION OF FRACTIONS

COTE TO TEACHER

Fraction As A Number

The sets of numbers that we consider in Elementary
School Mathematics are:

1. The Set of Counting Numbers (also called
Natural Numbers)

fl 2, 3,...)

2. The Set of Whole Numbers

[0, 1, 2,...j

3. The Set of integers

too., "2, 19 0, *19 *_2 ,...i

4. The Set of Rational Numbers

Rational numbers may be defined as numbers which can

be symbolized as an indicated clotient, , of two

integers (the denominator not zero). Thus one-half,

which can be written as
1
- is a rational number, as
2

in three, which can be written as 1 (or
6,v.
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Fraction Az A Numeral

1 2
iTechnically, a fraction, like -2- or -37. is a numeral,

naming or symbolizing a rational number.

It is understood that we will use the term "fraction"

whether we are considering the number (the idea) or

the numeral (the symbol).

Children need rarely refer to this distinction

in grade 5.

Objectives: To extend the meaning of fractional numbers.

To develop dividing a fraction by a whole number.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Fraction As An Indicated Quotient

1. Suggested problem: 3 boys are to share a candy bar equally.

What part of it will each boy get?

Show, using a diagram, how the boys shared the candy bar.

What did the boys do to the candy bar? [They divided it into

3 equal parts.]

What part did each boy get? [1]
3

Ask children to record the action in a mathematical sentence.

[1 * 3 =

1 1
Is -3- another symbol for 1 .6 3? Can 3 be read as 1 4 3?

What can the line separating the numerator and the denominator

represent? the bar of the division symbol;

. 41numerator
---4indicated division
* 4denominator
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2. Suggested problem: 2 candy bars were to Le divided equally
among 5 boys. How much should each boy get?

Ask children:

To draw a diagram to show the action.

To write a mathematical sentence to show the action.

[2 5 = 21
5

2
What is the result of the division represented by 2 5 or

5

[t- or 2 fifths]

2
To read 3- n two different ways.

Children discover that:

5
read as 2 5 represents the result of the operation of

division on 2 and 5.

5

2
read as 2 fifths represents the result of that operation on

the answer.

3. Suggested problem: 3 candy bars are to be divided equally
between 2 boys. Show this with a diagram
and record the action with symbols.

3
2 = i]

Have children interpret in two different ways.



4. Using number lines and symbols.

5.

Have children draw a line segment of 1 unit length.

They divide it into 2 equal parts and label the

midpoint.

Write the sentence that tells how you arrived at 1 half the unit

of length. 1 * 2 =

1
Is 7 the same as 1 4 2? Why?

1
Is 1 * 2 another name for

2
? Why?

Have children draw a line segment 9 1 2

of 3 units of length.

They divide it into 2 equal parts.

They show that 3 * 2 = and that is another name for 3 * 2.

Suggested exercises for practice.

a. Complete the following equations and change to mixed form

where possible:

* 6 =
4 4 5

7 * 3 m A 25 8 = A

ri 0 = 0 4 p rl

5
- A

10 'Li 4A 10
10°°0 'I- A

b. What operation does the symbol for a fraction indicate?

c. State another interpretation of a fraction. [A fraction

indicates the quctient of two numbers.]

Dividing a Fraction by a Whole Number

1. Suggested problem: !7.1 of a large candy bar is divided equally

between 2 children. How much will each receive?

Children may use representative materials if necessary.
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Discuss:

What part of the candy bar must be shared?
1

Into how many parts must -4. of the candy bar be divided? [2]

To have children understand how to record the division of a.

fraction by a whole number use the following pattern:

Ask children to record:

8 divided into 2 equal parts; 27 ;

4 divided into 2 equal parts; 27 ;

2 divided into 2 equal parts; iyi ;

1 divided into 2 equal parts; 231 ;

8 2

4 4 2

2 2

1 2

21 divided into 2 equal parts; 231 ; i-* 2

4
1

i"divided into 2 equal parts, 2.a , . 2

How then may the problem be recorded in a mathematical
sentence?

[

4

1 4 2 =n

What will "n" equal?

Solution:

[ n

Have children derive or check answers by drawing diagrams.

1
2. Suggested problem: For the school gardens

3
of a plot of land

is to be shared equally by 4 classes. What

part of the entire plot will each class
1

cultivate?
3

f 4 = n
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Discuss:

What part of the plot must be shared?

Into how many parts must of the plot be livined?

Record: 1 divided into 4 parts = n

Children should represent the situation using a diagram or a
number line.

0 3

I I----
a

1
=

1 1
divided into 4 equal parts -

3 12 n 12

3. Suggested practice exercises.

Children may use diagrams or number rays to derive the answer.

1
. 3 =n

4
. 3 =n, etc.1

.
2

2 =n 1

4
* 2 =n

1

2

Dividing a Fraction With a Numerator Greater Than One by a
Whole Number.

1. Suggested Exercise:
3 3 = n
4

Discuss: divided into 3 equal parts. Use diagrams or number line.
4

0 i

I
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2. Suggested problem:
4

of a yard of ribbon is to be divided into 2

equal parts for apron strings. How long will

each string be? 4 2 = n
4

Discuss:

1
divided into 2 equal parts equals :I ?

4

divided into 2 equal parts equals ?
4 [i] Whar?

I A
1
.0 3 times as much as

L4

3. Suggested practice exercises:

13 1 1
3-
1Since 4 3 = Since - 4 2

12
Since 4 2 =

10

2

343= 6 5
2= 4+=



SETS, NUMBER, NUMERATION

*UNIT 73 srsTrims (p NUMERATION: BASE FIVE (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACH&

The Hindu-Arabic system of numeration is a decimal
or base 10 system.
It uses 10 symbols called digits:

( 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 }

and 10 is called the Base.
Any whole number can be recorded using a combination
of these ten symbols and the principle of place

value. This can be extended to include fractional
numbers expressed as decimal fractions.

A similar system of numeration can be based on any
number of symbols greater than 1.
For examples

Base Symbols Symbols

2 2 0,1 Binary System of Numeration)

3 3 C,1,2

4 4 2ALE0
5 5 0,1222324 (Ranary System of Numeration)

10 10 11)lad3026112312Arecimalstem of Numeration

11 11 0,1,223.4.516.7,8,927

12 12 0,1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.T,E (Duodecimal Skrstem)

The reason for studying a system of numeration based
on another number such as 2 or 5 is to give children

a better understanding of the Base 10 system and the
use of the Ylace Vale concept.

When introducing and developing the brief study of
the Base 5 system of numeration suggested below, the
emphasis should be only on understanding and apprecia-
tion and on comparison with the decimal (Base 10)

system. Emphasis should not be on computation,
speed, skill or memorization.

499
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Ob'ective: To extend understanding of the decimal system of numeration
by introducing numeration in Base 5.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce characteristics of the decimal system of numeration.

Discuss:

The names of the symbols (digits)

The number of symbols

Name of the system [Decimal system of numeration] Why?

How numbers greater than 9 are recorded

Place Value - Use the Place Value Chart to record and
explain the value of the digits in each
column. For example:

H

4

T 0

3 6

Tell children that the decimal system of numeration is also
called a Base 10 system. Why?

2. Introduce Base Five

Develop with children:

What would you call a system similar to our Base 10
system, with only five symbols? [Base 5 or Quinary System]

Have children make up their own symbols. For example:

At 0, *, 0, X

If we use Hindu-Arabic symbols, which of them should we

use? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] Why?

How would you represent the numbers one, two, three,

four? [1, 2, 3, 4]

What would the next number be? [five]

In the Base 10 system, have we a single symbol for
ten, the base?

How do we represent ten? [10]



In the Base Five system, we would represent five by 10
fi y.

There is no single symbol for five in Base Five, just as

there is no single symbol for ten in Base 10.

lieread10five as "onet zero; Base 5"

Discuss:

The verbalization of "10" when it represents the quantity

five. [One, zero; Base Five]

The reason why"onet zero; Base Five'should not be called

ten. [It is too easily confused with the number 10.]

The recording of"onet zero; Base Five"to distinguish it

from"onet zero; Base 10."

10
five

read as: Onet zero; Base Five

10 read as: Ten. (Base need not be indicated

in Base Tent although it may also be read as

"Onet zero; Base Ten)

Continue to discuss, record and read Base Five quantities

through 9.

Number Numeral Read as

five 10f
ivy

onet zero; base five

six 11
five

onet one; base five

seven 12
five

onet two; base five

eight 13
five

onet three; base five

nine 14
five

onet four; base five

Eow shall we continue?

501
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3. Place Value Chart for Base Five

Discuss how to label the columns. Begin with "ones."
Have children volunteer. Teacher records symbols for column
labeled "Ones."
They record numbers through 4.

&tend chart to the next column.

In Base Ten system what did we label the column to the
left of unit's column? Why?

[Ten times as large as the one's unit]

In Base Five system what can we label the column to the
left of "One's" column? [Fives]
Why? [Five times as great as the "One's" unit]

Have children:

Record "Five" in the Place Value Chart.

Tell what is the number after 4. [five]

Record it in its proper place.

Fives Ones

1

2

3

4

1 0 (one, zero)

Discuss:

(one group of five, tH4.)

Number of ones, number of groups of fives. Explain.
[Four is the largest number that can be represented in
the ones column]



What is the relationship between 10five
and 1

five
?

[10five: read as one, zero; is five times the size of

1five.

4. Comparing numerals in Base Five with numerals in Base 10

a. Use chart to make comparisons:

BASE FIVE

BASE TEN or
DECIMAL EQUIVALENT

Fives Ones

1

2

4

1 0 5

b. Have children continue to record numerals in Base Five

and to compare them with the decimal equivalents.

11 = 6 ;
12f

7 -
13f

8
14f

9
five ten f ive ten' five ten' five ten

BASE FIVE j DECIMAL EQUIVALENT

Fives Ones

1 0

1 1 6

1 2 7

1 MI 8

1 MI
2 0 10
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114
11-14- I

11-1-1- 1

Itit III

ttft 1111

11-14- 1111L (2 sets of five)

Discuss:

20
five

Two, zero; Base Five represents 2 sets

of five and no sets of one, which is

equal to 10 in Base 10.

Continue through 44 (24) [Represents 4 sets of five]
and 4 sets of one
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c. Extend the Place Value Chart.

Relate the Place for 10 tens (hundreds) to the Place for
5 fives.

Record 25 in Base Five (100). Children should see the need
for another column.

BASE FIVE DECIMAL a 4UIVALENT

Pwen -fives Fives Ones

4 4 24

1 0 0 2

What is the largest quantity that can be shown in
two columns in the decimal system? [99]
Why? There is no single symbol to represent a

value larger than 9.

What is the largest quantity that can be shown in
two columns in the quinary system? [44]
Why? [We cannot use the symbol 5 in Base Five]

d. Discuss relationship between column headings in the
Qui.nary System.

Fives and ones; ones and fives

[Five times as large]
One fifth as large]

Twenty-fives and fives; fives and twenty-fives

Twenty-fives and ones; ones and twenty-fives

e. Compare these relationships with relationships in the decimal
system; tens and ones; hundreds and tens; etc.

Discuss:

Value of 42
f i

as 4 fives and 2 ones. [(4 x 5) + 2, in base 10]

Method of changing 42five to Base Ten.

42five = (4 x 5) + 2 m 22 in Base Ten

Have children change the following numerals in Base Five to
numerals in Base Ten.

33f
24
five

101
five
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5. Suggested practice exercises:

a. Write each of the following Base Five numerals as a Base Ten
numeral.

BASE FIVE BASE TEN

0 10]

10 [5]

24 1141

42 1221

103 [28]

b. Construct a chart to compare numbers from zero to fifty in
Base Five with numbers from zero to fifty in Base Ten.

c. Insert the correct relation symbol: >, =, <

17 0 llfive

19 34five

29 0 120five

1000 0 131five

*d. Some children may be able to add and subtract in Base Five.

*e. Encourage children to develop numeration systems with other
bases.
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 74 - MEASUREMENT: GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION; LINE GRAPH

Objectives: To interpret Line Graphs.

To construct Line Graphs.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Reading and Interpreting Line Graphs

1. Reinforce:

Interpretation of bar graphs as showing a way of com-

paring data.

Meaning of vertical axis, horizontal axis, scale.

2. Present a graph as below, and discuss the following:

What is the title of the graph?

What do the dates at the bottom tell us?

What do the numerals at the left tell um?

On what day or date was it warmest? - coldest?

On what dates was the temperature the same?

How much warmer was it on May 13th than on May 11th?

How many degrees did the temperature drop between

May 13th and May 14th?
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80

75-

C 70
a)

, 66
cr-

A 60

55

50

Record of 2 P.M. TemperatureWeek of May 11th

1i Yz 5(3 Y4 7i5 Y6

Date s

Discuss the advantage of using this Line Graph rather than a Bar

Graph.

Line graphs are useful to show general trends and changes as well
as to facilitate comparisons. A line graph may show changes over

a period of time; changes in weight as heights change; etc.
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3. Stud line graphs and note:

a. A line graph should have a title.

b. Each axis should be labeled.

c. The graph has two axes.

d. A line graph scale does not necessarily start at zero.

e. The lines are numbered, not the spaces.

f. The mark used to show data on a line graph is a "dot"
which will become the endpoint of one or two line

segments.

g. The dot represents an ordered pair. On the chart above

each day is paired with the average temperature at 2 P.M.

on that day.

On the graph above each dot represents one of the ordered

pairs: 12, 65; 15, 60; etc.

h. Dots are connected by line segments from left to right.
The line segments make it easier to interpret the graph
and to observe a trend.

i. When one of the scales of a line graph represents units

of time, these are usually marked on the horizontal

axis.

4. Children should interpret other line graphs found in news-
papers; periodicals and textbooks.

Constructing Line Graphs

1. Children should use graph paper ( 4 or 5 boxes to the

inch are suggested) to construct a line graph from in-

formation organized on a chart.
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Fer examcle:

Normal Monthly Temperatures
for New York City

Month f Temp. Month Temp.

Jan. 33 July 77

Feb. s 33 Aug. 75
Mar. 41 Sept. 69
Apri I 51 Oct. 58
May 62 Nov. 47
June 7i Dec. 36

__.

80

75
70
65

6°
t 55
a 50
c: 45

40
35
30

Normal Monthly Temperatures
foc New York City

- -n M 3: M I-- L- t. (P 0 Z on
(11131712
F ; Z-

Months

0 n 0
n

As children construct the graph of the information on the chart,
discuss:

Why was a scale of 5° for each space selected for the
degrees of temperature?

What other scale could hare been chosen? Explain.

Why were the months written on the horizontal axis?
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What determined the placement of the dots?
(Ordered pairs as shown on chart]

During what 2 months was there no change in temper-

ature?

If there is a sharp rise upward in the line hull
month to the next, what does that tell about the

increase?

Compare the use of a bar graph vs. a line graph for

this data.

2. Have children construct and interpret other line graphs based

on information from daily experiences, textbooks, etc.



GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 75 - MEASUREMENT: AREA OF A RECTANGULAR REGION

NOTE TO TEACHER

In measuring area by counting the number of units,
we follow the same pattern as when we measured
length by counting hand spans, etc.

We:

1. Select a unit.
2. Count the number of units

object being measured.
3. This number is callei the

case, the area.

that fit into the

measure; in this

Objectives: To develop concept of area.
To introduce standard units of measure for area.
To develop formula for finding area.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

le Reinforce meaning cf point, line, line segment, ray, plane,
simple closed figure, polygon.

2. To understand area as the measure of the interior surface of a
polygon, children should review properties of some geometric
figures.
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a. Reinforce: RileaL&Ele
Angle: Meaning of angle; kinds of angles.
Right Angles are formed when 2 intersecting lines result
in 4 angles with equal measure.

Perpendicular lines are 2 lines that intersect to form
right angles.

b. Reinforce properties of Rectangles.
A rectangle is a polygon with 4 sides (quadrilateral).
Both pairs of opposite sides are parallel.
Both pairs of opposite sides are equal in length.
All four angles are right angles.
A rectangle encloses a region called a lectanion.

2. Develop measurement of a Rectangular Region.

a. Discuss the need for measuring a rectangular region: for
example, the amount of paper, tile, carpet, etc. needed to
cover a surface.

Ask children:

What is meant by ikc "play area" of the playground?
What is meant by the "floor space" of a room?
How do you think you can find the liessure of an enclosed
region?

Tell children:
The measure of an enclosed space (the region) is called
its area. Area measures surface just as length measures
curves or lines.

It can sometimes be found by counting the number cf times
a selected unit is contained in the region being measured.

b. Non-Standard Units of Measure of Area.

Suggested problem: To find the area of the drawing paper.

Provide each child with various shapes: circular, triangular,
square, etc.

Consider each in turn
as a unit of area.

(The square should be contained
an exact number of times in the
sheet of drawing paper.)
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Have children experiment with the various shapes to find how
many units of any one of them are contained within the surface.

Discuss the fact that to measure the surface area, the units
must not overlap, and spaces must not be left between units.

Which unit of area was most convenient for measuring the
surface? [the square unit] Why?

Which unit of area was impossible to use for measuring the
surface? [the circle] Why?

Have children lay off the square unit and count the number of
times the unit is repeated to cover the whole surface.

How many times was the square unit contained
in 1 row across the top of the drawing

paper?

For how many rows was this repeated?

If 6 square units were laid off horizontally
for 3 rows, how many square units were
contained on the surface?

Have children discover that the area is 6 square units
repeated 3 times, or 3 times 6 square units, or 18 square

units.

Children discover that the area is 6 unit squares.

Suggested problem: To measure a section of the floor
using a square unit.

Have children determine the number of times the length
of the square is contained in 1 horizontal row, and the
number of rows needed.

Discuss various ways of finding the area of the section of

the floor by:

Counting the number of units the section of the floor will

contain.
Multiplying the number of units in each row by the number

of rows.
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c. Standard Units of Measure

Sre Inch

Discuss:

One inch as a unit of length.

A one inch square as enclosing
1 saaare inch of area.

The enclosed region has an area

of 1 square inch.

One square inch as a standard
unit of measure for area.

How to construct a square inch.

Difference between a "1 inch
square" and "1 square inch".

[I

In a "1 inch square" we are talking about the square, which

is the boundary; in "1 square inch" we are talking about the

measure of the interior region of a "1 inch square".

Suggested problem: Find the area of a sheet of drawing paper

measuring 9" x 12".

Have children:

Mark the paper into one inch squares.

Count to find the number of square inches in one row

and the number of rows.

Find the area by counting the number of one inch squares

that the paper contains. [108 inch squares]

Discover that they can also find the area in square inches

if they multiply the number of inches in one row (length)

by the number of rows (width) 9 x 12 = 108. [108 square inches]

Square Foot

Discuss:

one foot as a unit of length.

one square foot as a unit of area.

How would you construct a square foot using a foot rule?

Using the square inch?



How many square inches are there in a square foot? [144]

Wby?

What is the area in a 1 foot square in square inches? in

square feet?

Suggested problem:

Have children draw
in square feet.

What is the area in square feet of a

dinette floor that measures 6' by 9'?

a diagram to show the area marked off

Square Yard Is

Find the area:
6 x 9 sq. ft. = 54.sq. ft.

What does the 6 represent?

the 9?

Discuss need for using larger units of square measure, such

as square yard, to measure larger surfaces, e.g. carpeting a

floor.

Children discover that:

144 sq. in.

9 sq. ft.

1296 sq. in.

515

= 1 sq. ft. Explain. - Note that 144 = 12 x 12 = 12
2

= 1 sq. yd. Explain. - Note that 9 = 3 s 3 = 3
2

= 1 sq. yd. Explain. - Note that 1296= 36 x 36 = 362

Discuss wily 1296 mg 9 x 144.

3. Formula for finding Area of a Rectangular Region

Consider a rectangle 8" long and 6" wide.

ge

Have children:

Count the number of one inch squares in one row. [8]
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Measure the length of the row. [8 inches]

Relate the measure of the length (8 inches) to the number of
inch squares. [8; the number is the same.]

Count the number of rows. [6; width]

Measure the width. [6 inches]

Relate the measure of the width (6 inches) to the number
of rows. [6; the number is the same]

Arrive at the formula for finding the area of a rectangular
region:

If A = Area; 1 = length; w = width

thenA=lxw or A = lw

Apply the formula to find the area of the rectangular
region above.

A =lxw A= 8x6 A =48 Area = 48 sq. inches

4. Discuss:

Need for square mile as a unit to measure large areas of
land.

Acre as a unit of area. (Not "square acre" since acre is
already a unit of area.)

Relationship of area of square to square numbers.

Need for using same unit of measure of length in finding
areas.

Children should understand that when the dimensions are stated
in two different units of measure, such as feet and inches,
either the number of larger units may be changed to smaller units,
or the number jf smaller units may be renamed as fractional parts
of the larger unit.

Children should note that when:

There are more of the smaller units; the number of those
units is larger.

There are fewer of the larger units; the number of those
units is smaller.
For example: 1 ft. = 12 in., 1 <:12
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EVALUATION AND / OR PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find the area of the following rectangular regions.

12' by 15'

5' by 8'9"

14" by 14" 25 yd. by 32 yd.

8' by 6 yd. 4'3" by 2'7"

2. Additional exercises may be found in textbooks.
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GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

UNIT 76 GEOMETRY: SOLID GEOMETRIC SHAPES

9biectives To help children distinguish between plane and solid
figures.

To distinguish solids by their characteristics

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Reinforce children's understanding of the following terms.

Line
Line segment

RAY
Parallel

Vertex
Simple closed figure
Plane
Polygon

Circle
Arc
Degree

Perpendicular
Surface
Region
Dimensions

Area

2. Discuss the meaning of dimension.

Children should know intuitively that:

A point has no dimensions.

A line segment has one dimension;

Angle

Right angle
Obtuso angle
Acute angle

Parellelogram
Quadrilaterial
Square
Rectangle

length

Trapezoid
Rhombus
Perimeter

A closed plane figure such as a rectangular region has
two dimensions; length and width.
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Compare a plane surface, e.g. a desk top with a solid, e.g.

individual cereal box.

Have children note:

The boundaries of the desk top are line segments.

The boundaries of the bax are parts of planes.

That the desk top has length and width.

That the box has length, width, and depth; the

box encloses a volume.

The number of corners (vertices) of the desk top. (4)

A

C-

The number of corners (vertices) of the box. (8)

F

That both are closed figures.

Discuss the dimensions of the desk top and the dimensions of

the box.

Tell children that the box is an example or model of a geo-

metric solid.
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Show children:

filled cereal box; empty cereal box
brick; empty chalk box

Are all of these models of geometric solids? Why?

Discuss:

3 - D films

Photographs as plane figures (2 dimensional) that suggest
solid or 3 dimensional figures.

3. Characteristics of some solid geometric figures.

Display items that are examples of solids:

Orange, ball, globe, pyramid, cylinder or can, building
block, cube, triangular prisms, cone, etc.

Identify each as an example of a solid and compare them.

Note that some solids:

Have spherical shapes. (orange and ball have curved
surface only.)

Have curved and plane surfaces. (cylinder, cone)

Have only plane surfaces. (block, pyramid, prism)

Continue the development using only the following:

Brick, block, a square box, pyramid, triangular prism.

Emphasize the similarities of each. (Each has surfaces that are
enclosed by pjii&FLIT----

Discuss:

The surfaces as faces

The line segments as elms

The intersections of the line segments as vertices
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Emphasize the differences

Compare a cube with other rectangular 'solids. (boxes)

Compare & pyramid with the other solids.

EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Show diagrams of plane and solid figures. Identify each.

2. Find and list objects in the classroom that suggest geo-

metric solids.

3. What geometric figure is suggested by each of the following;

can
cArton

ice cream cone
ball

pup tent
tepee

4. Wits the name of an object which suggests each of the geometric
terms listed below:

sphere

rectangular sol:d

cube

cone

5. Draws picture 04' a rectangular solid. Label each vertex with

a letter.

Identify each edge by two letters. [ AB, etc.]

Identify each face by four letters. [SIGH, ABFE, etc.]

Identify each vertex by one letter. [A, B, etc.]

Use letters to identify the tacos of the solid that have

the largest area, the smallest area.

Use letters to identify the edges that are parallel. [ AB II DC, etc.]
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6. Indicate which of the following suggest surface regions only;
which represent geometric solids:

an ice cube a counter top

a can of peas the outside of the can of peas

Visualising, Drawing, Constructing of 3 dimensional figures may
help children to understand better their properties.

1. Starting with the following, can you finish the drawing to
make a model of

a. A cube:

111

E

Not a cube

b. A rectangular solid

A cube

A cube
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c. A pyramid: (starting with a square and a point outside the square)

2. Visualize and then draw a picture of some 3 dimensional figures

as they would look flattened out.

a. A Rectangular solid:

Describe a rectangular solid as you visualize it from the flattened

out model.

Add tabs to your model, cut it out and construct the model of a

rectangular solid.
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Describe a pyramid as you visualize it from the flattened out model.

Add tabs to your model, cut it out and construct the model of a

Pyramid.

c. Start with a rectangular sheet of paper or

card board.

r
Cut squares of the same dimensions

corner.

Hake an open box by folding up the
Use tape to connect the sides.

Experiment with cutting squares of
corner. Describe your results.

Experiment with cutting rectangles
Describe your results.

out of each

four sides.

different sizes out of each

out of each corner.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

UNIT 77 - NUMERATION: EXPONENTIAL NOTATION

NOTE TO TEACHER

Children should be aware that in scientific

notation, numbers are expressed using expo-

nents and powers of 10. For example:

10,000 = 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10* can

be read as: Ten to the fourth power.

10 is referred to as the "base". The term

"base" has different meanings in systems of

numeration, (Base 10, Base 5) and in Ge-

ometry.

For 10*, the 4 is referred to as the Expo-

nent. The exponent 4 tells how many times

the base 10 is used as a factor.

10* is called the fourth power of 10.

Zero, used as an exponent is a special case.

10° = 1, by definition as is a° for

any a # 0

One, used as an exponent is a special case.

10' = 10, by definition: a' = a

for all "a".

Westin: To help children understand meaning and use of exponents.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Exponent for Squares
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1. Reinforce understanding of the meaning of the square of a

number.

Ask children:

What are the two equal factors that result in the product

25 [5 x 5] 36 [6 x 6] 64 [8 x 8]

1 [1 x 1]

What number multiplied by itself equals 100?
How many times does 5 appear as a factor of 25? [2 times]

6 as a factor of 36? [2 times] etc.

2. Tell children that:

When the same factor is -used 2 times to arrive at a product,

the expression may be written as:

5 x 5 = 25 or 5 square = 25 or 52 = 25

6 x 6 = 36 or 6 square = 36 or 62 = 36

The 2 in 52, 62, etc. is called the exponent;

The 5, 6 is the factor that is being repeated.

This type of recording may be called the exponential form.

52 is called the second power of 5.

25 can be written as:

25 in Whole Number Form

5 x 5 in Product Form

52 as a power of 5 or in Exponential Form

3. Suggested practice exercises:

a, Express the following as the product of 2 equal factors, and

then in exponential form.

1, 4, 16, 49, 81, 100
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b. Complete the following, then state in exponential form.

9 = 0 x 0 = 0 square =

121 = x = square =

400 = x = square =

c. 122 = 0 132 =

d. If n2 = 100
then n =

[ 32]

[112]

[202]

142 = El

If n2 = 121
then n =

If n2 = 169
then n =

152 = 0

If n2 = 144
then n =

e. If one side of a square is 4 inches, what is the area of the

square? Write this in exponential form.

f. If we let one side of a square be "s ", write a formula for the

area of a square, using exponential form. [ A = S2 ]

Extended Exponential Notation

1. Discuss:
In how many ways can we name 16 as a product?

Record some of these ways. For example:

a. 16 x 1 b. 8 x 2 c. 4x4 d. 4 x 2 x 2

e. 2 x 2 x 2 x 2

In which of the above are only equal factors used?

What are the factors of 16 in c? x 41; in e? [2 x 2 x 2 x 2]

How many times is the factor 4 used in c? the factor 2 used in e?

Rename the following, repeating the same factor:

25 = x [5 x 5]

64 = x [8 x 8]

64 = x x [ 4x 4x4]

27 = x x C3x3x3)

81 = x x x [3x3x3x3]

100 = x [
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Ask children to consider 25 as 5 x 5.
Which factor is repeated? 1 5
How many times is it used as a factor? [2 times]
How can we write this in exponential form? [ 52 ]

Ask children to consider 81 as 3 x 3 x 3 x 3
Which factor is repeated? [ 3 ]
How many times is it used , a factor? [4 times]

2. Tell children that 3x3x3x3 can be written as 3* .

34- can be read "three to the fourth power".

Ask children:

What do you think the 3 in 3' means? The factor that is to
be repeated.

What do you think the * in 3* means? The number of times 3
is used as a factor.

If this form of renaming numbers is called exponential notation,
which number do you think we should call the repeated factor? [3];
the exponent? [4]; the base? [3]

Read 62 in two different ways. [6 to the second power, or 6 square]

Read 53 in two different ways. [5 to the third power, or 5 cube]

Why do we call it "6 square"; "5 cube" ?

3. Provide practice in reading numerals written in exponential notation.

35 , 81 , r , etc.

4. Provide practice in renaming numbers by repeating a factor, then
stating the exponential form.

e.g. 4 = 2 x 2 = 22, 8 = 2 x 2 x 2 = 23, etc.

5. Express in words sad tell the meaning of:

23' , 43' , n' In n' we cannot think of "n used as]

a factor once", so what we do is to

[define n to equal n.
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EVALUATION and / or PRACTICE

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Fill in the frames with the correct numeral.

8 = 2 x 2 x 2 =

= x 7 =

[23] 25 = 5 x 5 = 02 [52]

[72] 512 = 8 x 8 x 8 = 03 [83]

10,000 = 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10° [le ]

32 =2x2x2x2x2 =06' [25 ]

2. Express each of the following in words and tell the meaning of:

82 [eight to the second power, or eight square]

53 [five to the third power, or five cube]

6 [six to the seventh power]

3. Write the following in exponential form and tell the value of each:

9 to the fourth power. [9'4 = 9 x 9 x 9 x 9 = 6561]

Repeated factor 4, exponent 2 [42 = 16]

Repeated factor 10, exponent 3 [10 = 1,000]

3 to the fifth power [35 = 243]

4. Solve 3 =xxx=n[n= 81]

43 = x x n [n = 64]

104 = a
X X X X X = n [n = 1,000,000]

MMO. =MM. ...NM
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5. Solve

64 = 4° [43]

64 = 2 [26]

81 = 0 r
9 [92]

81 = 3 o
[34]

6. Fill in the spaces in the following chart:

Word Name Numeral Repeated Factor
Form

Exponential
Form

Twenty-five 25 5 x 5
2

5

One hundred twenty-five 5 x 5 x 5

625 5 x 5 x 5 x 5

Sixty-four 64

Eight

7. Which of the following represents the largest number? the smallest
number? Explain.

53, 53 , 35, 5 x 3, 5 + 3

[largest: 35 = 243; smallest: 5 + 3 = 8]

8. Which number is larger? How much larger?

3* or 4

52 or 25

24 or 42

3
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9. Extend the Place Value Table - Base Five to include exponential

notation.

One Hundred Twenty-fives Twenty-fives Fives Ones

125 25 5 1

5 x0x0 x 0 5 1

5 5 5 1
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

*UNIT 78 - NUMBER: SET OR INTEGERS (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACHER

Children have worked with the set of Counting or
Natural Numbers {1, 2, 3, . . .} and with the set

of Whole Numbers {0, 1, 2, . .} We are ready

now to extend the number system to include the set

of Integers.

The Set of Integers consists of:

The Set of Counting Numbers, Zero, and for
each number, n, of the set of Counting num-
bers, another number, n, such that:

n + -11 = 0

The Set of Integers

-4 -3 -z -t

Negative
Integers

0 'I '2.

Positive
Zero integers

A number line represents a one-to-one correspondence

between a set of numbers and their associated points

on a line. It may be a horizontal line, a vertical

liue or a line in any other direction extending in-

definitely in both directions.

Positire and negative integers may be represented by

evmn17 -:paced dots on the number line to the right
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and to the left (or above and below) the point that
designates the number Zero.

6 shown as +6 is read "positive 6"

8 shown as
+
8 is read apositive 801

When the sign of the number is not shown, it is
understood that the number is positive. 8 4.8;

6 in +6; etc.

"4 is read "negative 4"

"3 is read "negative 3"

Zero is a number which is neither positive nor negative.
It is the reference point or orisin on the number line.

On the number line, positive numbers usually are to the
right of the sero. The positive direction here, in
dicates that we proceed to the right frommr point on
the number line.

2 1 0 41 .2

Positive Direction

The Negative direction indicates that we proceed to
the left !roam point on the number line.
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'1 0 .1 *2

4-

Negative Direction

Vs sametines call integers 'directed numbers"
because of the may we represent then on the
number line. Often the term "signed Numbers"
is used because of the + or sign in the nu-

meral.

9bleptives; To introduce the meaning of and symbolism for integers.

To introduce concept of negative and positive direction
on the number line.

TRACKING SUGGESTIONS

Set of InteKers: Conceits

1. Reinforce reading a thermometer. Consider the thermometer as a
vertical number line.

Have children discuss and record temperatures above zero, below
zero, at zero.

Ask children:
What is the origin or reference point on the number line?

[ zero ]
Now many tines does zero appear on the number line? [ one ]

Now many tines does every other numeral appear on the

number line? [2 tines] Where?



2. Have children draw a horizontal Number Ray and indicate zero.

0 >
They should then lark off unit to the right of zero and abs.r..gn "1"
to that point.

o
1.

Rave the children indicate, discuss and assign "2", "3", "4 ", etc.
to points on the line to the apt of zero.

0 1 2 3 LI-.

Introduce the Number Line by extending the Number Ray in the other
direction.

Ask children to indicate 1 unit to the left of zero.

0 1 2 3 4.

They discuss naming points in this direction to the left of zero.

What would you name the new point? [ 1 ]

Label it.

1 0 1 2 3 4-
-41- 4

535

.
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Children should than indicate, discuss and label points 2, 3, 4 to
the left of zero.

4- 3 2 1 0 2 3 4-

Have children compare the two points labeled "la.

What is true of the distance from zero to each of the points
labeled "1" ? [same]

What can you tell about the direction of those points from
zero? [opposite]

Have children continue to compare pairs of points to discover equal
distances from zero; different directions.

3. Develop symbols for positive and negative numbers.
Children discuss the need to label these pairs of points on the
number line to indicate their differences.

Ask children:
.' we label points: 1, 2, 3, 41 etc. to right of zero 41,

4.3, 4-44

what do you think we could label the corresponding points: 1, 2, 3, 4,

to the left of zero? [ -2, aj, a.4 ] Why?

Children record these symbols on the number line.

.4(
'4- -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 3 4-

Discuss Direction:

If 41 is said to be in a positive direction from zero, how would

you name the direction of -1 ? [negative direction]

positive direction
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1.

negative direction

If the direction of +1 is a positive direction +1 is called

positive 1, what would you call -1 ? [negative 1]

Would you call zero a positive or negative number? [ neither ]

Discuss pairs of numbers as to direction and distance from zero.

42 and 2 4 4 an -1

-3 and 43 '3 and 5 etc.

Children note that:

42 is opposite -2 (from sero); 2 is opposite +2 (from

zero); etc.

5. Discuss the Whole Number System {o, 1, 2, 3, . . .} with which

children have been operating until now.

Nhich is the first numeral in the set?
How many numerals are in the set?
What other name can be given to 1, 2, . . [positive 1, etc.]

6. Tell children that this new set of numbers that includes positive, and

negative numbers and zero is called the Set of Integers.

Tell children that we sometimes call the Set of Integers

The Set of Directed Numbers. Ntly/ or

The Set of Signed Numbers. Why?
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7. Children note that:

The Number Ray maps the Set of Counting Numbers.

The Number Line is needed to map the Set of Integers.

8. Suggested practice exercises.

a. Write the symbol 'ihich represents the numbers:

negative twenty-six ('26]

positive sixty-four (+64]

negative two hundred seven (-207]

b. Write the words (number names) for:

+15
'64 4)14 gyms

c. If
+
6 represents 6 degrees above esro, what does its opposite -6

represent?

If
+
3 represents 3 hours after noon, what does its opposite '3

represent?

If +5 represents 5 steps to the right, what does its opposite 5
represent?

If -15 represents a loss of 15 pounds, what does its opposite
+
15

represent?

If -100 represents a less of $100, what does its opposite +100
represent?

d. On the number line below, label the unmarked points.

0 1
<
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0. Complete the sequence:

4.1

Im4,
6, 4111

6, 4, 2,

4, 1, 2, 011.

f. Use the number line to 4Lawer the question below.

C A D
4 "4 -3 -.2 1

What is the endpoint of each of the following and what number
does it represent?

BAG

CA

Making Comparisons

1. Have children draw a number line to compare positive integers in
order to determine which is greater, which is less.

Children note that:

As we move to the right on the number line, the numbers
become greater.

As we move to t: A left the numbers become smaller.

2. Extend the number line to the left to include negative
integers.
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3. Have children explain haw the number line shows the following
relationships:

+3 > +2

+2 < +3

+3 > 0

0 < +3

+3 >

43P < +3

0 > 41.1

< 0

0 > 4.2

< 0

0 > "4.

< 0

4. After many comparisons children note:

Any integer represented on the number line is greater than
any integer to its left.

Any integer represented on the number line is less than
any integer to its right.

Any positive integer is greater than zero.

Zero is greater than any negative integer.

Any positive integer is greater than any negative

integer.

5. Since +6 > +4 and +4 >
+2,

how would you compare
+6

and
+2

?

Since -4 < and -3 < -2, how would you compare '4 and -2 ?
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RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEMS

* UNIT 79 - RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEMS (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACHER

When children represented numbers on a number line
they were dealing with a set of points and a set

of wbers. A one-to-one correspondence was set
up between each of the sets of points and the num-

ber associated with it. By selecting and marking

off a scale on a number line any point may be lo-
cated by its corresponding number on the number

line. For example:

When children studied line graphs they were deal-
ing with the elements of two sets and the corm-
spondeAce between the elements of the sets. For
example: In a graph dealing with rainfall, the
number of inches of rainfall are matched with

date?, or with locations.

The (levelopment has been

1. Points and numbers represented on one line.

2. Inches of rainfall and corresponding dates
represented on a grid.
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Now we proceed to

3. Coordinates for using an ordered pair
of numbers by which any point in a plane
may be located.

Two number lines called axes are drawn at right
angles and the point of intersection is the zero
point of each line.

Both axes are marked off in equal intervals.

To identify a point in the Sane of these lines,
we assign to it 2 numbers. The first shows its
relationship to the horizontal axis; the second
shows its relationship to the vertical axis. The
horizontal axis is called the Z axis. The ver-
tical axis is called the I axis. The point of
intersection 0 is called the origin.

To locate a point A on the plane, lines are drawn
perpendicular to each axis.

Fig. I



The perpamdicular to the horizontal axis in this
graph intersects the horizontal axis at the point
corresponding to 2.

The perpendicular to the vertical axis intersects
the vertical axis at the point corresponding to 3.

2 is called the first or I coordinate.
3 is called the second or I coordinate.

The coordinate of a point on a number line is de-
fined as the =ober which corresponds to that points

543

Coordinates on the
horizontal axis are:

. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

Coordinates 'blithe
vertical axis are:

*, 0/4 14 2, 3, 44 5,

The location of A in Figure I is described by the
ordered pair of numbers (2, 3).

The order of the pair of numbers is of utmost

importance.

Suppose the location was listed as (3,2).

Fig. II

Then a point B, (3,2) shown in Figure II, not the

same as point A (2, 3), has been described above.
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The first number of an ordered pair is, by conven-
tion, the coordinate of the X (horizontal) axis and
is called the X-coordinate.

Note that the horizontal and vertical axes are num-
ber lines intersectiv,-; at zero and including the
positive and negative numbers. The direction frc
zero determines the sign of the number assigned to
a point.

It is convenient to use graph paper to help in
locating points on a plane since equally spaced
horizontal and vertical lines are already printed.

giblectives To help children understand the graph of a number.

To help children understand the use of an ordered pair
of numbers in locating a point on a plane.

To help children understand the graphing of a truth
set for an open sentence involving one or two place
holders.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

ExtenctTh to the Gra0144LILALASIMLAILUNUME

1. Reinforce locating a point on a number line.
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Have children:

Observe the number ray below.

A
_
0 ; 3 ;

B. -
-7 i :y 10 12 13 14 is

Fig. I

where point C is on the number ray if the
distance of C from A in a positive direction is
3 units.

Mark point C.

Tell how many measurements were required to locate
point C.

2. Present a number line such as the one below.

A
e

-H 10 -q -4 1, -5 -4- -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4- 5 6 PI 8 9 10 II

Ask children:

If you know the distance of point C frank and that C is on
how many different points could be named C, if C is 3 units
from point A?

No points, either in the
negative or positive direc-
tion from A.

What did we have to know to locate point C in Figure I?

[distance and direction]
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%tat kind of numbers tell both the direction and distance
of a point from A. [positive and negative]

Discuss: The number that tells both distance and direction of a
point on a line from the "OM point is called the co-
ordinate of the point on the number line.

For example: On the number line below the coordinate
of 8 is '3; the coordinate of X is +4.

C

3. Tell children that each mint in a number line can be called the
graph of the number to which it corresponds. If we wish to con-
sider the graph of a set of points it helps to darken the points
corresponding to their numbers.

For example:

0 I Z 3
Fig. II

Figure II is the graph of the points whose coordinates are 0, 2,
and 4, or the set { 0, 2, 4} .

Ask children to graph the following sets of points whose co-
ordinates are:

-3 0 4 9

Graph each on a separate horizontal and vertical number
line.
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Present a vertical number line.

Direct children:

Show the graph of 2.

Circle the coordinate of point H.

Graph the solution it for

n gm 0 + 4 on another number line

Locating Points In a Plane

4 H

3 G
a

-3 M

1

1. Ask children to observe the number line and points R and S below
and answer the questions.

5

iR

.3 4

Fig. I

What is the coordinate of point S?
How can we state the position of point S?
Can we tell the direction of point R from point S?
Can we state the position of point R? Why or why not?

No, o, we do not know how far]

above the line it is.
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2. Tell children that we can state its position by using a second
(vertical) number line which intersects the horizontal number
line forming right angles and which has the same zero point.

Fig. II

Children should compare Figure I and Figure II.

Direct children:

How did we describe the position of point R in Figure I?

[above 4-20

Observe Firmre II. Can we state the position of point R

more exactly now?
Yes, it is above 4.2 on the
horizontal axis and to the

right of 3 on the vertical

axis.
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How do we describe direction on a number line?

[positive direction]
negative direction

Is there any point except R which is exactly above +2
on the horizontal number line and also exactly to the

right of +3 on the vertical number line?

[ NO]

How many numbers are required to describe the position
of point R?

[ 2 ]

3. Tell children:

The two numbers necessary to describe position in a plane
fora ar ordered pair of numbers called the coordinates of
the point.

The first number of an ordered pair tells the number on
the horizontal axis; the second number of the ordered
pair tells the number on the vertical axis.

We write the ordered pair for R as: (2, 3).

4. Discuss use of graph paper to help in locating the position of
points in a plane. (The lines are alreaay drawn perpendicular.)

.1

2

2
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The Importaace of Ordered Pairs

Have children examine a graph such as the one below:

f*

.9

B

SA

42

I

3

2

Ask children:

What are the coordinates of A? ( +4, +3 )

Which coordinate is the horizontal coordinate; the
vertical coordinate?

What are the coordinates of B? ( 3, 4)

Which coordinate is the horizontal coordinate; the
vertical coordinate?

,Do the coordinates (
++ +
4, 3) and k 3, 4) locate

the same point? Explain.

Teacher should emphasize the importance of "ordered pair".

Suggested Practice Exercises

1. List or describe the sets of integers whose graphs are shown below.



[{ am.4, 3, 2, l, 0, 41, +2 }]

_I
1

I I I I I>
-2 ti ÷Z *3 44 s- +4

C {0}

2. Draw two number lines showing the integers from 5 to andand
graph the sets below; first on a horizontal number line and then
on a vertical number line.

a. { -2, 41, +3 }

b. { a"), Os 43s +10, 4.5 }

3. Use graph paper. Choose two perpendicular lines for
coordinate 8.7.09 and darken them to show the lines chosen.

Graph the following ordered pairs and label each point.

+
2,

+
5) B 1, +4) C ( +3, 4-2)

551
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4. Write the coordinates (ordered pairs) for each labeled point
on the graph below.

C.

C

5. Locate four points forming a square on the above set of axes and
indicate the loordinates of each point.

6. Do the same (as ex. 5) for other geometric figures.

ayEshintluthSetForAnnSentenoe___. (Reference: Student's
Discussion Guide - Madison Project - pp 18, 19)

1. Present an open sentence; e.g. O + i = 5



Have children find the solution set when the replacement set

is {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

(Review meaning of replacement set.)

As children respond, teacher may tabulate as follows:

0 /\ 5

When 0 at 0 then Q = 5

When O = I then Qs= 4

etc.

E]
0 5

1 4

2 3

3 2

4 1

0

Ask children:

How many ordered pairs will make the sentence true?

What are the ordered pairs? [0, 5; 1, 4; 2, 3; etc.]

Have children graph each of the ordered pairs in the truth set. They

may place the numbers for 0 on the horizontal axis, numbers for A
on the vertical axis. A axis

A

s

0t

E

q

I G 'I V *4

-

'2

axis

553
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Have children observe that these points lie on a straight line.

*2. Have children explore the same problem when the replacement set
includes negative numbers.

Fo.: example: if the replacement set is '3, 4.2, ls 0, +1, +2, +3 )

3. Have each child prepare a table to represent the truth set for the
following open sentence:

as + 1

For example:
When Op A mi

urn 1, L an 2

El A
0 1

1 2

2 3
etc.

4. Have children graph the truth set for A - + 1
when the replacement set is (41 5, 6, 7).

Suggest to children that represents the horizontal axis,
represents the vertical axis.

Observe that the points of the solution set lie on a straight line.

5. Present a graph as follows. Tell children that the graph has been
started for the open sentence Am (2 x ) + 1

A
_4 iik
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Have children mark 3 more points on the graph for the open sentence

above.

Ask children to *guess' another point, to explain why they picked it,

and then to verify their 'guess' by substituting the value for

and Q in the open sentence.

Suggested Practice Exercises

1. Use the table to mark 4 more points on the graph below.

(Reference: Madison Project - Student's Guide - p. 18)

+ 3
Open Sentence

3

4

5

6

6

8

9

Table for
Truth Set

-v

Graph for Truth Set

2. Complete the following table to represent the truth set

for the open sentence: (4 x ED + 2

A
2 4

3

4

5
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Children graph the truth set.

Children may connect the points by drawing line segments between
them. What do they observe?

3. Witt) at least 3 true sentences represented by the graph below.

I

0

x 4

+ 6
etc.
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SETS; NUMBER; NUMERATION

*UNIT 80 - PROBABILITY (Optional)

NOTE TO TEACHER

Why Probability?

Much that occurs in our lives depends upon chance.
Part of our lives is spent considering uncertainties.
Things may happen or they may not happen.

Probability cov:epte and calculations have became
increasingly important in our modern age. Medicare,
business, weather, insurance, investments all involve
consideration of a probability measure. Hence its in-
troduction in its simplest forms into the elementary
school curriculum is desirable.

A few illustrations will give us a clue to some simple
applications of the mathematics of Probability. If a

dit (singular of dice) is thrown what are the chances
that a 2 will appear? Since there are 6 possible rum-
beers that may appear (a cube has six faces, hence 6

outcomes) and since it is equally likely that any one
face may turn up, there is one out of 6 that a 2 will

turn up.

If in the dark I reach into a drawer containing 6 gloves,
paired and placed in plastic bags, 2 blacks, 2 white,
2 brown, what are my chances of extracting a pair of a
given color? The chances are 1 to 3 of finding a pair
of brown gloves. (

3
would not be the answer if the 6

gloves were loose in the drawer.)

The Probability of an event may be defined as the ratio
of the number a favorable mays that the event can oc-
cur to the total number of equally likely outcomes.
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1

To introduce concepts involving probability,
experiments should be performed and a count
sad* of the outcomes. For example:

1. Toss a coin many times and observe
the number of tines a head appears.

2. Toss two coins and observe the num-
ber of tines

a. 2 heads
be one head and one tail
c. 2 tails

come up.

3. Toss a cork from a bottle 5 times.

4. Other egerinents involving similar
situations.

If children will keep a tally of the number of
tines a given outcome or set of outcomes (called
an Event) occurs and the total number of tines
the ecciaeriment is performed, the ratios involved
should prove interesting. For maple: In (1)
the ratio 1 s 2 ( or fraction Le

2
) will show up

after many tosses of the coin.
In 50 tosses the likelihood is that heads will
turn up about 25 times; in 100 tosses the chances
are that heads will turn up about 50 times, etc.

iikumuzia: To experiment with Meat are the Chances.
To introduce beginning concepts of Probability.

1 TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

ag.......L.inentatios

Tossing Coin

1. Ask children to toss a coin.
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When one coin is tossed what is the number of possible ways that

the coin can fall? What is the chance of heads turning up out of

the 2 possibilities?
[1 chance out of 2 possibilities]

Tell children that another way of saying this is the probability

is 1 out of 2 or

2. Have children record results to see how probabilities change when

the same action is repeated.

We know that in tossing a coin once the probability is "1 out of 211

that heads will turn up, or that tails will turn up. If we toss the

coin a second time, then a third time, etc.., what will happen?

Have children keep a tally. For example: The table below shows the

results one child may have in 8 tries:

H T

/ / /

Ask children:

In exanining the Tally of Ellen's experiment:

1. How do you know the number of tries? [count]

&maw were there? E 8 ]
Harlow times did heads ',darn up?

Bowsaw times did tails turn up?
C3]

5]
After 8 tries what is the probability that a had will

turn up on the 9th try?

3. Have children extend their tallies by experimenting to see what happens

after 10 throws, 20 throws, 30 throws, 50 throws.

Children should experiment as many as 100 times.

4. Have each child compare his tally with the tallies of other children.
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Children should observe that in many tossobs, a coin may be expectedto come down heads as many times as it comes down tails. It doesnot mean that a coin will come down alternately heads and tails inconsecutive throws.

5. Experiment with an irregular object, such ac a cork of a bottleor a paper fastener, where there are two possible ways it could
fall. Find the Probability of the object falling one way by atabulation.

6. Have children tabulate for the following experiment:

If Alan picked a ball from a box, containing blue and red
balls, noted the color, put it back and picked again, anddid this 30 times, about how many times should he expect a
blue ball to be picked? A red ball to be picked?

7. Further Experimentation

Some children may wish to experiment keeping tallies of the probabili-ties when tossing 2 coins; 3 coins; etc.

For example: In one person's tally, out of 16 throws of 2 coins, headsturned up 4 times, head and tail turned up 9 times, etc.

i

0 Tails
2 Heads

1 Tail
1 Head

0 Heads
2 Tails

/1/1 1/1/1
1 / 1 /

11/

Children should make and tally enough throws to make a prediction.

Have children compare the actual results with the predicted possibil-ities.

Graphing Probabilities

Have children make a bar graph of the results of their tallies.



a. For 1 child's tally of 8 throws of 2 coins, with the result of:

The graph:

Number

of

Times

appeared

2 heads, 0 tails 3 Times

1 head, 1 tail 4 Times

0 heads, 2 tails 1 Time

6

5

4-.-

3-2
1

2 tails
0 heads

1 head
1 tail

1

2 heads
0 tails

b. Have the child graph the result of 16 throws. The res..lt

might be as in the tally above:

The graph:

Number

of

Times

Appeared

2 heads, 0 tails 4 times

1 head, 1 tail --- 9 times

0 heads, 2 tails 3 times

2 heads
0 tails

1 head 0 heads

1 tail 2 tails

561



562

c. Children should graph the results of many experiments

e.g., 20 throws, 40 throws, etc.

Discuss which possibility is most likely to occur.

Have children compare the various graphs to see the
shape of the curve that evolves as the number of
tossings increases indefinitely.


